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ABSTRACT
This document comprises nine commissioned papers and
four literature review chapters that are part of the first report of
the Study of Academic Instruction for Disadvantaged Students, a
3-year investigation of curriculum and instruction in elementary
schools serving high concentrations of poor children. (A summary of
this report is presented in volume 1.) The report contains four
parts. Part 1, "Toward Effective Curricula and Instruction in
Literacy," comprises the following chapters: (1) "Effective Literacy
Instruction for At-Risk Children" (R. Abington); (2) "Modifying
Reading Instruction to Maximize Its Efectiveness for 'Disadvantaged'
Students" (G. Garcia and D. Pearson); (3) "Social and Instructional
Issues in Educating 'Disadvantaged' Students" (L. Moll); and (4)
"Review of Research on Curriculum and Instruction in Literacy" (M.
Knapp and M. Needels). Part 2, "Toward Effective Curricula and
Instruction in Mathematics," contains the following chapters: (5)
"Good Teaching of Worthwhile Mathematics to Disadvantaged Students"
(A. Porter); (6) "Selected Issues for Studying the Mathematics
Education of the Disadvantaged" (W. Secada); (7) "Mathematics
Education, the Disadvantaged, and Large-Scale Investigation:
Assessment for Stability Versus Assessment for Change" (C. McKnight);
and (8) "Review of the Research on Effective Curriculum and
Instruction in Mathematics" (A. Zucker). Chapters in part 3, "Toward
Effective Instructional Strategies and Classroom Management," are the
following: (9) "Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students" (J.
Brophy); (10) "Classroom Tasks: The Core of Learning from Teaching"
(W. Doyle); (11) "Classroom Management and Instructional Strategies
for the Disadvantaged Learner: Some Thoughts About the Nature of the
Problem" (B. Neufeld); and (12) "A Review of Research on Effective
Instructional. Strategies and Classroom Management Approaches" (H.
McCollum). Part 4, "Connections Between the Classroom and the
School/Community Environment for Academic Instruction," consists of a
single paper (Chapter 13), entitled "A Review of Research on School
and Community Influences on Effective Curriculum and Instruction" (P.
Shields). Each chapter includes a list of references. (?MW)
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This volume includes nine commissioned papers and four literature review
chapters, as part of the first report of the Study of Academic Instruction for
Disadvantaged Students, a three-year investigation of curriculum and instruction
in elementary schools serving high concentrations of poor children. The stud} k
being carried out by SRI International in collaboration with Po lic) Studies
Associates, under contract with the Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation of
the U.S. Department of Education.

The papers in this volume discuss the literature pertaining to (1) curriculum and
instruction in mathematics and literacy (including both i.Jding and writing) and
(2) instructional strategies and classroom management. A statement of themes,
based on the commissioned papers and review chapters, appears in a companion
volume, Volume 1: Summary Report.
Subsequent moons will set forth the findif.gs of the Academic Instruction Stud)
after the completion of its first and second }ear of data collection.
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I EFFECTIVE LITERACY INSTRUCTION FOR AT-RISK CHILDREN
Richard L. Allington, Ph.D.
State University of New York at Albany

I EFFECTIVE LITERACY INSTRUCTION FOR AT-RISK CHILDREN
Disadvantaged children, the children of poverty, are at risk in our nation's schools.
These children are those most likely to experience school failure and this school
failure, more often than not, involves literacy learning difficulties. These are the
children who travel predictable avenues once difficulties in maintaining on-schedule
literacy acquisition appear. These predictable avenues for poor children are retention
in grade, transition room placement, enrollment in remedial or special education
program;, and placement in a "bottom track." Travel on any of these avenues increases
the likelihood that one will never accomplish serious academic work, will leave school
before completion, will achieve parent status prior to age 18, and will be unemployed
as a yo_mg adult. Children of poverty are more likely to travel these avenues than
other, more advantaged children and we can identify early in their school careers which
will travel the high road and which will travel the low.
In our work (e.g., Allington, 1983, 1986, 1989; Allington, Stuetzel, Shake, &
Lamarche, 1986; Allington & Johnston, 1986, 1989; Allington & McGill-Franzen,
1989a & b; Johnston, Allington, & Afflerbach, 1985; McGill-Franzen, 1987; Broikou,
Allington, & Jachym, 1989), we have examined the school experiences of poor
children, with a particular interest in those who participate in remedial and special
education programs. We have addressed the literacy instructional experiences of these
children across the school day and across school settings. We have concluded that few
schools have organized instructional resources such that children who need access to
larger amounts of high-quality instruction actually experience such access. In other
words, the routine finding that remedial and special education interventions rarely
result in improved academic achievement (e.g., Birman, 1988; Ysseldyke, Thurlow,
Mecklenburg, & Graden, 1984; Slavin, 1987) is predictable given the design of most of
such instructional interventions. Too often, the instructional programs organized for
children of poverty reflected concern for providing the minimum amount of the least
expensive instruction allowed under federal and state program regulations (Allington
& McGill-Franzen, 1989b).
Our "plain vanilla" model of instructional efforts that facilitate the acquisition of
literacy abilities in at-risk children is very similar to the one proposed by SRI. I will
sketch the components, briefly report common findings about these components, and
present current problems to consider in examining the usefulness of the components in
the study of "effective literacy instruction." I will also pose additional elements that
deserve inclusion in an expanded and more explanatory model.

Instructional Time
Instructional time allocated for literacy instruction is obviously important (Denham & Lieberman, 1980; Kiesling, 1978; Wiley & Harnischfeger, 1974) but few instructional programs for disadvantaged (or low-achievement) children reliably increase
instructional time (e.g., Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989a; Birman, 1988; Haynes &
Jenkins, 1986; Ysseldyke et al., 1984; Zigmond, Vallecorsa, & Leinhardt, 1980). In
fact, schools with high concentrations of poor children routinely schedule significantly
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less literacy instructional time than schools with few poor children (Birman et al.,
1987). While it seems feasible that the small group pullout
instruction commonly
found in remedial and special education could increase allocated time, it rarely does.
It also seems feasible that smaller size of instruction groups in pullout settings could
result in higher student engagement (thereby improving on the classroom setting). The
evidence, however, suggests that, compared to classroom
instruction, off-task behavior
is .more frequent (or riot substntially different) during
pullout instruction in remedial
or resource rooms (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989a; Haynes & Jenkins, 1986).
Low-achieving students tend to be off -task more than higher-achieving
peers, although
this often seems related to task difficulty or appropriateness
(Gambrell, Wilson, &
Gannt, 1981).
Another way of summarizing this component is to note that there exists
little
evidence to suggest that (1) schools with many poor children schedule more instructional time for literacy lessons than schools with few poor children, (2) remedial or special
education programs are organized in ways that routinely enhance
time allocated for
literacy lessons, and (3) the literacy instruction provided
low-achievement learners is
differentiated in ways that improve on-task behavior.
More recently we have begun to consider an issue raised by Walter
Doyle (1984)
in another school context. That is the issue of the length of
the scheduled instructional
periods. It seems that small instructional time allocations (10-25 minutes) influence
enormously the type of instructional episodes and instructional tasks that teachers
select. A scheduled 30-minute remedial ser.sion actually involves
about 20 minutes of
instructional time. During 20-minute instruction periods, different activities
can be accomplished than in 60- to 90-minute periods (with 75 to 80 minutes for instruction).
Short periods seem conducive to small tasks, brief attempts at reading and writing,
literal or locate tasks rather than comprehension or composition tasks. However,
remedial and special education students have schedules that break
their days into short
segments. Teachers and administrators seem to believe that these learners need short
scheduled periods (attention spans and such) and often plan one or more different activities within these short periods.
There are several paradoxes in all this. First, we have the fixed-length school
day/year. If all students attend school for the same amount of time,
how do we find
more minutes for some students? Obviously, most schools have not designed "add-on"
(before-/after-school, summer school, Saturday school)
programs. Most schools do not
seem to have any clear policy on what core curriculum instruction should be
replaced
by the instructional support programs. Second, while at-risk
student "attentional
problems" are frequently mentioned by instructior 2d staff and
short segments of instruction are often scheduled, the relationship of the activity
shifts to off-task behavior
seems unnoticed. Additionally, the possibility that these shorter periods result in lowerlevel and less engaging tasks goes unnoticed. Finally, while "individualization"
of instruction has been a key phrase in most educational interventions
for at-risk learners,
one finds little evidence that instructional time allocations are related to individual
educational deficits (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989a; Thurlow, Ysseldyke, Graden,
& Algozzine, 1984) children with greater lags in achievement
are scheduled for no
more instruction than children with lesser lags.
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To end this discussion of instructional time I want to note that in our "plain vanilla" model we assume, after Carroll (1963), that by comparing the amount of time spent
with the amount of learning achieved, one can begin to estimate the varying rates of acquisition of literacy by different children. This is, of course, a very crude indicator of
"opportunity" to learn, or "necessary opportunity." This model also assumes that most
children receive a generally similar "plain vanilla" curriculum exposure. We have argued that some children will simply need access to larger amounts of instruction than
others, if we are to achieve that abriormal state of attainment of "average" rates of acquisition by all (or more than half) of the learners. Simply put, unequal inputs could
produce more equal outcomes. However, we find that low-achiever children are
scheduled for fewer minutes of literacy instruction than their achieving peers and have
argued that instructional interventions that reduce instruction are odd strategies for enhancing achievement (Stanovich [1937] labels this the "Matthew effect," the rich get
richer...).
In our more recent conceptualizing we have attempted to consider how one might
address the issue of "coherent blocks" of literacy instruction, that is, settings in which
reading/writing/spelling/language tasks cohere, or hang together as a set of interrelated
activities. We suppose that coherent blocks facilitate literacy acquisition (see next section) and have been addressing how an observer might note coherent blocks (as opposed to unrelated sets of tasks) that occur during reading/language arts instructional
time. In addition, out-of-school literacy experiences, especially voluntary reading
(Anderson, Wilson, & Fielding, 1988), have demonstrated effects on reading achievement and engagement in such activities seem related to school experiences, particularly
the emphasis on voluntary reading and the accessibility of appropriate books.
On the other hand, allocated and engaged time are slippery variables that we have
attended too heavily to (perhaps because counting minutes is easier than identifying
quality instruction). The most efficient way to resolve a learning difficulty is not to
double the amount of ineffective instruction.

Instructional Tasks
The first forays away from the experimental laboratory led us to consider differences in the instructional tasks experienced by members of "good" and "poor" reader
groups in classrooms (Allington, 1977, 1980, 1983, 1984). These reports focused on
two primary differences: distribution of oral and silent reading opportunities and differences in text reading opportunities. The evidence indicated that poor readers were
most likely to be assigned round-robin oral reading in reading groups, while good
readers were more likely to be asked to read silently. The series of studies described
how teachers interrupted poor readers more often, asked poor readers fewer comprehension questions, and so on. From these data it was argued that poor readers
seemed to learn what was taughtand that what they were taught was fundamentally
different from what better readers were taught. We argued, for instance, that fundamental differences in the oral and silent reading processes and practices created two
fundamentally different types of readersone group learned to read for peisonal purposes with self-monitoring of meaning and the other learned to pronounce words aloud
while being monitored externally by their teacher or peers.

More recently we have attempted to integrate that view with the position expressed by Walter Doyle (1986), that the academic tasks that children do are good indicators of what they are likely to learn and the extension by Marx and Walsh (1988)
that the thinking children do during their academic work is the crux of the matter. Virtually all analyses of the instructional experiences of low-achievement children portray
massive involvement in low-level task completion (e.g., Rowan, Guthrie, Lee, &
Guthrie, 1986; Cole & Griffin, 1986; Oakes, 1987; Rohwer, 1980). At the same time,
concern for the lack of "higher-order" and "critical thinking" abilities among at-risk
pupils is a national concern (Adams, 1986). Our work has, like others, indicated that
comprehension is not often the focus of the literacy lessons of low-achievement
children and that reading or writing of extended texts rarely appears as academic work
in the lessons of these learners (Walmsley & Walp, in press).
In our earliest work, the importance of silent, comprehension-focused, extended
text reading was emphasized (Allington, 1977, 1980, 1984). As we initiated our whole
school day observations (Allington et al., 1986; Johnston et al., 1985), the issue of congruence of curricula between classroom and instructional support programs emerged.
We argued that the common situation we encounteredlow-achievement learners
working in two different, and often philosophically incompatible, literacy curricula in
the two settingscould not be supported with any existing theory or model of effective
teaching. Remedial and special education clients were more lik. iy to have cognitive
confusion fostered (as opposed to cognitive clarity) as a result of this "planned fragmentation" of the curriculum (Allington, 1989).
We have begun to address the issue of curricular coherence (rather than congruence) across the literacy lessons in the regular education program, as well as the
coherence in the lessons experienced in the regular and support programs (Allington,
1989). This coherence is not a new idea; a half-century ago it was called an "integrated
language arts" approach and more recently proponents of the "whole language"
philosophies have raised similar issues anew. Basically, coherence can be viewed as
planned arrays of literacy lessons that offer interrelated academic tasks, with the whole
language position emphasizing the primacy of expriences with extended texts for both
reading and writing instruction.
Currently, the common classroom literacy curriculum offers planned fragrnenta
tion. The curricular materials (which typically represent the intended curricula) for
reading, spelling, language arts, phonics, handwriting, and so on, present no interrelated conceptualization or instruction. In a typical school day learners work in a basal
reading series with brief text reading accompanied by several skill worktexts. The
academic work in these latter materials occupies larger proportions of the reading instructional experience than the time spent reading the stories in the, reader. Much has
been written about the incoherence inherent in basal reader materials (e.g., Anderson,
Brubaker, Alleman-Brooks, & Duffy, 1985; Beck, 'llcKeown, Omanson, & Pople, 1984;
Osborn, 1984)lessons that often are not comprised of interrelated activities. Less has
been written about the incoherence of the array of literacy lessons across several
literacy curricula found in most classrooms. As we have examined the literacy lessor s
of the regular education program, the fragmentation of lit :acy, lessons is obvious.
Word-level tasks, for instance, are found in reading, spelling, phonics, and language
1-6
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arts materials, but only by chance is there any relationship between these activities
across a school day. Wh..41 one examines the additional curricular materials and
academic tasks presented low-achievement learners in remedial and special education
during that same instructional day, the fragmentation is simply enhanced.
We suppose that this fragmentation is not purposely designed to make literacy
learning difficult. However, we also suppose that such is the ultimate effect. Unfortunately, there exists slim empirical evidence for such a conclusion, although the
revisions in several state curricula (e.g., California and New York) suggest that the
logic of coherent curricular approaches must be compelling. We do know that when
classroom and specialist teachers emphasize the same literacy skills in their instruction,
learner attainment of mastery of those skills is enhanced (e.g., Winfield, 1986) and we
have evidence in New York state that when classroom and remedial programs emphasize congruent skills and strategies, achievement improves (Bove, 1988). However,
such coordination occurs only when it is part a plan (as opposed to spontaneous or
chance) and the collaboration necessary is not easily achieved (especially when incoherent curricula are mandated) in schools (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989b).
Our "plain vanilla" model of effective literacy instruction is now becoming a "hot
fudge sundae" model. We earlier emphasized allocations of instructional time and
engagement in teacher-directed silent reading of connected text, particularly. Currently we are attempting to address the effects of coherent curricular plans for literacy instructionplans that result in instruction that emphasizes text comprehension and
composition, especially extended texts (e.g., trade books, stories, articles, etc.). We
would focus on the "coherent blocks" of instruction noted earlier and on the relationship between the academic tasks that occupy children during these blocks. It is our yet
unexamined hypothesis that at-risk children will benefit substantially from planned sets
of instructional activities that foster awareness of the interrelationships across various
literacy tasks (Walmsley & Walp, in press). In other words, we argue that at-risk
children have the least tolerance for the fragmentation that currently dominates the
literacy instruction across the school day.
Concerns about the lack of effectiveness of the various categorical programs, in
part a result of the curricular fragmentation and interference between replar education and instructional support programs (Allington & Johnston, 1989), have led to a
variety of proposals for the reformulation of the current plethora of federal and statefunded efforts to enhance the academic achievement of at-risk learners. The regular
education initiative (Wang, Reynolds,& Walberg, 1988; Gartner & Lipsky, 1987)
proposes a merger of regular, remedial, and special education (for the two-thirds who
are mildly handicapped) into a coherent system of instructional support. The pilot
"unified" support programs (Jenkins, Pious, & Peterson, 1989) in Washington state
treat all academic difficulties through a unified system, combining regular, remedial,
special, and migrant education support efforts into a single comprehensive effort. The
New York "congruence" model for state-funded remedial and Chapter 1 programs, the
California School-Based Program Coordination Act, and revisions in guidelines for the
Chapter 1 Whole School Projects all evidence policymakers' interest in moderating, if
not eliminating, the fragmentation and segregation inherent in categorical programs
today. We would go a step further, beyond "procedural" coordination to
I-7

"instructional" and "philosophical" coordination within a school district (Idol, West, &
Lloyd, 1988; Walp & Walmsley, 1989).
Such efforts would result in intended curricula that were philosophically compatible. This would result in an instructional staff that adhered to a common "point of
view" about literacy learning-. Philosophical and instructional
coherence should result
in an instructional plan that was also coherent across schools within a district, across
classrooms and settings in a school (grade 2, Chapter 1, resource room, bilingual, etc.),
and across a school career. This may be too much to ask of
our schools, especially in
the near term. On the other hand, schools today vary in their proximity from this
"ivory tower" standard. Some schools have different and
incompatible mandated curricula for regular, remedial, special, and bilingual education literacy
efforts. Others
offer far less fragmentation and interference.
Some schools have segregated staffs for regular, remedial, special, and bilingual
education. Others offer far more integrated efforts. If Moore and his
colleagues are
correct (1981), and our experience suggests they are, such differences reflect
different
plans developed in central administrative offices, rather than differences
in
schools,
per
se.
A final concern with instructional tasks involves the long-standing notion of "individualization" of instruction. Individualization has long held a position of primacy in
discussions of interventions with low-achievement learners, regardless
of category. On
the other hand, few reliable effects for individualization have been reported in schoolbased research (e.g., Leinhardt, Zigmond, & Cooley, 1981). In a recent careful
curriculum analysis, McGill-Franzen and Allington (in press) examined
what "individualization" might mean for remedial and special education students. She concluded that individualization often meant working alone on low-level skills
tasks. What
it did not mean was individually appropriate instructional
interactions or tasks. She
characterized the remedial and resource room instruction as "routinized" (much like
classroom instruction), wherein the learners had to adapt to another teacher's routine.
She found little evidence of differentiation of support instructional tasks by difficulty,
task focus, or classroom curricula. What she did find was children in
support programs
spending much time working alone (an odd form of individualization for the least able
pupil).
In working through this issue we have puzzled over which features of
academic
tasks one should attend to when making judgements of "appropriateness." We have not
found much guidance in earlier research efforts. It does seem that issues of task difficulty, curricular coherence, task quality, and so on need consideration. So too we
would argue for individual instructional interactions between the teacher and the
learner. We do know that some individualized programs do promote literacy acquisition (e.g., Boehitlein, 1986; Clay, 1983; Lyons, 1987), but we are unsure of the contribution of the 1-to-1 teacher/student ratio (as opposed to other factors).
Fraatz (1987) notes the "paradox of collective instruction" that we teach each
child similarly to ensure equity, but must teach each differently to assure individualization. She points out that individualization must differentiate between issues such
as differences (more/less, preferred, etc.) in time allocated to different students, differences
in instructional interactions, differences in curricula, differences in social interactions,
1-8

etc. At what point does "individualization" become discrimination (Lightfoot, 1973)?
of
Much of what is done to low-achievement children in schools is done in the name
"individual needs," but less of this addresses an individual child's needs than we might
expect. To address the issue of effective instruction we must sort out appropriate indifferences that
dividual instructional differentiation from the wealth of instructional
emerge across a school day.

instructional interactions
In our "plain vanilla" model we attempted a broad dichotomization of teacher instructional focus on "word and accuracy" vs. "text and comprehension." We attempted
to record, in our fieldnotes, instances of "strategic explanation" (Duffy, Roehler, &
Radcliffe, 1986b) as opposed to simple procedural directions or assignment of tasks
without instruction. It became clear that a word- and sentence-level focus dominated
(Allington et
tasks for at-risk children and that explicit teaching was a rare occurrence
majority
al., 1986; Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989a). At-risk children spent the vast
of their school day working alone on low-level tasks such that it seemed that their
teachers believed that completing the materials would resolve the difficulty (and that
they could complete these tasks without instruction).
However, our attempts at capturing important features of instructional interacrecordings of
tions was not particularly satisfying. When we had audiotape (or video)
the instructional session paired with the fieldnotes, observational data, and copies of
But even
the curricular materials in use, we could better address the issues of concern.
here we were rften left with no good idea of teacher intention or rationale for their behaviors. Shake (1984) used videotapes of instructional sessions as a stimulated recall
procedure in an attempt to tap the intentionality of various instructional moves. But
linking these data to other information gathered across observational sessions is difficult, indeed. We have been interested in this because we are convinced by the work
(and how successfulof Duffy and his colleagues (1986a & b) that what teachers explain
ly) is critical to the learning of at-risk learners. These children seem less likely than
other children to incidentally acquire the knowledges, conventions, and strategies of
fluent reading and writing.
This issue is under some substantial current reconsideration as a result of two
On the one
lines of argumentarguments that pull in opposite directions, it seems.
"process"
aphand we have the current press fa: "whole language" programs and
proaches to writing (e.g., Altwerger, Edelsky & Flores, 1987; Cambourne & Turbill,
1987; Smith, 1981). Proponents of these positions have much to offer those interested
in the assertion
in effective education of at-risk children. They are undoubtedly correct
that the current fragmentation and the lack of authentic literacy experiences work
against the best interests of these children. On the other hand, proponents of the view
casual approach
have been criticized (Delpit, 1986, 1988) for what critics see as a too
and
ethnic
group lines
to teaching. Delpit makes the argument along social class
of the
arguing that such approaches can work successfully with children from families
these
approaches
"culture of power" (basically white middle-class children), but that
are not successful with children outside that cultural group.
1-9
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We are troubled unexpectedly, for we had, by and large, rejected previous processproduct findings that suggested different teaching strategies were more effective with
at-risk populations (Johnston :,,t ai., 1985; Allington & Johnston, 1989). We had
rejected these findings because they were relatively rare, not particularly powerful (or
reliable), and the findings fit no good theory of either learning or instruction. More
recently, thoue', reports of differences (among Native American populations primarily) in effective instructional methods with differing cultural groups have been appearing with some -egularity (e.g., Au & Jordan, 1980; Au & Mason, 1981; Michaels &
Collins, 1984; itillips, 1983; Barnhardt, 1982; Cazden, IA8) and now Delpit (1988) argues so persuasively. Her voice seems supported, at least in part, by Corner (1988),
who argues that previous efforts in the design of "effective" schools for the disadvantaged concentrated too exclusively on curriculum and instruction and not enough on
"cultural incongruities." Cummins (1986) also notes the disabling effects of repetitive
social interactions during instructional sessions, but discusses the disabling characteristics of the current structured and fragmented learning experiences. His position is
that the current focus on curriculum and instruction deflects attention from more fundamental concerns about educational interventions.
Our "plain vanilla" model is obviously unable to address such issues. We are, however, convinced that explicit explanation is necessary, that enormous learner involvement in reading and writing of extended texts with a focus on meaning making is
critical, that coherence across instructional tasks and settings facilitates and eases the
acquisition of literacy. We are also convinced that the communicative interactions that
occur during the school day between teachers and children, and between children, are
powerful determinants of the effective schooling.
These issues need serious attention in any study of effective schools, particularly
effective schools for the children of poverty and children of color. Traditional processproduct instrumentation seems insufficient to the task, as ha 'e our more naturalistic
attempts. Careful analysis of dialogue, teacher and student cognition, motive, responsibility, independence, choice, and other aspects of teaching and learning need to be addressed. Operationalization and instrumentation must not be biased toward locating a
restricted set of teacher or student behaviors presumed related to effective instruction
(Gage & Needels, 1989). For instance, drawing a picture could be considered an off
task behavior during reading/writing time, but the activity could also be "scaffolding"
(McGill-Franzen & Allington, in press) for reading or writing, or demonstration of
comprehension after reading. Likewise, silent reading of a book can be considered
seatwork, independent practice, or a literary experience. Does it matter whether the
book is assigned or self-selected? Whether there is a standard assignment sheet to
complete after each chapter? Does it matter whether writing or vocabulary activities
later in the day are related to this text? Does it matter whether the reader presents the
book to her teacher, or her classmates? Does it matter whether the teacher and child
explore "wonderful ideas" from the book (Duckworth, 1987)? Does minority status,
poverty status, or low-achievement status have some added importance in such
situations?
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Understanding Effective Programs
Given the common findings concerning ethic& nal programs for at-risk learners,
we have been interested in developing a better undc tanding of how such programs
came to exist (and, conversely, why gm. pi-ople so ol...en create ineffective programs).
Ron Edmonds' work provided scme basic insights, as did the work of Don Moore and
his colleagues. Edmonds provided information on school-level issues, while Moore's
work addressed district-level issues. These works and others (Levine & Leibert, 1987;
Ligon & Doss, 1982; Vanecko, Ames, & Archambault, 1980) helped us understand the
opportunities and constraints that operate on Aose who work in schools.
However, my candidate for the most influential factor is, very simply, district commitment to the effective education of all childrenthe poor, the handicapped, the
minority, those different from the mainstream. We have discussed various potential
measures (e.g., local funds spent on remedial or special education compared to local
funds spent on football team or advanced placement classes or new office furniture,
etc.), but have found none fully satisfactory. Yet, too often we left a school district
with the distinct feeling that local commitment extended only as far as applying for external funding for categorical programs. We found districts that had seemingly learned
to optimize fiscal returns through excessive labeling, cross-subsidy, and triple- or quadruple-dipping into various external education pots for individual children. In these districts, though, children who earned money from multiple sources were typically served
by only one (and often excluded from regular education instruction) and even then
they were provided the minimum service required, not the services needed to resolve
the difficulty.
To advance effective instructional practices for at-risk children we must do more
than describe the features of the classroom and the curriculum. We must describe how
those effective programs evolved and how they are maintained. We do know that significant and enduring change is difficult in schools. We know that offering five simple
platitudes is insufficient. A model for investigating effective academic instruction must
include multiple components that attempt to tease out the "hows" of implementation

and sustenance.
For instance, McGill-Franzen (1987) notes the effects of fiscal incentives/disincentives in state regulations on the distribution of enrollments in various categorical
programsespecially intriguing is the apparent shift of 1.5 million children from Chapter 1 to the learning disabled special education category. We observed districts where
20% or more of the population was identified as handicapped and comparable districts
where fewer than 5% were so identified. We studied districts where the Chapter 1
clients all had scores above the 40th percentile and others where the same program
only served children who fell below the 23rd percentile. We have observed learning
disabled populations with reading achievement equal to or better than the district
Chapter 1 studert achievement and others where these two populations differed more
substantially. Like Kimbrough & Hill (1981), we observed cross-subsidization, but
usually the subsidy went from externally funded programs to locally funded programs.
On the other hand, we worked in a district that literally doubled the federal and state
funds available with local contributions to support remedial and special education
programs.
.. .
r
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Local commitment is observable in other ways as well, but we found it perhaps
most obvious in the interviews with local administrators and teachers. Edmonds wrote
of "high expectations"; we have found it useful to examine attributions for success or
failure of students. Winfield's (1987) study of urban teachers is instructive here. She
found attribution varied on two dimensions: possibility and accountability. Her
teachers reported ghat either (1) these children could be expected to learn to read or
not, and (2) the teacher reported it was or was not her responsibility to teaCh these
children to read. Not surprisingly, those teachers who believe in and accept responsibility for children's learning are more likely to teach, and teach well. In one of our
schools, for instance, two-thirds of the classroom teachers reported that the "primary
responsibility for reading instruction" of Chapter 1 students was assigned to the Chapter 1 pullout teachers (these Chapter 1 teachers assigned responsibility to the classroom teachers, though). Likewise, 90% of the classroom teachers felt that the special
education teacher had primary responsibility for the reading instruction of learning disabled mainstreamed children. These children routinely received less instruction and
qualitatively inferior instruction compared to their peers. The teachers attributed the
learning failure to family or child deficits even in the face of the evidence on instructional quantity and quality.
When a building principal disavowed responsibility for (and/or knowledge of) the
Chapter 1 and special education instruction ("You'll have to ask Bill about that, that's
his ballpark, not mine"), we usually found a segregated support program and a regular
education staff less than wholly committed to resolving the learning failures of at-risk
children. When district and building administrators attributed learning difficulties to
parents, homes, or deficits in children (attention problems), we have found a similar
response from the teachers. When district administrators responsible for the various instructional programs (regular education, Chapter 1, special education, bilingual) have
little shared knowledge about the programs they each lead, principals and teachers typically reflect this situation in their admitted ignorance ("I don't really have any idea of
what they do in that program").
The importance of discovering the district plan or plans is best demonstrated by
our assertion that most teachers we observed were simply following the district plan
(Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989a). That is, when the district plan produced four
separate and incompatible commercial reading/language arts materials, most teachers
offered an incoherent array of instructional tasks drawn from these materials. When
the district plan mandated a different and incompatible curricular approach to reading
in remedial or special education, teachers followed that mandate. When districts attempted to maximize external funding, teachers referred many children for inclusion in
special programs. On the other hand, when district plans called for coherent and collaborative approaches to remedial and special education, teachers offered the same.
When districts included literature in their reading curriculum and made appropriate
materials available, teachers used them. When books were unavailable, but workbooks
and xerox machines were available, teachers filled up the day with low-level paper/
pencil tasks.
This latter issue may deserve expansion. We have proposed an "accessibility"
hypothesis to account for much of the teacher curricular choices we have observed
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(Jachym, Allington, & Broikou, in press). In this analysis we had district personnel estimate seatwork costs for reading/language arts materials. We aggregated costs of
workbooks, spelling books, phonics books (whatever commercial seatwork material was
purchased), and also the costs involved in reproducing seatwork materials (copying
equipment and supplies, maintenance contracts, personnel costs in duplicating, etc.).
The variation between districts was substantial, as was the average cost per student
($38 to $105 per child with an average of $53.50). However, school administrators typically estimated $8$12 per student! The district with the highest concentration of poor
children spent the most, even though we were continually told how little money was
available to support instruction (the expenditure was approximately three times that of
the two smallest expenditure districts).
When district plans, intended or accidental, make resources accessible to support
certain activities, one should not be surprised to see those activities. The point here is
one that Barr and Dreeben (1984) have addressed far more elegantlythat decisions
made at other levels do have enormous potential for constraining the actions of
teachers. Our point is even more directmost teachers we have observed spend their
days doing exactly what they believe those in charge want them to do. Good plan or
badteachers follow the plan (or, in the absence of any agreed-upon plan, they invent
their owna more common case for remedial and special education teachers).
Another aspect of district plans is the use of various moves to keep achievement
standards artificially high. For instance, one district used combinations of exclusion
from kindergarten, retention in grade, and transition room or special education placement in such a way that only about one-third of the children finished grade 3 on
schedule (the others were given the "gift of time"). Grade 3 is where the first state
competency testing began. In the district mentioned earlier with an excess of 20% of
the students classified as handicapped, only the higher-achieving 80% of the students
reported scores on the state exams (the handicapped student scores do not have to be
included in the district report). In both these cases the "average" achievement levels
reported were blatantly manipulated to make the schools look more effective. These
are obviously more subtle methods than providing students with the answers and
probably just as successful in achieving the intended goala better aggregate score
reported to the community.
Thus one must be concerned about how "effective" schools and teachers are identified. Are schools, or teachers, that retain large numbers of children more effective
than those who retain none? One might expect the former to present better average
achievement levels by grade. Are schools or teachers who refer large numbers of
children into special education more effective than those who identify few? Again, the
former will present better "gains" for the regular education program. Are schools with
higher test scores but lower parental satisfaction ratings more effective than schools
with a different pattern? Are schools with higher achievement test scores but with few
students who voluntarily engage in book reading more effective than schools that exhibit lower test scores but substantially higher levels of voluntary reading? Are standardized tests acceptable substitutes for wholistic evaluations of reading and writing
abilities?
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Conclusions
Previous efforts to capture the attributes of "effective" instruction
have been narrowly cast and, ultimately, provided narrow answers. Effectiveness must be cast more
broadly than group achievement test scores, although obviously these will play some
role. However, whatever the role, one must examine what part of the expected school
population is included in the tested pool ("expected" meaning age group cohorts including those left back, sent out, classified, etc.). Beyond standardized testing, I would
argue that voluntary reading data, wholistic assessments of real reading and writing, surveys of parental satisfaction, and an analysis of the progress of all individuals toward
academic goals are necessary data to be considered.
Earlier efforts also cast instruction narrowly and largely ignored curriculum. I
have proposed a number of aspects of instruction that have been previously underemphasized and have suggested that instruction seems intricately linked to the curriculum
of choice (or mandate). We have proposed an "accessibility" hypothesis to account for
much of the variation (or sameness) found between schools. Because "individualization" has played such a central role in discussions of effective instruction for lowachievement learners (even though a small empirical base exists), clear criteria for
describing instruction must be developed. A central problem will be that of defining
"appropriateness" of instructional activities outside of an analysis of teacher intention.
The nature of the academic work that children do must be described satisfactorily,
as must the texts that they use (or create) in completing this work. The interrelationship of the tasks across a school day (or week) must be considered, especially given concern for curricular coherence. Langer and Applebee (1987) suggest that reading
shapes writing and vice versa, and that writing shapes learning from reading. In order
to examine any of the several potential hypotheses about the nature of integrated
literacy curricula, it will be necessary to produce far better descriptions.
We must be concerned how schools found to be effective emerged in the educational community and whether they can be sustained. Our work has suggested the
centrality of district-level plans rather than school or classroom-level efforts, especially
in the literacy learning experiences of children who participate in remedial and special
education programs. While principals and teachers are obviously important players,
these participants seem to follow district-level plans more often than they create unique school or individual plans (although one does see such principals and teachers).
This position is similar to that expressed by Barr and Dreeben (1984) and Moore,
ltde, Blair, and Weitzman (1981) and points to the need to understand the influence
of district-level constraints and opportunities and school and classroom behavior.
Finally, literacy learning activity of disadvantaged children is invariably nested in
layers of federal and state constraints and opportunities. Different state education
agencies will structure such constraints and opportunities differently and these variations must be documented along with the effect on local design (e.g., New York's Congruence Initiative, California's Reading/Language Arts Framework, Ohio's Statewide
Reading Recovery Implementation, etc.).
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II MODIFYING READING INSTRUCTION TO MAXIMIZE ITS
EFFECTIVENESS FOR "DISADVANTAGED" STUDENTS
We think that reading instruction for all childrenincluding those children who
have been labeled "at-risk" or "disadvantaged"should focus on the development of
comprehension strategies. In this paper, we will briefly describe the type of reading instruction that all too frequently is provided to low-achieving students in American
schools. Then we will discuss why a comprehension focusmore specifically a focus
on the development of comprehension strategiesis most important and how it is different from much currently available instruction. Finally, we will suggest strategies,
techniques, and, in some cases, models that we think help students reason about what
they read. Within this framework, we will identify issues that are especially relevant to
the teaching and learning of children who have been labeled "at-risk" or "disadvantaged."
The Current Situation
Classroom research has documented the influence of basal reading programs on
elementary reading instruction (Durkin, 1978-79; Fisher et al., 1978; Hatch & Bondy,
1984; Mason & Osborn, 1982). A common characteristic of most basal programs is
that they attempt to reduce the complexity of learning to read by decomposing the
"process" into a series of discrete and isolated skills. Although children may become
proficient at performing these discrete tasks, this does not necessarily mean that they
will become proficient readers. In fact, one reason that children without extensive exposure to print prior to formal schooling may fail at reading is that the instructional
focus on discrete tasks does not foster an understanding of what reading is all about
(see Teale & Sulzby, 1986).
Current theoretical views of reading comprehension do not support a discrete
skills perspective. The discrete skills assumptions of current basal programs hearken
back to theoretical positions characteristic of the task analytic (see Gagne, 1965) and
mastery learning (see Bloom, 1968; Carroll, 1963) traditions of the 1960s (see Pearson
& Raphael, in press, or Pearson, Dole, Duffy, & Roehler, in press, for discussions of
this movement). Even though the most recent entries into the basal market differ substantially from their predecessors, vestiges of the task analytic and mastery learning
traditions are still seen in the pre- and posttests that dictate when an individual student
is to study a particular skill, receive more practice, or move on to another skill.
In such systems some students, particularly low achievers, never reach the skills at
the higher end of the continuum because they continue working on unmastered "basic"
skills at the lower end. Or, as Stanovich's (1986) "Matthew" effect has been colloquially interpreted, "them that has, gits." Dreeben's (1987) research, in particular, has
revealed that the differential performance of black children as compared to white
children frequently is determined by the amount of time spent on reading, the richness
of the curricular material covered, and the appropriate matching of instruction to the
ability level of the children.
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Reviews of research related to the reading of at-risk students also suggest that it is
not uncommon for low-achieving students to receive reading instruction where the emphasis is on decoding and not on comprehension (Allington, 1983; Garcia, Jimenez, &
Pearson, 1988). Collins (1982) documented this finding in a study in an integrated firstgrade classroom in California and in a third-grade black classroom in Chicago. In both
classrooms, children in the low groups received far less instruction and practice in reading comprehension than did those in the high groups. Similar findings were discovered
by Moll, Estrada, Diaz, and Lopes (1980) when they compared the reading instruction
given to Spanish-English bilingual children in both Spanish and English. However, in
this case, even children who were in the high and middle Spanish reading groups did
not receive much comprehensir 1. instruction in their English reading classes. Instead,
their English teachers emphasized decoding activities because they misinterpreted the
children's non-native pronunciation as a symptom of decoding problems.
The point is that teachers may tend to delay or de-emphasize comprehension instruction for some children because they misinterpret their less-than fluent oral reading of standard English as evidence that they are not ready to understand text. Despite
strong warnings, based upon considerable sociolinguistic research, not to interpret a
nonstandard dialect as a language deficit (Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; Torrey,
1983; Troutman & Falk, 1982), some teachers still misinterpret black children's use of
Black English Vernacular as evidence of a decoding problem (Burke, Pflaum, &
ICrafle, 1982; Cunningham, 1976-77).
Ironically, what little evidence we have about intervention programs for lowachieving primary-level first- and second-language readers demonstrates that increased
access to a wide range of reading materials, in comparison to conventional programs,
improves performance on both comprehension and decoding tasks (El ley & Mangubhai, 1983; Feitelson, & Goldstein, 1986). On the other hand, empirical investigations
that have tried to improve the comprehension of poor readers in the upper primary
grades through extensive decoding training have had mixed results. Blanchard (1980)
reported improved literal and inferential comprehension performance of a sample of
poor sixth-grade readers as a consequence of teaching them to read all the words that
were in the experimental passages. However, in a study with fourth- and fifth-grade
poor readers, Fleisher, Jenkins, and Pany (1979-80) found that while explicit decoding
training improved the children's passage decoding, it did not improve their passage
comprehension. A major limitation of these studies is that they involve teaching poor
readers how to decode every new word that they encounter, a rather prohibitive task
that contradicts our current knowledge about the generative nature of language acquisition. Such studies also do not present children with the type of literacy exposure that
they need to begin to understand the functions and features of written :anguage and to
move from cognitive confusion about written language to cognitive clarity (Downing,
1976, 1986).

Given the current description of reading instruction at the elementary level, it
should not be surprising that one of the findings of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (Applebee, Langer, & Mullis, 1987) was that most children and young
adults are able to decode and comprehend simple text but that only small percentages
of both are able to reason about what they read and write. Even more alarming is the

finding that minority children perform considerably poorer than their Anglo counterparts as early as fourth grade. It is with these findings in mind that we recommend that
all children, regardless of their level of skills mastery, receive reading instruction that
will foster and promote the development of comprehension strategies.

The Comprehension Focus
Current views of reading, variously termed interactive, strategic, schema-theoretic
or social-cognitive, suggest that quality reading instruction for all children should focus
on the development of comprehension strategies from the outset of children's schooling. Based on empirical research in cognitive psychology and the psychology of language, this view suggests that readers are involved in a recursive search for meaning.
Throughout this search, they deploy their own knowledge in concert with perceptions
from the text and context to create a dynamic interpretation.
Each of these influences is multidimensional. Factors within the reader include
knowledge of the topic, reading skills, and reasoning strategies. Factors within the text
include remnants of the author's biases, goals, and intentions (see Winograd & Bridge,
1986) as well as structural characteristics, graphic characteristics, and adjunct aids. Factors within the context include the environment in which we read or learn to lead; cultural values that reflect our ethnic, religious, and national identities; and specific
purposes we develop for particular tasks.
Although contextual factors have not typically been highlighted as sources of influence in the reading process, findings from cross-cultural studies have indicated that
our values affect not only how we determine levels of importance but also how we
group information into categories (Lipson, 1983; Reynolds, Taylor, Steffenson, Shirey,
& Anderson, 1982; Steffensen, Joag-Dev, & Anderson, 1979). When subjects read text
that is culturally familiar, they read it faster, remember more of it, and make fewer
comprehension errors. Similarly, the purposes for which children read, how their interactions with text are shaped, and the settings in which they do it are contextual factors
that influence how they construct meaning (Bloome & Green, 1982; Cazden, 1985;
Tea le, 1986).

Expert as well as novice readers participate in this interactive process in which

these three clusters of influencereader, text, and contextconverge to permit the
construction of meaning. However, readers may operate at different levels of sophistication and may differ not only in the types of strategies that they use but also in their
awareness of what they are doing. In other words, all readers are predisposed to try to
make sense of the texts we ask them to read, but some readers have better tools, can
use the tools they have more adaptively and flexibly, and can apply those tools to more
challenging texts.

Comprehension Strategies: Building a Curriculum
7 ate e,..:.?.nce available suggests that low achievers do not get the same access to
comprehension instruction and activities that is afforded higher achievers. At the same
time, we have argued that what is presented to any and all in our current curricula is
not as thoughtful or helpful as it could be. It's like saying that the apple is rotten to
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begin with, and, to make matters worse, these kids don't even get their share of that rotten apple. What should be our curriculum for low-achieving students, or, for that matter, for all students?
To answer this question, we decided to rely on a recent effort by Pearson, Dole,
Duffy, and Roehler (in press). They present several interrelated strategies that they
think should comprise the scope of reading comprehension instruction in the classroom. Their claim is that these strategies are derived from research studies that have
tried to document the nature of "expert" reading. The logic that guided their search is
that one way of determining curricular goals is to learn what it is that characterizes the
successful performance of experts.
Their choice of the term strategies as opposed to skills is a deliberate one. In
their discussion, they note that the term skills is too closely tied to tile hierarchical sequencing of commercial reading programs and, therefore, associated with the repeated
practice of isolated activities with small units of text. The use of the term strategy, on
the other hand, connotes a flexible plan that is under the conscious control of the
reader. Strategy is associated with the reasoning processes that readers use to make
sense of text. It includes a metacognitive emphasis and reflects the adaptive nature of
the comprehending process.
The goal of strategy implementation is to "set in motion the learning processes
which lead to expert performance" (Resnick, 1984, p. 443). Pearson and his colleagues
eschew the notion of scope and sequence. Instead, they argue for strategies that may
be used at any level. What changes over time is the facility with which the readers
employ these strategies and the type of content to which they apply them.
The first strategy is determining importance. It is more than finding the main
idea, but it surely includes attempt o find main-ideas. In addition to reader-determined importance (see Williams, 1986a, 1986b; Tierney & Cunningham, 1984;
Winograd & Bridge, 1986), the reader needs to denve from the text what the author
must have considered important in setting pen to paper in the first place. In order to
do this, the good reader relies on general world Ismow ledge and domain-specific
knowledge, text structure knowledge, and knowledge of author biases, intention, and
goals (see Afflerbach, 1986; Resnick, 1984; Winograd & Bridge, 1986).
In the classroom, this would mean that a teacher would focus on more than asking
students to locate the main idea of a paragraph. The latter emphasis typically concentrates on text structure knowledge how to use key words, phrases, graphics, summarizing statements, text organization, and other surface-level cues to determine what
is important in the text. Along with Pearson et al., we think that it is more helpful for
the teacher, as an expert language user, to demonstrate and delineate the varied
strategies and sources of information that she relies on to figure out what is important
for her, as the reader, to glean and remember from the text. Through a think-aloud
procedure she could show students how she utilizes general world knowledge, domainspecific knowledge, knowledge about the author's purposes, and text structure
knowledge. This type of procedure moves students beyond a strictly "literal" interpretation of the text to one that requires them to think and reason about what they
have read.
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The second strategy is synthesizing information across large units of text in order
to create summaries. The empirical work on summary training is quite encouraging.
Working with students from middle school to college level, Brown and Day (1983;
Brown, Day, & Jones, 1983) have successfully taught students to create text summaries
by using five strategies: (a) deleting irrelevant information from a paragraph, (b) deleting redundant information from a paragraph, (c) creating a superordinate label for a
list of things or actions, (d) locating topic sentences for paragraphs and knowing when
it is appropriate to us.° thorn, and (e) creating topic sentences when none exist in order
to "cover" a segment of the text.
While research has suggested that children's abilities to perform these summarizing operations may be developmentally linked (see Brown & Day, 1983), Palincsar and
Brown (1984, 1986) have incorporated some of these opf ttions into their successful
reciprocal teaching approach with poor comprehenders at the fifth- and sixth-grade
level. Their approach teaches students to apply four strategies to any text they read by
(a) summarizing it, (b) asking a few questions that get at what is important in the text,
(c) clarifying any parts that proved difficult to understand, and (d) predicting what the
author will talk about next. An important feature of their approach is that students are
encouraged to share how they are constructing meaning from text. So, now instead of
just having the teacher as a model, the students begin to view each other as models.
Like so many other strategies that are intended to be highly adaptable, synthesizing may lend itself less to rules and decomposition and more to modeling and guided
practice. Teachers could demonstrate how to synthesize by first utilizing the thinkaloud demonstration we previously discussed and, secondly, by relying on the techniques used in the reciprocal teaching program of Palincsar and Brown (1984, 1986).
The third strategy in the Pearson et al. scheme is drawing inferences. Even very
young children can and do use their prior knowledge to make inferences about what
they read (Kail, Chi, Ingram, & Danner, 1977). Instructional studies conducted by
Pearson and his colleagues have demonstrated that children as young as second grade
can benefit from teachers' guidance designed to improve their inferencing abilities (see
Hansen, 1981; Hansen & Pearson, 1983; Pearson, 1985; Raphael & Pearson, 1985).
In helping to develop this strategy, teachers can begin by making children aware
of many of the inferences that they automatically make while reading. For instance, in
the Kail et al. (1977) study, the children read sentences such as: "Mary was playing in
a game. She was hit by a bat." The children had no difficulty in drawing the inference
that Mary was playing baseball even though the game of baseball is not mentioned in
the sentences.
Teachers can also demonstrate how to use clues from the text along with background knowledge to answer different types of inferential questions. G. Garcia's
(1988) research with second-language children enrolled in fifth- and sixth-grade classrooms indicated that these children primarily relied on a literal interpretation of the
text to answer inferential questions. If children are to learn from what they read, then
they need to know how to answer textually explicit and implicit questions as well as
scriptally implicit questions, which require the children to integrate background
knowledge with information in the text (see Johnston, 1984; and Pearson & Johnson,
1978). Raphael's work on question-answer relationships (Raphael & Pearson, 1985;
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Raphael & Wonnacott, 1985) suggests that children benefit from instruction helping
them to adapt strategies to tasks.
The fourth comprehension strategy is asking questions; the students and not just
the teacher need to do this. Teacher-initiated participant structuresprimarily comprised of teacher questioning-student responses-teacher evaluationsappear to be the
most common in the American classroom and represent one way of assessing children's
reading comprehension. However, this type of participant structure does not allow the
children to monitor and control their own comprehension. Despite limited research on
this topic, there is both theoretical (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) and empirical (Andre &
Anderson, 1978-79) support for question generation as a student-controlled strategy.
The work of Singer and Donlan (1982) and Wittrock (1983) provide direct examples of ways to involve students in question generation. Additionally, question
generation is an integral part of both the reciprocal teaching and question-answer
relationship activities mentioned earlier.
The fifth strategy in the Pearson et al. scheme is comprehension monitoring. Considerable research has indicated that good readers are more carefal in their construction of meaning than are poor readers (for summaries of this work, see Baker &
Brown, 1984; or Gamer, 1987). Good readers not only tend to know how well their
reading is progressing but they also alter their reading strategies to compensate for a
problem once they realize one exists. Poor readers generally are less aware of the
problems and are less able to compensate for them.
There is considerable evidence that all children can develop comprehension
monitoring. Miscue research (see K. Goodman, 1968, 1976, 1978), in particular, has
demonstrated that all readers, including novice readers, try to make sense of the text as
they read aloud (see Y. Goodman, 1971; Hudelson, 1981). Initial findings from the implementation of the Reading Recovery program also have demonstrated that with extensive tutoring, first-grade students in the bottom 10 percent of the achievement
distribution can learn to monitor reading for meaning (see Boehnlein, 1987; Clay,
1987; Columbus Public Schools, 1987).
Classroom teachers can help students develop comprehension-monitoring expertise. Young children should be encouraged to speak up when something does not
make sense to them, whether they are listening to it or reading it. Older children need
to understand why comprehension may go awry. By emphasizing how they, their
teacher, and classmates construct meaning from text, children enhance their metacognitive awareness and improve their own comprehension monitoring. To develop these
competencies teachers and students must go beyond correct answers given in a text or
a workbook to discuss, in an environment of mutual respect, how different individuals
arrive at different answers or interpretations.
We have included Pearson and his colleagues' notion of adapting resources as our
sixth strategy. It is a logical successor to their fifth strategy, comprehension monitoring. Once a comprehension failure is detected, something should be done to repair it.
There is considerable research supporting this strategy. For example, good readers
tend to know when and how to study difficult text for longer periods of time titan do
poor readers (see Masur, McIntyre, & Flavell, 1973; Owings, Peterson, Bransford,
Morris, & Stein, 1980). Expert readers also are more likely to look back at the text to
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resolve a problem than are novice readers (Alessi, Anderson, & Goetz, 1979; Garner,
1987). Finally, good readers utilize a more varied repertoire of strategies to answer
questions about the text than do poor readers (Raphael & Pearson, 1985).
Garner (1987), in particular, describes classic fix -up strategies that distinguish the
expert from the novice reader. Students need to understand that there are times when
the reader needs to speed up, slow down, look back, reread, skim, predict, generalize,
or even resort to a dictionary. Somehow our instructional activities tend to breed a surface processing attitude among students. Too many students are interested in getting
through the text at the expense of understanding it.
Pervasive to all these strategies is the importance of activating students' prior
knowledge, or schemata. Schemata refer to the organizing frameworks within the mind
that the reader uses to identify and integrate new information with previously learned
information (Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson, 1978). The activation of this process is at
the heart of comprehension and inherent in all of the strategies presented. Without it,
it would be difficult for readers to determine what is important in text, to draw inferences, or to monitor comprehension.
Research that has focused on the role of prior knowledge in good and poor
readers' comprehension has indicated that good readers are more adept at using their
prior knowledge to help them make sense of text than are poor readers (among others,
see Bransford, Stein, & Vye, 1982; Gordon & Pearson, 1983; Hansen, 1981; Hansen &
Pearson, 1983; Pearson, Hansen, & Gordon, 1979). On the other hand, there is
evidence that poor readers can be taught how to use and alter their prior knowledge,
improving their text comprehension (see Dole & Smith, 1987; Roth, 1985). For this to
succeed, however, all students, including those labeled "disadvantaged" or "at risk,"
need to be given the opportunity to read both familiar and unfamiliar text. Content
analyses of basal reading series suggest that these series still do not contain enough
material that reflects the cultural and background experiences of minority and disadvantaged children (Butterfield, Demos, Grant, May, & Perez, 1979; Logan & J. Garcia,
1983). If these children are to become proficient readers, then they need to be exposed to text that allows them to integrate new knowledge with old knowledge.
The curriculum proposed by Pearson et al. would emphasize strategies rather than
skills, include a clear metacognitive focus, and be based on an "emerging expertise"
model instead of an "assembly line" model of instruction. Furthermore, all the
strategies presented have, zither an explicit or implicit goal of prior knowledge
activation.

Helping Students Acquire Effective Strategies: The Question of Instruction
But it is not enough to have a curriculum comprised of excellent strategies; we
also need a plan for helping students acquire those strategies (or, if you prefer, a plan
for helping teachers teach those strategies). So we turn now to the issue of instruction:
How shall we help students acquire the strategies they need in order to be active,
strategic readers?
To review the instructional candidates available, we refer to a recent conceptualization by Pearson and Raphael (in press). Based upon a review of recent research
and rhetoric, they identify four models as candidate delivery systemsdirect
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instruction, explicit instruction, cognitive apprenticeships, and whole language. They
view these four models as forming a continuum, There direct instruction is at the more
conservative end, involving a high level of teacher involvement, and whole language is
at the more liberal end, involving a low level of teacher involvement. Discussion of
these models has been marred by polemics; hence the inherent differences between
them have been emphasized at the expense of any discussion of their similarities.

Direct Instruction
Gersten & Carnine (1986) have reviewed the comprehension research conducted
within this paradigm. They present a host of skills and strategies that they feel are
better learned in a direct instruction setting than in settings in which skills are merely
practiced on their own by students (a situation described and critiqued by Durkin,
1978-79). The basic position of direct instruction is that children seldom learn what
we do not teach them directly; left to their own deviceswithout benefit of teacher
modeling, guided practice, and extensive feedbackthey are likely to develop
maladaptive strategies. Hence; instruction must be well planned, deftly executed, and
extensively supported with much guided practice, independent practice, feedback, and
assessment. A basic tenet of direct instruction is that the way to deal with complexity
of reading is to break down strategies into smaller, more easily trackable subskills.
Explicit Instruction

Pearson and his colleagues (Pearson & Dole, 1988; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983)
use the term explicit instruction to distinguish their position from the direct instruction
view. Duffy and Roehler and their colleagues (1987) have a similar construct, labeled
explicit explanation. The basic differences between the direct instruction position and
the explicit instruction position lie in task conceptualization and control over the learning environment. Neither Pearson nor Duffy sees any need to decompose skills into
subskills. Indeed, because they see so much conceptual overlap among comprehension
skills (finding main ideas often entails both drawing inferences and determining causeeffect relationships simultaneously), they find both theoretical merit and practical
benefit (time savings) to more holistic strategies. They also require that skill application occur with authentic texts (i.e., naturally occurring) instead of skill-driven texts
(i.e., written specifically to facilitate skill application).
Control, in the explicit view, is more of a shared responsibility than a teacher
responsibility (see Pearson & Dole, 1988, or Pearson et al., in press, for a complete discussion). Teachers may begin an instructional cycle by accepting major responsibility
for skill application; however, they soon release responsibility to students. The notion
of "gradual release of responsibility" is central to their view (Pearson & Gallagher,
1983).

While they (Pearson and Dole) raise many unanswered questions about this
paradigm, Pearson and his colleagues cite supportive research to establish the efficacy
of the explicit instruction position. They include the questioning work of Raphael and
her colleagues (e.g., Raphael & Pearson, 1985; Raphael & Wonnacott, 1985), the
metacognitive training studies of Paris (1984), the comprehension skill work of
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Baumann (1984), and the explicit explanation work of the Michigan State group (Duffy
et al., 1987). They use the four facets of skill development suggested by Paris, Lipson,
and Wixso.i (1983). Most convincing in this tradition is the research of Duffy and his
colleagues (1987); they have documented a positive relationship between the degree to
which teachers are explicit about explaining the what, how, when, and why and the degree to which students acquire and use comprehension strategies.
Components in an explicit instructional routine include teacher modeling (making
public the secrets of invisible processing), guided practice (a kind of cooperative learning problem-solving segment), independent practice (students do it on their own), consolidation (public review to see if students can handle it with minimal guidance), and
application (using it with regular texts). Strategies need not be decomposed in order to
reduce complexity; complexity is better handled, they suggest, by scaffolding, providing
extra support when students experience difficulty doing it on their own. That is, in essence, what the construct of gradual release of responsibility is for. A teacher slides up
and down that continuum as necessary, providing precisely the amount of scaffolding
necessary to support student success.
Scaffolding is a term borrowed from Bruner (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, :1976) and
Vygotsky (1962) to characterize learning in social situations. The metaphor of the scaffold is apt because the teacher support, like a scaffold, is temporary and adjustable.
While it can be used to explain the teacher's role in explicit instruction, it is even more
commonly associated with the cognitive apprenticeship model.
Cognitive Apprenticeships

Further along the continuum is the cognitive apprenticeship model (see Collins,
Brown, & Newman, in press). Collins et al. discuss the difficulty of teaching complex
cognitive processes that basically are invisible. They suggest that reading, writing, and
mathematics are not easily learned through the learning-as-the-transmission-ofknowledge model of Western civilization. Instead, they contend that such activities are
more easily learned through an apprenticeship model similar to that which historically
characterized all instruction and which still characterizes entry into certain crafts and
professions.
Similar to craft apprenticeships, the cognitive apprenticeship model is based on an

expertin this ease, the teacherhelping novices of different abilities acquire expertise by first observing what the expert does and then trying it out under the expert's
tutelage. Key components of the approach include modeling, coaching, and fading.
Pearson and Raphael point out that these three elements are similar to the modeling,
guided practice, consolidation, and gradual release of responsibility that characterize explicit instruction. Unlike the latter, however, the cognitive apprenticeship model emphasizes the importance of always presenting instruction within the context of
higher-order problem-solving activities that are genuine and authentic as opposed to activities that are developed solely to permit skill or strategy practice. Pearson and
Raphael point out that a major advantage of this type of situated learning is that the
issue of transfer is eliminated. Students develop a repertoire of reading strategies as a
means to solving functional and meaningful problem-solving activities.

Sequencing within the cognitive apprenticeship model involves two principles: (1)
presenting global skills before local skills, and (2) completing activities in increasingly
diverse and complex contexts. At every level of complexity, scaffolding--not subskill
decomposition and sequencingis the mechanism that helms students cope with complexity. Diversity, meeting the same task in new problems nd new situations, should
also increase over time so that students are able to acquire richer set of contextual
associations" for the task.
Whole Language

In a relatively short period of time the whole language movement has had an incredible impact on the field of reading. Based on first-language acquisition theory, advocates of the movement consider literacy development to be an interrelated facet of
language development (see K. Goodman, 1986; and Altwerger, Edelsky, & :Flores,
1987, for details about this movement). Children acquire literacy in the
same way that
they acquire oral languagenaturally and over time through extensive and varied exposure to authentic literacy tasks. Children's emerging expertise and control over
literacy tasks are viewed as a natural extension of their language
development. Listening, speaking, reading, and writing are considered interrelated aspects of language
development. There is no reason for one aspect of language development to be emphasized prior to the development of another. For this reason, separate instruction in
reading or language arts does not occur in whole language, classrooms. Phonics instruction and basal readers are eschewed in favor of exposure to literacy events that have
real functions and that may involve all four aspects of language development.
With the
emphasis on functional and real literacy tasks, there is no need to read materials that
have been especially developed to practice or learn skills or subskills.
Whole language specifically differs from the cognitive apprenticeship position in
its definition of the teacher's role. In whole language, the teacher is the facilitator but
not the expert; whereas, in the cognitive apprenticeship model, the teacher is the expert or the master craftsperson while the children are the apprentices or novices. The
whole language literature implies that the students and not the teacher define the tasks
to be undertaken as well as the materials to be read. The teacher's role is to provide a
supportive classroom setting where children are encouraged to define what they want
to read and write. All tasks must be functional and authentic, including the purposes
for the tasks, their audiences, and the content of what is read or written. Teachers
do
not tell anyone what to do or when to do it. While they may share their
interpretation
of text, or explain the use of standard conventions, such as spelling or punctuation, they
are not supposed to impose these standards on their students as evaluative criteria.
Pearson and Raphael point out that the limited research base behind whole language has hindered its evaluation as a complete instructional approach. Part of the
problem is that whole language proponents tend to be critical of standardized
tests and
quantitative experimental research (Edelsky & Harman, 1988; K. Goodman, 1986). As
a result, they generally avoid using either of them to evaluate whole language
programs. To what degree whole language is effective at the different levels of schooling is not known, just as it is not known to what extent it can provide all children with
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the literacy development that they need to succeed in American schools (for a discussion of this issue, sec Delpit, .1.986, 1988).
What is known, however, is that some features of the whole language model have
been positively associated with other successful instructional approaches. Pearson and
Raphael review these features and specifically note that there is considerable evidence

to indicate that reading literature results in better reading comprehension than does
isolated skill practice (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985; Anderson, Wilson,
& Fielding, 1988; Taylor, & Frye, 1987). Similarly, children's knowledge about lettersound correspondences is enhanced when they are allowed to use invented spelling
(i.e., spell words on their own when they are unsure of the correct spelling [see Clarke,
1986)). Research also has indicated that the quality and quantity of children's writing
are improved when they are encouraged to participate in wide-ranging, unfettered writing activities from the outset of schooling (Calkins, 1983, 1986; Graves, 1983). In addition, the reliance on authentic, functional literacy tasks helps students to develop a
more realistic view of the uses of reading and writing (E. Garcia et al., 1987; Freire,
1983).

It also may be that the whole language approach reduces the cultural mismatch
that frequently occurs in classrooms where linguistic or cultural minority children are
in attendance because the students and not the teacher define the context of the learning situation (for a discussion of this mismatch, see Au & Mason, 1981; Heath, 1982;
Philips, 1983). This, along with the early emphasis on print awareness in the formal
school setting, may be what helps to enhance the initial literacy acquisition of some linguistic and cultural minority children. What we do not know at present, however, is
what kind of either short-term or long-term effect a total whole language program has
on student progress.
Choosing the Best Alternative

We began our review of instructional models with the clear intention of selecting,
on the basis of the review, one of the four as the best alternative for at-risk children.
The review has led us to a change of heart. Rather than select one of the models as
clearly superior to the others, what we want to do is to identify features of each model
that we think are especially appropriate for desigring instruction for "at-risk" students.
In short, we will be building our own consensus model of instruction. In doing so, we
will parallel what good teachers do on a yearly, weekly, and daily basiscompile an
"eclectic" model of instruction from available resources.
The first feature in our consensus model is teacher modeling. Teachers can and
should show students how they perform the tasks they ask students to perform. Interestingly, modeling as an instructional feature does not allow us to discriminate among
our four models because it is an integral part of each. Even whole language advocates
support the practice, although they tend to prefer the term demonstration (Smith,
1984), and they require that only authentic, whole processes be demonstrated. One
reason that modeling or demonstration is so important to good instruction is that comprehension processes are so hard to talk about in the abstract (in the sense of rules or
steps) that you almost have to "see it to believe it." What is especially helpful *ire
"reflective" demonstrationsdemonstrations in which the modeler talks the sLudents
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through the processes involved in her performance (what Paris, 1984, calls "making
thinking public"). Like so many domains of inquiry in which knowledge is "ill- structured," it is easier and more instructive to present cases (examples of the process in action) than it is to deal with rules or guidelines (see Spiro, Coulson, Feltovich, &
Anderson, 1988, for a complete treatment of learning in ill-structured don:-ts of
knowledge). The first principle in our consensus model would read like this:
Because reading comprehension is an ill-structured knowledge domain, it is more appropriate
to provide students with demonstrations of how strategies are applied in real reading situations than it is to offer them either abstract sets of rules or multiple opportunities to practice
the strategies. At the very least, rules and/or practice opportunities ought to be accompanied
by reflective demonstrations.

A second feature in our consensus model is authenticity. Authenticity is the essence of the whole language model; it would be an unspeakable act to ask a child to
read an unauthentic text or to perform an unauthentic task (see Edelsky & Draper, in
press; Edelsky & Harman, 1988). Authenticity is an ultimate goal of the direct instruction model (they do want students to apply what they have learned to real texts read
primarily for purposes of comprehension, but they tolerate a lot of special texts during
instruction), a required part of the explicit instruction model (but special texts are
tolerated for demonstration purposes), and an implicit requirement of cognitive apprenticeships (there is no need to apprentice a student reader to a fake text or task when
there are plenty of authentic ones lying around). Our particular version of the authenticity principle goes something like this:
Strategy instruction shout, ccur within the context of trying to comprehend a particular text
written by an author for the purpose of communicating a message (informational, affective,
entertaining) of some sort to an audience. For purposes of demonstrating or highlighting a
particular feature of the strategy, it may be permissible to remove a text segment from its surrounding context (you could put a paragraph on the overhead, for example, but make it a real
paragraph from a real text), but both the strategy and the text segment should be immediately
recontextualized.

The third feature in our consensus model focuses on the issue of reducing complexity during strategy acquisition. Basically, education has adopted two principles for
reducing complexity: task decomposition and scaffolding. We want to establish our
position clearly on the side of scaffolding. Task decomposition, a critical feature of
direct instruction, has had its "day in court" for the past 30 years; it is time, we think,
to give equal time to scaffolding as an alternative strategy for coping with complexity.
What we are saying is that our instructional practice of decomposing tasks and removing them from natural contexts in order to highlight critical features has not proven all
that successful, especially for low-achieving students. It may be better to have students
perform the task in contexts that are as close as possible to the situation in which they
will ultimately have to apply it and, in that process, to provide them with support as
they struggle through it. In summary, here is our principle:
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To help novices cope with the intrinsic complexity of reading tasks, 't is better to provide extensive scaffolding for authentic tasks than it is to decompose and decontextualize those same
tasks.

The fourth feature of our consensus model is an intrinsic bias toward student control of the instructional situation. We do not take quite the radical position advocated
by whole language devotees, who would claim that students should always be in charge
of their own learning (selecting texts to read and topics for writing), but we do think
teacher control is too dominant in our current situation. Currently teachers decide
what gets taught when, what gets practiced when, and what the criteria for success and
failure are; students have to rely on teacher feedback to let them know whether they
are becoming literate individuals. Everything we know about the importance of
metacognitive control of cognitive processes and everything we know about intrinsic
motivation demand that we let students participate in the planning and evaluation of
the curriculum to which we subject them. The ultimate goal of teacher assessment
should be self-assessment; the ultimate goal of teacher planning should be to help students learn how to plan their own learning. These goals can only be accomplished in
an atmosphere of shared responsibility for curricular decisionmaking. The concept of
gradual release of responsibility, applied so assiduously to task completion by the explicit instruction advocates, should be expanded to both the planning and assessment
aspects of literacy curricula. Our principle would read like this:
From the earliest stages of the school literacy curriculum, students of all achievement levels
should be involved in planning reading and writing activities and in evaluating their own
performance.

These are the four features of our consensus modelteacher modeling, task and
text authenticity, scaffolding (to cope with complexity), and shared decisionmaking
responsibility (to develop self-assessment skill). Looking back upon our four candidate
models, one might conclude that we borrowed very little from the direct instruction
tradition and a lot from whole language. Our view is that all four of our consensus
principles are consistent with (a liberal version of) explicit instruction, cognitive apprenticeships, and (a conservative version of) whole language. We permit more deviation
from principles of authenticity and shared decisionmaking than we think advocates of
whole language would permit; conversely, we demand greater adherence to those same
principles than explicit instruction advocates would demand (they would view them
'ore as ultimate goals to work toward than as day-to-day operational tools).

A Final Word
Clearly our approach requires teachers to move away from the "teacher-proof'
model frequently offered in conventional programs to a model in which they make
most decisions within their classrooms. Along with this independence comes considerable responsibility and commitment. For our approach to work, teachers must see
themselves as readers and writers and be willing to widen their knowledge base about
reading apd writing. They must also understand that the development of literate individualsin school requires that literacy instruction be extended beyond the reading
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and language arts classes to include all domains of inquiry. And finally, if this process
is to involve those groups of children who traditionally have been called "at risk" or
"disadvantaged," teachers need to be aware of and willing to accommodate the different language and literacy experiences that their students bring to the classroom. For
literacy to flourish, it must be co-owned by all of the participants.
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III SOCIAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL ISSUES IN EDUCATING
"DISADVANTAGED" STUDENTS
This paper addresses key issues in the academic instruction of "disadvantaged" students. Although I will focus primarily on Latino or Hispanic students, most issues discussed are equally relevant to other "linguistic minority" students. I take as my
premise what I consider to be an obvious truism: There is nothing about minority
children's language, culture or intellect that should handicap their schooling. I therefore object to using the label "disadvantaged" as an organizing concept in this study.
These children are disadvantaged only to the extent that their parents and communities
lack political power That is, disadvantaged is not a characteristic or trait of the
cnildren, it is something done to the children. As McDermott (1987) has commented,
"By making believe that failure is something that kids do, as different from how it is
something done to them, and then by explaining their failure in terms of other things
they do, we likely contribute to the maintenance of school failure" (p. 363).
Accordingly, in what follows I will elaborate on the following three points:

(1) Any discussion of academic instruction for "disadvantaged" students must examine the societal context of schooling. The school experiences of "disadvantaged" students are intimately and complexly related to broader social,
economic and political factors. Viewing instruction in isolation from these factors helps distort explanations of school performance and limits suggestions for
chair?) to simply doing more of the same, after all it works ' other students,
but in larger doses and better.
(2) Current instructional practices seriously underestimate these children's intellec-

tual capabilities and constrain their academic performance. When "disadvantaged" children are shown to succeed under modified instructional
arrangements it becomes clear that the problems these children face in school
must be viewed, in great part, as a consequence of institutional arrangements
which constrain children and teachers by not capitalizing fully on their talents,
resources, and skills (Diaz, Moll, & Mehan, 1986; Moll & S. Diaz, 1987).
(3) Given the limitations of current schooling practices, if we are to develop ap-

propriate models for the instruction of "disadvantaged" students, most principles must come from elsewhere than schools (Tharp & Gallimore, 1988). In
particular, the students' community represents a resource of eaormous importance for educational change. As community-based studies have repeatedly
shown, there's great diversity in the cultural and linguistic practices that form
Latino and other language minority communities. Properly used, these diverse
practices can serve as powerful assets to the children's schooling, especially to
the development of literacy (see, e.g., Cazden, 1983; Cole & Griffin, 1986; Gallimore, 1985; Delgado-Gaitan, 1987; Jordan 1985; Heath, 1983, 1986; LCHC,
1986; Moll & S. Diaz, 1987; Morris & Conan, 1983; Smith, 1981a, b, 1987;
Tharp, 1989; Vogt, Jordan & Tharp, 1987).
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I will start by presenting some demographic findings that help define the societal
context of education. As will become clear, the issues we are addressing here under
the rubric of academic instruction for the disadvantaged will not go away anytime soon.
I will then summarize the literature on what goes on in classrooms.
There is ample evidence that academic instruction, especially for children that we
are calling the "disadvantaged," is severely restricted and restrictive. In this context it
becomes clear that the so-called back to basics movement is a ploy. Cole and Griffin
(1986) put it diplomatically when they wrote as follows: "...a continued imbalance in
the educational mandates that guide the education of minorities and of white middleclass children deepens the problem: as schools serving minority children focus their
resources on increasing the use of well-known methods for drilling the basics, they
decrease the opportunities for those children to participate in the higher level activities
that are needed to excel in mathematics and science." I will then review the findings of
a recent study on outstanding teachers of Hispanic students. The instructional practices of these teachers highlight the importance of purpose and meaning in literacy instruction and stand in sharp contrast to the usual recommendations for more structure
and control in the instruction of "low-SES-low-achieving" students (see, e.g., Brophy &
Good, 1986).
I will conclude by summarizing a model of research and practi that examines
how to build on community knowledge, practices and values to change and extend classroom instruction.

The Societal Context
Latinos and other linguistic minority populations, such as blacks, are at the bottom
of the sccial order in practically every category (see, e.g., Reyes, 1987). For example,
in 1986 almost 41% of Latino children under 6 years of age were living in poverty. The
figure for blacks was 46% and for "whites" 17%. The median income level of Puerto
Rican families in New York City in 1984 was $10,784 (compared to $31,000 for nonLatino whites). A similar distribution of income is found in other cities with MexicanAmericans and blacks. Health problems affecting Latino children are associated with
poverty, including malnutrition, upper respiratory diseases, lead poisoning, child abuse,
and high rates of teen age pregnancy.
Equally distressing statistics characterize the educational situation of such linguistic minority students: high dropout rates and low academic pNevement (Steinberg,
Blinde, & Chan, 1982; Walker, 1987). Among all adults 25 o, ever in 1985 approximately 45% of Latinos and 47% of blacks had completed high school, compared
to 76% for non-Latino whites. Further, those students that stay in school are doing
poorly. For example, in New York City the percentage of students reading at grade
level or above is less in predominantly Latino school districts than in the city as a
whole at every grade. A similar gap holds for math.
In addition to the above, however, we are in the midst of a striking and dramatic
change in population, and many educators, including bilingual educators, seem to be
oblivious to its consequences. Latinos, for example, are among the fastest growing
population groups in the country. It is estimated that by the year 2000, there will be a
total of over 22 million Latinos in this country. This would make us the fift'i largest
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Latino population group in the Americas. Only Brazil, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela
are projected to have larger populations. By the year 2000 there will be over 400 million Spanish speakers in the Americas. Note that in this international context Latinos
are not a "linguistic minority."
Furthermore, along with other political minorities, such as blacks, Latinos are now
the majority or becoming the majority in many important urban educational school systems. Latinos, as a group, are predominantly urban, a change from only a few years
ago. New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago and San Antonio account for over 20% of
all Latinos. We are, or will be, the majority in school systems in these as well as other
major cities in this country. It follows that serving these students needs will become
the top item on any educational agenda within these locations.
Additionally, Latinos are overwhelmingly members of bilingual communities.. Although it may be safe to conclude that there seems to be an intergenerational shift to
English among Latinos, the acquisition of English may not be accompanied by a loss of
Spanish (see Language Policy Task Force, 1982, 1984). The great majority of individuals in Latino communities come into contact with both Spanish and English over
their lifetimes, whether through contact with monolingual and bilingual members of
the community or persons outside the community. This "community bilinguality" is a
prominent characteristic distinguishing Latinos from the dominant groups in society.
The Latino population also is very young (as is the black population), with a mean
age of about 22 years and the birth rate is very high (Latinos between 18 and 44 years
old have the highest fertility rate in the nation, 107 births per 1,000 women, compared
to non-Latino whites, 67 births per 1,000), not to mention increases in population because of immigration. This demographic profile means that the educational issues affecting Latinos, as well as other linguistic minority groups, are going to be around for a
very long time, well into the next century.
We turn next to examining the nature of schooling for "disadvantaged" students.

The Characteristics of Schooling
It is inarguable that working-class and poor children receive a very different type
of classroom instruction than students from wealthier classes. In general, these
children receive rote, drill and practice instruction, work that is mechanical, highly
structured and redundant (see Anyon, 1980, 1981; Lubeck, 1984; Page, 1987; Wilcox,
1982; Willis, 1977; see also, Gamorans & Berends, 1987). For example, Anyon's (1980,
1981) research examined classroom instruction in five elementary schools in contrasting social class communities (cf. Ramsey, 1983, 1985). She designated the schools according to, among other variables, family income and occupation, with the schools
ranging from "Working-class," with most family incomes at or below $12,000, to what
she labeled "Executixe Elite Schools," where most family incomes exceeded $100,000,
with some in the $500,000 range. Anyon provided examples from fifth grade classrooms to illustrate differences in instruction among the schools. She collected data
through classroom observations, interviews with teachers, principals and district administrators, and assessment of instructional materials in each classroom. All teachers
in her sample were described by their principals as good or excellent instructors.
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Work in these classrooms, as described by Anyon (1980, 1981), was almost
robotic, involving rote behavior and very little student decision making or choice:
"The teachers rarely explain why the work is being assigned, how it might connect to
other assignments, or what the idea is that lies behind the procedure
or gives it
coherence and perhaps meaning or significance" (1980, p. 73). Accordingly, work is
often evaluated according to whether the children followed the right steps of a
procedure.
Language arts, for example, involved the mechanics of simple punctuation, with
the rules often displayed in a ditto that the students followed. One teacher
commented
that simple punctuation is all that working-class students would ever use (p. 74). "i here
was no expository writing, most classroom writing involved answering questions
provided in a ditto sheet. Social studies was also largely mechanical, rote work, with little connection to larger societal contexts. Individual activities were often fragmented
and without inherent meaning, other than that the students were instructed to perform
them. In one school social studies consisted of copying the teacher's notes from the
board. As the students finished copying ; sentences, the teacher would erase the
board and write more. Similar rote conditions existed for oral work,
science and math.
The teachers controlled the students' work and movement closely and rarely explained the basis for their decisions. They would often shout directives and stress the
need for quiet. The children would often resist the teachers' orders and the work assigned. Teachers, in turn, would make the lessons easy or not demanding to minimize
the students' resistance. In sum, working class schooling is depicted by Anyon as a continuous struggle between teachers and students.
In contrast, children in wealthy communities experienced a very different cur.
riculum. For example, work in those classrooms was to develop one's analytical intellectual powers. The teachers asked the children to reason through problems and
produce intellectual products of top academic quality. Language arts involved the
analysis of language as a complex system that should be mastered,
and writing assignments involved research reports for social studies and science. Social studies involved
the discussion of concepts and independent research. Social life was not shunned but
included for analysis. Classroom discussions related to realistic and difficult social issues, such as reasons for inflation, the contamination of foods, or workers' strikes.
The teachers exercised little control over the students' movement and monitor^d
the level of difficulty of lessons carefully to make sure they were intellectually challenging and satisfying to the students.
Although Anyon was careful not to generalize beyond her sample, subsequent
work by others suggests the validity of her characterizations. For example, recent research by Oakes (1986), focusing on tracking and using a national data base (see
Goodlad, 1984), reached a similar conclusion about the social conk,
f schooling: there is
an unequal distribution of schooling that favors the already-privileged; white and affluent students receive more of what seemed to be effective teaching than do other
groups; minority and poor students receive an emphasis on low-level basic literacy and
computational skills. As the social class of the community increases there is a concomitant shift in instruction from rote to more process oriented teaching, from
simplicity to complexity, and from low to high expectations. As Oakes (1986) noted,
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"There is no presumption that high-status knowledge is equally appropriate for all"
(p. 74).
We get a sense of the pervasiveness of this phenomenon from the research on the
uses of computers in schools: in general, poor children do drill and practice; affluent
children do programming and problem solving (Center for the Social Organization of
Schools, 1983). A similar reduction of the curriculum occurs in classrooms for limitedEnglish-proficient children. In these classrooms there is the additional tendency to
simplify the curriculum's complexity to match limited-English speaker's level of
English proficiency. This simplification or watering-down of the curriculum may occur
in several ways, for example, by relegating limited-English-proficient students to lowlevel academic work, regardless of their literate competence in their first language, or
by not allowing these students to participate in what are perceived as cognitively
demanding activities, such as expository writing (Diaz et al., 1986; Goldenberg, 1984;
Moll, 1986; see also, Walsh, 1987).
In sum, the schooling of "disadvantaged" students is intimately linked to their social class standing. This schooling can be characterized as atomistic, highly structured,
repetitive, and emphasizing the learning of low-level skills. This form of instruction is
so common that, as Edelsky (1986) has suggested, it is easy to assume that it is just how
schooling must be if children are having difficulty. Note the recommendations of two
leading educational psychologists (Brophy & Good, 1986, as cited in Ralph, 1988, p. 7):
...low-SES-low-achieving students need more control and structuring from their teachers:
more active instruction and feedback, more redundancy, and smaller steps with higher success
rates. This will mean more review, drill, and practice, and thus more lower-level questions.
Across the school year, it will mean exposure to less material, but with emphasis on mastery of
the material that is taught and on moving students through the curriculum as briskly as they
are able to progress.

Outstanding Tea3hing of "Disadvantaged" Students
The classroom analysis reported herein provides an important contrast to the
forms of instruction described above. The study formed part of a larger project on
"effective" schooling conducted in three elementary schools and seven classrooms in a
major metropolitan area of the Southwest.' The schools were nominated to participate
in the study by educational administrators and teachers from 12 metropolitan school
districts. The classrooms selected for study were highly rated by the educators and the
students had scored at or above grade level for at least 2 years on measures of
academic achievement.
I will summarize our observations of two fifth-grade teachers, one Spanish-English
bilingual and the other an English monolingual, concentrating on the characteris.ics of
reading and writing instruction. Both classrooms were located in working-class communities and most students in both classrooms were Hispanic. We conducted

'This work was supported by a grant to Eugene Garcia from the Inter-University Program for Latino
Research and the Social Science Research Council.
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approximate ,100 hours of obsc_vation and every teacher was videotaped monthly for
a period of : lours. In addition, we co:lected data through
formal and infortnal interviews and co ..piled classroom documents and records, including
samples of the
students' work.
Central to the teachers' approach was a view of literacy as the understanding
and
communication of meaning. In particular, they believed that reading comprehension
and written expression must be developed through functional, relevant, and meaningful
language use. Therefore, one of their major instructional goals
was to wake their classrooms literate environments in which many language experiences could take place and
different types of "literacies" could be practiced, understood and learned. These
teachers rejected rote instruction or reducing reading and writing into skill
sequences
taught in isolation or in a Yucccssive, stage-like manner. Rather, they
emphasized the
creaZion of social contexts in which children actively learned to use, try out, and
manipulate language in the service of making sense or creating meaning. The teachers
saw their role as providing the necessary guidance or social arrangements
so that
children, througra their own efforts, could assume control of diverse
purposes and uses
of oral and mitten language. Their approach is consistent with
the recommendations
of recent studies of effective literacy and language learning which consistently
point out
the importance of students interacting frequently, purposefully, and
meaningfully with
language and text (see Edelsky, 1986; Farr, 1986; Goodman, 1986; Langer & Applebee,
1986; 1987; Moll & R. Diaz, 1987). These studies stress the importance of children
learzing language and literacy as a medium of communication instead of as a static subject with sets of isolated topics, facts, or skills that must be learned, as is common in
most classrooms (see Goodlad, 1984; Langer, 1984; Oakes, 1986).
The students learned the curriculum through different social arrangements that
teachers facilitated. The teachers strategically mediated these social arrangements to
engage students or to give them practice with different aspects of the process (Moll,
1989; Vygotsky, 1978). Further, regardless of individual differences in teaching or in
children, including differences in English language proficiency, the teachers mediated
in similar ways the children's interaction with the classroom content. They facilitated
learning through the creation of related tasks or activities, rather than controlled learning by imposing a single model of learning for the children to follow (Moll, 1988).
For example, reading was integrated into almost all of the students classroom activities. No basal readers were ever used, the teachers relied on trade books that were
interesting and challenging to the students. As well, the teachers did not group
children by ability, a common practice in classrooms (Goodlad, 1984),
instead they
grouped them by interest or by activity, such as grouping students reading
about.
dinosaurs or about volcanos for the science project. Students read in many different
ways: silently to themselves, read to other students either in a small group or to the
wiiole class. The teachers also read to the children daily. Throughout, the teachers- encouraged the students to make sense of what they read, and to be critical readers of
others' work and of their own.
The following example is illustrative. In a lesson the teacher and seven students
of mixed reading abilities discussed a novel they had been reading ?bout the U.
S.
revolutionary war. The teacher pointed out to the students the different personal
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relationslho presented in the novel to capture how the war was affecting people's lives
In what resembled a conversation with the active participation of students, more than
the usual recitation that makes up lessons (Durkin, 1978-4979; Goodlad, 1984; Tharp
& Gallimore, 1988), the discussion included the teacher's and students' observations
about the role of women in society, how different political allegiances could disrupt a
family, the role of religious beliefs and family discipline, how a novel can make history
more understandable, and the nature of colonialism. None of these topics formed part
of any curricular script, they arose and evolved through the participants' joint discussion of text. The teacher would monitor casually, but carefully, the students' participation, contributions and understanding of th. text, providing more time to some
students, as needed.
During regularly held reading conferences, students summarized what they had
read, expressed their feelings about the story, indicated what they liked most or least
about the story and why, predicted what would happen next and explained the basis of
their predictions, confirmed or disconfirmed past predictions and compared the text to
previous books read. The students often selected, depending on their interests, what
books they wanted to read; the teacher selected the books she read aloud to the students. The students would also meet once a week with younger students, usually first
graders, to read to them and to listen to them read.
As with reading, children were involved in writing activities for a major part of the
day. Students would write almost every day on a topic of their choice. They would
develop drafts and ask classmates to read their work and provide feedback, or sought
the teacher's comments to help with their editing. Sometimes students would read
aloud what they were writing to the whole class to obtain their feedback. The class
would comment on the introduction of the story, character development, dialogue, and
what they liked about the story or essay. Students also wrote literature logs on their
readings, where they would comment on stories or articles they had read, wrote on
daily journals or diaries, and wrote poetry and letters. In the biling.al classroom, the
students could read or write in either language. We observed students reading a story
in English and writing in their logs in Spanish, and vice versa. The teachers encouraged their students to write original and creative pieces, regardless of in what language.

Writing also formed part of other sections of the curriculum. For example, in one
class the students were involved in science pi ojects for a considerable amount of time.
They selected their topics and worked individually or with a group of students. They researched their topic by going to the library, interviewing people in the field, reading,
and viewing films, and wrote a final research report accompanied by visuals and other
products of their research. The students produced drafts of the report and edited them
with the assistance of the teacher and other students in the class. The teacher would
ask the students to use descriptive language so that the "non-experts" in their field of
research could understand their project. The students would then edit their final drafts
for spelling, punctuation, syntax, and clarity.
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Key Elements in the Teaching
As illustrated above, the teachers assumed that the children were competent and
capable and that as instructors it was their primary responsibility to provide the students with a challenging, innovative, and intellectually rigorous curriculum. The
teachers considered the idea of "watering down" the curriculum as unacceptable or, as
one of the teacher expressed it, "degrading and disrespectful to the children." Accordingly, the teachers emphasized the lessons' substance and content in teaching and in
motivating the students' learning. What children read mattered and the teachers emphasized high-quality trade books that contained stories that were meaningful and interesting to the students, or relevant to the academic topic they were examining.
Reading and writing always involved analysis of text and the comprehension of
content, with special emphasis on the students' examination of the authors' and their
own use of language and how it influenced their thinking. This means not only reading
comprehension, but understanding how meaning is created and communicated. For example, the teachers helped the students understand strategies authors used to convey
meaning. Through their questioning, the teachers helped the students examine the
writers' strategies in some depth: how writers manipulate words, phrases, descriptions,
or dialogue to influence readers. The teachers also helped the students analyze the
strategies they used as readers to understand text by having them make predictions aid
guesses about what would happen next in a story and explain why. In short, the
teachers' emphasis on substance and content facilitated the frequent occurrence of
what were in essence metalinguistic and metacognitive events: the conscious examination of others.' and one's own use of language and thinking.
It also was the case that meaningful content was a key in facilitating the learning
of English. In both the bilingual and monolingual classrooms, the teachers concerned
themselves primarily with organizing learning activities that involved students substantively in the class. One of the teachers put is as follows: "The richer the content, the
more the students had something they connected to." This idea is similar to Genesee's
(1986) suggestion that second language learners will learn a second language to the extent that they are motivated by the curriculum to learn the academic material. It is the
students' interest in things academic that motivates them to learn the second language
or to retain and develop their first language. Thus, in both classrooms, learning
English was a residual goal of academic performance.
As part of lessons, the teachers encouraged students to use their personal experiences to make sense of the classroom content. The children would regularly introduce topics that came from their home or community experiences and the teacher used
their comments to expand the children's understanding of the lessons (cf. Tikunoff,
1985; Wong-Fillmore & Valadez, 1985). This was most evident in reading lessons
where the children often contributed personal observations and anecdotes to make a
point or comment about the text.
In contrast to the usual recommendations for a highly structured curriculum, we
observed a diversity of learning arrangements in the classrooms. Reading and writing,
for example, took place in many ways and they were usually integrated as part of a
broader activity. The teachers also used the different instructional situations to assess
children, relying on observations of the students' performance in several contexts to
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reach conclusions about their progress and the type of assistance they might need.
Regardless of instructional arrangement or of student characteristic, the essence of instruction in these classrooms was the understanding and communication of meaning.

Community Mediated Schooling
The instructional approach described above emphasizes literacy learning and
development in the service of various academic goals. It also makes use of the
students' experiences and interests to facilitate literacy learning at the highest level possible, thus avoiding the "watered-down" curriculum typical of working -class schooling.
We believe that this approach can be extended much further, however, to link systematically what goes on in classrooms with family activities and community life; that
is, to situate the schooling of the kids in the socio-historical specifics of the community.
Our goal is not only to facilitate family and community involvement in classroom instruction, but to explore the possible influence of school learning on home activities
(cf. Levin, 1987; Pousada, 1987; Philips, 1983).
We are particularly interested in elaborating the relationship between what
Vygotsky (1987, Ch. 6) called everyday and scientific (academic or scholarly) concepts.
In brief, Vygotsky believed that the development of everyday (what he called spontaneous) and scientific concepts (characterized by conscious awareness and control) are
closely connected processes that continually depend on and influence each other.
While the spontaneous concepts provide the "living knowledge," the content (what
Vygotsky called the "conceptual fabric") and motive for the acquisition of scientific concepts, the latter, because they emerge through a system of instruction, provide h more
conscious way of operating on existing. concepts. One extends the other; the everyday
concepts give meaning to the scientific, and the scientific transforms the way the child
perceives the everyday concepts. As Vygotsky (1987) wrote, "In receiving instruction in
a system of knowledge, the child learns of things that are not before his eyes, things
that far exceed the limits of his actual and even potential immediate experience"
(p. 180).
How can we use community knowledge to enhance classroom learning and classroom knowledge to enhance community learning? The key, Vygotsky seemed to suggest, is to embed both academic and social knowledge within a system of instructkn; to
create meaningful connections between scientific and social life through the concrete
learning activities of the students. These meaningful connections develop and build an
the conscious awareness of the student, in particular, the awareness of how she or he
can use the everyday to make sense of the classroom content and use the classroom activities to understand social reality (cf. Freire, 1983). Vygotsky (1987) wrote that "conscious awareness enters through the gate opened up by the scientific concept" (p. 191).
But scientific concepts always form part of a specific system or social organization of instruction. We hardly believe that rote instruction of low-level skills is the system of instruction that Vygotsky had in mind. Rather, the sources of conscious awareness are
found in instructional systems that facilitate the types of conceptual discourse described
above. A social system where the role of the teacher is to provide the necessary support and guidance so that children, through their own efforts, assume conscious control
of the purposes and uses of oral and written language.

A three-part system. We are conducting a research project intended to introduce
innovations into the teaching of literacy by facilitating close collaboration between researchers and practitioners, community members and educators, and students and
teachers. The project consists of three main, interrelated activities: (1) an ethnographic analysis of the transmission of knowledge and skills among households in a
Latino community of Tue.- on; (2) creation c' an after-school "lab" where researchers
and teachers use commurn 1-y information to experiment with literacy instruction; and
(3) classroom observations in which we both examine existing methods of instruction
and explore how to change instruction by appWing what is learned at the after-school
lab (Moll, Velez-Ibanez, & Greenberg, 1988). All a,. vides in lab and classrooms are
documented through participant observations and the administration of other instruments. The goal is to create a "model system" in which diverse social, material and intellectual resources are coordinated to advance the literacy instruction of Latino and
other students. In what follows I will present a brief description of each component.
a. Household analysis. Our field work is guided by an important principle derived
from previous community based studies: The Latino community represents a resource of
enormous importance for educational change. The research components described here
are designed to help us identify and capitalize on these resources for literacy instruction. We're focusing on a broad and significant sociocultural practice or activity which
we've called "mechanisms of exchange" (see Greenberg, 1984; Velez-lbanez, 1988). By
this term we mean the wide and prevalent use, par:Icularly among Mexican-American
households, of reciprocal exchange relations to recruit persons into clusters of social
networks. These flexible, social networks facilitate two important functions: (1) enable
economic- and labor-related exchanges; and, (2) form social contexts for the transmission of knowledge, skills, and cultural values and norms.
We are presently analyzing two important aspects of these social networks. One is
the prevalence and extent of these networks among our study sample (N = 30). Our
preliminary analysis of the data indicates that each household has an average of 6 members and is connected to approximately 7 related (kin) households in the general community. In addition, 88% of our sample reports assisting others with tasks or chores,
including child care and household repairs, suggesting an ongoing exchange. For example, 31% of the families report other friends or relatives taking care of their child
daily or up to twice a week. This extended familism incorporates people who are not
kin, occurs despite class standing or language preference and seems to become more
extensive with generational advancement and socioeconomic mobility. That is, instead
of these networks dissipating with "acculturation," they seem to get even more involved
and extensive.
Our initial observations also suggest that these networks are transnational:
households in Tucson are closely linked through these social networks to households in

2This project is supported by a contract from the Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language
Affairs.
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Mexico. There's a constant exchange of information, capital, and visits. One goal of
these inter-town contacts is the "cross-cultural" socialization of children. As one family
put it, they value the trips to Mexico so that their son can intet with his cousins and
learn how to take care of himself in the Mexican context (para clue pueda hablar y
platicar con sus primos y defenderse); they also expect their son to re-adapt when he
returns to Tucson.
These data highlight the multidimensional, thick social relationships that constitute life outside the classroom. These multiple relationships contrast with the singular teacher-child relationship common in classrooms. Our initial analysis, therefore,
indicates the importance of the social character of learning: how the acquisition, use
and transmission of knowledge is deeply embedded in diverse social relationships.
The second aspect that we're elaborating is the nature of the "funds of
knowledge" that these households exchange. These clustered households, distinct from
nuclear-ln..ed families prominent in the Anglo middle-class, share knowledge regarding not only repair of homes and automobiles, home remedies, planting and gardening,
and sales, but knowledge regarding access to institutional assistance, school programs,
transportation, occupational opportunities, and other services. Briefly put, the
households' funds of knowledge are wide-ranging and abundant. They're central to home
life and we're convinced that they can be central to the children's schooling.
Our present analysis is trying to articulate further this theoretical concept to
clarify its instructional utility. For example, we're tracing the history of specific funds
of knowledge, most are related to the households' rural origins and modes of economic
production. We're also analyzing what specific household activities make use of these
funds of knowledge, i.e., how they're learned, organized and transmitted. We've found
there is an identifiable household pedagogy; there's an identifiable organization to
learning (cf. Anderson & Stokes, 1984; Greenfield & Lave, 1982; Levin, 1987; Levin,
Brenner, & Mehealani McClellan, 1987). For project purposes, we are differentiating
whether the knowledge is taught explicitly or tacitly learned. Knowledge that is taught
explicitly often involves a sequence of instruction, e.g., how to assemble a bicycle or
repair an appliance. (This example isn't trivial, one of the boys in the study assembles
bicycles from discarded and used parts and sells them to children in the neighborhood.)
These events are characterized by the conscious attempt to transfer knowledge to someone else and are school-like in their organization. These teaching attempts contrast
with the implicit acquisition of "folk" knowledge, usually obtained by being in the
household environment (e.g., knowledge about plants). The social networks and their
exchanges provide a motive and a context for applying much of this knowledge. This
knowledge may remain "hidden" until activated for purposes of assisting others (e.g.,
knowledge about self-medication). To be sure, folk knowledge can be taught explicitly,
but a special time isn't usually set aside for the deliberate instruction in these matters,
it's not as school-like.
A third differentiation is knowledge that requires further institutional support, say,
from school or work, such as knowledge about accounting, sales, or computers. An important activity in the households is the learning of English. Several families in the
study are taking English classes or know somebody who's studying English. The learning of English is an activity that seems to require considerable institutional support.
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There are several questions that we're addressing based on our deepening understanding of these funds of knowledge. How can we take full advantage of both tacit
and explicit knowledge to improve instructional practices? How are the household social relations similar to or different from the social relations teachers establish with
children in schools? What is the role of school-based knowledge in the householos?
Another set of questions involves the role of literacy in these household practices.
How's literacy used? What are the community's perception of literacy? More specifically, what's the role of literacy in the formation and function of these mechanisms of
exchange? How does literacy in and out of school differ and how are they related?
And, particularly, what links can we cret .e between learning in school and learning out
of school; between using literacy in school and out of school (see Moll & R. Diaz,
1987)?

Third, how do these networks, as coping mechanisms, shape the families' perceptions of how the broader social system operates? How do they influence groups' perceptions about success? In particular, how do they shape the community's view of
schools and its functions? According to Ogbu (see, e.g., Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi,
1986), notions about success are an important part of a group's socialization process
and their relations to the broader social system. These attitudes or beliefs may influence decisively the importance placed upon schooling and the effort students may
exert in school.
In summary, our household study is collecting data on three main areas of inquiry:
the social basis of teaching and learning in the homes; the uses of knowledge and
literacy in the family and their social networks; and folk theories about society, schools
and schooling.
b. The after-school lab. Previous research has shown that it is very hard to
transport community information directly into classrooms. Sometimes the relevance of
the information is not apparent; sometimes the information does not make sense to
teachers. Therefore, conditions must be created that ease the integration of community data into instruction in ways academically beneficial to the students (Moll &
R. Diaz, 1987).
Our after-school lab serves as an intermediate structure between the community
and the classrooms. At this lab researchers, teachers and students meet weekly to experiment with the teaching ad learning of literacy. This idea has much in common
with Berliner's (1985) notion of creating pedagogical laboratories where teachers
would have "students to teach concepts to, where expert teachers can provide critiques
of the lessons, and where the peers of the novice teacher and the children themselves
can join in the analysis of the teaching activities that just occurred" (p. 6). Our ady,
however, combines an educational laboratory with community field studies, and classroom analyses.
The main characteristics of this lab are derived from o
loretical position
which emphasizes the prime importance of social context in
racy learning and the interactive role of adults and peers in creating such contexts (I, .nger & Applebee, 1986;
Moll & S. Diaz, 1987; Scribner & Cole, 1981). In particular, we're stressing the active
participation of students in learning literacy. Therefore, one of our main tasks at the
after-school setting is to create social environments that allow students to use reading
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and writing in many forms and ways; to organize communicative relationships, social
transactions, where adults help children understand and master different types of
literacy (see Heath, 1986; Wells, 1986).
For example, in our current work we are implementing four related activities.
First, the children are doing a survey of community literacy. They are recording where
literacy is found, who uses it, and for what. A goz.1 is for the children to become consciously aware of the many uses oz literacy within their environment. Second, building
on a genealogical activity that the children are doing in their classrooms, they are creating a fictitious family, complete with roles and descriptions for each family member
and friends, including a description of the family's social network. Note that we are
using the children's funds of knowledge to develop the activity. Third, we are using the
school's computers to write and edit and to communicate. We are currently linked to
children and teachers in San Diego, Puerto Rico, and New York City. As part of these
connections the students are comparb g the results of their activities with similar activities conducted at these other sites. They are also analyzing educational software and
communicating the results of their analysis to their peers. In short, the students use
their reading and writing extensively to participate in the social (communicative) system of the lab.
c. Classroom research. The third and final part of our study involves classroom research. Our goal here is twofold: analyze the existing organization of instru-tion and
establish a relationship between be classrooms and the after-school site as a ,vay of introducing innovations into teaching practices.
To achieve the first goal, we're observing in classroom to describe and analyze
literacy instruction and other classroom events. We are currently observing or initiating observations in 12 classrooms. We will be addressing questions such as: How are
teachers organizing instruction? What is the extent of English and Spanish literacy instruction? How are they teaching reading? How are they teaching writing?
What sort of outcomes do we foresee? We fully expect teachers to improve their
teaching of literacy. We expect that working collaboratively with peers and researchers
will influence their perceptions about teaching, about how children learn, and about
the nature of schooling for limited English proficient students. We also will assess
changes in the students' literacy learning. We expect that students in both the lab and
classrooms will demonstrate improvement in their literacy acquisition and development
and that the students in the implementing classrooms will outperform the comparison
classrooms in all of the project's literacy measures.
We also will assess the degree to which the literacy modules helped teachers and
schools take advantage of community resources. We expect teachers to make use of
these resources as part of their daily classroom instruction and to use ethnographic
modes of inquiry with their students in identifying and utilizing hidden resources for
the teaching of literacy. We also expect teachers to form networks to help other
teachers use the lab to address problems and issues in literacy learning. We anticipate
that there will develop cons'. cable parental interest and participation in their
children's schooling as pare. Jecome important resources for their children's literacy
development. Finally, we will develop a model system that is replicaJle by teachers
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and school personnel in other locations for purposes of teacher training, parental participation, and to address specific issues in the teaching and learning of literacy.
Conclusion
I have reviewed several issues regarding the education of minority students. I
have emphasized the importance of broader circumstances of living in understanding
the nature of their schooling and described the severe instructional constraints they
face. In contrast to their wealthier peers, minority students are subjected to a
"disabling" education. I also highlighted, however, the possibilities of reorganizing
instruction in ways that are much more enabling and described a research project that
attempts to combine school and community resources to advance literacy instruction
arid learning.
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IV REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON CURRICULUM
AND INSTRUCTION IN LITERACY
In this section, we focus primarily on curriculum and instruction in literacy, as it

isand can be taught to disadvantaged students. Our emphasis is on instructional
practices that are unique to this content area. Findings that reflect more generic
knowledge about teaching are not discussed extensively here (see Section XII for a
more extended review of this research).
We divide literacy into two parts, one dealing with reading and the other with writing, but note that the two are closely related. Popular notions view the two as similar
processes of constructing meaning. Reading and writing not only share a common communicative function, but also provide the basis for developing a system of personal
thought (Langer, 1986). Both reading and writing involve an interaction between mind
and text, and it is this interplay that leads to new knowledge, interpretations, and
conceptualization.
This view of the role of reading and writing in the development of personal
thought suggests a broad definition of literacyone that goes beyond the set of functional skills required by routine life experience to include the capacity for thinking and
reasoning that has come to be associated with highly developed literate behavior. At
this level of proficiency, literate individuals are expected to be able to read many kinds
of text with ease, understand their overt and covert messages, interpret them, and
reason effectively with the written rnateiial at :.yid. They are also expected to be able
to move beyond narrative and summative writing to more lengthy analytic writing.
However defined, underlying conceptions of literacy have a great deal to do with
what one views as appropriate curricular content, teaching approach, and measures of
effectiveness, even at the earliest grades in school. These in turn rep sent something
more fundamental: what we deem to be sufficient skills in literacy. Because narrow
functional conceptions of literacy can easily lead to a truncated curriculum that limits
the future growth of disadvantaged students, we have approached this review assuming
that literacy curriculum and instruction for disadvantaged students can and should include a broad set of competencies in the use of language, though not so broad as to
sacrifice depth of coverage.

Overarching Issues
Before discussing the literatures that pertain to teaching reading and writing, we
note five issues that apply to all aspects of literacy instruction for disadvantaged students. The issues are: (1) the purposes of literacy instruction for disadvantaged studerics, (2) the relative emphasis on (and relationships among) "basic" and "higherorder" skill components in the literacy curriculum, (3) the accommodation of students'
linguistic and cultural backgrounds in literacy curriculum and instruction, (4) how the
different elements of the literacy curriculum are integrated with one another, and (5)
the amount of literacy instruction low-achieving disadvantaged students receive. A few
words about each issue serve to introduce the discussions of curriculum content and instructional practice that follow.

The Goals for Literacy Instruction Aimed at Di.advantaged Students It is easy to
assert that disadvantaged students should all receive the same curriculum and instruction in reading and writing as other students, but the practical realit of teaching
especially in schools serving large proportions of such students of_ __ lead educators
to adopt more modest goals. Either explicitly or implicitly, literacy instructors in such
settings are often satisfied if they can get most students to a level of minimal, functional literacy. Critics, on the other hand, worry about the "watered-down" or "differentiated" curriculum available to such students who, they assert, are capable of more
(Moll, 1988). Research on the effects of differentml expectations by teachers suggests
that the critics' concerns are in some degree warranted. The crucial issue is whether to
aim high or low when dealing with a population of students who appear, at first glance,
to have little ix oficiency in literacy skills.
The Relative Emphasis on "Basic" and "Higher - cyder" Skill Components in the
Li! eracy Curriculum There is no universally accepted distinction between higher- and
lower - order skills in literacy, or, for that matter, in any other area of the curriculum.
Some scholars even dispute whether the distinction is useful at all (Resnick, 1987;
Schrag, 1989). Nonetheless, most literacy scholars and educators would agree that
when students draw inferences from written text, interpret what they read, or construct
extended, coherent text, they are involved in a higher- order that is, intellectually
more demandingactivity than when they reproduce the sounds that correspond to
commonly encountered phonemes, write simple descriptive sentences, or match
vocabulary words with their definitions. Also, at any level of complexity, novel or unfamiliar reading and writing tasks require a more sophisticated capacity to construe and

solve the problems posed by the tasksthat is, a "higher- order" skillthan do routine
tasks.

At issue is the degree of emphasis to be placed on each level of skill, the
desirability of teaching these skills separately from one another, and the timing of
teaching them. At one pole of debate on this issue, scholars contend that disadvantaged students tend to need more attention to "basic" literacy skills (e.g., decoding,
grammar, vocabulary recognition), of which they typically demonstrate less mastery,
and that these skills must be acquired before higher-order skills (e.g., comprehension,
text construction). At the other pole, scholars assert that basic skills are not a rzerequisite to higher-order skills and that too much attention to basic skills may be
counterproductive by leaving too little time for work on comprehension or co'rposiLion, providing few opportunities for applying spelling or phonic skills, or reducing student motivation to learn to read or write.
Accommodating the Students' LirOuistic and Cultural B: -kgrounds Because disadvantaged students it ...hide a disproportionate number of thost from linguistic minority
or nonmainstream backgrounds (e.g., ethnic minority as well as poor white children),
literacy instruction, which centrally involves the use of language, must take account of
these facts. At issue are (1) ways to make instruction in decoding, spelling, etc., intelligible to those whose sound systems don't correspond to standard English; (2) the degree to which dialects or other languages should be permitted in literacy instruction;
(3) the manner in which errors that stem from these sound systems are handled, frr example, in ways that respect or denigrate the student's background (see Scott, 1988;
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Moll, 1988); and (4) the inclusion of content in literacy instruction that is meaningful in
terms of the student's own experience. The spectrum of approaches to these issues is
wide, ranging from strict insistence on correct standard English to the inclusion of
other languages in bilingual education approaches.
Integration of Elements in Literacy Curriculum and Instruction The more literacy
programs focus un skill deficiencies and prescriptions for overcoming them, the more
segregated or "fragmented" the curriculum is likely to become (other factors discussed
below also encourage the fragmentation process). Embedded in such programs is the
assumption that a systematic attack on the component skills, which disadvantaged students often have not mastered, is precisely what these students need. On the other
hand, making the different elements of the literacy curriculum work together seems
especially important for disadvantaged learners, who may have fewer chances outside
of school to integrate and apply what they are learning about writing sentences,
pronouncing phonemes, an& zing story structure, etc. (Johnston, Allington, & Afflerbach, 1985). Some observers argue that this is doubly important for those among the
disadvantaged population who receive part (or all) of their literacy instruction from a
supplementary program of some kind: the incoherent nature of the curriculum may be
as mucn a cause of disadvantaged students' failure to learn as anything (see Section I).
The Amount of Literacy Instruction for Low-achieving Disadvantaged Students A
simple way of approaching the matter is to assert that by providing low-achieving disadvantaged students more literacy instruction than is typically offered the student population as a whole, schools will overcome the disadvantage such students encounter. This
position states in the starkest terms the theory underlying compensatory education,
which by law and intention seeks to offer extra instructional help to disadvantaged students who are also poor readers or writers. On the whole, such programs do not appear to increase reliably the amount of time students sperl in literacy instruction (e.g.,
Rowan, Guthrie, Lee, & Guthrie, 1986; Allington in Section I of this report). Scnools
with the highest concentrations of poor children tend to put less time into literacy instruction than other schools (Birman et al., 1987). In addition, there appears to be less
time devoted to teaching writing to all students than many believe to be optimal, as
recent NAEP findings suggest (LaPointe, 1986). Clearly, however, the absolute
amount of time in instruction is not the only critical variable. As one scholar has observed, "The most efficient way to resolve a learning difficulty is not to double the
amount of ineffective instru-tion" (see Fection I).

Reading
Within the vast literature on the content, teachint, and learning of reading, a good
deal of research bears on curriculum and instruction tint is appropriate to disadvantaged students. We begin by reviewing briefly the principal categories of approach
to teaching reading and the conceptions of learning to read that underlie them. From
there we turn to typical content and practices in reading programs for the general
population as well as for disadvantaged students. Last, we summarize and synthesize
what is known about effective instruction and curriciatim in this subject area.

Approaches to Teaching Reading

Approaches to designing and implementing reading instruction can be arrayed
along a continuum ranging from those that disaggregate reading into its component
skills to those that emphasize the integration of language skills in activities aimed at
the purposeful use of language. We distinguish three points on this continuum, though
in practice a greater number of permutations exist within the field. We also note that
the differences between particular approaches are neither simple nor unidimensional;
nonetheless, the continuum we describe serves to capture some of the most salient distinctions as these apply to the task of teaching disadvantaged students.
Discrete skills approaches. At one end of the continuum, a pervasive set of approaches treats reading as the mastery of specific skills (e.g., Osborn, Wilson,
& Anderson, 1985), the assumption being that once these "building blocks"
are in place, the student will be able to make sense out of written text. These
approaches put great emphasis on decodingthat is, breaking words and
simple sentence; ..nto recognizable sound patterns and then reassembling these
to decipher meaningful words and thoughts. Students need to be taught these
skills in a systematic, formal way, though some scholars (e.g., Chall, 1983) assert that learners can pick r; , these skills more readily at certain devPlopment 1 stages. Within this tradition, text materials are typically designea to expose
stl ,dents to skills in a sequential, ordered fashionexemplified by published
se.ies of phonetically controlled Lasal readers. Decoding skills, vocabulary,
and comprehension are typically taught in a step-by-step, "direct instruction"
mode (see Section II).
Meaning-oriented reading approaches. In the middle of the continuum, other
scholars (e.g., Duffy et al., 1987; Collins, Brown, & Newman, in press) emphasize the search for meaning in written text from early in the pr,,:ess of
learning to read and dc-.mphasize (or sometimes ignore altogether) practice
with decoding skills. The types of text to be read can vary considerably in this
tradition and may inclu :e basal readers, child-appropriate literature, or text
generated by the students themselves (e.g., stories t-anscribed by the teacher).
Within this tradition, teaching approaches vary considerably but include a good
deal of explicit, active :caching alongside student-initiated activity.
o Integrated language approaches. At the other end of the continuum, approaches also emphasize leading as the construction of meaning, but do so as
part of activities that integrate reading, writing, and other forms of communication. Instruction based on "whole language" philosophies are the principal example of ti :s category of approach (e.g., Altwerger, Edelsky, & Flores, 1987).
These approaches seek to embed reading in a broader set of communicative activities that convey to the learner clear and important pur::oses for communication. Students' motivation for learning to read and the practice they get in
reading skills arises naturally out of activities that involve written and other
forms of expression. The teacher's role becomes more that of a facilitator; students are given greater responsibility for mastering me creating authentic texts.
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The relative appropriateness of these approaches for disadvantaged students is a
matter of debate. Although it is tempting to resolve the debate in favor of one or
another approach, this is probably not a fruitful exercise. The actual payoff to students
of any given instructional approach probably depends on more .ban the distinguishing
attributes of the approach itself; factors discussed in other sections (e.g., classroom
management and instructional strategy factors reviewed in Section XII) have as much
to do with the net benefit to a given group of students.
Nonetheless, some observations can be made about assumptions and trade-offs implied by the different categories of approach. First, the approaches typically rest, explicitly or implicitly, on different assumptions about the process of learning to read.
Integrated language approaches, for example, tend to assume that learning to read is a
natural process; by repeated exposure to authentic reading material in properly
motivated circumstances, most learners will acquire the appropriate skills (Goodman &
Goodman, 1979).* Other categories of approach tend to assume that the learning
process occurs in response to formal instruction that provides learners what they otherwise wolrld not come byin particular, discrete skills (e.g., Osborn et al., 1985) or
structures for thinking and knowing (Calfee & Drum, 1986). Second, different instructional approaches structure the content of the curriculum differently: discrete-skills approaches fractionate the content, leaving the integration of skills up to the learnera
possible sacrifice of the whole for the parts. At the other end of the continuum, integrated language approaches maintain the integrity of the content as a meaningful
whole, but with the possible loss of mastery of particular skillsa sacrifice of the parts
f responsibility for managfor the whole. Third, the approaches typically put the loc
ing the learning process in different places, with discrete-skills approaches placing it
with the teacher and integrated language approaches placing it with the stud, nt, while
the teacher assumes a facilitative, enabling role. Finally, as one moves along the continuum toward integrated language approaches, more is required of the teacher. To
share with students control over learr:--ag tasks, to push students beyond the surface
reading of words to their meanings, to set up and f :litate situations in which reading
these goals assume sophistication
(and writing) arise as natural and purposeful acts
schools
is not always present.
on the teacher's part, which in the real world of
The Typical Pattern of Reading Curriculum and Instruction in Grades 1-8

The three categories of approach are not found in equal proportion among
schools. For a variety of reasons, the typical pattern of reading instruction in grades 18 favors discrete-skills approaches, and to a lesser extent meaning-oriented approaches
(although there is grajual movement in that direction). This happens both in the intended reading curriculumthe design of instru Lion embedded in published materials,
frameworks and syllabi, and testsand the enacted reading curriculum --the delivery
of instruction within classrooms.

Some integrated language approaches, however, structure the learning --ocess considerablysee at),
(1987).
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The Intended Reading CurriculumTo understand what schools set out to teach
students in reading, one needs to look at the curriculum designs embedded in published reading materials, the district and state curricular frameworks or syllabi that govern
what teachers are expected to do, and the tests that reinforce and account for the
results of teaching.
The design of most contemporary reading materials (workbooks, readers,
teachers' manuals, software) rests on the assumptions and learning theories implied by
discrete-skills or meaning-oriented approaches. Although reading materials in current
use for grades 1 through 8 take a great many forms, by default or by design their content falls into a predictable pattern (see Calfee, 1986, for an overview of this pattern).
First, the materials structure the content in terms of a fixed sequence of skills to be
learned. The materials often heavily emphasize phonetic decoding skills, the assumption being that these skills foam the strongest foundation for later reading. Alternatively, the materials deemF asize decodinge.g., by introducing new words that don't
correspond to a phonetic sequencebut still maintain a fixed structure for introducing
increasingly complex text. Second, the materials include a great many repetitive, out-ofcontext drills to establish these skills, typically through workbook exercises designed for
individual seatwork (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985). Third, the
materials either provide few stimuli to help students probe text for meaning or a great
many "comprehension" questions that may detract from the reading itself. Fourth,
vocabulary-controlleC and graded basal readers form the primary text to which students
are exposed in the lower elementary grades (see Section II); in the upper elementary
and junior high school grades, the reading fare is more vaned but generally 'ias a
dearth of interesting texts available to the disadvantaged reader.
Although they are clearly a major factor, the designs of contemporary reading
materials alone do not determine what is taught to disadvantaged students. Other forces play an impi.rtant role, among them (1) instructional philosophies and curricular
decisionmaking at
the teach?.r and district levels; (2) the "content" of tests, to
which curriculum planners and teachers often orient their instruction (Carbo, 1988);
(3) state curricular guidelines and mandates; and (4) the fact of 1(..nsive government
investment in remedial and compensatory reading programs. For various reasons,
these forcci teud to reinforce the same "discrete-skills" assumptions about the teachit g
and learning of reading that are embedded in published materials. For one thing,
teachers often take the textbook as the basic structure for their teaching (published
reading materials include teachers' manuals that encourage this practice). For another,
multiple-choice standardized testing can most easily capture discrete skills (Carbo,
1988). In addition, accountability-minded educational agencies at the state and local
levels tend to create reading/language arts frameworks and syllabi that are easily tested.
The Enacted Curriculum The teaching of reading to all students, disadvantaged
or otherwise, tends co emphasize the discrete-skills emphasis of the materials, tests,
frameworks, and syllabi. In brief, the predominant pattern of reading instruction in
lower elementary grades can be summarized as follows (based on Calfee, 1986):
(1) "Reading" is a separate subject from "language arts" (which typically include
various topics such as spelling, grammar, story writing, etc.).
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(2) Instruction tends to follow the sequence laid out in basal reading series and
related materials, in particular, student workbooks and teaue-s' manuals.
(3) A large proportion of instrpctional time is devoted to individual seatwork
aimed at practicing these skillsperhaps two-thirds of the typical reading
period (which allows the teacher to work with small reading groups one at a
time).

(4) Students typically receive reading instruction in small ability-based groups for
a portion of the reading period. In groups, students take turns reading aloud
to the teacher. The relative proficiency of these groups is well known to the
class as a whole and is a basis for social ranking among students.
involve
(5) Instruction in reading "comprehension" is not extensive, and does not
much thinking about, or working with, the text.

emphasis of
(6) Assessment of reading instruction (a) reinforces the discrete-skills
instruction; (b) emphasizes recall and the location of information rather than
understanding; and (c) tells relatively little about what students really know.

In the upper elementary grades, many elements of this pattern continue, especially
for the poorer readers, who are felt to need further work in building their "basic" reading skills. For the better readers, the "reading" and "language arts" classes become increasi y more oriented to literature and composition, and the two are combined 'n a
subjeL., called "English." In addition, reading' ecomes a tool in other areas of the curriculum, especially social studies and science, but also mathematics. By junior high
school, the transition is complete. Students typically are attending separate, tracked
classes in "English," which generally are differentiated by the students' proficiency in
reading and writing and which pursue curricula aimed at different ends. At the high
end of the student proficiency continuum, the curriculum aims at preparing students
for high school college preparation tracks (whether or not such tracks are formally
declared), and at the low end for participation in vocational educational or other
equivalent activities.
There are, of course, many variations on the theme, as well as substantial deviations from the pattern where educators subscribe to approaches that emphasize a meaning orientation or whole-language approach, but the practices we have described are
widespread enough to form a conventional wisdom about the teaching of reading that
is often unquestioned.
Taken together, the pattern of intended and enacted curriculum just described is a
source of concern to many educators. Efforts to reform the teaching of reading have
zeroed in on a number of assumptions underlying this pattern and have advocated a
substantial shift away from discrete-skills approaches (Anderson et al., 1985). Findings
from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (LaPointe, 1986; Applebee,
Langer, & Mullis, 1988) further support the contention that, overall, current curricidum and instruction it reading may not challenge students sufficiently. These
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cerns have prompted scme states to develop altogether different frameworks emphasizing meaning-oriented or integr :ed language approaches (e.g., California State Board
of Education, 1987).
Curriculum and Instruction for Disadvantaged Students

The pattern is more pronounced in schools and classrooms serving large numbers
of disadvantaged students, and is complicated by the various remedial or compensatory
arrangements for helping students in these schools who have trouble learning to read .
and wri`e. As critics have nointed out, this instructional pattern appears to work less
well for disadvantaged students than for other (see Section 11).
Much of what we know about the curriculum and instruction to which disadvantaged students are exposed derives from studies of compensatory reading programs
and from the literature on poor readers. From this literature, we can construct the following picture of the enacted curriculum in reading available to this student population.

The primary content of the reading curriculum, as conveyed to most disadvantaged
learners, is a set of disaggregated language skills that lack meaning and coherence. The

disaggregation or "fragmentation" of reading that all students experience in some degree is more pronounced in classes serving large numbers of disadvantaged students for
several reasons. First, these classrooms have a :.gh proportion of students who have
not mastered the discrete skills that many teachers pi esume to be the building blocks
of reading facility. Naturally enough, teachers often redouble their efforts to teach
these skills. Second, disadvantaged students are less likely to have been exposed to certain prerequisites for reading skille.g., the Standard English vocabulary that appears
in written text. Accordingly, teachers se.. out to teach this vocabulary in a more systematic way, which typically means more vocabulary lists, more workbook assignments.
Third, teachers' failure to take into account the sound systems students bring to
school e.g., embedded in non-Standard English dialects or other languages spoken at
homemakes the learning of stills such as phonics more difficult for many diszdvantaged students (Scott, 1988). Once again, teachers' most natural response is to
work even harder on the phonic skills in ways that confuse students or deprive them of
opportunities to acquire other reading skills. Finally, disaggregating the content of
reading into discrete skills lends itseh to the multiple-setting instructional arrangements encouraged by separately tanded supplementary programs, for example, by
giving students help with decoiiing in the Chapter 1 resource room and leaving cornprehens'on to the regular classroom. The result is that disadvantcged students have
relatively less chance to "put it all together" and *n apply what they are learning to
meaningful and engaging activities involving written text.
Disadvantaged students are exposed to reading curricula that reflect limited resources
and generally low expectations for theirperformance Schools that serve large numbers
of working-class and poor children typically proviti, instrurtion that differs qualitatively
from what is offered to children from more affluent backgrounds. One observer summarized a series of studies that indicate that "in general [working-class and poor]
children receive rote, drill and practice instruction, work that hig) ly structured and
redundant" (Moll, 1988). Studies that compare instruction across s
lines suggest that, by contrast, students in affluent communities are more likely to receive
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instruction that promotes analytical abilities and a higher level of literacy skills (Anyon,
1981; Oakes, 1984). Resources for reading instructionfor example, readers,
workbooks, computer softwareare often less plentiful in schools serving large concentrations of disadvantaged students (see Section V).* This has the effect of narrowing the range of reading content or the types of learning experiences these students
may have. In addition, it is well established that teachers often expect less of students
who bPar tome distinrisLable sign of disadvantagement (e.g., limited English
proficiency, ethnic background).
Teachers tend to treat poor readers in ways that may compound the problems these
students have with reading. Research or poor readers suggests that they are taught differently that their more advantaged counterparts. Some might argue that these differences are justified; students who feel defeated by a page of text, for example, are not
necessarily ones who should be asked to read long works. But a number of scholars
are concerned that the differences in instructional practices such as the following may
work against their learning to read:
Teachers tend to interrupt poor readers more often then good readers to correct the same kinds of mistakes, with the effect that poor readers get less practice developing fluency and less chance to learn self-correction skills (see work
summarized in Section I).
Teachers tend to ask poor readers fewer comprehension questions, so that
such students are made to think less about what they are reading (e.g.,
Walmsley, 1986; Garcia & Pearson in Section II 01 this report; Moll, Estrada,
Diaz, & Lopes, 1980)
Poor readers typically have fewer opportunities for silent reading (Applebee et
al., 1988); their oral reading experiences put them "on show" which exposes
their failures to others on a regular basis.
Poor leaders tend to have a narrower range of appropriate texts to read and
are allowed to exercise less discretion in selecting what they will read than
good readers. This pattern reflects, in part, the paucity of good, interesting
materials for beginning readers: for example, basal reading series still do not
contain sufficient material that reflects life experiences of minority and disadvantaged children (see Section II).
These practices are understandable, if misguided. Teachers are naturally wary of
askiiig too much of a poor reader, but in trying to correct errors and construct manageable learning tasks, they risk asking too little or depriving the activity of intrinsic interest or meaning. Because disadvantaged students include a disproportionate number of
poor readers, this danger has grave consequences for this student population.

'Supplementary materials purchased through federal or state categorical programs may be in abundance,
her
but these are typically kits, games, exercise books, tapes, etc., designed for discrete skills practic
than for extended text reading.
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Supplementary instruction adds different materials, instructors, settings, and group
contexts awl as a result, makes the reading program for disadvantaged students more com-

plex. Poor readers among the disadvantag d population are often exposed to two sets
of reading materials, with varying degrees of congruence 'between them (Johnston et
al., 1985). Moreover, supplementvy program instructors whether reading specialists,
aides, or othersrepresent another set of adults with whom students must establish a
relationship. Some evidence suggests that these individuals are not always knowledgeable about what is being done in the regular reading classroom (see Section I). More
often than not, supplementary instruction takes place in a separate setting from the
regular classroom, such as a pullout or resource room, though there are various in-class
models for conducting this kind of instruction. Typically, students are assigned to supplementary instruction in small groups that, in effect, label the student as a "poor
reader."

Effective Reading Curriculum and Teaching for Disadvarndged Students

There is more agreement among scholars about the typical state and inadequacies
of current reading practices than about what to do to improve the situation. Three
streams of research serve to summarize variables belirved to be related to effective
reading curriculum and instruction for disadvantaged students. The three streams of research focus, respectively, on (1) "direct instruction" approaches, (2) ways to improve
remedial reading instruction, and (3) active, comprehension-focused reading instruction. Taken together, these studies point to different variables, depending on the
teachers' and schools' instructional goals.
Research on the efficacy of "direct instruction" in reading to disadvantaged students has its roots in the national Follow Through Evaluation of the early 1970s; a number of studies picked up the findings of this research and explored them further. The
approaches studied ,.00k the teaching of basic readir 3 skills as the principal goal of in,Aruction. The model of reading instruction espoused or implied by these works emphasizes:

An emphasis on lower-level literacy skills: Thorough grounding in decoding

skills and vocabulary, as a first step, to compensate for students' nonstandard
linguistic backgrounds or presumed lack of exposure to the vocabulary typical
of introductory reading materials.
Rapid :ing and small, manageable increments of new material: Carefully sequenced instruction that introduces new skills in small, manageable steps at a
relatively rapid pace (Barr & Dree'len, 1984; Allington, 1984).
A directive role for the teacher: Whole-group instruction actively controlled by
the teacher.
Demonstration-practice-feedback cycle: A repeated cycle of demonstration of
new reading skills, such as the recognition of phonetic patterns, practice with
these skills, and frequent corrective feedback to the student regarding the
mastery of these skills (Rosenshine & Stevens, 1984).
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Maximized opportunity to learn: School decisions (e.g., regarding time allocation) and efficient teaching practices that maximize students' opportunity to
learn reading and their engaged learning time in the pursuit of this set of skills.
Recent research and commentary call into question some of the elements of this
model. This approach to teaching reading is probably effective at teaching basic decoding skills and the recognition of vocabulary words to disadvantaged students, but it may
do little to improve comprehension and may even inhibit it (Calfee, 1986; Garcia &
Pearson in Section II of this report). For poor readers, in particular, the approach may
also lead unwittingly to the pattern noted above of repetitious instruction in decoding
skills for the poorer reade rs. Increasingly, reading scholars are abandoning the
linear /sequential view of the language learning process that underlies this model for an
interactive, constructivist view (Bridge, 1987; Anderson et al., 1985). In this view, the
learner constructs meaning from text, drawing on various sources of information. The
process simultaneously involves higher-order and lower-order skills, even for students
at the earliest stages in learning to read (Resnick, 1987). Thus, designing curricula that
proceed in a linear way from simple, basic skills to higher -order skills may fail to
engage students sufficiently.
Research that focuses on the poor reader and r:medial or compensatory programs
suggests ways to improve on this model without contradicting it altogether. Implicit in
much of the research on remedial and compensatory reading instruction to date is the
assumption that these programs are concerned primarily with increasing stue.:,nts' basic
skills in reading. While reinforcing the emphasis on certain variables from. the first
tradition (e.g., the amount of time allocated to reading: poor readers need more of it
than others), this body of work concentrates on other variables, among them the
following:

The nature of corrective feedback: The manner of the teacher's corrective
behavior: e.g., reducing the number of interruptions during oral reading
(Allington, 1980).
An emphasis on sustained silent reading and the development of fluency: The
opportunity for daily silent reading in addition to, or in place of, oral reading
as well as a focus on developing reading fluency (Allington, 1983).
Deemphasis on lower-level decoding skills: Relatively less time spent on
worksheet-based practice in decodin3 skills, vocabulary, etc.
Curricular congruence: Cohermce in regular and supplementary reading
curricula and instructional approaches (Johnston et al., 1985).
The adjustments to curriculum and instructional approach implied by the preceding list may not go far enough if schools and teachers take comprehension, which many
take as fundamental to successful reading (Anderson et al., 1985), as the primary goal
of reading. That goalfacilitating the students' construction of meaning from written
text may be better served by active attempts to teach comprehension strategies as
well as to provide opportunities for students to interact with a wide range r 4. written
text (Pearson, Dole, Duffy, & Roehler, in press). In particular, such instruction might
be characterized by explicit efforts to teach students to (1) (it :ermine what is
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important, to the reader and the author, in written text (see Section II); (2) synthesize
information across large units of text (Brown & Day, 1983); (3) use and alter prior e.,
knowledge in seeking to understand text (Roth, 1986); (4) draw inferences from text
(Pearson, 1985): (5) pose questions of each other during znd following the reading of
text (e.g., Palincsar & Brown, 1984); and (6) monitor their own comprehension (e.g.,
Clay, 1987).

This kind of strategic focus implies further amendments to the research-based
model of effective reading instruction described above. From this perspective, disadvantaged students are likely to be better served by:
Active, comprehension-focused curricula that emphasize meaning from the
earliest stages This does not mea however, that teaching decoding sk"is is
unimportant, out rather that decoding is not the primary focus of instruction;
instead, decoding is viewed as one of several tools to help students constrict
meaning.
Exposure to a wide variety of text, with less (or no) use of phonetically
controlled or vocabulary-controlled basal readers.
Instruction in which students are a resource for one another's learning, for example, as reading partners, or as group critics and facilitators in "reciprocal
teaching" approaches (Palincsar & Brown, 1984).
Instruction in which teachers play an active role, as in direct instruction models,
but with greater emphasis on explicit teaching of comprehension strategies (Duffy
et al., 1987).
Learning activities that place reading in the context of a real task or application,
thus providing the student with a compelling reason to read.
Many of these elements are found in integrated language approaches, but tnere
remains little evidence to date regarding the positive or negative effects of such approaches on disadvantaged students. Some critics wonder whether the implied teaching approach, often indire. .nd facilitative, will work well with this student population
(see Section I).

Writing
In many respects, the literature on the content and teaching of writing in elementary and junior high schools parallels that of reading. As discussed above, reading and
writing share a common cognitive core; thus, we approach the review in a similar
fashion, although with some differences, which reflect the fact that writing anJ reading
involve different cognitive process behaviors (Langer, 1986). We begin with alternativways scholars approach writing and argue that a sociocognitive perspective on writing is
the most useful for understanding writing,curriculum alid instruction for students in
general and, specifically, for disadvantaged students. Next, we review alternative approaches to writing instruction, examine the theoretical basis for each, and assess their
applicability to instructing disadvantaged students. We then examine the writing curriculum in elementary and junior high schools and the pat' 'ms of typical practice.
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Finally, we review what is known about the effective teaching of writing and draw implications from it for teaching disadvantaged students.
Scholarship in writing over the last decade has helped to articulate the intellectual
processes writers employ and has documented to some extent the relationships between these processes and the context in which the learning takes place. Four major
strands of research in the field have contributed to this understanding by approaching
writing as follows:
Writing as a cognitive process. Researchers following this strand view writing as
mainly a problem-solving task (Hayes & Flower, 1980; Beaugrande, 1984;
Cooper and Matsuhashi, 1983). On the basis of observing and interviewing
writers, a cognitive model of the writing process has been developed. Subsequent research attempts to identify the manner in which writers with varying
characte ,stics follow this model. Much of this research has fr oed on differences oetween expert and novice writers.
Writing as a developmental process. Closely related to the cognitive perspective, other scholars are concerned with the acquisition of written language.
Work by such researchers as Graves (1981), Calkins (1979), and Dyson (1983)
has increased our understanding of the developmental stages of learning to
write. Langer (1986) and others argue that this view is different from the expert/novice studies described abovethat an inexperienced (novice) writer
sh,aild not be equated with a young child in the process of acquiring written
language.
The social context for writing and learning to write. The view of writing
espoused by another group of researchers has focu9fAl on the context within
which persons learn to write. "Inis view recognizes the importance of the
home, the workplace, the community, and the classroom. Researchers following the contextual view have shown that children learn much about writing
before they come to school, and this early conte - must be acknowledged in
any discussion of the acquisition of written language (Cochran-Smith, 1984;
Taylor, 1983; Teale, 1986; Heath, 1983). These researchers argue that learning
to write is not simply skill acquisition, but is learning to enter to discourse
communities, which have their own rules and expectations (Freedman, Dyson,
Flower, & Chafe, 1987).
Writing as a sociocognitive process. Still other scholars have sought to integrate
cognitive and social processes; they recognize that cognitive processes are influenced, in part, by the particular context within which the learning occurs
(Langer, 1986; Freedman et al., 1987). The writing process is shaped by both
the writer's prior knowledge and the purposes and audiences for a given writing task. In looking at the writing process, the purpose and audience of the
writing must be considered. This view thus attempts to integrate the theoretical perspectives of both the cognitive and social context traditions.
Of these strands, we believe the last offers the most powerful concepts .or understanding writing curriculum and instruction for disadvantaged students. It explicitly acknowledges the impact of student background and social context on writing processes
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or learning to write, while including a conception of writing as a problem-solving task
that calls for an intellectually complex set of responses.
Given this view of writing, two sets of concerns must be considered before a picture of effective writing curriculum and instruction for disadvantaged students can be
developed. As in the case of reading, ab,umptions about the students' linguistic backgrounds must be considered, since this background provides students not only with a
context for, but with varying foms of, expression that shape their view of written communication. And, like reading, writing may serve fundamentally different purposes,
depending on the ardience, the genre (e.g., storytelling, expository writing, personal
communication, etc.) wietin which the students are working and the level of intellectual performance they are expected to achieve.
Assumptions About Linguistic BackgroundDeficit models typically assume that
differences in the student linguistic backgrounds are a major cause Jf weak writing performance, and that students of nonmainstream linguistic backgrounds will achieve
higher levels of writing if teachers effectively teach the discrete skills needed to write
correctly. However, my writing scholars believe that student performance is influenced by factors o, er than the lack of grammatical and syntactical similarities between the students' linguistk. background and the linguistic conventions expe,ed in
school-sponsored writing.
Heath (1981) believes students' lack of achievement is influenced, in large part, by
the lack of fit between the functions of writing outside school an^ those served by most
uethods of writing instruction. Heath maintairz that to build effective programs of
writing instruction, these out-of-school functions need to be integrated into schoolsponsored writing. Hendrix (1981) agrees with Heath and argues that uses of writing
outside of school as well as the students' motivation and needs should be considered in
school-sponsored writingthat is, school-sponsored writing should noL be separated
from the personal, social, or political aspects of life. He writes that the most effective
instructional efforts will be those that stress "human validity" as well as correctness and
clarity.

Others argue that the functional mismatch between community and school tasks is
too simplistic an account of disadvantaged stucklts' failure to acquire adequate
literacy. Cook-Gumperz, Gumperz, and Simons (1981) argue that all children learning
to read and write must learn new communicative strategies. However, learning these
new strategies will be especially difficult for children who come from homes where
most communication is oral, as compared to those who come from homes where
printed language is common. In light of such theory and commentary, it is clear that instruction that focuses only on discrete skills of grammar and mechanics v ,I not address
the needs of the disadvantaged child.
Assumptions About Types of Writing and Levels of Literacy It is widely accepted
that the types of writing that are to be learned and the level of literacy to which instruction is aimed greatly affect the content and approach to teaching writing, and ultimately
l' '. skills learners acquire. In the case of disadvantaged students, especially those exriencing diffimlties in learning how to write, it is tempting for schools to as -tie that
lese students only need to learn the kinds of writing associated with lower levels of
'_anctional literacy, as discussed at the beginning of this chapter.
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These assumptions can severely limit the kinds of skills that disadvantaged students develop in writing instruction and the uses to which they may put the writing.
Scholars have long established that different genres of writing are associated with task
structures that require the writer to convey different meaning to the reader. More
recent writing research indicates that different genres of writing pla different cognitive demands on the learner (Langer, 1986). The perceived appropriateness of these
demands for particular learners influences beliefs about the goals of teaching writing.
tiidents and associated instructional goals are
That is, the kinds of writing assigned
influenced by the teachers' perception of the student's ability to master the demands
required of the task.
Thus, in several ways, writing instructioi for disadvantaged students is influenced
by beliefs about the appropriateness of certain kinds of writing tasks and about the way
students will use writing outside of school. The writing instruction provided to disadvantaged students may not promote what some authors have described as "high
literacy" (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1986). flie -4,t;racy, as described by Resnick and
Resnick (1977), has been a tradition in the education of the elite. Such a level of
literacy is aimed at developing students' linguistic and verbal reasoning abilities. On
the other hand, low literacy promotes the minimum level of reading and writing and
reflects the eaucation that is typically available to the disadvantaged.
Approaches to the Teaching of Writing

The most commoa approaches to the teach;-v of writing draw in varying degrees
on the -Ise of scholarship about the acquisition of wilting skills. Although there are
many instructional alternatives associated with particular'methods (e.g., freewriting,
conferencing, sentence combining, ex.), three broad categories of approach to the
teachir7 of writing can be distinguished that parallel the approaches to teaching reading C.. ribed earlier:
Component skills approaches. This category of approaches focuses on the discrete skills that are assumed to be the "building blocks" of writing facility: mmanship, spelling, punctuation, grammar, paragraphing, etc. Instruction in this
tradition places great emphasis on drills and practice exercises aimed at conveying to students the sets of rules by which written language is correctly
rendered.
Process approaches. Another, more recent category of approaches seeks to
teach students the process of writing described by expert writers. This
category of approach to teaching writing is based on the above-mentioned
"writing as a cognitive process" strand of research on writing. This process includes stages such as prewriting, generation of text, critical review of written
text, and revision. Instruction in this tradition tends to place much mere attention on getting students to generate text and subsequently refine it, during the
course of which the "mechanics" of writing are gradually learned. This teaching practice focuses primarily on learners' cogtntive activities, rather than on
the substance of their texts (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1982).
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Whole-language approaches. A third category of approaches, noted previously
in discussing reading, shifts the emphasis onto the meaningful use of language.
Following the "whole language" philosophy (Altwerger, Ede lsky, & Flores,
1987), instruction is typically designed to integrate writing with reading and
oral expression and to create situations in which students have "authentic"
reasons to communicate with the written word. The substance and structure of
the writing are of primary concern.
The three categories rest on different theoretical bases ?..nd concerns about the
tec, ng of writing. The first presumes that the ability to write grows out of a grasp of
mechanics. Rather like discrete-skills approaches to reading, this ,et of approaches
presumes that one must learn "the basics" first, and then one can engage in meaningful
and more complex expression. As mentioned above, the belief that
the quality of the
writing produced by linguistically different students can be enhanced through instruction in grammar still prevails in much of the writing instruction offered to K-12
students.
The second category acknowledges that writing is a complex process and that the
stages within this process can serve as the framework for appropriate learning
activities. An avalanche of recent research has developed the view that writing is iterative: the writer moves back and forth between the general stages in the writing
process. Moreover, subprocesses have been identified under this superordinate
process. How to help less competent writers to understand and internalize these
processes is a central issue for curriculum developers and for classroom teachers
implementing instruction that is driven by a process view of writing.
The third category assumes that, without a meaningful context for
communication,
neither the mechanics nor the process will be well learned. In this
tradition, teachers
seek to highlight the contextual components of a given writing task.
Among these components are audience concerns and expectations, the writer's purpose, and the conventions associated with a particular form of writing. All of these factors inform the
cognitive demands of, and subsequent strategies employed in response to, a writing
assignment.
As with the approaches to the teaching of reading, we can make some observations about the appropriateness of these approaches to the instruction of disadvantaged
learners. Assuming that "high" literacy is the goal for teaching this,student population
as for the student population as a whole, the first category of approaches appears to
have the. least to offer. There is little built into these approaches that guarantees anything beyond a grasp of mechanics. By contrast, the second and third categories seem
to suggest teaching approaches more likely to yield higher levels of literacy. In
a curriculum aimed at developing such literacy, what is to be learned would most likely
come from a purposefully guiCed construction of, and in;.eraction with, text rather than
from the teacher's direct instruction or exercise activities (Bereiter & Scardamalia,
1982).
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Writing Curriculum and Instruction in Grp des 1 through 8

Curriculum and instruction in writing tend to fall into a predictable pattern that
parallels the focus of reading instruction on discrete skills. The pattern appears both in
the intended curriculum and as it is enacted in classrooms; however, unlike reading instruction, which has been greatly influenced by textbooks, writing instruction has not
relied as heavily on the structure of published materials.*
Intended Curriculum As in the case of reading, the predominant pattern of curriculum designed for elementary and junior high school-, displays the component skills
approach discussed above. Unlike reading, howt-ver, writing does not always occupy a
central position in the curriculum. It has often been observed that in elementary
schools, at least, relatively little writing is done at all, and that writing instruction
primarily emphasizes component skills the "mechanics" of writing (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983; Graves, 1978). With the exception of language arts materials that deal
with language mechanisms, textbooks exert relatively little influence on the writing curriculum, which brings both an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage is that
writing instruction is not so bound by the structure of the texts (except in traditional
"language arts" programs), as is frequently the case in react .g instruction. The disadvantage is that the classroom teacher has access to minimum guidelines for teaching
writing; without a textbook to structure their teaching, many teachers are less likely to
offer writing instruction.
The typical writing program in grades 1 through 8often described as, or subsumed within, "language arts"seeks to inculcate a set of skills related to the surface
features of written text: spelling, punctution, grarnin..." paragraphing, etc. The structure of the curriculum varies sol-newhat from district to (7:strict and state to state, but
the following ingredients are commonly emphasized: (1) grammar, including sentence
parts, sentence structure, and senknce types; (2) parts of speech; (3) paragraph writing; and (4) a hierarchy of genres, for example, writing a letter at the first grade level
and writing a newspaper editorial at the eighth grade level. A substantial emphasis is
given to mechanical correctness. Restricted writing activities (short answer or fill-inthe-blanks) are by far the most common actLities and extended writing activities
remain infrequent (Applebee, 1983).
A review of five wid::;.; used language arts textbooks (conducted for this study)
reveals that, in theory, the curriculum (as represented by the textbooks) recognizes the
ing into the lan
whole - language approach; however, in practice, the integration of
one
made practiguage arts carriculuT is minimal. Of the five textbooks we review
cally no connections among the various components of the language arts program; a
component skills approach was apparent. Some relationships were noted between
grammar, instruction and writir,I instruction; however, no relationship was made between reading assignments anti students' writing. Writing was treated separately, thus
decreasing the authenticity of tilt writing assignments.
'The statemcnt does not hold for traditional "language arts" matcials, of which .'aere are a great many
and which arc heavily used in the classroom.
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On the other hand, one of the five textbooks followed a iterature-based approach
to teaching language arts. Wrilng was all integrated part of the program, offering students instruction in the writing process and an opportunity to interact with a reading
text through writ-ag.
The remaining three textbooks we reviewed advocated a process approach Lo
teaching writing aid( integrating the component parts of writing into a whole-language
approach; however, the particular lessons contained witrn the textbooks did not reflect
this kind of integration. For the most part; writing was treated as a discrete skill,
relegated to the end of each chapter in the book. Less space and less variety of instruction was given to writing than in the other two texts.
Typically, state and district frameworks and curricular guidelines reinforce the pattern of skills-oriented writing instruction just described. Some states have undertaken
an ambitious restructuring of the writing curriculum through frameworks, model curriculum guides, and assessment programs. For example, the state of California has
developed (1) a curriculum framework intended ti serve as the framework for all district curricula within the state, (2) a statement of curriculum standards intended to give
assistance to disticts in translating the framework into more specific curriculum goals,
and (3) a statewide testing program that is directly related to the state framework and
curriculum standards. Several features of this framework illustrate an attempt to
redefine the intended curriculum in ways Oat incorporate principles of writing instruction espoused by whole-language and some process-oriented theorists.
Other state frameworks are beginning to display a similar emphasis, but this has
yet to work its way into common practice. In reviewing three states' frameworks
(California, Maryland, Virginia), we found striking similarities among these
frameworks in terms of their stated goals. All three emphasized the following goals:
Students will understand and use the stages in 04; process of writing.
Students will write for a variety of purposes, developing an understanding of
voice, audience, form, and content.
Students will value writing for personal an' social reasons (e.g., as a vehicle for
self-discovery and also as a means of empowerment).
Virginia was the only state to identify, as a separate, goal, writing for creative expression. Thus, it appears that the formal curriculum, as designated by the frameworks,
reflects much )f what is popular in current thin.cing about the teaching of writing. Yet,
the teaching strategies for imple menting this curriculum have yet to reflect this emphasis.

The Enacted CurriculumFew studies are available that provide us with a comprehensive picture of how the intended curriculum in writing is translated into classroom writing instruction. The results of the National / ssessment of Educational
Progress for 1984, reported by Applebee, Langer, and Mullis (1986), included results of
questionnaire data asked of fourfa-, eighth-, and eleventh-grade students about the
management of the writing process and the writing instruction they received. The data
from the fourth and eighth graders provide some indication of the enacted wr 'in?, cur.,,iculum occurring in elementary and junior 1--igt) school classrooms.
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The highlights of these results are listed below:
Most students, majority and minority alike, are unable to write adequately except in response to the simplest of tasks.
American students can write at a minimal level, but cannot express themselves
well enough to ensure that this writing will accomplish the intended purpose.
Students had less difficulty with tasks requiring short responses based on personal experiences; however, less than 19% of the eighth graders and 2% of the
fourth raders wrote adequate or better responses.
Few students understood and considered strategies of 0-- writing process.
During revision and editing, a large proportion of students reported that they
focus on the mechanics, such as spelling and punctuation.
Students reported that their teachers are more likely to mark mistakes than to
show an interest in what they write or to make suggestions for the next paper.
Students who report doing more planning, revising, and editing are better
writers than those who report doing less.
Students who reported writing three or more reports and essays during a 6-week
period had higher achievement levels than students who reported doing no
during the time period. Twenty-two percent of the fourth graders and 12% of the
eighth graders reported doing no writing.
The authors conclude that a^tivities oriented toward the writing process have
begun to be incorporated into writing instruction; however, the results indicate that
these activities have not been carried out in a way that facilitates students' higher-order
thinking and ability to think about what they are writing. The authors offer two major
recommendations:
Students need broad-based experiences in which reading and writing tasks are
integrated into their w- k throughout the curriculum.
Instruction in the writh,g process needs to focus on teaching students how to
think more effectively as they write.
The state frameworks that we reviewed contain goals in alignment with these
recommendations; howeve., the textbooks, although moving in that direction, have not,
for the most part, provided instructional guidelines that would promote more complex
and elaborated text.
Effectic Teaching of Writing to Disadvantaged Students
In contrast to reading research, little research has examined effective approaches
to teaching disadvantaged students in writing. However, some studies of the .iiticacy of
instructional strategies for all students and on strategies for teaching writing to linguistically different students give clues to appropriate approaches for disadvantaged students.

Effective Instructional StrategiesNumerous claims are advanced -tout the efficacy of particular methods of writing instruction, for example, holding conferences
(Graves, 1978), freewriting (Elbow, 1973), teaching rhetoric of invention (Young,
1976), and providing oprrtunities for sentence combining (Mellon, 1969). Others
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have argued that instead of discussing these specific kinds of instruction, it is more useful to try to develop more general categories of instruction. Hillocks (1986) does this
in his meta-analysis of research on the teaching of writing over the past 2t., years. He
compares four modes of writing instruction:
The presentational mode is characterized by (1) clear and specific objectives,
(2) lecture and teacher-led discuss:ons, (3) the study of models that illustrate a
concept, and (4) specific assignments.
The natural process mode is characterized by (1) generalized objectives, (2)
freewriting, (3) writing for audiences of peers, (4) opportunities to revise, and
(5) high levels of interaction among students.
The environmental mode is characterized by (1) clear and specific objectives, (2) materials selec,ed to engage students with each other in specific processes
important to some aspect of writing, and (3) high levels of peer interaction.
The individualized mode is characterized by (1) students receiving instruction
through tutorials, and (2) programmed instruction.
In his meta-analysis, Hillocks (1986) included only studies that used both pre- and
posttest student writing samples to assess effectiveness. Thus, only a small proportion
of the available research was included; this review is limited by the small number of
studies included in each category. These small numbers did not allow more discrete
meta-analysis of these categories by age of students, economic status, or other student
characteristics that are of interest in the present stu( -verall, his meta-analysis indicated that the environmental mode was far superior to the other three approaches.
'The distinguishing characteristics of this mode of instructionin particular, the emphasis on group interaction and clear and specific objectivesapparently seem more
able to engage students in activities that promote good writing skills. However, an effective, balanced program is likely to draw appropriately from all four mr.:s.
Whatever the category of waiting instruction, Applebee and Langer (1983) argue
for a "substantive" rather than "procedural" approach to teaching writing. ?Rather than
stressing the component skills of v-iting, she authors advocate focusing on the language
task that is to be carried out by the student (Brune., 1978; Cazden, 1980). Teachers following this approach must (1) identify the difficulties that particular students will h, e
when approaching a writing task, (2) select appropriate strategies that will help studt its overcome these difficulties, and (3) structure the task in such a way that these
strategies are explicit, thus allowing students to learn the strategies needed when encountering a certain kind of difficulty (Applebee & Langer, 1983). Teachers follow.Ing
such an approach do not segregate the many skills involved in the writing process, but
teach each as it is needed for a particular task.
Principles for Teaching Writing to Disadvantaged Students Although relatively little work has been done that specifically addresses writing instruction for disadvantaged
students, several principles can be inferred frnm the preceding discussion that have particular relevance for disadvantaged student: (as wall as for the student population in
general):
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P-Tause many come to school without much experience with extended text, disadvantaged students need more opportunities to write, from the earliest time in their

school careers. Applebee et a141936) reported that disaa.antaged urban sturts showed lower writing skills. For these students especially, opportunities
to ..rite can play a crucial role in developing their writing skills.
Curriculum and instruction for this population should deemphasize instruction in
the component skills as a prerequisite for meatiingful writing. Research consistently showed that component skill instruction does not facilitate writing skills
(Hillocks, 1986). However, this type of instruction persists, and textbooks are
written following the approach. The instructional approach discussed above
would integrate the use of component skills with the purposeful use of language. Because this approach requires the teacher to address the specific
needs of the student, less emphasis can be given to textbooks that present a
fixed instructional plan and more emphasis placed en training teachers in this
approach (Bruner, 1978; Cazden, 1980).
Writing should be learned in contexts that emphasize the meaningful use of
language. This does not necessarily mean a wholesale adoption of curricula
built on whoie-language philosophies, t at it does mean creating opportunities
for using written language to communicate things of value to the students.
Some movement has been made in this direction (Applebee et al., 1986); however, more thought needs to be given to specific ways that will benefit the student Work on the writing needs of the Hic.panic student, for example, maintains teat the student can use writing as a tool for cultural and personal identity. The students must feel that th3 language they use will be honored. Writing topics that allow students to express opinions, moods, aspirations, and
descriptions of self can be effective (although some cultures and settings make
it more difficult for students to expose their inner thoughts). Thus, the role of
the teacher is to help students discover that they can write and feel the power
that the written word gives.
Writing teachers need to acknowledge and connect with the students' cultural and
linguistic backgrounds, so that tl.e students' learning needs are not misinter-

preted and so that meaningful contexts for leaning to write can be better constructed. For example, the writing of students speaking Black English will be
iriluenced by the dialect they speak. Teachers need to become aware that Vernacular Black English is a rule-governed language system that is different but
not deficient by comparison with Standard English (Farr Whiteman, 1980).
Rat. .; than treatbg the deviations from Standard English as simply errors in
grammar, the teacher can consider such writing as part of the student's primary
language system and conduct instruction accordingly.
Summary: Principles Underlying Effective Literacy Curriculum and
Instruction for iDisauvantaged Student,
Several themes run through the literature )ri literacy curriculum and instruction,
although thee; are differences in the foals and, extent of research on reading and
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writing. We group these themes under the following headings: (1) the shortcomings
and prevalence of curricula that emphasize discrete, component skills; (2) movement
toward an emphasis on meaning in literacy instruction; (3) the integration of curricular
elements and instructional services in the teaching of literacy; (4) accommodating differences of linguistic background in literacy instruction.
The Shortcomings and Prevalence of Curricula That Emphasize Discrete,
Component Skills

There is a tendency for literacy curricula available to most disadvantaged students
to teach discrete, component skills in a linear sequence from what are viewed as the
"basics" to more complex skills. Remedial and compensatory programs arm especially
prone to this tendency, the assumption being that low achievcfs have to get their basics
first, before they can move on to more challenging (and interesting) tasks. But core
program instruction in classrooms serving large concentrations of disadvantaged students shows a similar tendency. The generally low levels of literacy for this student
population suggest that the current emphasis is not working well, though it may be
teaching some discrete skills effectively.
This means in reading that disadvantaged students are he ply exposed to
decoding, with relatively little chance to acquire skills in c inprehension.
In writing, it means that these students typically get a heavy dose of the
mechanisms of "language arts" spelling, grammar, punctuatic.I, penmanship,
etc.and relatively little chance to learn to compose written text.
Research suggests that basic and higher-order skills can be taught to this student population simultaneously, in ways that engage students more effectivelyfor example, rtading instruction that focuses on comprehension strategies
as well as skills or writing instruction that focuses on-the process and purposes
of writing, as well as its mechanisms.
At the least, an instructional diet that includes many more opportunities for extend-d reading and text writing from the earliest stages can improve considerably on the current imbalance in literacy cuticula available to this population.
Movement Toward an Empt. )sis on Meaning in Literacy Instruction

Curricula and instruction that promote the meaningful use of language have much
to offer disadvantaged students of all ability levels.
In reading, comprehension-focused curricula and instruction show particular
promise for teaching students to read and understand what they read. This noproach implies explicit teaching of comprehension strat, "es, and an approacn
to teaching decoding in the context of the application of these skills.
Chances to write text that comm sates things of importance to students in
various genres lead students more quickly to a facility with the written word.
This implies instruction that creates a variety of opportunities for written expression, and provides the appropriate substantive support for students to be
able to accomplish these writing tasks.
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Integrated language approaches (e.g., predicate( on "whole-language"
philosophies), which combine reading, writing, and oral ( Kpression, place a
particular emphasis on the meaningful use of language and may have particular
benefits for disadvantaged student populations. However, they require a great
deal of teachers and may sacrifice some skillbuilding if not done well. The
potential of these approaches is not well demonstrated yet in the full range of
schools serving disadvantaged .Audents.
The Integration of Curricular Elements and Instructional Services in the Teaching of
Literacy

Both the design and implementation of literacy curricula for disadvantaged students exhibit a great deal of "planned fragmentation" due to (1) the discrete-skills emphasis discussed above, (2) the separation and compartmentalization of reading and
writing curricula from each other and from other subjects, (3) poor articulation across
grades, and (4) frequent lack of connection between regular instruction and the supplementary services that remediate poor achievement in literacy for large numbers of
disadvantaged students.
Curricula and instruction are preferable that connect (1) the different skills
wi h one another (decoding with reading, punctuation with the expression of
written thoughts, etc.), (2) the learning of literacy skills with the various subject areas in which these skills can be used, and (3) the learning of reading
with writing.
4 Coordination of regular and supplementary literacy instruction, where approprir te, can simplify the learning task for low achieving children and enhance the chance of their developing good literacy skills.
Accommodating Differences in Sociolinguistic Background in Literacy lrstruction

The sociolinguistic differences between many disadvantaged students and the
teachers or curricula they encounter in school are a major stumbling block confronting
literacy education for this student population. Effective literacy instruction appears to
acknowledge these differences and communicate to students an understanding and
respect.
Literacy instruction thus must be designed to recognize the language strengths
students bring, at the same time that it seeks to teach them what for most is a
significantly different language from the one they know at home, whether it is
an English dialect or a non-English language.
4 In reading, effective instruction (1) avoids persistent correction of dialectbased "errors" and repetitive teaching of decoding skills when dialect differences are the source of a student's apparent error; (2) includes a sufficient
amount of tading material (including student-generated material) that relates
to the base of experience students bring to school.
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* In writing, effective instruction (1) re-ognizes the rules that govern students'

speech and language use, then (2) seeks to teach alternate rules for Standard
English, rather than treating students' natural language as "en ors," and (3) encourages writing that allows students to express and reflect on their experience
(while not limiting ti. n to their experiences).
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V GOOD TEACHING OF WORTHWHILE MATHEMATICS
TO DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
In the United States, education is a cornerstone of society, seen as the key to the
nation's economic, political, and social future. Unemployment, crime, illiteracy are all
problems that schools are to solve. They are also problems that plague our nation's
poor at much higher rates than for middle- and upper-income families. At least at
present, strengthening the teaching and learning of academic content in K-12 schools
is believed by many to be the appropriate strategy for solving the larger problems. The
goal for our schools, then, is to maximize the probability of good teaching of worthwhile content to all students. The biggest challenge to realizing this goal is the
currently inadequate success rates with disadvantaged students, students from lowincome families, high percentages of which are minorities: blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans. The purpose of this paper is to identify some of the issues in studying
the incidence of and causes for good teaching of worthwhile mathematics to disadvantaged students.
Generally, elementary schools and, perhaps to a somewhat lesser extent, junior
high schools, are doing a good job. Elementary school students perform quite well on
basic knowledge and skills that have been stressed. There are some important weaknesses, too. Students do significantly less well on problem solving and higher-order
thinking (Champagne & Klopfer, 1977; National Assessment of Educational Progress,
1983). Students who enter elementary school with a keen interest in learning and enthusiasm for all subjects, especially mathematics, all too often leave junior high school
with little motivation for academic learning (National Center for Educational Statistics,
1977, p. 201). These inadequacies in our elementary and junior high schools, student
acquisition of problem solving and higher-order thinking knowledge and skills, and
students' attitudes toward learning and subsequent study, while general problems, are
acute for disadvantaged students from poor urban and rural families. Paradoxically,
these disadvantaged students have potentially the most to gain from school (e.g.,
National Science Foundation, 1982).

A General Model for Classroom Teaching and Learning of Mathematics
Schwab defines the commonplaces of education as learner, teacher, curriculum,
and milieu. These four characteristics of any educational experience are useful to keep
in mind when thinking about models and/or criteria for studying and assessing mathematics curriculum and instruction as applied to disadvantaged students.
The Learner. While SRI's study is to focus on disadvantaged students, this still
leaves open the possibility for considerable variance and/or the defining of contrasts.
In mathematics, gender effects are an important issue to be addressed. While gender
differences are not prevalent during the elementary school years, they emerge in junior
high school and become substantial at the time when students exercise choice in
whether or not to study mathematics and what kind of mathematics to study. If girls
are to have an equal opportunity in mathematics in further study and in jobs with mathematics prerequisites, presumably corrective actions must begin before the problems
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are manifest. They must begin in the elementary grades. Similar statements can be
made for minority students, especially blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans (although family SES-is a serious confounding factor in most of the work that shows
achievement gaps between minority and majority students in mathematics). Finally,
the educational experiences of disadvantaged youth attending schools with high percentages of students from low-income families is known to be substantially different from
the educational experiences of similar students attending schools serving predominantly
middle- and upper-income families. In short, when characterizing teaching and learning of mathematics for disadvantaged students, sex, ethnicity, and school composition
variables should be taken into account so that averages do riot obscure important
variation.
Teacher. The 1980s education reform movement sees strengthening teachers and
the teaching profession as the key to improving the quality of education for all students. "The key to success lies in creating a profession equal to the task, a profession
of well-educated teachers prepared to assume new powers and responsibilities to
redesign schools for the future" (Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy, A
Nation Prepared, 1986, p. 2).
In virtually all elementary schools and junior high schools, it is teachers who ultimately decide what students will study and how they will be taught. Teachers are relatively free to draw on instructional materials in ways they deem appropriate and to
design assessment strategies and standards for achievement that they deem appropriate. In short, teachers negotiate between their understanding of the ideal curriculum and the constraints within which they must work. These constraints include
strengths and limitations of the teacher's subject matter knowledge, pedagogical skills,
and repertoire for assessment practices as well as the constraints of being expected to
teach a variety of subjects to classrooms of 20 to 30 students of varying abilities and interests. Clearly then, variation in teacher knowledge, skills, and dispositions needs to
be systematically studied when attempting to understand mathematics education of disadvantaged students.
Curriculum. When Schwab listed curriculum as a commonplace, he had in mind
the curriculum as experienced by students. As will be elaborated later, relatively little
is known about this curriculum and, in fact, until recently, the curriculum as experienced by students has largely been taken for granted, both in policy setting and in
educational research. What has received attention has been stacements of idealized
curricula such as NCTM's standards for mathematics (National Council d Teachers of
Mathematics, 1989) or the curriculum as it exists in published materials, primarily
textbooks, or the curriculum as tested in norm-referenced published tests, state and district minimum competencies tests, and national assessments (e.g., Freeman, Kuhs,
Porter, Floden, Schmidt, & Schwille, 1983; Barr & Dreeben, 1983; Stodolsky, 1988, in
press). There is a modest amount of research to show that, at least for elementary
school mathematics, each of these types of curriculum has important uniquenesses
from the other, ar -I none serve as good proxies for the curriculum as actually experienced by a particular student in a particular classroom (e.g., Porter, Floden,
Freeman, Schmidt, & Schwille, 1988). They are, however, potential influences on what

is taught and learned and so represent tools that might be employed to strengthen the
curricula for disadvantaged students.
Milieu. The milieu commonplace highlights the importance of attending to the
context in which educational experiences take place. For disadvantaged students, an
important piece of that context is the special programs and services that they receive
above and beyond or in place of the programs and services provided nondisadvantaged
students. Probably most important among these is their participation in pullout
programs which may, on the one hand, provide important mathematics instruction outside of the regular classroom experience and, on the other hand, may deprive-them
from mathematics instruction (or other kinds of important instruction) that they otherwise would have received.
There are other potentially important attributes of the educational context that
may distinguish the educational experiences of disadvantaged students from less disadvantaged students. For example, students attending schools serving high percentages of
disadvantaged students often have fewer resources than schools serving high percentages of students from middle-income and high-income families (e.g., Porter et al.,
1988). This may mean that a disadvantaged student cannot take his or her textbook
home for homework (because the school must protect instructional materials so that
they will last longer and reduce replacement costs). Similarly, disadvantaged youth,
when using workbook materials, may be required to copy problems from the materials
and work them on a separate sheet of paper (rather than the much more efficient writing directly in their workbooks). This allows a workbook to be reused, and so cuts
down oninstnictional costs. There are other examples where financial constraints may
limit the instructional options for disadvantaged students: access to hand-held calculators, microcomputers for drill and practice on computational skills and for problem
solving, equipment for applied problems in measurement, equipment for constructions
in geometry.
Obviously, milieu need not be a negative constraint on the teaching and learning
of mathematics by disadvantaged students. It is important to consider ways in which
the context of education can enhance what is learned (in addition to identifying constraints that might be eliminated) (e.g., Porter, in press).
A Macro-Lev-I Model. Schwab's commonplaces suggest that any attempt to define
the teaching and learning of mathematics for disadvantaged students will, at a minimum, need to characterize (a) the content of instruction, (b) the pedagogical practices
of the teacher, (c) the curriculum materials used, including the assessment procedures,
both in class and as a part of the formal educational hierarchy, and (d) the conte,..t
within which student learning is embedded. This model is not a theory; yet it can serve
to inform a research agenda.

Worthwhile Mathematics Content
Surprisingly, there is not clarity about what constitutes the most important mathematics for elementary and junior high school students to learn. Probably more than
any other subject matter area, mathematics has received attention in defining the
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content of the discipline and how the discipline'should be treated in schools. Typically,
it is mathematicians and mathematics educators that have taken the lead in creating
published statements, curriculum guides and frameworks (e.g., NCTM, 1980, 1989).
But these statements have thus far had relatively little impact on creating a consensus
among parents, teachers, school administrators, and education policymakers.
The goals for school mathematics learning are not constant over time. Just 5
years ago basic skills (and direct instruction) were the focus of state policies, school improvement programs, and state testing programs (e,g., Purkey & Smith, 1983). Today,
this concern for basic skills is common among teachers and parents, but academics and
policymakers have shifted their attention away from basic skills and on to higher-order
thinking and problem solving (e.g., Costa, 1985). Assessment practices have not yet
caught up with this shift, but if the technological problems can be solved, they will.
Whether teachers and parents will be drawn along or not remains to be seen.
Within this confusion about what constitutes the most worthwhile mathematics for
students to learn is the possibility that different students are best served by learning different mathematics (or must learn different mathematics because of limits in their
motivation and/or abilities). To date, published statements of desired mathematics
learning make relatively few, if any, distinctions among types of studentsboys versus
girls, majority versus minority students, or students from poor families versus students
from rich families. However, these distinctions not being made in published statements is no guarantee that they are not made in practice. What little information is
available concerning the implemented curriculum (i.e., the curriculum as experienced
by students) points to children from poor families, minority children, and girls receiving more instruction on the mastery of basic skills and less instruction on developing
conceptual understanding and learning how to apply that conceptual understanding to
solve novel problems (e.g., Porter et al., 1988).
Defining content. Regardless of judgments about what content is most worthwhile,
the content of instruction is one of several key determinants of what students learn. In
defining the content of mathematics instruction in elementary and junior high school, it
is necessary to consider the following attributes (Porter et al., 1988):
Time. How much instructional time is allocated to mathematics teaching and
learning in elementary school? Does a student study mathematics for 30
minutes every day or for 30 minutes each of 3 days a week? Are there other
times during the school day, other than the instructional period labeled "mathematics," in which students are free to study mathematics or are encouraged to
work on mathematics assignments? Is homework assigned in mathematics,
and in what ways are students encouraged to spend time at home studying
mathematics? How much mathematics is actually studied at home? Are there
pullout programs in which mathematics is taught? How long are these pullout
periods, and is there mathematics instruction in the regular classroom that is
missed during pullout periods? In junior high school, where instructional
periods are typically formal with students moving from classroom to classroom,
keeping track of instructional time is somewhat easier; the questions of
homework and pullout programs also apply. (For both elementary and junior
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high school mathematics instruction, there is the issue of engaged time versus
allocated time, but that will be considered later under pedagogy.)
What topics are covered during the instructional time? Does instruction emphasize basic computational skills, conceptual understanding, or applications?
Is geometry taught? Is measurement taught? (E.g., Kuhs, Schmidt, Porter,
".
Floden, Freeman, & Schwille, 1979.)
When and in what order is content presented to students? To some extent, it
is less important whether certain geometric concepts are taught in third grade
or fifth grade, so long as somewhere during the elementary school experience
those geometric concepts are taught. Care must be taken when interpreting
differences among classrooms in the mathematics covered during instruction;
over time, differences among classrooms (and so among students) may disappear, due to compensating differences at other grade levels in other years.
What students receive what content? It must not be assumed that all students
within a class receive the same mathematics instruction. Teachers may form
groups for mathematics or they may individualize mathematics instruction.
Teachers may also treat students differently, even within whole-group instruction, such that the net result is a difference from student to student in the
mathematics studied. There is some reason to believe that students perceived
by the teacher to have low aptitude for mathematics receive only instruction
on definitions and computational skills, leaving problem solving to only the
high-aptitude students (Porter et al., 1988). There is also evidence that perceived aptitude for mathematics is correlated with whether or not a student is
from a low-income family (Good, 1987).
Standards for student achievement. Teachers may hold strict or lenient standards for student achievement. They may teach content simply to expose students to that content, or they may teach content demanding student mastery
(e.g., Bernstein, 1985). To some extent, the standards for student achievement
translate into the pace of instruction and, ultimately, how many topics are
covered during an instructional period or school year. But teacher standards
for student achievement also communicate to students what is to be learned
and can result in students attending more or less well, studying harder or less
hard, and ultimately learning different things.
Mathematical content as problematic. The content of mathematics instruction is
not a straightforward concept. One difficulty is that the term "content" implies a form
of instruction where what is to be learned is clearly specified a priori, where teachers
present the content to be learned, and where students learn that content (more or less
well). The image that may come to mind is learner as an empty vessel, to be filled with
knowledge and skills. But students come to the classroom already "knowing" a great
deal of mathematics. They have ideas about numbers, quantity, shapes, problem solving, and the like. The task of their learning is more one of knowledge construction and
reconstruction than the above linear model suggests.
This conception of mathematics learning as knowledge construction shows the content of instruction to be something negotiated among teacher, student, and materials
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(e.g., Fennema, Carpenter, & Peterson, in press; Lampert, 1985). The implications are
several. First, the content of instruction from a student's eyes is probably not the same
as the content of instruction from a teacher's eyes, and neither of these two may be in
correspondence with the content of instruction as seen by an external observer, such as
a researcher. Some teachers plan and deliver mathematics instruction as activities for
students to experience; they do not select activities in pursuit of clearly defined goals
for student achievement. In short, teachers don't always think in terms of particular
learning outcomes, but rather think in terms of "interesting" activities that seem likely
to enhance student knowledge construction (Clark & Yinger, 1977, 1979).
Sometimes,
this results in effective instruction where students learn a great deal of worthwhile content, and other times the activities become ends in themselves, with students taking
away very little mathematics knowledge. The distinction between content and pedagogy breaks down or becomes blurred when viewed from the perspective of student as
knowledge constructor.
When building educational programs or formulating educational policy, student
knowledge is the ultimate goal. Yet, research has shown that teachers' intended content and students' understanding of what is to be learned are two intervening variables
that are predictive of what is ultimately learned. Studies of the mathematics disadvantaged students are taught must take this multiple perspectives dilemma into account.
Other important outcomes of mathematics instruction. Mathematics content suggests kinds of mathematics to be learned, such as geometry, algebra, computation with
whole numbers, decimals, and the
But there is another domain of student outcomes that may be even more important. Unless students are able to use their conceptual understanding and skills in mathematics to solve novel problems, the value of their
mathematical knowledge and skills will be severely limited. But problem solving and
reasoning are capabilities that require having the disposition to be a problem solver in
addition to having the knowledge and skills. Also, a student's ability to apply conceptual knowledge and skills to solve problems may be a function of the degree to which
he or she possesses relevant mr3tacognitive strategies, such as comprehension monitoring (e.g., Anderson, 1983; Brown, 1978; Brown & Burton, 1978; Palincsar & Brown,
1984). Finally, if students, in learning mathematics during their elementary school and
junior high school years, come to hate mathematics, the knowledge and skills that they
have acquired will be of substantially less value than if, in the process, they come to
think of mathematics as both interesting and useful. There is evidence to suggest that
these interest and motivation outcomes are even in more need of attention than are
the outcomes of conceptual understanding and skills. Students enter school enthusiastic about learning, and mathematics is the single most preferred subject, yet by the end
of their junior high school experience, many students have learned to hate mathematics
and will study no more mathematics than is required. Unfortunately, this dislike for
mathematics is more prevalent among girls and minority students than among white
males (e.g., National Science Foundation, 1983).

Good Teaching
Identifying the characteristics of good teaching of mathematics is at least as difficult as is deciding what mathematics is most important for disadvantaged students to
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learn. The search for prescriptive statements of good teaching has gradLally given way
to calls for teacher professionalization and teacher empowerment. Paradoxically, just
at the time when popular opinion about good teaching has shifted in the direction of
professional judgment, attempts at teacher assessment have increased dramatically. It
is too soon to know how the calls for teacher empowerment and the calls for teacher assessment will negotiate a common ground. Much of the research on teaching, however, has moved away from empirical searches for prescription and instead in the
direction of identifying principles of good teaching (Porter, 1988).
Prescriptions for good teaching are micro-level detailed statements about behavior3 of effective teachers. Mary Budd Rowe's 3-second wait time is an example of a
prescription (1974). In contrast, principles of good teaching are general guidelines and
predispositions that point teachers in productive directions. Principles of good teaching stop short of explicit advice about appropriate behaviors. A principle of good teaching is to make sure that each student knows what is to be learned, the intended
outcome of study as opposed to the activity to be completed (Porter & Brophy, 1988).
No one specific set of teacher behaviors is implied. Obviously, there are many different sets of behaviors that to achers might employ consistent with this principle.
Whether or not teachers are employing certain principles in their teaching is difficult
to assess; assessment of principles fits the classic problems of implementation studies.
In contrast, prescriptions are relatively easy to assess; a teacher either waits 3 seconds
for a student to give an answer to a question, or the teacher does not.
While research on teaching is still in its infancy, a great deal of useful work has
been completed over the course of the last 15 to 20 years (e.g., Wittrock, 1986). This
research has identified many important principles of good teaching and long lists of
prescriptions for good teaching. Figure V-1 provides a model of good teaching which
can be used to characterize what is now known from research and to chart areas where
further work is needed (taken from Porter, 1988). The model moves from left to right,
representing good teaching as generally a rational, goal-oriented process. The model is
dynamic, showing good teaching to be a self-monitored activity (e.g., teacher reflection). The model shows that good teaching is a function of a great many different
kinds of knowledge, skills, and dispositions, which in turn have their origins from a
potentially wide variety of prior experiences and present circumstances.
A study of the teaching and learning of mathematics for disadvantaged students
can, perhaps, avoid same of the complexities of studying the antecedents of teachers'
practice. But if these antecedents are completely ignored, the findings will be seriously
limited. It is one thing to know what constitutes good teaching. It is quite another
thing to know how to create teachers who do good teaching (e.g., Porter, 1986).
Similarly, characterizing the nature of teaching of mathematics to disadvantaged students may identify strengths and weaknesses, but will not be sufficient to point ways in
which strengths can be enhanced and deficiencies removed. Proposed remedies require research on probable causes of behavior.
A great deal of the recent research on teaching has focused on teacher decisionmaking. The work has attempted to characterize key decisions teachers make in
delivering instruction and assessing the results, as well as the antecedents and consequences of each type of decision. This work, which characterizes teacher as thoughtful
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practitioner, has led to a rich literature of insights and findings about good teaching.
From that work it is possible to extract what now appear to be a number of the most
important principles (Porter & Brophy, 1988)
Good teaching is foreshadowed by clear and appropriate goats for student achievement. The goals that teachers hold for their instruction cannot be taken for granted.
Important differences exist among teachers in their goals, and these differences translate into differences in behaviors and subsequently what students learn. There is not a
one-to-one relationship between teacher goals for student achievement and student outcomes. On the other hand, students are much more likely to learn what it was that the
teacher intended them to learn than they are likely to learn other things. That the
relationship between teacher goals and student outcomes exists is not surprising. What
is surprising is the nature of differences among teachers in the goals that they hold. In
elementary school, it is a minority of teachers who hold student achievement of
academic material as primary. The majority of elementary school teachers place
primary emphasis upon student socialization into an orderly school environment and
enhancing student interpersonal and citizenship knowledge and skills (e.g., Prawat,
1985; Prawat & Nickerson, 1985). Considering just teachers' goals for student
academic achievement, much greater attention is placed on acquisition of facts and
skills than on understanding key concepts in sufficient depth that they can be used to
solve novel problems (e.g., Porter, in press). For most teachers at least part of the
time, the goal in mathematics content coverage is for exposure, not mastery. A great
many mathematical topics are just touched on in instruction, with no expectation for
any lasting effect upon what students know. There exists, however, a minority of
teachers who (a) put primary emphasis on student academic achievement and (b) emphasize conceptual understanding and application and (c) teach a limited range of content, but in doing so, demand student understanding and ability to solve neve;
problems. Too little is known about how such teachers overcome the constraints that
prevent the majority of teachers from teaching in this way. Whatever those constraints,
they seem to be especially difficult to overcome in schools and classrooms serving high
concentrations of disadvantaged students.
Good teachers accept appropriate responsibility for student learning. Another imr3rtant difference among teachers is the extent to which they accept appropriate responsibility for student outcomes. For example, in a study of teachers unusually effective in
dealing with each of several difficult-to-teach types of students, one finding was ubiquitous. Regardless of the type of student difficulty, the more effective teachers saw the
difficulty as something to be corrected. Ti e less effective teachers saw the student difficulty as something over which they could have little control, something to be contained and, if possible, tolerated, not something to be corrected (Brophy &
Rohrkemper, 1981). A similar result comes from international comparisons in mathematics. Among countries participating in the recently completed IEA study of mathematics achievement, Japanese students had the highest student achievement (McKnight
et al., 1987). At the same time, Japanese teachers were much more likely to accept
responsibility for low student achievement and to take credit for high student achievement than were teachers in the United States or other Western countries. This
correlation between teacher acceptance of responsibility for student achievement and
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student achievement is not by itself evidence of a causal relationship, but taken
together with similar findings is supportive of that conclusion. Studies of high school
science teaching represent yet a third example of the importance
of teachers' accepting
responsibility for student achievement (Lee & Gallagher, 1986). Studies of high school
science teaching characterize teachers as seeing their task as one of presenting content
and the student? task one of learning content. Clearly, teachers
who approach their
teaching in this way see low student achievement as
a student problem, not a teacher
problem. Study after study has shown that high school science achievement in the
United States is unacceptably low.
This finding of teacher responsibility is especially important in
studying the teaching and learning of disadvantaged students. When expectations for
student learning
are low, as they typically are for low-income and minority students (e.g.,
Good, 1987),
the likelihood of seeing low achievement as a student-owned problem would
seem to
be high.
Good teachers make clear to their students what is to be learned and why learning it
is worthwhile. Here again, this principle of good teaching is not as surprising as is the
fact that a substantial number of teachers do not appear to teach with the principle in
mind. Studies of reading instruction in elementary school (e.g., Anderson, Brubaker,
Alleman-Brooks, & Duffy, 1985) reveal that, when interrupted during their studies and
asked what they are doing; students typically answer by stating
what task it is they are
completing. When pressed, they can rarely articulate the purpose of the task;
what it is
they are to learn from completing the task. Like reading instruction,
elementary school
mathematics instruction is heavily dominated by seatwork. Students spend hours
completing exercises, probably all too often with little thought as to what is to be learned
and little knowledge as to why learning it would be useful. Studies
of the teaching of
elementary school social studies (Brophy, in press) reveal that teachers
rarely introduce
instructional segments with clear statements about what is to be learned, and virtually
never attempt to articulate why the learning is worthwhile. Again, mathematics instruction, with its heavy emphasis upon drill and practice of whole number
computational
skills, is likely characterized in the same way.
Good teaching promotes learning of comprehension monitoring strategie.- ..,nd other
study skills AND allows practice of these skills and acquisition of
appropriate dispositims
through structured opportunities for independent learning. The literature on metacognitive strategies is impressive, in documenting the degree to which
student learning can
be enhanced through teaching and learning the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
necessary for independent learning (Pressley, Snyder, & Cariglia-Bull, in press).
Disadvantaged students are several times more likely to lack needed
metacognitive strategies
than are their more advantaged counterparts. Thus, disadvantaged students
have potentially the most to gain from teachers who make such strategies
an explicit goal for their
teaching. There may also be an interaction between the frequency with
which instruction is oriented toward higher order thinking and problem solving
and the extent to
which students possess the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
necessary for them to
function as semiautonomous (from the teacher), independent knowledge constructors.
The less a student is capable of independent learning, the less likely
the student is to
receive instruction on problem solving. Perhaps the opposite
should be true, however,
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since problem solving is far more difficult for students to learn than are basic mathematical skills.
Good teaching requires teachers who know their subject matter and also know the
preconceptions of that subject matter that their students bring to the classroom. Most of
the research on relationships between teacher subject matter knowledge and student
learning is weak, and so are the findings. Intuitively, good teaching requires that the
teacher knows what is being taught. This leads to such sayings as, "I didn't really know
(subject x) until I had to teach it." Yet, only recently has research been able to catch
up with intuition. Studies of high school social studies teaching (e.g., Wineburg & Wilson, 1988) and elementary school science (Anderson & Smith, 1987) are documenting
ways in which profound differences among teachers in their knowledge of a subject matter translate into important differences in instructional strategies. These, in turn, translate into differences in student achievement. Similarly, now that testing teacher subject
matter knowledge is no longer taboo, surprising deficiencies in teacher subject matter
knowledge are being documented. A Michigan study (Michigan Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 1982) found that a minority of elementary school teachers could correctly
divide 24 divided by .3, despite the fact that respondents knew division facts. Their difficulty was with understanding place value, the only mathematical concept virtually certain to be taught during elementary school.
The remedies for serious shortcomings in teacher subject matter knowledge are
less clear that the shortcomings themselves. Teacher assessment is on the rise, but if
all individuals lacking in subject matter knowledge were eliminated from the teacher
corps immediately, a serious teacher shortage would occur. Perhaps in the long run,
strengthening teacher preservice education is the solution (e.g., Holmes Group, 1986),
but the challenge is substantial. There are approximately 2.4 million teachers in
United States K-12 schools; if the top 20% in aptitude of every college graduation
class were to elect teaching as a profession, for example, there would still be a shortage
of about 20,000 new teachers each year. Other approaches to solving the problem are
either to restructure the teaching profession so that fewer subject matter knowledge
specialists are needed, or restructure the support provided teachers (through materials
and technology), so that less teacher subject matter knowledge is required. Good
teaching also requires teachers who understand the preconceptions that their students
bring with them to instruction. Much of elementary and junior high school mathematics is about concepts and problems th students have experience with prior to formal instruction. Solving problems involving quantity and number is a matter of intense
interest to very young children. All children care about matters of winning and losing
and getting their fair share. Children enjoy making comparisons among all sorts of
things as to size or amount (Who is bigger? Who has more?). For reasons of out-ofschool experiences or previous instruction, students begin a lesson or school year with
beliefs that may be more or less consistent with the mathematics they are to learn. Research in a variety of fields, including mathematics, has revealed that these preconceptions must be identified and confronted directly if instruction is to be successful in the
intended ways (e.g., Anderson & Smith, 1987; Brown & Burton, 1978).
Good teaching typically makes heavy use of published instructional materials. This
principle is in direct contrast to the widely held belief, at least among teacher
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educators, that good teachers are not textbook followers. This belief makes little
sense, however, in the world of real schools. Teacher time is limited, and so is teacher
energy. Yet materials development is extremely time-consuming. Even if time were
not a problem, teacher subject matter knowledge would be. Nor are most teachers
knowledgeable about materials production. There is little reason to believe that one
teacher with limited time, knowledge, and resources can develop a curriculum and supporting materials better than those available from multi-million-dollar efforts of the
publishing industry (Ball & Feiman-Nemser, 1986).
Good teaching is more likely to occur when the teacher makes heavy use of published instructional materials. A teacher's limited time is then more available for
providing useful feedback to students on completed exercises and tests, and additional
instruction to students who are confused or who require additional opportunities to see
problem solving behaviors modeled.

Curriculum Materials
Curiously, just as it is conventional wisdom that a good teacher is not a textbook
follower, it is also conventional wisdom that what gets taught is what is in the textbook.
What little empirical research is available, however, indicates that the mathematics content of the textbook being used is not a good indicator of the mathematics that is
taught. Teachers using the same mathematics textbook vary substantially in the
amount of time they allocate to mathematics instruction and to a considerable extent
the mathematics content they cover within that time (e.g., Porter, in press; Freeman &
Porter, in press; Barr, 1988). The mathematics instruction of teachers in the same
school using the same textbook have been found to differ by the equivalent of 8 full
weeks of instruction (using 50-minute lessons as the metric). Even teachers who follow
their textbook closely, beginning with lesson one and working their way systematically
through the book as the year progresses, fail to use 30% to 50% of the lessons in the
book, largely because they run out of time before completing the book. Many
teachers, however, skip lessons and whole chapters as they follow their own predilections and sense of students' needs and interests in selecting material from the book.
Surprisingly, most teachers spend 10% to 20% of their instructional time on content
that is not to be found in the textbook they are using.
Unfortunately, these deviations from the textbook typically compound the
shortcomings of the published materials. For example, an already heavy emphasis
upon computational skills in elementary school mathematics textbooks is typically increased by teachers who proceed somewhat independently from their text (or, put
another way, those teachers who follow their textbooks most closely tend to offer a
more balanced curriculum across the content areas of concepts, skills, and applications)
(Freeman & Porter, in press).
Content analyses of elementary school textbooks have revealed that, at least
among the more heavily used textbooks, there are both important similarities and differences in content emphasis. For example, in an analysis of fourth-grade textbooks
(Freeman et al., 1983) 19 topics accounted for approximately 50% of the student
exercises in each of four commonly used textbooks. However, the other half of each
textbook covered a much larger number of topics, many of which are represented with
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only a very few exercises each. For example, 357 different topics were covered in one
or more of the four books, yet only 20% of these topics were to be found in all four
books. Not surprisingly, the 19 common topics are heavily facts and skills oriented;
solving story problems was not among the 19.
This feature of 19 core topics in popular elementary school mathematics
textbooks, most of which are facts and skills topics, and the finding that teachers emphasize definitions and computations in their instruction, may help to explain correlations between topic coverage in textbooks and topic coverage in classroom instruction.
At least for middle elementary grade classrooms, the correlation between textbook and
instruction is approximately .7; textbook topic emphasis accounts for 50% of the variation in topic emphasis within instruction. Nevertheless, when the topic emphasis in a
textbook not used by the teacher is used to predict a teacher's topic emphasis, the correlations are only slightly lower. When a teacher uses a text covering substantially different mathematics content from that of most books and most teachers, that textbook
can have a substantial impact upon what is taught. In a study of 36 fourth- and fifthgrade teachers in 18 Michigan schools, two teachers were using CSMP (Armstrong,
1985). Of all the teachers in that study, the two CSMP teachers good out in their content practices (Porter, in press). While most teachers spent 90% plus of their instructional time on computational skills, the two CSMP teachers spent only roughly half
their instructional time on skills. These two teachers were also teaching in schools serving highly affluent neighborhoods, however, making it difficult to know whether the
same shift in content emphasis would be likely in a school serving predominantly disadvantaged students.
The content emphases of published standardized tests of elementary school mathematics represent a much more balanced curriculum across concepts, skills, and applications than do textbooks or instructional practice (Freeman et al., 1983). T ;'pically,
these tests consist of three subtests, one for concepts, one for skills, and one for story
problems. But these standardized tests have relatively little influence on instructional
practices (e.g., Kuhs, Porter, Floden, Freeman, Schmidt, & Schwille, 1985). Rarely do
standardized tests get used in ways that connect them to important rewards and sanctions for teachers and/or students. Most typically they are given in the spring of the
year, and results are not available until the next year when students have moved on to
another teacher. Tests that do appear to influence the content of instruction are in contrast, embedded within the instruction. They are, for example, tests used to make
grade-to-grade promotion decisions, or tests available as a part of a management-by-objectives system, or tests found at the end of the chapter in textbooks. Like textbooks
and instructional practice, these curriculum-embedded tests place a great premium
upon computational skills. They rarely require demonstration of student understanding
of key concepts and students' ability to solve novel problems.
Textbooks and tests both have potential for substantially strengthening the quality
of mathematics instruction for disadvantaged students. To have this effect, they would
need to be changed substantially from their present form. Mathematics textbooks
would need to put a much greater emphasis upon conceptual understanding and problem solving than is currently the case. In covering problem solving, care would need to
be taken that the mat vials confront students with novel problems. A list of 25 story
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problems, all of which involve multiplication of single-digit
numbers as the solution,
Jose their novelty somewhere after the third or fourth problem. Textbooks would need
to have greater focus on fewer topics (topics balanced across concepts, skills, and applications). Ozrently, textbooks present hundreds of topics by just
mentioning them, a
problem that also characterizes teachers' classroom
content practices (Freeman &
Porter, in press). It is difficult to see how students pi-ofit from this
sort of superficial instruction. Textbooks also need to decrease the redundancy in content from one grade
level to the next (Flanders, 1987). For example, the computational
skill of multiplication of multirz-digit numbers is an emphasized topic i third, fourth, fifth, sixth,
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. As a result, the reward for learning this tiresome but
rather straightforward skill (that is more dependably and quickly done by an inexpensive calculator) is to be bored with drill and practice in subsequent years.
Tests also need substantial revision if they are to serve the best interests of disadvantaged students. What teachers and students need are high-quality tests that place
appropriate emphasis upon conceptual understanding and the solving of novel
problems, which are readily available and which can be embedded
within instruction.
Test construction of this type is hard work and demands a high degree of technical skill
and substantive knowledge. Teachers cannot be expected to develop such tests, at least
not on any systematic and sustained basis. Large pools of exercises and items organized by a content outline that teachers could access electronically to build tests
tailored to their instruction and their students would be extremely helpful. These
are
not currently available.

Conclusion
Mathematics in elementary school is in desperate need of change. This is true for
all students, but the situation is worse for students from low-income families and worse
yet in schools serving high concentrations of students frora 'ow-income families.
Mathematics instruction places too much attention on computation skills and not enough on
conceptual understanding and the ability to solve novel problems. Student attitudes
about mathematics and students' understanding of the role that mathematics plays in future study and in career options is not addressed. As a result, students leave junior
high school bored with mathematics, and only knowing how to compute.
The explanations for this weak curriculum are many. The curriculum as taught is
largely the curriculum one finds in popular textbooks and in the bulk of
assessment
practices. It is the curriculum typically emphasized as a part of the so-called
effective
schools movement. State and district frameworks typically specify minimum standards
for what should be taught, standards that also take a heavy skills orientation. Perhaps
most important of all, the mathematics taught today is very much like the mathematics
taught in elementary school when today's teachers were students. It is the mathematics
that most parents expect their children to study.
What is needed is revolutionary change. State and district curriculum policies
must be reformulated (as some states such as California and districts such as San Diego
appear to be doing). Textbooks need more than revision; they need a complete
redesign. The same can be said for curriculum-embedded assessment devic.s. Nevertheless, the locus for real and lasting change lies ultimately with the individual
V-16

classroom teacher. Fortunately, there are emerging professional development efforts
that hold promise (e.g., Fennema, Carpenter, & Peterson, in press), but such efforts
are expensive. Disadvantaged students are mast in I 'id; that is where the limited
resources should be invested.
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VI SELECTED ISSUES FOR STUDYING THE MATHEMATICS
EDUCATION OF THE DISADVANTAGED
That schools work differentially for students as a function of student demographic
characteristics is a well known and established fact. These characteristics include student socioeconomic status (SES), race, ethnicity, language background, and gender.
Less clear is precisely what this "fact" means, and hence, what constitutes an appropriate response to it.
One set of responses dates back to the Great Society, and is tied to notions of cultural deprivation or to similar terms. Children from poor homes were said to have
been deprived during their formative childhood years. When compared to children
from middle and upper class backgrounds, these children were thought to have grown
up in relatively impoverished milieus in terms of experiential scope and depth.
Through no fault of their own, these children were disadvantaged. In response to this
disadvantage, the Great Society through the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) focused resources on providing poor children with compensatory educational
experiences which were intended to make up for deficits from their earlier years.
Recently, disadvantage has returned to discourse in education. In part, this is due
to the fact that, though the Great Society's programs have lost credibility in some
quarters, the problems which they attempted to solve remain with us. If anything, they
have become exacerbated over the recent past. Moreover, changes in f' e demographic
composition of the U.S. school-age population have resulted in schools facing increasing numbers of students from precisely those backgrounds wlro^h pose the greatest challenges, both in absolute terms and proportionately (Hispanic Policy Development
Project, 1988; Hodgkinson, 1985).
Not only have schools and their related publics had to take note of these changing
demographic realities, so have business and the military (Johnston & Packer, 1987; National Alliance for Business, 1986a, 1986b). Given that smaller numbers of white
males are entering the workforce and that there are increasing demands for a highly
educated workforce, business and the military have found themselves competing with
each other for the same sorts of young people. Hence, we cannot afford to educate
just a small portion of our student population, while "training" the balance. The
United States will face an economic and military crisis if it is unable to meet these
demands from industry and the military for an educated workforce.
Others have noted that our society is becoming an increasingly complex place in
which to live (Grubb, 1986; Zarinnia & Romberg, 1987). Though the link between
jobs and education may be important, there is a no less important link between education and the need for an informed citizenry who can participate fully in our society.
This participation includes the ability to make judgments about complex social, moral,
and legal issues, the ability to exercise those judgments within our country's democratic
institutions, and finally, the ability to control one's life within society (Secada, 1988).
It is at the intersection of these contexts that I would like to couch this discussion
on mathematics education of disadvantaged students. Separately, any one of these forceshistorical and for the futurecould lead to research and policies that fail to
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address serious concerns had anotner force been considered
simultaneously. For example, Cole and Griffin (1987) note that there is enormous
pressure placed upon students in compensatory programs to master basic skills. This
pressure might result in
their being excluded from access to the more advanced parts of
a school's mathematics
and science curricula.
For another example, a general dissatisfaction with the "underachieving
curriculum" (McKnight et al., 1987) and with disparities in the achievement of
womel.,
and some minority groups in mathematics have been tied
to a new world view of mathematics (Zarinnia & Romberg, 1987), to the need for a mathematically literate populace
(Romberg & Stewart, 1987), and to advances in research on the learning and teaching
of mathematics (Romberg & Carpenter, 1986) in order to fashion a set of Curriculum
and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics [Ncrm], 1987). Yet in spite of calling for sweeping reforms in what and
how mathematics is taught in the United States, the Standards very specifically excluded issues of equity from their concerns (NCTM, 1987, p. 17).
The underlying assumption of this paper :. at research involving the mathematics education of the disadvantaged must built. upon the real advances which
have
occurred in the past. Yet also, it must attend to changes which are taking place within
schooling in general. The new round of research, if it is to matter, must live in tension
between the traditions of history and the forces for changing those traditions in
response to projections for the future. Otherwise, there is a very real danger that this
research will be largely irrelevant to the true educational needs of stuck its, or worse
yet, that it will legitimate practices which essentially do not prepare an increasingly
larger segment of our population for real participation in society.
Elsewhere, I have discussed the notion of a moving target (Secada, 1988).
Without proactive steps to ensure that mathematics education reform includes
minorities and students who are in compensatory programs, there is a real danger that
research and practice will be aimed at a target which has moved. As noted in that
paper, it would be bitterly ironic were we to succeed in making students in
compensatory programs computational wizards, while their middle class peers were using pocket calculators to solve problems, to analyze mathematical contexts, and
to engage in
more advanced forms of mathematical reasoning.

The Problematic Nature of Defining Disadvantage
A key issue forany research concerns the definitions and validity
of the constructs
being used. Without concern for such issues, our subsequent ability
to generalize via
those constructs across populations becomes severely limited. In this section of my
paper, I wish to note that the notion of disadvantage is problematic.
Certainly, any research which seeks to understand the schooling of disadvantaged
children should have a clear definition of the population under consideration.
"Disadvantaged," while conjuring politically palatable visions of a group of students for whom
schools have not worked as well as they might, needs to be unpacked
so that we can understand the suppositions which undergird work based on that and similar notions.
There is no uniform consensus about what disadvantage means, even when it is
used by the same writer. For example, in discussing the to-be-funded Center on the
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Study of the Education of Disadvantaged Students, Ralph (1988) followed Slavin in
"defining the disadvantaged population to include those students who are likely to
leave school (at whatever level or age) with an inadequate level of basic skills" (pp. 34). In this conception, disadvantage might be seen as focusing on the effects of school
leave-taking unprepared for later life. Ralph built upon this notion, by drawing from
Wilson (1987) to further refine the notion of disadvantage. There is a
population that suffers from the cumulative disadvantages of independent at-risk factors
growing up in poverty, in a single-parent family, or in an inner-city neighborhoodany one of
which may be weakly correlated with school failure but together form a qualitatively more
potent set of obstacles for academic success. This latter group has been identified as
America's urban underclass or the "truly disadvantaged." (Wilson, 1987; Ralph, 1988, pp. 4-5.)

In discussing the same center in the FY 1989 Application for Educational Research
and Development Centers Program, Scope of Work (U.S. Department of Education,
1988), Ralph links the disadvantage to being at risk:
Most researchers use the term at-risk interchangeably with disadvantaged to describe various
combinations of poor, minority, English-as-a-second-language, or sometimes urban children.
The currency of the at-risk label comes from the belief that social science can reliably predict
from an early age which youngsters run the danger of academic failure.... For a working definition I use the following: A student at risk is a child who is likely to experience the problems
associated with drug abuse, unwed pregnancy, suicide, dropping out of school or chronically
low academic performance. These problems are increasingly symptomatic of school-age
youngsters.... [They] are...alterable so while schools may (or may not) be blameless, they could
certainly affect these outcomes if they knew how.... For our purposes, we are focusing on disadvantaged childrenchildren from low-income, minority familiesas the general population
most likely at risk. (U.S. Department of Education, 1988, p. 2)

In this conception, being disadvantaged is tied to the danger of suffering from
problems which may or may not be the focus of schooling, but which certainly affect
the ability of schools tr meet their missions. Moreover, while in his former conception
Ralph (1988) links disadvantage very clearly to school failure, in the latter, Ralph (U.S.
Department of Education, 1988) links it to poverty and minority group membership.

Prediction Versus Causation
In both of Ralph's formulations, disadvantage is tied to the prediction of school
for
failure. In contrast, the preliminary design for the Study of Academic Instruction
the Disadvantaged (SAID) defines disadvantaged students as
members of a group that, because of specific socioeconomic factors (poverty, language background, etc.), tends to perform poorly at school. Ultimately, we are concerned with the educational disadvantage such students face, and, in addition, the disadvantage that all students may
encounter who attend schools with large concentrations of this target group.

This definition has moved beyond prediction to making (at least implicit)
causal claims in its formulation. It is one thing to predict that, based on certain indicators, something is more likely to happen in one context than in another. It is
another to make the relationship a causal one.
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At first glance, the formulation on which the stray is based might not be too far

off target. After all, she the time of the Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966) we

have known how strong a predictor student SES is of later school
achievement.
Moreover, our pervasive inability to break the predictive power of SES
on that achievement is acknowledged; indeed, the effective schools movement is based on controlling
for SES when identifying outlier schools for study (Brophy & Good,
1986). Given the
strength of the relationship and o'ir inability to break it, it becomes plausible
to claim
that the relationship between poverty (and whatever other factors
comprise disadvantage) and academic failure is causal in nature.
Yet there are two problems with such a conception. First of all, a causal claim is
based upon the notion that we can manipulate an event in order to make another one
occur. The manipulated event, "manipulanda" to follow Cook and Campbell's (1979)
terminology, attains the special status of being an independent variable; while its
ouwernes become dependent. I know of no studies where student demographic characteristics have been manipulated. Moreover, though poverty is conceivably
manipulable, attempts to do so (through programs such as the Great Society) have failed. If
anything, rates of poverty have increased* over the past years.
Secondly, though individual student SES is known to predict mathematics achievement, a stronger predictor by far is the school's SES. White (1982) found an average
correlation between student SES and mathematics achievement of .22 in studies where
the student was the unit of analysis; in studies where the school or community was the
unit, the correlation rose to .73. If causal language is to be linked
to prediction, then
White's findings would argue that a student's SES is not what "causes" his
or her low
academic achievement. Rather, the causal agent is the school andior the community.
Couchi..g a study in terms of causal language where the evidence does not seem
to support that language is potentially dangerous. Discoursehow we speak about the
phenomenonhas been determined within such 6 study so that what is being sougni
are the mechanisms by which the causal linkages were forged. In a real sense, there is
little new to be learned. On the other hand, if we use the discourse of prediction, at
least ',here is some conceptual room for learning something new.

Loss of Theoretical Anchoring
In 1960's Great Society usage, disadvantage was clearly linked to something
which
individuals or groups lacked, i.e., experiences of a sort. Researchers, policy makers,
and practitioners believed, somewhat naively, that what was needed was to compensate
for what was missing, and that the problems associated with disadvantage would be
attenuated, if not eradicated.

In a perverse manner, we might consider these increases in rates of poverty as providing opportunities
for the study on the effects of SES. Yet it is the effects of moving from poverty
to middle class SES that
would seem to be at the core of discourse predicated on disadvantage.
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In current use, disadvantage does not have such theoretical antecedents. The notion has been stripped of.much explanatory power. Instead, it has been relegated to
referring to the composition of a set of indicators which, individually and/or acting in
consort, increase the likelihood of school failure. The naming of something does not
really explain it.
Failure to articulate a set of theoretical antecedents for disadvantage could lead to
the term's being expanded or used in strange ways. For example, gender differences in
mathematics achievement and course taking are known to begin as early as middle
school (Fennema, 1984; Oakes, 1987, in press). In this sense, gender is certainly predictive of later school achievement; yet it is not clear that we would want to claim that
girls are educationally disadvantaged.
The interaction of gender, race, and poverty on mathematical achievement are
well established facts. Again, it is not clear under what conditions one would wish to
claim disadvantage for some specific groups and not for others.

Relativity of Terms
Disadvantage, even in current usage, is a relative term. Students from different
backgrounds are construed as being disadvantaged when compared to other students.
But there comparisons are made along a set of highly valued indicators. Typically, they
are academic in nature. Yet in other contexts, disadvantaged students are able to do
more and/or to do other things than their more advantaged peers. Terms such a "cultural discontinuity" or even "cultural conflict" convey this broader sense that in some
situations one is actually advantaged relative to those against whom one is considered
as disadvantaged in others.
Cultural discontinuity and cultural conflict convey the constructed nature of the
events. Students enter schools wanting to learn, yet as Grant (in press) and others
(e.g., Ogbu, 1988) note, Blacks and other students from oppressed groups actively
begin to resist what is Lappening to them sometime before high school. Disadvantage
conveys an a priori explanation when, in fact, it may mislabel and thereby legitimate the
process by which students fail.

The Methodological Legitimation of Current Practice
The preliminary design of the Study of Academic Instruction for Disadvantaged
Students has features which seem to draw from three related lines of research, each of
which has the potential for providing us with insights into the mathematics education of
disadvantaged* students.
First is the idea of proceeding from intended to enacted to received curriculum.
We learned much about the failure of the mathematics curriculum currently used in
the United States by following a similar line of inquiry in an international study
In view of my previous critique of this term. I must note that I am using it as a facon de parler. The
previously noted caveats on the use of this term should be kept in mind.
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(McKnight et al., 1987). That effort provided another piece of evidence in suggesting
that the mathematics curriculum is out of line with the need
for educating a mathematically literate population.
The sampling of three sorts of schools those without Chapter
1 programs, those
with Chapter 1 and a low concentration of disadvantaged
students, and those with
Chapter 1 and high concentrations of disadvantaged studentsalso will
provide an opportunity to understand how the alignments between program and classroom processes
facilitate (or fail to facilitate) the learning of mathematics. Given White's (1982)
findings about the correlations of school level SES to mathematics achievement, it
would be surprising were school level effects not to be found.
Finally, the selection of high, average and low achieving schools extends the effective schools research by looldn: throughout the continuum of achievement, not just at
one extreme enu.
Yet, the use of a given curriculum, and the selection of schools
according to levels
of achievement, while providing us with insights about current practice, would
seem
not to provide us with the sorts of information which we need to ens:1re that the mathematics curriculum, as it should be, is accessible to all students.

The Current Versus the Future Curriculum
Let us assume that we find that schools where there is high
achievement show little variation among themselves. Further, let us assume that they show a strong alignment in terms of curriculum: intent, implementation, and reception. On
the basis of
these findings, one might argue that schools with disadvantaged students
should replicate the sorts of structures and practices which the high achieving schools have.
Yet, what McKnight et al. (1987) argue is precisely that the present day mathematics curriculum has been found wanting! Recommendations that fail to question the
validity of the intended curriculum would be recommendations based on a flawed curriculum. Should we want to replicate practices which have been found to be wanting,
even if they result in somewhat improved achievement for a particular group of students? It is precisely this sort of an event which I have in mind when I refer to the
moving target. From a curriculum point of view, the preliminary design for the Study
of Academic Instruction for Disadvantaged Students aims at a target which has moved.
We should aim for where the target is moving to, not where it is moving from.
One alternative would be to add a layer of analysis to the planned curriculum assessment. That layer would precede the intended curriculum and represent an effort to
gauge the quality of the current mathematics curriculum for disadvantaged students as
judged against what they should be learning. The Standards (NCTM, 1987), the California Framework (California State Department of Education 1985), the characterization
of curriculum from other countries where achievement is greater than in the United
States, or a similar set of criteria could be used to create this added layer of analysis.
Though we should expect there to be a strong misalignment between criteria drawn
from the reform movement and subsequent curriculum manifestations, the SAID
should be designed in order for us to identify features of high-achieving schools that tie
into the reform movement. In this way, the study will begin to aim to where curriculum will be, not where it has been.
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The Best of the Worst?
Carter, whose research has included inciniry about the nature of effective bilingual
schools (Carter & Chatfield, 1986), has comm:nted that the effective schools research
is like looking at the best practices among the worst schools. We should remember
that a kernel of truth can be found within this bit of hyperbole. By looking on'y at the
practices of disadvantaged schools, the vision of mathematics education for students in
those schools becomes commensurately constrained. Though the SAID study seems to
be obligated constrained to focus only at what works in schools with disadvantaged students, this caveat should be kept in mind as data are analyzed and results are
announced.

Selection Based on Mathematically Relevant Criteria
The use of academic achievement tests in selecting schools needs to be approached carefully. Mathematics achievement tests are typically weighted towards computational skills. High achieving schools will be those whose students tend to be good
at computations. In light of the widespread availability of pocket calculators, one
should ask why so much emphasis would be put on such a low level, narrow definition
of achievement.
An alternative might be to select schools based on the purposeful omission of computational items from mathematics tests, or on giving computation a very low weight
when selecting schools for study. Tests which were weighted towards problem solving
and applications might be preferable for selecting schools. If such tests are unavailable, then the subtests from existing instruments, such as the NAEP and/or Illinois
State Board of Education mathematics tests, which include these subscales might be
used. In any case, selection of schools should be modified to focus more specifically on
problem solving, applications, conceptual understanding, and similar sorts of mathematically important constructs.
Moreover, it would be desirable to have the pocket calculator readily available for
all students who took these tests.

The Limits of Exemplary Practice
Nowhere does the tension between defining students as disadvantaged versus
seeing the issues as those of cultural variation become more pronounced that in the
sorts of classroom processes which are often the focus of study for the education of the
disadvantaged. For example, the SAID (1988a, 1988b) provides a list of desirable classroom characteristics. And, many of these practices have been studied in mathematics
classrooms. Yet we should note the need for care in defining the terms, and in recognizing legitimate, culturally based variants in how the particular features might be
operating in schools.

Atmosphee Conducive to Learning
Certainly, one cannot learn very much in a school which resembles a war zone.
Yet an atmosphere conducive for learning for many minority students might include
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features which are not part of a conducive climate for other students. Also, an atmosphere conducive for learning by the disadvantaged might exclude features that have
been included elsewhere.
For exampE, minorities seem to learn better when there is a clearly communicated sense of caring for students which gets expressed on a personal and individual
basis. Among Hispanics especially, the eAtended family and the nurturing which the
family provides to its members are highly valued and highly motivating. Such social
and affective components are typically missing from mainstream definitions of
"atmosphere."

Maximizing Engaged Learning Time
With any learning activity, there is a point of diminishing returns vis-a-vis time on
task, engaged or not. The time on task studies have typically been restricted to a
modest variation in time, very few students could be said to be engaged in tasks 100%
of the time, nor could we claim that they maintain such a level of engagement for extended periods of time. This matches intuition, as anyone who has been in a nonEnglish speaking country will testify. After a few hours of trying to understand and to
speak the language, a nonfluent speaker of the language will be very tired, if not exhausted. We do not know what that point is across or even within curricular subjects.
How the task in which one is engaged gets defined is also problematic. For example, consider the case of students of limited English proficiency (LEP). If all (or
even most) instruction is carried out in English, the student has been given two (2)
tasks: to learn English and to master the subject matter. If the student's efforts are
engaged on the language aspects of an instructional task, it seems very unlikely that he
or she will have the time, energy, er desire to engage in other tasks.
The alignment between task content, teacher communication of those demands,
and student perceptions of the task at hand also vpuld seem to be in need of study.
The actual content of a given classroom task might be problematic in terms of its
ability to engage the student from a different cultural group where he or she has built
up certain expectations about what tasks are important (and hence, worth engaging in),
the conditions for display of task mastery, and rewards which are associated with completion of the task in question (Fillmore, 1987; Secada, in press). If there is not an
alignment along these dimensions, it seems unlikely that students will get engaged in
the mathematical tasks which are at hand.

Grouping Versus Tracking
There seems to be uniform agreement among researchers, if not practitioners, that
tracking is undesirable. Yet, there are ways in which tracking might take place other
than through the formation of formal tracks. Elementary mathematics curricula typically provide three pacings in their scope and sequence charts: basic, regular, and advanced. Recommended homework assignments also mimic a similar arrangement.
Supplementary materials are organized along lines of remediation (which tends to
focus on low-level activities) and enrichment. Teachers who follow such practices
which are recommended in their text series have formed de facto tracks.
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There are other classroom practices which tend to group students by ability. In
science education, it appears that teachers often will pitch their lessons to a select number of students. Bob Slavin (personal communication) has shared experiences of how
middle school teachers of mathematics often try to select the few students who are
worth "saving." I myself have spoken with many mathematics teachers of students
from limited English proficient backgrounds. Many of these teachers will question why
they should help "those" students when their other students need assistance and when
they (the LEP students) will receive assistance in their bilingual and/or ESL programs
anyway. The withholding of instruction and assistance represent extreme forms of
tracking: groups are created based on students who are worth the effort of teaching,
versus those who are not.
Maximizing Family Support
This particular maxim is an example of how the poor will often be blamed for
being the victims. It is true that middle class parents tend to be more involved in their
children's educations; but we need to be careful about ascribing differential valuing of
schooling by parents based on this fact. Assume that two sets of parents (or family)
give a valence of 1 to a child's participation in school. This value takes meaning only in
relationship to the valence given to other important familial needs and obligations.
For middle class families, items like food and clothing have significantly less importance since they are taken-for-granted aspects of life. Yet, for the poor, these and
other pressures take on a valence much greater than 1 due to their pressing nature.
however, both sets of parents place equal value on their children's education.
The issue of family support is further problematic by the fact that certain kinds of
support represent the subordination of parental concerns to the school's. For instance,
parents of Title VII and/or Chapter 1 children are often asked to serve on special advisory committees for those programs. This effectively rules out their participation in
the PTA, or in other bodies which have more power within the schools.
Parents of limited English speaking skills will often find school personnel unwilling to make the time or effort to understand them. Instead, teachers, principals, and
other administrators will automatically refer the parents to the school's bilingual program. Again, parents find themselves shunted into marginal interactions with their
children's schools.
Moreover, there are limits to the sorts of support which schools will validate as
being useful. We all know of the busy body parent whose help is frankly seen as interference in the school. Whether similar judgments are made concerning the limits of appropriate involvement by parents of "disadvantaged" students is an open question,
though there is a strong folklore in the field of bilingual education that such judgments
are often made, and that they are culturally as well as linguistically biased.

Summary
Even something as seemingly neutral and demonstrably beneficial as "effective
practice" contains cultural and linguistic components. These must be taken seriously if
we are to address the educational status of students who are labeled as disadvantaged.
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At the very least, there may be features in such practices which might limit or otherwise constrain their overall effectiveness. At worst, these features might work against
the very students that they are meant to help. Teachers, administrators, policymakers,
and even the researchers who recommend specific practices may try to implement
them without having understood their inherently problematic natures.

Cultural Diversity, Discontinuity, and Resistance
One view of why schools work differentially for students as a function of
demographic characteristic lies at the intersection of notions of cultural diversity, discontinuity, and resistance. This view, and work associated with it, can be tied to the
fact that disadvantage is inherently relativistic, and that the claim of primacy for a
specific dimension represents the fundamental legitimation of a social arrangement
which works to the advantage of the group which has been defined as advantaged.
According to a view of cultural discontinuity, students are thought to enter school
having had a wide range of experiences. These are tied to the socialization patterns
which are followed in the children's homes. A child's socialization is a function of the
culture to which he or she belongs.
Schools, on the other hand, are organized around principles and they convey
academic content in a manner which is closely aligned to socialization patterns of a
specific cultural group: whites, students of middle class backgrounds, and males.

Moreover, teacherswho are predominantly white and femaleoften find themselves
unable to respond as flexibly as they need to in order to adapt their instructional styles
to match what students have come to expect.
For instance, children from middle class backgrounds are taught how to understand commands which are couched in the form of a question: "Wouldn't it be a good
idea to pick up your toys?" Alternatively, children from poor and nonwhite backgrounds are often given very direct instructions on what to do: "Pick up your toys."
Middle class teachers often will engage in "polite" forms of giving commands, and they
become understandably upset when some children do not respond to these tacit
commands.
In terms of mathematics curriculum there is evidence to suggest that, as it is currently constituted, it is biased against children raised in traditionally Hispanic and
American Indiah
(Finn:lore, 1987). These children are expected to engage in
large, meaningful, and well situated tasks at home, under adult supervision. Among
Hispanics, failure at getting such a task right is not a concern, since the goal is for the
child to come closer to mastery during his or her later trials. Among traditional
American Indians, a task is never put on public display before the individual determines that it is ready for display. In both cases, children are not prepared for engaging
in the small, repetitive, and (frankly) meaningless activities which they are expected to
engage in as part of the mathematics curriculum (see my discussions of Fillmore, in
Secada, 1988, in press). Over time, due to the ongoing conflicts caused by the discontinuity between the student's home culture and that which is validated at school, students begin to withdraw and come to resist, actively, the school's efforts (see Metz,
1988).
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Ogbu (1978; 1988; Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi, 1986) provides another analysis which
would seem to complement the one above. According to Ogbu, children learn from
watching the adults in their home communities whether or not schooling is worth the
effort. Blacks, Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians have been
oppressed in their historical interactions with representatives from the dominant culture. Though this oppression's most egregious forms have been removed, traditional
barriers against these groups remain in the work place and in terms of their complete
participation in our society. According to Ogbu, parents from these groups value
schooling highly, and they communicate these values very directly to their children.
Yet also, their children receive contradictory messages when they see examples of how,
even with an education, individuals from their communities do not have access to well
paying jobs, or to other forms of participation in our society.
In Ogbu's view, children of oppressed groups come to define themselves in opposition to the dominant culture's norms of behavior. One such set of norms, of course, is
to do well in school.* Hence, children belonging to groups which have been historically oppressed in our society will develop attitudes that not only set them in opposition
to doing well in school (and they will interpret their school experiences in a manner
which supports such interpretations), but also, they will exert pressure on their peers
not to do well.
Taken together, these analyses suggest that research on the mathematics education of disadvantaged students needs to take into consideration how students' home cultures and cultural values are consistent with or opposed to the norms of the schools
which they attend. The SAID's planned case studies might try to link school tasks to
home tasks in terms of cultural continuity, or its lack. For instance, one might start by

asking a studentor a group of studentsabout what happened in their mathematics
class. The discussion might focus on things like how meaningful the work was, what
the cues were that children used to alert them to transitions in the lesson, how they perceive evaluation of their efforts, and the like. Next, these same children might be
asked the same (or a similar) series of questions concerning tasks at home. Such a line
of questioning might begin by asking children if they ever have to engage in work
which can be described like they described the math lesson in question. Follow up
questions would then focus on how those sorts of tasks are organized, and what kinds
of rewards they get for succeeding. These questions might be follow up with interviews
with parents, followed lr some actual home observations to check on the validity of the
self-reported data. There might be other ways of pursuing these issues.
Of critical importance would be efforts which tried to determine when students
begin to shift from being somewhat confused about the mismatch between school and
home to being oppositional in their attitudes towards and behaviors within their school.
We might find practices which arrest the shift in some cases, which lead to alienation
from home in others, and which exacerbate the process in yet others. The challenge, of
course, would be to trace such a process within the context of the teaching and learning
of mathematics.
.

Ogbu's analysis, of courFe, is much more complex than I have been able to summarize.
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Concluding Comments
One of the most critical concerns of any st dy should be the validity of the constructs which it attempts to use in explicating the phenomenon under consideration. In
this paper, I have tried to articulate a series of ways in which many constructs that have
been used to study the mathematics education of disadvantaged students are
problematic. They are problematic not only because they may be based on faulty
premises, but also because they may serve to legitimate ways of seeing things and practices based on those ways which are, simply, maladaptive in terms of the need for a
mathematically literate populace.
I have tried to suggest some ways in which the SAID might be modified in order
better address some of my concerns about these constructs. In other cases, I argued
that research should be aware of the problematic nature of its inquiry, and that care in
interpreting results would be essential. Overall, the goal of ensuring that mathematics
education is for everyoneand not just for a select fewis an admirable one. Yet as
we go about studying how we might make that happen, we must be careful that we do
not inadvertently use notions which are, in fact, conceptual blinders. It is that spirit
which should guide efforts to study the mathematics education of disadvantaged
students.
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VII MATHEMATICS EDUCATION, THE DIrADVANTAGED, AND
LARGE -SCALE INVESTIGATION: ASSESSMENT FOR
STABILITY VERSUS ASSESSMENT FOR CHANGE
I construe (or perhaps misconstrue) the task of this paper to be one of provocation for the purposes of discussion. After perusal of the preliminary design for "A
Study of Academic Instruction for the Disadvantaged," it appears that the proposed approach may have settled prematurely for a small incremental step beyond current
knowledge, research, and instructional practice.* It appears that the purpose of the
meetings of the expert committees is to supplement the already extensive knowledge of
approaches to and issues in education for the disadvantaged with detailed summaries of
existing research and to raise and press further issues that will provoke discussion that
may lead to useful modifications of the design of the proposed study. Confident that
the former purpose is well in hand through the effort of others, I will focus on the latter and seek to serve in the role of provocateur.
Reading of the provided materials raised several uncertainties about the proposed
approach. It seems, for instance, the proposed approach sets as its goal an incremental
stepa "small step for mankind"beyond current data and beyond current research to
lead to proposed small changes in educational practice. Unfortunately, at least for
mathematics education, one of the messages of the Second IEA Mathematics Study
(e.g., McKnight et al., 1987) is that incremental change has not worked. Considering
feasible and realistic change as coming only in small increments can at times be nothing more than a corollary to the axiom, "if it's not broken, don't fix it." Unfortunately,
in U.S. mathematics education, for the mainstream as well as the disadvantaged, things
are broken.
A second concern is for the criterion for academic performance underlying much
of the proposed design. While achievement outcomes are certainly one important
product of the educational process and parity in these outcomes a seemingly obvious
goal for education of the disadvantaged, a narrow focus on such outcomes and on determining effectiveness by measuring achievement gains on standardized tests can limit
the potential for effective change that results from investigations with that criterion for
academic performance. The appropriateness of such a narrowly focused criterion must
be examined further.
Third, the incremental approach and the focus on achievement gains as measured
by standardized tests seem to have some undesirable implications. It was this combination of approach and criterion in process-product research that elevated the model of
direct instruction into an instructional model synonymous with effectivem as. Yet, the
strategy of direct instruction has embedded in it serious issues of control and the possibility for politicizing education as a process of pacification. This possibly legitimate
'The preliminary design referred to was presented in SRI's proposal to ED in resp; ise to the RFP calling
for the study.
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construal of a model for effective classroom management is of special concern in the
context of education for minorities and the disadvantaged. Further, such a narrow
focus of criterion and approach would seem to imply a conception of learning as reception learning, a conception not acceptable to the conventional wisdom of school mathematics education.
Finally, the formation of expert committees proposed seems to suction a distinction between content (mathematics or reading/language arts) and mlnagerial/process
concerns (a separate committee on "classroom management, instructional practice, and
teaching-learning processes." It was noted in the preliminary design that the processproduct tradition "has concentrated on teaching practices that are presumed to operate
generally across content areas." It was further noted that recent research (Shulman,
Porter, etc.) had shown the importance of linking content to pedagogy. Yet the
proposed structure of expert committees seems to imply a content- specific or generic
process distinction rather than a content-specific plus generic process synthesis. To the
extent that this inference is correct about the thinking underlying the proposed study, it
suggests that there is danger of repeating a serious past mistake.
These concerns have led me to the role of provocateur and to the question, "Does
the research proposed constitute assessment designed to secure the continued stability
of the status quo or does it constitute assessment aimed at identifying and furthering
needed change?" As provocateur I claim the right to exaggerate to bring about. useful,
moderating discussion and to take, for purposes of fostering discussion, positions 1 am
not prepared to support as boldly as they are stated. Nevertheless, I truly consider it
fundamental at all points in the design and implementation of this study for its investigators to continually ask themselves whether they seek assessment for stability or assessment to bring change.

Some Additional Maxims
For the sake of discussion, I seek here
to take a leap rather than a step, a leap
that it is hoped will reveal issues that might make for assessment that leads to change.
As a part of this leap, although I subscribe with va-Ying degrees of hesitation to the
seven familiar issues raised in the preliminary design and which might be captured as a
set of maxims for effective education for the disadvantaged ("An atmosphere conducive to learning must be created and maintained," etc.), I. wish to supplement the
maxims arising from these seven issues with five further maxims of my own. These
maxims and some of what I see to be their implications are stated in the following
paragraphs.
1. Parity of mediocrity is an unacceptable goal for education of the disadvantaged in
mathematics or any other subject. Only working for the potential for all to excel to the
maximum of their capab_..ties is acceptable. Stated in this form the maxim seems
truism, yet its implication_ are not. For example, this maxim certainly suggests that the
use of achievement gains on standardized tests and achieving parity in such gains aye inappropriate criteria for educational planning for the disadvantaged, when cross-national benchmarks in mathematics achievement (e.g., McKnight et al., 1987) show that the
brightest and most expert d U.S. mathematics students m: 'age to achieve mediocrity
at best when compared to students from other countries by means of such tests.
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Certainly such narrow criteria lead almost straight away to solutions in terms of the
direct instruction model (with all its attendant concerns about stabilization of the status
quo, pacification of minorities, etc.) and run the risk of letting conventional wisdom
(e.g., traditional process-product research) determine the boundaries of the feasible.
Further, and even less obviously, the maxim suggests that parity, at best a secondary
goal, is the wrong basis (at least as a single basis) for a critique of tracking, sorting, and
grouping in U.S. schools.
2. Instructional deliver), has "driven" content rather than vice versa. It is the difficulties of effective instructional delivery that has often led to the conception of incremental change and set the boundaries for which reforms are feasible. This concern for
what is feasible in instructional delivery has been used to decide which mathematical
content was appropriate in school mathematics reform, as well as leading to tracking
and grouping practices now under attack.
Yet, it can be argued that maximizing engaged time on inappropriate content
tasks is at least as big a mistake as having inordinately low levels of engaged time. It is
certainly a mistake to learn the wrong mathematics, even if it is done effectively. Both
the mainstream and the disadvantaged must learn the mathematics needed for tomorrow, e.g., the prerequisites of the newly emerging computer-intensive applied mathematics that make up much of current research mathematics.
The academic and research mathematics of today should help to determine to
school mathematics of tomorrow, and even of today. Hence, it is at least as appropriate for content to have an impact on instructional delivery as it is for instructional delivery to drive content. Certainly, it reinforces the belief that it is a tactical
mistake to separate issues of content from issues of instructional delivery.
3. Beliefs, concepts, and attitudes determine persistence and participation. The
preliminary design points out that "...[I]n reading, by contrast [to mathematics education], researchers have focused more centrally on alternative views of the nature of
reading...." However, sufficient research has been done on the importance of conceptions of mathematics to mathematics achievement to make it clear that there is a
strong relationship between the two.
The work of Erlwanger (1973, 1975) has provided one of the most damning critiques of Individually Prescribed Instruction, a particular individualized instruction program in mathematics, by carefully analyzing the cognitive processes of individual
students through interviews as they carried out the tasks of the program and talked
about what they were learning. These analyses revealed both systematic errors in student infonation processing on mathematical tasks from the program's workbooks
(e.g., generalizing rules from the materials that lead to .7. as the answer to ".3 + 4. =
?") and systematic misconceptions of the nature of mathematics that emerged from student experiences with program materials.
The series of detailed interviews by which Erlwanger uncovered the cog: itive
processes for individual students (e.g., those he calls "Benny" and "Mat") are frightening in what they document of children's implicit conceptions of mathematics gained as
incidental learnings from their curricular experiences in mathematics and determined
in part by the mode by which those experiences were provided. For example,
Erlwanger (1973, p. 15), in discussing "Benny," points out that "...because a large
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segment of the material in [the Individually Prescribed Instruction mathematics program materials] is presented in programmed form, the questions often require filling in
blanks or selecting a correct answer. Therefore, this mode of instruction places an emphasis on answers rather than on the mathematical processes involved.... Benny is
aware of this. He also knows that the key is used to check his answers. Therefore the
key determines his rate of progress. But the key only has one right answer, whereas he
knows that an answer can be expressed in different ways. This allows him to believe
that all his answers are correct 'no matter what the key says.' ...[T]he programmed
form...was forcing Benny into the passive role of writing particular answers in order to
get them marked right."
Truly devastating misconceptions of mathematics are revealed by the insightfulness of Erlwanger's interviews, e.g., the following excerpt (1973, p. 16; "E" is
Erlwanger; "B" is "Benny"):
E:

It [i.e., finding answers] seems to be like a game.

B:

[Emotionally] Yes! It's like a wild goose chase.

E:

So you'r., chasing answers the teacher wants?

B:

Ya, ya.

E:

Which answers would you like to put down?

B:

[Shouting] Any! As long as I knew it could be the right answer. You see, I am
used to check [sic] my own work; and I am used to the key. So I just put down
1/2 because T. don't want to get it wrong."

Perhaps the true tragedy of such misconceptions is best revealed by "Benny's"
comment at the end of an interview segment on fractions when he says (p. 19), "....I
would really like to know what happens. You know what I'll do today? I'll go down to
the library...I am going to look up ft- ;ons, and I am going to find out who did the
rules, and how they are kept."
While these investigations reveal that conceptions (and serious misconceptions)
about the nature of mathematics are formed by children during mathematics instruction, they do not point out the impact of such conceptions, as well as stude,nt beliefs
and attitudes, on continued participation in the study of mathematics. McKnight et al.
(1987, pp. 36-49) presents a least suggestive evidence that student experiences in
school mathematics help form both their conception of mathematics, their perceptions
of its importance to them and, thus, indirectly, help determine their willingness to persist in the continued study of mathematics into school grades in which such participation becomes voluntary and into college.
It seems clear that issues of persistence and continued participation in the study of
mathematics ait especially important in the context of progress for minorities and the
disadvantaged. Thus, this maxim reminds us that matters of student beliefs, attitudes
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and conceptions of mathematics are of direct relevance to progress toward equality for
the disadvantaged in mathematics learning.
This reasoning, in turn, suggests the importance of monitoring the beliefs and attitudes of students, at least those relevant to continuing involvement in mathematics
study. It also suggests the importance of monitoring student cognitive processing in the
accomplishing of mathematical tasks and using this information to model the concepts
and misconceptions of mathematics that emerge. Surely these student beliefs, attitudes, and conceptions that emerge from curricular experiences in mathematics are at
least as important as achievement outcomes in measuring the effectiveness of mathematics education programs-that serve the disadvantaged.
4. Mathematics cannot be learned appropriately in a ghetto of isolation from work in
other disciplines. Traditional school mathematics has consisted of an academic lockstep
through a sequence of fragmented increments of skill development, with each course
preparatory for later work in the sequence and with the motivation for each step justified primarily in terms of preparation with other motivation deferred to the (often indefinite) future. This version of school mathematics certainly communicates to
students a specific conception of mathematics.
This conception of mathematics, which typically emerges from experiences with
school mathematics, is far from the conception of mathematics held by citizens and
workers who make extensive use of mathematics, let alone by academic and research
mathematicians. A more appropriate conception might be to see mathematics as a set
of conceptual and computational tools, of thought processes, that have broad application in many situations.
Such a tool-providing conception of mathematics as broadly applicable has obvious utility in convincing students to persist in participating in mathematics study and
this is of obvious importance to disadvantaged students. Yet this kind of conception of
mathematics, unlike that embedded in traditional school mathematics curricula, cannot
easily be communicated by study of mathematics in isolation from the study of other
subjects for which mathematics can provide descriptive and analytical tools, even in the
early grades of school mathematics. In view of this crucial distinction in potential
school mathematics experiences, it seems important that differences in curricular intentions and implementations relevant to this distinction should be carefully documented
and investigated in the proposed study.
5. Students extract incidental messagesmeta-messagesfrom their learning environments and experiences. At least since the pioneering work of Dreeben (1968), it
has been clear that students learn not only from the intentional messages of instruction
but also from the incidental messagesthe meta-messagesof their learning environments and experiences. This is particularly important to consider when investigating
the learning opportunities provided the disadvantaged, particularly in schools with a
high concentration of the disadvantaged. Often these meta-messages conflict with the
official messages (e.g., "mathematics is important," "it is important for you to learn
mathematics," "you can learn mathematics") injected into the school setting and classroom learning environment. These contradictions may overcome deliberate efforts to
shape student beliefs, conceptions, and attitudes toward persistence and continued participation in the study of mathematics.
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One possible source of undesirable meta-messages comes from premature sorting
and tracking that not only sets limits to students' opportunities to learn but also sends
meta-messages to some students about lowered status, the futility of individual effort,
and so on. This is particularly likely to have serious effects on the disadvantaged and
their motivation to continue involvement with mathematics.
Some aspects of the effects of sorting and tracking in U.S. schools in mathematics
education were discussed in McKnight et al. (1987, pp. 102-111). Figure VII -1 here is
taken from that report. The analysis represented in Figure VII-1 suggests that not only
does considerable variation in mathematics accomplishment (measured by an achievement pretest at the beginning of grade 8) exist in U.S. schools, but that more than half
(more than any other country investigated) of it is attributable to differences among
schools and among classes within schools. There is thus less of the "pie" left to be affected by individual effort (differences between pupils within classes) than for any
other country studied. Differences between schools and classes, and this
inappropriate
grouping and tracking, would seem to be a potent source of meta-messages about the
point of student participation and effort in learning mathematics. This would seem to
be particularly debilitating for the disadvantaged since, by definition, they more often
receive messages about lack of advantages and opportunities and because such messages reinforce believes identified in locus of control research which suggest that
minorities and the disadvantaged already consider control of their future beyond their
ability to affect. Figure VII 2, which portrays the accumulated differences among class
types of grades 1-8, also suggests that issues of meta-messages are of importance and
are directly related to achievement differences.
Past studies of "Pygmalion effects" also suggest that teacher beliefs and expectations for their students are a potentially powerful source of further meta-messages.
The Second/TEA Mathematics Study also suggests (e.g., McKnight et al., 1987, p. 66)
that teacher beliefs about mathematics are not what might be desired and, thus, may
contribute to inappropriate conceptions of mathematics in students with the attendant
consequences of such misperceptions.
Thus, the fifth 11112,1131 and the issues it summarizes suggest that it is of critical importance to assess aspects of learning environments that are the sources of meta-messages that may be counterproductive in securing more effective participation in
mathematics learning by the disadvantaged.
Obviously, meta-messages that are being sent cannot be measured directly, but an
appropriate model of learning environments may be used to point out the sources of
meta - messages that will allow for the indirect documentation of likely meta-messages.
The concept of the meta-message should serve as a conception fruitful for identifying
critical elements of learning environments to assess.

A Model of the Learning Environment
The previous discussion suggests that a model of the learning environment may be
helpful in identifying criteria of mathematics education of particular salience in assessment that leads to useful changes for the disadvantaged. Figure VII-3 presents
schematically the elements of one such model.
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These circles depict for each country the variance components associated
with the core pretest. (For most countries, this test consisted of 40 items. For
Japan, it had 60 kerns.) The areas of the circles are roughly proportional to
the total amount of score variation. The slices represent the amount of total
variation that is attributable to differences between students, classrooms and
schools. Since these are pretest data, the variance components represent how
students were allocated to schools and classrooms and not to differences in
teaching during the school year. Very similar patterns were found in the
posttest data, as well.

Figure VII -1. SOURCES OF ACHIEVEMENT VARIANCE IN FIVE
COUNTRIES
(Taken from McKnight et al., p. 108)
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graph,
the amount of algebra taught and learned by students in each
class
type
is
shown. Students in the Remedial classes were taught only about
of the algebra on the international test, and very little algebra wasone-third
learned
during the year. On the other hand, students in the Algebra classes
were
taught almost all of the algebra on the test, and a great deal
was
learned.
More extensive tracking was found at this level in the United
States than
in any other country in the Study.

Figure VII-2. ACHIEVEMENT EFFECTS OF TRACKING
IN U.S. CLASSROOMS
(Taken from McKnight et al., p. 108)
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Learning Environment: Community/Family

Learning Environment: School
Learning Environment: Classroom
Motivational
Environment

./1
Conceptual -11----09.

Environment

Working
Environment

Figure VII-3. THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: THREE
SUB-ENVIRONMENTS AND THREE COMMUNITIES
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Central to this model is the idea that the learning environment may be consider
as made up of three interacting sub-envirorunents: motivational environment, conceptual environments, and working environments. Further, these environments are embodied in three "nested" communities: the classroom, the school, and the larger
community of town, neighborhood, and family.
The motivational environment may be considered as all those aspects of a particular community that affect the motivation of students to participate and excel in the
study of mathematics. These motivational aspects include the (perceived or stated)
view of the importance of mathematics (especially for the students involved); the
(stated or perceived) expectations for achievement and persistence; the presence of explicit broad goals for mathematics learning; the presence of specific mastery milestones
throughout the years of schooling; and the realization of these goals and the preparation for these milestones in explicit objectives in the classroom. McKnight et al. (1987,
pp. 84-101) discussed the importance of such milestones in decreasing redundancy and
fragmentation, while increasing focus and the sharing of explicit communal expectations in the curriculum and the classroom. McKnight (1987) suggested that current
practice is often an undifferentiated myriad of educational objectives, behaviorally
stated, which often replace broad, substantive goals in today's mathematics education.
Some of these motivational aspects are communicated, explicitly and/or implicitly,
by
all those of the nested communities identified earlier as contributing to the learning environment. Table VII-1 indicates a possible model for the embodiment of the motivational environment in the three communities,
The conceptual environment consists of the often implicit conceptual framework
that underlies students' s.vork in mathematics learning. Elemenl.s of this conceptual
framework certainly include the conception of mathematics implicit in the broad community, shared implicitly and intentionally in the school community, and enacted in the
content-related activities of the classroom. Also included are similar complex communications of the societal role of mathematics and the conception of the involvement
of mathematics in the lives of the particular students involved. Table VII-1 again summarizes some of this realization of the conceptual environment.
The working environment consists of the resource environment, activity structures,
and working conditions available to students in the study of mathematics. Certainly involved are the resources available, their proximity to the typical learning spaces of students, and the freedom of access to these resources during the study of mathematics
and other subjects. Included also is the activity environment of mathematics learning
tin ough mathematical tasks and activity structures. Table VII -1 suggests some of the
complex ways in which the working environment is supported, made available and intentional, and controlled and implemented by the three communities.
Some Naive Futurology
The model above explic,,,ces some of the generic elements important to =thematics learning that have implications for assessment aimed at useful change in mathematics education for the disadvantaged. As we move to make this model more specific
to identify criteria for investigation, there is some danger of unintentionally locking ourselves into the "small step," incremental change view of the feasible and realistic.
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Table VII-1

INTERACTIONS OF THREE SUB-ENVIRONMENTS OF THE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT WITH THREE COMMUNITIES
Motivational
Environment
Community
and Family

Importance

Implicit conceptions of
mathematics

Expectations

Implicit conceptions-of
societal role of
mathematics
Explicit conceptions of
students' relation to
math

Goals

School

Conceptual
Environment

Importance
Expectations

Goals

Intentional conceptions
of mathematics
Explicit, communicated
conceptions of societal
role of mathematics
Intentional conceptions
of students' relation to
math

Working
Environment

Support of and
provision for resource
environment
Standards for activity
environment

Distribution of resource
environment
Intentions for activity
environment and
str,..tures

Achievement
milestones
Classroom

Importance
Expectations

Goals

Enacted conceptions of Control of access to
resource environment
mathematics
Embedded conceptions Implementation of
activity structures and
of societal role of
creation of activity
mathematics
environment
Implicit and explicit
conceptions of students'
relation to mathematics

Achievement
milestones
Specific learning
objectives
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To aid in avoiding this, I have indulged in some admittedly naive futurology by
sketching two scenarios for mathematics learning and then
considering the issues raised
by the contrasting scenarios. The first scenario, while risking
caricature, is not tJo
great an oversimplification of much of current practice in elementary school mathematics classrooms. The second scenario, while risking entry into the
Twilight Zone, is
based on a concretization of standards and hopes for the
future even now being embodied in written form by the mathematics education community
(NCTM, 1987). The
contrast is, I think, enlightening.
Scenario One

Imagine, if you will, a classroom in your neighborhood in
the lower grades in
which today's lesson concerns making and using bar graphs. The
teacher, who is somewhat anxious about teaching mathematics at all, nevertheless
feels responsible to do so
and is comforted by a textbook that is very complete
on what students are to do and
supplemented by a teacher's edition that tells her almost exactly what
to do in teaching
this lesson. She faces a fairly homogeneous group, a 4B class, that has trouble with

mathematics but at least most of them have the same sorts of trouble and the book
deals with many of these.
Facing a group of 35 students with nothing other than textbwks, a blackboard,
and paper and pencils for the students, she is .laturally concerned that she maintain
control in the class. Being well trained, she knows the mechanics of direct instruction,
and briskly moves the group through their mathematical activities
for the day. She
states clearly the objective for today's lesson and what students should be able to do
when it is over. She demonstrates the making of bar graphs, covering the three
examples from the text, which are chosen to show something of the usefulness
of bar
graphs in the "real world," as well as how to construct them. She summarizes,
after
about 15 minutes, the procedure for making a bar graph by writing a series of steps on
the board, steps provided in her teacher's edition of the text. She carefully makes
an
assignment of 20 bar graph exercises by writing the page and exercise numbers on the
board in a space reserved for recording the day's mathematics
assignment. There is
time for about 30 minutes of seatwork on the assignment, so she briskly moves the students into this activity and circulates among them, answering a few questions.
Fortunately, the students are used to irrelevant and meaningless mathematics
assignments so they are not too restive throughout these act' :ties. A few
subversives
manage to pass note:,, tall: to their friends, or read a papet uack book. A few others
find the activities mildly interesting. Besides, these few are good at mathematics and
enjoy doing something that makes them look good even if it is useless, as their lessskilled friends are quick to remind them. Few wonder what topic they will study tomorrow because they know they have only to turn the page to find out. Soon the 45
minutes allotted for mathematics is over and they move on to social studies, where
they
will study how the population of the world has changed over the years because that's
what's on the pages of the book for today.
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Scenario Two

Imagine, if you will, a classroom in the &tam future (perhaps in a galaxy far, far
away). We are about to boldly go where no human has ever gone before (perhaps,
without knowing it, even into the Twilight Zone). Today the work groups in this class
will continue to work on group reports to share with the whole class on how the population of the world has changed over the last 50 years. They are six groups of five students each, but each group is very diverse. They have been working on this theme of
change in the everyday world for over a week. now. The teacher circulates from group
to group, answering questions, encouraging students to follow up on ideas, and reminding them that they all must contribute to the group's written report and that one person
should be chosen to present it orally to the class.
We focus on the Bluebirds over in the corner. Of course, the five students in the
Bluebirds for this project will not be the same ones in the group for the next project,
but for some strange reason the name for the group has been around far longer than
these students and they pay little attention to it.
They have been arguing over (discussing) how to show in their report how the
population of the United States has changed differently in different parts of the
country. Benny, who is good at math, thinks they might do something with "before-andafter" bar graphs for different parts of the country and has suggested making such
graphs and including them in their report. They have argued about this, but decided it
was a good idea. They are just not sure how to go about dividing up the country for
the graphs. Obviously, it is too much to make a separate bar graph for each state, but
one graph for the whole country seems like it would show nothing about how the parts
have changed differently. The teacher, who has just stopped by, suggests they think
about why the changes-have taken place and that might tell them how to group the
states. Mary, who loves science fiction and has read a lot of it, likes thinking about
things like this and comes up with the idea of the fact that the changes might be related
to how states get most of their electricity. Remembering an article that she read in the
encyclopedia about electric power in the United States, she goes to the back of the
room to the computer hooked to the CD-ROM encyclopedia and soon locates the article. After a quick review of the article, she come:, back to the group with a list of
states that divides the United States into six areas.
Mat, who is into computers, goes to another PC hocked to a database about the
United States and soon has the population figures, before and after, for the six areas.
He looked up the population figures for each state and Marita, who is working with
him, adds up the numbers for each area on a calculator and then goes to a microcomputer with a graphing package to make the graphs and, after a few changes suggested
by Mat, prints out the completed set of six pairs of "before-and-after" bars. Getting
back to the rest of the Bluebirds, Mat and Marita explain the graphs to the rest of the
group, who have been working on other parts of the report. Two people who pay special attention are Karen, who will use the word processor to write the first draft of the
report because she likes to write and is good at it, and .1 .an, who has been chosen to
present the gt oup's report to the class, because the teacher has indicated that he needs
more practice on oral communication skills and, besides, he is beginning to discover
that he enjoys making speeches.
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The teacher discovers that work on the projects has gone on over an hour, but she
is not particularly worried. The task has been successful. The students were interested
and busy (except :Jefferson, who always daydreams a lot, no matter what a group is
doing). Further, she has been educated to be aware that the project involves language
arts, social studies, geography, and mathematics, as well as computers and information
skills. She enters the time amount and a few notes on her desk computer, which helps
manage her week's time for different tasks and keep evaluation notes on what individual students have contributed to their group and strengths and weaknesses that
have been revealed during the day's work on the project.
Issues Raised by the Contrasting Scenarios. While the two scenarios sket-d

above serve the purpose of concretization and are suggestive rather than systematic,
they do provide a contrast that, considered more systematically, can serve to identify issues and distinctions that may lead to investigative criteria aimed at assessment that
makes for change. Table V11-2 summarizes a more systematic comparison of the learning environments implied by the two scenarios.
If talent is viewed as something c : emerges gradually and is not easily identified
at early stages, clearly the issue is raisLAI of prolonging heterogeneity in classroom settings rather than forcing homogeneities at an early stage. Also, it is clear that the
scenarios involve vastly different conceptions of the nature of mathematics and differing goals/objectives governing the classroom. The basis for motivation differs, but perhaps the largess differences are in the richness and accessibility of the resource
environments of the two classrooms. The style of learning differs, as does teacher role,
instructional and evaluation strategies, and the mechanisms for the distribution of time
and content.
Obviously, the orientation and level of integration of the mathematics content
differs.
Perhaps the "farthest out" element of the second scenario is the conceptualization
of small groups that function as "task forces" for the duration of one project and in
which peer leadership and complementary skills are given a chance to emerge.

Criteria of Instructional Effectiveness Related to True Change
The combination of the model explicated (Figure VII-3, Table V11-1) and the distinctions raised by the contrast between the two scenarios (Table VII-2) leads to a list
of criteria of instructional effectiveness likely related to producing change
in mathematics education for the disadvantaged. Each of these criteria seem worth consideration for the present project. Some have obvious ways of assessment; others are more
problematic. What follows is a list for consideration that summarizes the concerns
raised by the earlier discussions.

(1) Conceptions of importance of mathematics for the targeted students, as explicitly stated or implicitly held by the community, families, the school, the
classroom environment, and the teacher.
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Table VII-2
CONTRASTS DETWEEN ASPECT'S OF TWO LEARNING SCENARIOS
.1.

Aspect

Scenario One: Today's
Mathematics Lesson

Scenario Two: Tomorrow's
Mathematics Project

Basis for Determining
Participants

Early homogeneity

Prolonged heterogeneity

Conception of Mathematics

Mathematics as a body of
knowledge

Mathematics as tools and
processes for tasks in many
subjects

Communication of
Instructional Goals

In-class, often implicit
outcome objectives

Widely explicated, broad
goals

Motivational Basis

Preparation as motivation

Applicability as motivation

Working Environment

Resource-pool auditorium

Resource-rich workshop

Learning Style

Passive reception learning

Active discovery learning

Instructional Center

Teacher

Student groups; teacher as
resource and monitor

Instructional Strategy

Direct instruction

Task force approach,
groups and reporting

Instructional Grouping

Whole group, teacher led

Task forces, peer academic
leadership

Content Orientation

Skills oriented

Problem oriented

Basis of Content
Organization

Text determined

Combination of application
and content determined

Level of Content
Integration

Fragmented, separate topics Task-integrated topic
mixtures

Basis of Content
Sequencing

Incremental skill
development

Sequenced
task-determined activities;
serendipity

Instructional Time
Determinants

Preallocated time amounts

Task-determined time
amounts
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(2)

'oectations for achievement and continued participation in the study of mathe ..,atics as explicitly stated or implicitly held by the community, families, the
school, the classroom environment, and the teacher.
1

(3) The broad goals for mathematics learning as explicitly stated or implicitly held
by the community, families, the school, the classroom environment, and the
teacher.
(4) Content mastery milestones as explicitly communicated in the classroom and
in the broader school environment.
(5) Specific learning objectives, explicitly stated in instruction or stated in instruc-

tional materials and guides (but not communicated explicitly to the students)
and the congruence of these objectives with the broad goals identified.

(6) Content redundancy across grades (e.g., pages of review for each mathematical
topic for each grade).
(7) Teacher beliefs and attitudes (societal role of mathematics, student relationships to mathematics, etc.).
((8) Teacher conception of mathematics (process vs. rules; body of kr owledge vs.
tool for work in other subjects, etc.).

(9) Tracking policies and procedures; heterogeneous vs. homogeneous grouping;
basis and timing of sorting.
(10) Bases and means of explicit motivation in the classroom: preparation, vocational, applicability of mathematics, etc.
(11) Richness of resource environment (variety and extent of resources; power of
resources, etc.).
(12) Accessibility of resources in environment (policies on time for resource use
[special times vs. continuous accessibility], proximity of resources, freedom of
use [direct supervision or not]).

(13) Activity structures in implemented instruction (features of direct instruction,
features of discovery learning and problem-solving activities; predominance of
seatwork, etc.).
(14) Teacher classroom processes (e.g., symbolic vs. perceptual emphasis; conceptual vs. procedural vs. application emphasis; resource demonstration or not,
etc.).
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(15) Teacher centrality to instruction (director vs. facilitatorteacher conception,
principal's conception, implemented patterns).
(16) Grouping practices (whole vs. small groups, permanence of groups, basis of
groups, potential for peer leadership in academic tasks).
(17) Flexibility of time allocation (fixed time structure in classroom with fixed allocation for mathematics vs. opportunistic adaptation of time devoted to
various subjects; teacher mechanisms for time tracking and balance).

(18) Curriculum unit organization (lessons and incremental content segments vs.
mathematical projects and tasks).
(19) Mathematical content orientation (skills vs. applications and problem solving).

(20) Basis of content organization (text determined, combination of applications
and content determined, etc.).
(21) Level of mathematical tagk integration (sequential fragmented, incremental
subtopics vs. task-integrated subtopic mixtures).
(22) Evaluation (product vs. process oriented; isolated evaluation activities vs. embedded evaluation).

(23) Student beliefs and attitudes (social role of mathematics, nature of mathematics, mathematical self-concept, engagement with mathematics study).
(24) Student cognitive process monitoring with modeling of conceptions of mathematics (as in Erlwanger).

Some Methodological Concerns
In addition to the assessment criteria listed above, a few methodological concerns
were raised by the preliminary design for the Study of Academic Instruction for Disadvantaged Students. Three are briefly raised or re-raised here.
First, more concern seems in order for selection of the criteria of academic performance and success. It seems inapp apriate to define effectiveness solely on the basis
of achievement measured by standardized instruments. Surely this must be supplemented by monitoring student attitudes and beliefs and, hopefully, by monitoring student cognitive processing with attendant modeling of conceptions of mathematics.
Second, while the arrangement of expert committees in this study likely separated
content from classroom management and instructional practice for the sake of logistics,
it is important that this not be done during the actual investigations of the project.
Content is important, but so strong is their interaction that it is virtually impossible to
seriously consider content apart from managerial and instructional strategy concerns.
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Third, the sampling plan proposed calls for observational units of a few hours in
the school day. Consideration should be given, at least for a subsample of observations, for observing intact weeks rather than smaller segments. There is a rhythm to instructional weeks that seems likely to make them especially revealing as an
observational unit.

Concluding Remarks
It is possible that the approach taken in this paper misses the mark intended by
the proposers. However, while I would endorse the research questions raised in the
study's preliminal design, it seems important to at least raise a broader range of (perhaps idealistic) issues in the interests of securing a mixture of practice facets documented and assessed that would make the data of maximum usefulness in producing
meaningful change for the disadvantaged.
The task was taken as one of question-raising rather than question-answering, but
presumably committee discussion and staff consideration will serve to screen and set
priorities among the issues raised. One caveat should be stated in concluding: no consideration was explicitly given in the above discussions to the longitudinal aspect of the
study, but the proposed longitudinal design should allow not only growth criteria to be
applied to students, but also make possible aggregation of teacher and classroom
measures to characterize school learning environments rather than merely classroom
environments.
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VIII REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM
AND INSTRUCTION IN MATHEMATICS
The research literature on the teaching of mathematics to disadvantaged or other
students is more limited than that related to literacy. For various reasons, which are
not the concern of this review, the scholarly community has devoted itself primarily to
research on mathematical learning, along with a range of investigations examining particular classroom practices. Practically nothing has been done to examine content
(Romberg & Carpenter, 1986), and relatively little has been done to zero in on the particular needs, circumstances, or proper instruction of disadvantaged students.
Similarly, investigations that are comprehensive, longitudinal, and naturalistic z..re
relatively sparselittle has been done, for example, to describe teaching practices for a
whole year (Porter, Floden, Freeman, Schmidt, & Schwille, 1988). More than a decade
ago, a lee.ing mathematics educator wrote that research in this field must begin "with
careful descriptions of a specified set of teachers teaching a specified set of topics to a
specified set of pupils" (Kilpatrick, cited in Romberg & Carpenter, 1986). To date, it
seems that this goal has not been reached. The frequency of such statements about the
need for additional mathematics education research is, itself, an important finding of
this review.
The consequence of these gaps in the literature is that we must often extrapolate
from what is known to develop a picture of what is appropriate for disadvantaged students. In many respects, our research will be breaking new ground.
In this section, we review research relevant to curriculum and instruction in mathematics for disadvantaged students. As with reading and writing instruction, we focus on
what is (and should be) taught and how. Our discussion follows the organization of our
review of litciacy research in Section IV, commencing with a review of overarching issues, then an examination of the typical pattern of mathematics curriculum and instruction in grades 1-8, followed by what is known about curriculum and instruction aimed
at disadvantaged students. We conclude the section by reviewing what is known about
effective practices.
Overarching Issues
Some of the issues noted in discussing literacy curriculum and instruction (see
beginning of Section IV) apply to mathematics as well. But certain issues can be restated and others added that capture the focus of scholarly discussions in this subject
area. We highlight the following.
Relative Emphasis on "Basic" Versus "Higher- Order" Skill Components in the Mathematics Curriculum for Disadvantaged Students As in the case of literacy instruction,
the question of whether to concentrate on "basic" computational skills or a broader
mathematics curriculum is difficult to answer for educators who face children appearing to have little exposure to formal mathematics. A natural response to this situation
is to emphasize highly structured curricula that feature repetitive drill- and- practice in
computational algorithms, but that leave little or no room for other aspects of
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mathematicsfor example, that require and stimulate analytical or problem-solving
skills which are widely agreed to be important.
Focusing on Curriculum for the Disadvantaged Versus Curriculum for AllThe
primary locus of the problem in mathuniatics education for disadvantaged students may
differ from the situation in literacy education. By broad agreement, the principal problem in mathematics education is the inefficient and narrow curriculum provided to the
great majority of students. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),
international comparisons, and other sources indicate that American students as a
whole are ding poorly in mathematics; disadvantaged students are worst off, but other
students are not so far ahead of them. It would be a grave error to take the norm in
American classrooms as some kind of ideal for disadvantaged students (Secada, 1988).
An implied hypothesis is that disadvantaged students presented with a mathematics curriculum well designed for typical students will achieve at significantly higher
levels (the same could be said of many subject areas, undoubtedly). A direct analogy
can be found in science, where the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) curriculum, designed for "average" elementary school students, was later found to be especially effective for disadvantaged students (Knapp, St. John, Zucker, Needels, &
Stearns, 1987). Similarly, recent NSF-supported research on mathematics instruction
began with typical learners, but has shown some outstanding results in classrooms with
large numbers of disadvantaged students (Peterson, 1988a; and personal
communication).
Addressing Differential Conditions for Mathematics LearningBut improvements in
the curriculum for all students will not obviate entirely the need to address the adverse
conditions for mathematics learning that differentially affe,:t disadvantaged students.
Many of the worst features of American mathematics education (e.g., an overemphasis
on arithmetic computation through grade 8) are intensified for disadvantaged students.
In effect, disadvantaged students show the most severe ill effects of a system of mathematics education that is badly flawed for all students. In this view, a central issue is understanding the differential impact on disadvantaged students of the systemic
problems/conditions that affect American mathematics education as a whole, such as
poor textbooks, low expectations, insufficient homework, or inappropriate goals.
The basic assumptions and structure of the current mathematics curriculum appear to intensify certain students' disadvantagemeiit as they get older. It is well established that the mathematic:, achievement of racial and ethnic subpopulations (excluding
Asian Americans) shows increasing divergence from the national average with increases in the age of the population tested (Dossey, Mullis, Lindquist, & Chambers,
1988), and this pattern would seem to generalize to the disadvantaged populatir- as a
whole. Disadvantage seems to grow worse as students get older. School-based r,ractices appear to contribute to this lower growth trajectory. Whether school-based practices can equalize growth trajectories remains an unanswered question, but many would
agree that schools can, and should, narrow the gap.
The problem of what instructional strategies should be ,plied to prevent
students' disadvantage from increasing over time includes many subissues, such as the
efficacy and effects of tracking; the balance of depth versus breadth of topical coverage
in the curriculum; the extent and kind of access to instructional technologies; and the
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expectations for achievement that should be established for these students in the first
place.
Maximizing the Transfe, of Mathematical Sldlls Learned in Schools to Other Applications There is fairly clear evidence that the mathematics children do learn in school
does not necessarily transfer well to other situations (Resnick, 1987b). The transfer of
skills from school to real-world applications is especially lacking for disadvantaged students; the value of these students' "native" mathematical thinking may not be used sufficiently well as a building block.
It is not clear exactly how to maximize transfer, but at least two possibilities
present themselves. First, curriculum and instruction can embed the learning of mathematical skills in a context in which these skills can be applied, either in simulated situations or in solving actual problems. Second, curriculum and instruction may make
greater efforts to recognize and draw on the mathematical knowledge children bring to
school. Research has clearly demonstrated that, intkTendent of school, disadvantaged
children can develop effective math :matical strategies and thinking to cope with the
world in which they live. For example, studies of disadvantaged youngsters in Brazil
who must use mathematics extensively for work-related activities such as selling candy
show that these children use strategies different from those taught in school, with
greater accuracy than when they apply strategies learned in school (Carraher, Carraher,
& Dias-Schliemann, 1985; Saxe, 1988). Schools probably take insufficient notice of
these kinds of everyday mathematical skills.
Good curriculum and instr action for disadvantaged students can no logger (if it
ever could) ignore conceptual understanding or applications in favor of rote skills,
which have limited transferability. Effective mathematics instruction for this population thus mixes concepts, skills, and applications; whether it should do so in exactly the
same way as for more advantaged students, however, remains an open question.
The Content of Remedial or Compensatory Mathematics InstructionWhat to teach
in specialized mathematics programs serving low-achieving students is also at issue. To
the extent these programs concentrate on further practice with the computational skills
that students appear to lack, they may only compound the problem, by fairing to provide students with a basis for understanding what they are doing or visualizing how it
might apply to their lives. On the other hand, given the small amounts of time typically
available to students who participate in these programs (e.g., three or four 20-minute
sessions a week), it may be difficult to do much more. Ultimately, the combination of
regular classroom instruction and remedial services are responsible for conveying mathematics to low-achieving students. Achieving the right relationship and division of
labor between these two is a major question for instructing the large numbers of disadvantaged students who appear to have limited proficiency in this area of the school curriculum.

Mathematics Curriculum and Instruction in Typical Elementary and Junior
High Schools
In mathematics edu, an, what happens in classroomsthe "enacted
curriculum" tends to follow closely what is intended for these el- ses. By general
agreement, both intended and enacted curricula are too limited.
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The Intended Curriculum

A first step in understanding typical practices .n grades 1-8 is to examine the intended curriculum as revealed by texts, frameworks or syllabi, and tests. A simple but
very important study of K-8 mathematics textbooks helps to understand the curriculum
as laid out by publishers (Flanders, 1987). This study analyzed popular textbook series
page by page to determine what content in each is new and what is practice of material
already taught. The principal finding was as follows:
...a relatively steady decrease occurs in the amount of new content over the years up through
eighth grade, where less than one-third of the material is new to students. This decrease is followed by an astounding rise in the amount of new content in the texts of the most common
ninth-grade course, algebra. (Flanders, 1987)

Overall, the intended curriculum in mathematics is repetitive, unchallenging, and
(for many) boring. Cross-national comparative research on mathematics confirms that
the U.S. curriculum at the eighth-grade level (for all tracks) is substantially less challenging than in most other nations, and especially so for students at the "low" end (McKnight et al., 1987).
A few states have tried to adopt significantly different approaches. Connecticut,
for example, has plans to make calculators available to every student in the eighth
grade. California adopted a new state framework, rejected all elementary mathematics
texts, and made publishers revise books before the state would adopt them (Knapp et
al., 1987). This approach, however, is not typical of most states.
Some major tests used at the K-8 level have been focused more carefully in
recent years on higher-order thinking skills, e.g., NAEP tests and some state proficiency tests. As far as we are aware, most testing in mathematics at this levelespecially
teacher-made tests is focused on arithmetic computation and other lower-order skills.
The common, day-to-day tests that teachers use with their students may be especially
poor in this respect.
In summary, despite abundant rhetoric about teaching problem-solving and other
higher-order skills, an examination of the intended curriculum in grades 1-8 mathematics shows that a focus on arithmetic computation is the dominant norm.
The Erected Curriculum

vestigations of the enacted curriculum paint a complementary picture. Studies
have shown that in grades 1-8 by far the majority of time in mathematics is spent focusing on arithmetic computation and lower-level skills (Peterson, 1988b; McKMght et al.,
1987; Dossey et al., 1988). Yet the transfer of lower-level skills to problem-solving and
higher-order thinking is not very good, suggesting a mismatch of goals and strategies.
In addition, problem solving is not a major focus of the curriculum. Yet increasing
numbers of researchers believe that students don't just "pick up" problem-solving
strategies; rather, they must be explicitly taught, and to a much greater degree than is
currently the case (Resnick, 1987a & b; Peterson, 1988a). Generally speaking, most
grade 1-8 mathematics instruction is not focused on higher-order thinking; for example, the introduction of even simple word problems may be postponed un411 children
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have reached a high level of mastery of computational skills. To exaggerate the situation somewhat, a comparable situation might be not allowing children to engage in real
conversations until they have mastered sufficient numbers of grammar exercises.
NAEP data confirm this bleak view. According to the most recent national assessment in mathematics:
Mathematics classrooms are "more concerned with students' rote use of procedures than with their understanding of concepts and development of higherorder thinking skills" (Dossey et al., 1988). While NAEP shows performance
gains since 1978, these are primarily for lower-order skills.
The typical range of instructional techniques used in mathematics classes is
limited. Fm example, use of small group activity, laboratory work, or special
projects is rare (Dossey et al., 1988).
Recent comparative research has demonstrated striking diff,rences between the
way mathematics and other subjects are taught in school. In oni, study, researchers
found that about half the time students are learning mathematics they are engaged in
solitary seatwork, while the comparable figure for social studies is only one-third
(Stodolsky, 1985). The key contrasts researchers discovered between fifth-grade mathematics and social studies teaching are summarized this way:
In math, one way of teaching and learning dominated: students watched a teacher
demonstrate a proceduresuch as how to multiply fractionsthen practiced it alone at their
desks.... Except for rulers in a few classrooms, students used only pencils, paper, and
textbooks.... Although taught by the same teachers, social studies lessons varied much more
from day to day within classrooms and from one classroom to the next. Group work complemented whole class instruction, and children spent less time laboring alone at their desks. The
curriculum explicitly stressed independent learning and the development of research skills, so
students consulted maps, encyclopedias, and newspapers, as well as textbooks. (Featherstone,
1986)

Others confirm that mathematics seems to be characterized by especially heavy
reliance on textbooks and teacher presentations, and by very limited access to
matipulatives, social support, or small-group work (Dossey et al., 1988). ks one researcher summarized the pattern: "Essentially, students have one route to learning
[mathematics]: teacher explanation and self-paced practice" (Stcdolsky, 1985).
Inter-ational comparisons provide further perspective on the typical pattern just
described, In the early grades, one study found that relatively difficult addition and subtraction problems are introduced very late in American textbooks compared to when
those topics are introduced in Soviet, Taiwanese, Mainland Chinese, and Japanese texts
(Stigler & Perry, 1988). At the eighth-grade level, the United States, unlike most other
nations involved in the Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS), is stil' emphasizing instruction in arithmetic; nonetheless, the achievement of American students
in arithmetic is still below the average for all participating countries (McKnight et al.,
1987). The SIMS also found that:
U.S. mathematics instruction (at the eighth-grade level) seems to be more tied
to the textbook than instruction in most other countries.
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Given a choice between more abstract and more perceptual approaches to
teaching a topic (such as fractions), American teachers more often chose the
abstract representations; this might pose particular difficulties for disadvantaged students.
Americans' expectations of what students can learn in mathematics are relatively low. American parents, more than Chinese and Japanese parents, for example, seem to believe that ability in mathematics is "inborn," and therefore
that hard work is less important. (Stigler & Perry, 1988)
An intriguing finding from international studies concerns the continuity of instruction and ease of understanding mathematics. One study investigated changes in instructional "segments" that is, the smallest unit of instruction or a sequence of activity on
a single topic. Segments in mathematics were defined as changing if there was a
change in topic, materials, or type of activity. In Japan, only 6.9% of segment changes
are marked by changing topic; in Taiwan, 16.1%; and in the United States, 24.8%
(Stigler & Perry, 1988). (This parallels a finding by Porter et al. (1988) that 70% to
80% of the topics taught during a school year receive 30 minutes or less of instructional time.) The researchers suggest that "it appeared to us that the Chinese and
Japanese classes were in some sense more comprehensible than were the U.S. clasc.es"
(Stigler & Perry, 1988). Students' comprehension of individual lessons has not been
measured directly, but if Stigler and Perry's hypothesis is correct, it would help to explain why American students' achievement is lower than we would wish.
Given these patterns of enacted curriculum, it is not surprising that many research
findings show that students become "turned off" to mathematics in large numbers. In
the higher grades (junior high school and above), most students apparently hold negative views on the nature of the discipline, and have limited expectations for the
relevance of mathematics to their own futures (Dossey et al., 1988). This view represents a significant change from earlier grades when mathematics is among the subjects
most liked by students (though, perhaps, they like mathematics at this level because it
presents them with easy lower-level tasks). There also seems to be a significant gap in
the minds of students between mathematics as it is taught (e.g., as a mechanical set of
procedures) and mathematics as it is applied (e.g., as a way of thinking about problems
in new situations). Various features with high motivational appeal are not yet common
practice, such as microcomputers and "real-world" applications. Improvements recommended by many influential groups include appropriateand appealingtechnology
(notably calculators and computers) and increased use of cooperative learning approaches (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1987; Knapp et al., 1987).
Taken together, these and many other research findings have motivated a wave of
efforts to change American mathematics instruction. Although experts still disagree on
the precise prescription that can be formulated on the basis of research, the field is not
content to wait until "all the answers are in." The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics has recently adopted, for the first time, a comprehensive set of Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics, which includes many recommendations for departure from prevailing practices (National Council of Teachers of
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Mathematics, 1987). The following summarizes widely held views on.the state of research on mathematics instruction and the overall direction of change:
...current research is beginning to establish sufficient findings so that significant changes are
called for in the teaching of mathematics. The traditional classroom focuses on competition,
management, and group aptitudes; the mathematics taught is assumed to be a fixed body of
knowledge, and it is taught under the assumption that learners absorb what has been covered.
The research shows that learning proceeds through construction, not absorption, and that good
teaching involves more than management. We believe that the task of this next decade will be
to bring the variety of constructs from [research on] both [cognitive science and classroom
teaching] together and t late them to an appropriate view of the mathematics to be taught.
(Romberg & Carpenter, 1986)

Curriculum and Instruction for Disadvantaged Students
Some scholars have examined the particular situation of disadvantaged students
more directly. As we alluded to earlier, the available evidence suggests that the
deficiencies of current curriculum and instruction in mathematics apply to them, only
in greater degree.
Schools enrolling low-SES students emphasize more computation and less instruction
focusing on applications and concepts than other schools. As a group, therefore, these
students spend far more time learning facts and computational skills, and cover fewer
topics in mathematics (Porter et al., 1988).
This state of affairs partly reflects the assumption on which many traditional mathematics curricula are based, that computational skills must be learned before children
are taught to solve even simple word problems. A growing body of research, however,
indicates that this is a misguided assumption, and that "higher-order" skills should be
embedded at all levels of instruction from novice through expert (Peterson, 1988b;

Romberg & C ?enter, 1986).
Thus, uno,:r current assumptions, for those disadvantaged students slow to learn
"basic skills," the curriculum may remain relatively impoverished for many years, contributing to a vicious cycle of reduced interest, expectations, and achievement. Although the curriculum is by no means the only culprit in this situation, recent evidence
suggests that it is a prime target for change (McKnight et al., 1967; Flanders, 1987). As
we have already stated, this problem exists across the board in U.S. mathematics education and, while exaggerated for disadvantaged students, is a problem for all.
Schools serving disadvantaged students tend to have less capable teachers and inadequate resources for mathematics education. Disadvantaged students are typically exposed to the least-trained teachers (Darling-Hammond & Green, 1988). Schools
enrolling lower-SES students have fewer resources available for mathematics instruction, and in some of those schools conditions and morale are at pitifully low levels
(Porter et al., 1988; Corcoran, Walker, & White, 1988).
Schools tend to have low expectations of disadvantaged students' ability to learn
mathematics. A growing body of opinion and research suggests that the expectations
set for students are important determinants of achievement and that expectations may
be harming disadvantaged students in several ways. For example, some researchers, on
the basis of many studies, suggest that we know "perhaps one third of teachers behave
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in ways that sustain the poor performance of low achievers" (Good & Biddle, 1988).
These authors also assert that research shows that low expectations generally are
projected to entire classes, i.e., that low expectations are associated with particular
teachers' views of whole groupsa factor that can be especially detrimental in schools
serving high concentrations of disadvantaged students. Similarly, some researchers
have suggested that tracking in effect becomes a self-fulfilling expectation imposed on
students, resulting in little movement from lower to upper tracks (Oakes, 1935).
Disadvantaged students' families, awl their communities, are typically less able to provide concrete assistance to students for mathematics learning. This is presumably one
premise on which such successful programs as "Family Math" are designed. The very
assumptions about what constitutes "mathematics" (e.g., that it is merely arithmetic)
and its role in society are likely to be different among varying communities, and such
assumptions, if overly narrow, can create significant problems for students. Parental encouragement and support provide another source of information to students, closely related to expectations. The High School and Beyond Study data show that such parental
support is more important than SES as a predictor of achievement, especially for
blacks (Committee on Research in Math, Science, and Technology, 1985).
There is disagreement about the nature and effects of compensatory mathematics
programs for the disadvantaged, at best, these programs appear to improve basic skills
proficiency but da not narrow the overall achievement gap. At one extreme, some
scholars assert that little is accomplished by such programs:
...most programs probably widen the gap of knowledge about mathematics between those who
are affluent in our society and those who are not.... There is nothing in the [compensatory]
programs I have reviewed that would give low-income students an opportunity tc do any important mathematics. (Romberg, 19as)

The recent National Assessment of Chapter 1, on the other hand, led to different
conclusions. Basic skills instruction in mathematics is, of course, one of the major services provided by Chapter 1, and the study presents evidence that, at least to some degree, these services are effective. The Chapter 1 study reported that:
Students receiving Chapter 1 services experience larger increases in their standardized achievement test scores than comparable students who do not. However, their gains do not move
them substantially toward the achitwement-levels of more advantaged students. (Kennedy, Birman, & Demaline, 1986)

The same volume also reported that "students participating in Chapter 1 mathematics programs gain more than those participating in Chapter 1 reading programs."
The fact that black and Hispanic students' scores have risen significantly on NAEP
tests during the past decade may be partially attributable to the influence of these
programs.

Summary: Principles Underlying Effective Curriculum and Instruction !r,
Mathematics for Disadvantaged Students
Even though relatively few studies have examined mathematics programs aimed
specifically at disadvantaged students, the research and commentary we have reviewed
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points to several themes regarding effective curriculum and instruction in mathematics
for this student population. Three themes capture the most important implications for
disadvantaged students and serve to organize the principles supported by the literature:
(1) Ineffective curricula available to all students art the most important factor in-

hibiting mathematics learning of disadvantaged students.
(2) Effective mathematics curricula in grades 1-8 include a broader range of

topics than is currently taught and emphasize conceptual understanding and
the application of mathematics skills.
(3) Improved curricula require more than direct instruction models have to offer,

although these models can enhance some aspects of students' mathematical
learning.

Focus on the Mathematics Curriculum for All Students

It appears that the largest improvement in curriculum and instruction for disadvantaged students in mathematics will come from a basic change in the struct ire of
mathematics curricula available to all students. We have already commented on the
limitations and remarkable uniformity of mathematics curricula to which most first
through eighth graders are currently exposed; its deficiencies need not be repeated
here.
The key point for schools serving disadvantaged students is that no amount of incremental adjustment to overcome the relatively impoverished state of such schools
will make much difference in the mathematics abilities these students take away from
school. To be sure, with better teachers and more resources, these students will add
and subtract with more confidence and greater accuracy, at least in situations that
present them with arithmetic operations in the format they have learned in school. But
their ability to comprehend what they are doing and to apply 't to the solution of novel
problems will remain distinctly limited. Neither these students nor their more affluent
counterparts will be adequately prepared for the mathematical challenges they will encounter in the future (see paper by Secada, Section VI).
This is not to say that the conditions that distinguish schools in affluent and less affluent communities are unimportant in mathematics education. As in the case of reading, schools serving large numbers of disadvantaged students tend to teach an even
more restricted form of mathematics, and there is clearly a need to address the conditions that make this the case (professional background, family understanding and support, resources for learning, etc.). But remedying all these factors will make only a
marginal difference in students' exposure to important mathematical ideas and development of sophisticated mathematical skills.
Emphasis on Conceptual Understanding and Skills Application

The broad contours of an improved mathematics curriculum for disadvantaged
(and other) students ft grades 1 through 8 are fairly clear, although educators have yet
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to be realized in specific, workable programs on a wide scale. The followii,g
principles
are especially important:
The curricula place emphasis on students developing a conceptual
understanding
of the mathematics they are learning. That means, for instance,
that before,
during, and after the learning of multiplication tables, students
are helped to
see that multiplication is an extension of addition, multiplication is commutative, etc. This understanding develops as students approach
the topic of multiplication in a variety of ways, including the use of manipulatable
objects and exposure to manual system:: of multiplication, amorg other techniques.
The curriculum is cle-signed so that mathematical skills are learned and
practiced
wherever possible, in situations that allow students to apply the skills to actual

situations and problems. Using mathematical ideas and operations to accomplish something appears to enhance mathematics learning in a variety of
ways: (1) motivation is increased; (2) students are helped to see how skills
transfer to a variety of situations; and (3) understanding of
mathematical concepts is increased, as students appreciate the utility and range of application
of
mathematical ideas and operations. Applications are especially important
for
dit'advantaged students, for whom what is learned in school often seems
remote from the world they experience outside of school.
From the earliest grades, the mathematics curriculum includes a r .nge o3 topics
often reserved for later years or even ignored by current curricula. Of
particular
importance in grades 1-8 are a series of topics that many current curricula only
touch on, if that: problem solving (which is implied by an emphasis on applications), estimation and measurement, geometry, and probability and statistics
are the four topics most often mentioned in this regard.
There are other desirable ingredients in the curriculum that should
be mentioned,
chief among them the incorporation of the calculator Lid the computer into mathematics instruction. This is beginning to happen in certain states and localities, but the
net improvement in schools serving disadvantaged students appears to be relatively
small to date; all indications suggest that when these technologies do
appear in such settings, they are typically used to reinforce the current limited
curricula, as evidenced by
the use of drill-and-practice software in mathematics instruction
(for example, see
Ragosta et al., 1981, regarding the use of computers to boost computation skills
of
inner-city children).
Expanding the Teacher's Pedagogical Repertoire

As a result of a great deal of research on teacher behavior, much of it research
investigating aspects of "direct" and "active" instruction in various sub)::ci. areas, certain basic principles of instruction in mathematics seem to be we established.*
We do not treat "direct" and "active" instruction as the same, though they share the characteristic
that
teachers actively control most of the learning activities most of the time. The forrnr
are more limited
than the latter and follow some variation of the original Follow Through Direct
Instruction model Sec
more detailed discussion in Section XII.
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Time-on-task, or engaged learning time, should be maximized, with little time devoted
to nonacademic pursuits. Work should be structured so that students experience frequent success and receive feedback about their work relatively quickly. A businesslike
but supportive environment is called for in classrooms, and in the school as a whole.
Some research has focused explicitly on instructional practices that are successful
with disadvantaged students. For example, one review article reported that:
...data indicate that it was especially essential for teachers in low-SES classes to regularly
monitor activity, supervise seatwork, and initiate interactions with students who needed help or
supervision. Teachers in high-SES classes did not have to be quite so vigilant or initiatory, and
could mostly confine themselves to responding to students who indicated a need for help.
Positive affect, a relaxed learning climate, and praise of student responses were also more related to achievement in low-SES settings. (Brophy & Good, 1986)

As in the case of reading, the research referred to in the quote indicates that active, teacher-directed instruction can be effective in teaching mathematics to this
population of students. Studies have documented relationships between the features of
instruction implied by these models continuous control. of learning by the teacher, the
emphasis-on-whole-class instruction, the repeated cycle of demonstration-practice-feedback, and regular assessmentand student achievement in mathematics (e.g., Good,
Grouws, & Ebmeier, 1983).* Because this approach to instruction emphasizes the
teacher's active role, it contrasts favorably with common practices in mathematics
teaching, which rely too heavily on individual seatwork.
But, as in other subject areas, there are de' drawbacks to the original direct instruction model teaching approaches for conveying much of the mathematical content
that appears important. Especially when teachers instruct their classes in a "direct" instruction mode, their pedagogy tends to limit the teaching of higher-order thinking
skills and lends itself to highly proceduralized forms of mathematics teaching: so many
minutes for review, so many minutes for development of new concepts, and so on.* As
such, these models are likely to encourage a correspondingly proceduralized view of
mathematics as a set of procedures for manipulating numbers or mathematical
problems.
Research suggests that the following ways of expanding teachers' pedagogical
repertoire are especially important to consider in the case of instruction for disadvantaged students, in particular:
Instruction that promotes self-monitoring and study skills. Though much of it requires active instruction by teachers at the outset, explicitly teaching students
to monitor their own work coupled with the chance to use these skills can significantly build the students' ability to learn indepe:ndently (see Section V).

Sections IV and XII contain further discussions of the research on "active" and "direct" instruction,
much of which is relevant to mathematics.
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a Teacher-student and student-student discou'se about mathematical ideas and applications. Increasing evidence links the development of the ability to think
mathematically with ,the presence of st:stained conversation aween students
and teachers, and among students, about the content of m.
matical activities
(e.g., Fennema, Carpenter, Keith, & Jenkins, 1989; Russell & Friel, 1989). Although this work has not been extensively applied to disadvantaged populations, there is reason to believe that it makes sense there, too.
Multiple representations ofmathematical ideas. With thoughtful use of
manipulatives, graphic displays, and other ways of representing mathematical
ideas, teachers can help students grasp the concepts behind symbols and operations, though the materials alone will not teach the connections between object
and id,a; teachers must do that (Schram, Feim_an-Nemser, & Ball, 1989).
Instruction that provides experience with eduLational technologies as problemsolving tools. When teachers integrate technologies such as computers and
calculators into their instruction, students acquire powerful problem-solving tools,
not to mention the motivational influence of these tools. This means that
teachers must engineer the use of technology in ways that go beyond the
widespread practice of emphasizing drill-and-practice software for disadvantaged learners.
Project- centered teaching that encourages the use of structured student task
groups and peer academic leadership (McKnight, 1988).
However, unequivocal research findings confirming effective instructional practices are relatively sparse, and many "commonsense" beliefs are not easily confirmed
by research. For example, researchers have not definitely associated extensive
k owledge of mathematics as a discipline (for example, the content
knowledge possessed by individuals who hold a master's degree in mathematics) with higher
student
achievement, even though in the extreme cases, lack of subject matter knowledge clear-

ly reduces what a teacher can do (see Section V). Another example is
provided by the
increasingly large body of research showing that instruction does not take full advantage of the initial knowledge of mathematics with which students come to school.
Some have gone so far as to state that "children's invented strategies for solvinc, addition and subtraction problems are frequently more efficient and more conceptually
based than the mechanical procedures included in many mathematics
programs" (Romberg ez. Carpenter, 1986). While debate continues on the frequency with which studzntdeveloped problem-solving strategies workand the practicality of instruction that
promotes thisthe possibility of expanding the instructional repertoire in mathematics
seems especially important to pursue.
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IX EFFECTIVE SCHOOLING FOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
This is a position paper summarizing my thinking concerai-ag the elementary
schooling needs of disadvantaged students. It is one of several such papers being
prepared for consideration by SRI International in developing its Study of Acee.mic Instruction for Disadvantaged Students. It begins with assumptions about the needs of
disadvantaged students and then identifies school- and classroom-level features
believed to be supportive of the academic progress of these student:.

Assumptions About the Needs of Disadvantaged Students
I take the term "disadvantaged" to imply two things about a child's family background: (1) poverty and (2) gaps and limitations in what Hess and Shipman (1965)
have called the "cognitive environment" in the home. I do no: attach biological implications to the term, however, so that it should not be taken to imply limited intellectual potential, sensory or motor deficits, or learning disabilities (where these problems
exist in disadvantaged students, I would ascribe them to other causes rather urn to
their disadvantaged family circumstances). These assumptions imply that disadvantaged students are not qualitatively different from other students and thus do not
need qualitatively different educational progrz us, but that these students are likely to
need educational programs designed to compensate for the gaps and limitations in
their cognitive environments outside of school. These assumptions square with the
findings of a great deal of aptitude-treatment interaction research that has practically
never yielded significant disordinal interaction effects, but often yielded significant ordinal interaction effects, indicating that. students lower in entry-level achievement need
more structured, intensive, and sustained instruction (but not an entirely different kind
of instruction) than students higher in entry-level achievement (Cronbach & Snow,
1977; Doyle & Rutherford, 1984).
Disadvantaged backgrounds limit students' readiness for school activities in both
quantitative and qualitative ways (Hess, 1970). The quantitative limitations are associated with the poverty factor: compared to more advantaged age peers, disadvantaged students typically have less access to books and educational games and toys in
the home and less exposure to out-of-home educational experiences such as vacation
travel or trips to zoos and mu.ieums. Although the universality of television has probably reduced the impact of this factor somewhat, it remains true that children from more
advantaged circumstances typically accumulate a much richer and more varied fund of
background experiences from which to draw 07 'It school than disadvantaged children
do. This means that assumptions about background knowledge built into school curricula may not hold up for disadvantaged students, so that teachers may frequently have
to build readiness for lessons by supplying such r 'ckground knowledge, preferably
using actual objects or audiovisual aids to help I,.Ake this input concrete for the
students.
In addition to these quantitative limitations in disadvantaged students' funds of
background experience, there. are gaps and qualitative Hai lion; in their development
of cognitive and metacognitive tools for processing and makings mse
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experience, transforming and stocing this information in the form of codified
knowledge, and accessing and nppiying it in relevant future situations. After a great
deal of research and debate, we have come to see that certain cognitive and linguistic
capacities (described by Piaget, Chomsky, and others) tend to develop universally and
"automatically" in all cultures and family environments, but that development of other
cognitive and linguistic capacities is much more dependent on exposure to particular
kinds of modeling and experience. The latter capacities include those involved in
functiona' use of one's thought and language in the service of developing, storing, reorganizing, and applying the kind oc formal, codified knowledge that is emphasized in schools. For a variety of reasons, disadvantaged children tend to have
many fewer interactions with family members of the kind that develop and exercise
their capacities to use thought and :anguage for building knowledge: sharea activities
built around games, songs, or books; questions and discussion about topics other than
those connected with daily routines; socialization that emphasizes the reasons for
demands in addition to the demands themselves; encouragement to pursue talents or
interests; discussions of curreLt event,; activities involving v,riting, drawing, or counting; and so on. In response to such cognitively stimulating activities, and in particular
through the parent-child discourse that occurs in connection with them, children not
only get exposed to objects, concepts, and vocabulary but also develop schemata or
scripts that represent their knowledge of the structures and activity potentials embedded in particular situations and thus develop routines for responding to those situations (Brophy & Willis, 1981).
Most children from advantaged homes, for example, begin school alr3ady familiar
with and positively oriented toward the process of reading and discussing the meanings
of books, so that they are well prepared to engage in this activity comfortably and efficiently when it is introduced. For these children, reading activities are mostly inviting
opportunie.es rather than threatening challenges. Disadvantaged students, however,
lack well- 'sweloved scripts to provide a basis for easily assimilating such reading activities, so they must struggle to accommodate by figuring out what these activities are
all about and how they.are expected to respond to them. If they do not receive sufficient support to enable them to meet these challenges consistently without experiencing too much frustration, the ultimate result may be not lust failure, but development
of anxiety during or alienation from reading instruction.
Thus, compared to more advantaged students, disadvantaged students will need
more explanation of the purposes of activities, more cognitive _nodeling of the processes involved in responding to them, more extensive scaffolding through shorter steps
toward eventual independent and self-regulated performance, and more post-performance guided reflection designed to develop recognition of how the activity fits into
the bigger picture, metacognitive awareness of the strategies involved in accomplishing
it, and motivational appreciation of the accomplishment itself as a significant addition
to the student's knowledge and skill (Brophy, 1988b). In combination, these featu-es
of instruction should help ensure that disadvantaged students not only acquire isolated
bits of knowledge and skill, but gradually integrate what they are learning and bed it
within scripts that will allow them to access and apply it in the future.
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School-Level Features

Research on school effects has identified several characteristics consistently observed in schools that elicit good achievement gains from their students: (1) strong
academic leadership that produces consensus on goal prioritie:: and commitment to instructional excellence; (2) a safe, orderly school climate; (3) positive teacher attitudes
toward students and positive expectations regarding the students' abilities to master the
curriculum; (4) an emphasis on instruction in the curriculum in allocating classroom
time and assigning tasks to students; (5) careful monitoring of progress toward goals
through student testing and staff evaluation programs; (6) strong parent involvement
programs; and (7) consistent emphasis on the importance of academic achievement, including praise and public recognition for students' accomplishments (Good & Brophy,
1986). I believe that these characteristics are important for the effectiveness of any
school, but especially for schools serving primarily disadvantaged students.
Here, I would place'special emphasis on a safe, ordt ay school climate, positive
teacher attitudes toward and,expectations fcr students, and strong parent involvement
programs. I see these factors as linked. Padlocks, guards, and other access and control
measures may be necessary. in certain situations, but by themselves such control
measures cannot guarantee safety, let alone sustain .n students the implicit feeling of
security that must be present on a continuing basis if the school is to function as an effective environment for learning. To do the latter, it will be necessary not only to keep
out undesirables and control troublemakers, but also to forge a familial atmosphere
within the school that promotes identification with it and a sense of responsibility to
contribute to its well being. This is difficult to accomplish unless the teachers are not
only well prepared as academic instructors but familiar and comfortable with the local
people, language, end customs, and unless the school not only serves the children but
actively involves t heir parents in a variety of ways. I do not think that it is necessary
that the teachers be from the local area or of the same racial or ethnic background as
the students (although it is helpful if many of them are), but I do believe that it. is essential that the teachers feel comfortable with the students and their families and are
able to relate to them in personalized and individualized ways (i.e., not just within their
official role as the teacher and not in ways that connote prejudice or stereotyping).
Ideally, the school would function not merely as an academic institution but as a
neighborhood hub that would serve multiple purposes and sustain a sense of community in it,' itchment area. Thus, in addition to typical lunch progran .3 and parentteacher orgadization (PTO) activities, the school might sponsor a special breakfast
program for especially needy students, Vs-ion and hearing testing, preschool programs
with emphasis on parent education alo..g with quality child care, substance abuse
programs, after-school and summer recreational programs, educational arrangements
for pregnant girls or unwed mothers, neighborhood councils, and so on. In addition to
the usual academic staff there would be at least one social worker to assist troubled
families and possibly also a community outreach person who would develop and supervise special programs.
Teachers would make it their business to get to know parents, share informs: on
with them, and enlist their involvement with the school and support of its goals. At a
minimum, this would include establishing appropriate routines (concerning bedtimes,
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homework, breakfast, clothing and grooming) to ensure that their children were ready
for school each day, showing interest in their children's school experiences and reinforcing their accomplishments, and coming to parent conferences and major PTO events.
Ideally, it would also mean volunteering to get involved in school activities and playing
a more active role in the PTO.
Both school safety and the kind of familial atmosphere that I envision are
promoted when each individual student feels that he or she has a place in the school,
students know and are comfortable with most of their fellow students, and each student
and his or her family are known to several staff members. All of this is much easier to
accomplish when schools are small than when they are large, so I would recommend
that such schools be designed for no more than 400 or 500 students, preferably fewer.
I know that this is considered inefficient and I cannot prove it with data, bvt I suspect
that, other things being equal, school size is probably the single most important factor
determining the potential of a school to achieve significant success with primarily disadvantaged students.

Classroom Management
Very clear and well-replicated findings aboat classroom management strategies
that are linked in the short run to high rates of student time on task and in the long run
to high achievement gain have emerged over the last 20 years. The findings of work by
Kounin, Evertson, Eimer, Anderson, Doyle, myself, and others not only replicate but
fit together well to form the basis for a systematic and empirically supported approach
to classroom management that applies to schools serving primarily disadvantaged students as well as to other schools. This knowledge base has been reviewed at length by
Brophy (1983) and by Doyle (1986). A briefer summary of the main findings and implications is given in Brophy (1988a).
Major elements to this proven approach include preparation of the classroom as a
physical environment suited to the nature of the planned academic activities; development and implementation of a workable set of housekeeping procedures and conduct
riles; maintenance of student attention to and participation in group lessoz.s and activities; and monitoring of the quality of the students' engagement in assignments and
of the progress they are making toward achievement of intended outcomes. These
broad goals are accomplished through procedures and routines concerning such aspc..cts
as storing supplies and equipment, establishing daily routines, establishing general expectations and rules at the beginn'ag of the school year, getting each class period
started and ended, managing transitions between activities, keeping group activities
going (once they are started) by stimulating involvement and intervening only in brief
and nonintrusive ways if possible, giving directions for and getting the class started on
seatwork assignments, and meeting the needs of individual students during times when
one's attention can be safely diverted from instructing or styervising the work of the
class as a whole. As a fundamental principle, successful teachers approach classroom
management as a process of establishing and maintaining student engar ,meat in
academic lessons and activities rather than as a process of enforcing discipline by
punishing misbehavior. The emphasis is on clarity in statrAg rules and expectations
(including providing modeling, instruction, and practice opportunities whenever tr
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students need to be taught, rather than merely told, what to do), followeJ up with appropriate cues and reminders. Penalties are imposed where necessary to compel compliancr, but the emphasis is on obtaining student cooperation in establishing an
effective learning environment rather than on threatening or punishing students to establish the teacher as an authority figure.
Besides managing classrooms in the relatively narrow sense of creating and maintaining an effective learning environment, teachers also socialize their students by influencing the students' attitudes, beliefs, expectations, or behavior concerning personal
or social (including moral and political) issues. Socialization includes articulation of
ideals, communication of expectations, and modeling, teaching, and reinforcing of
desired personal attributes and behavior (done mostly with the class as a whole), as
stuwell as counseling, lx:aavior modification, and other remediation work done
dents who show poor personal or social adjustment (done mostly with individuals). I
think that it is especially important in schools serving primarily disadvantaged students
that teachers be willing to undertake such socialization in addition to instructing their
students in the formal curriculum.
Unfortunately. there has been much less research on student socialization than on
classroom management, so that no solid knowledge base exists to inform guidelines for
practice. Still, it is possible to identify a coherent set of concepts and strategies for
socializing students that (a) are shared in common by, and in effect reflect a consensus
of, the majority of mental health professionals concerning principles of effective practice and (b) are suitable for use by teachers working under normal conditions. Thus, it
is possible to identify a c 'lerent conceptual base, if not an establisher knowledge base,
by piecing together elements drawn from the literatures on child rearing, teaching
through modeling, communicating expectations and social irtbels, cognitive behavior
modification and strategy training, and crisis intervention and psychotherapy (Brophy,
1988a; Good & Brophy, 1987).
Key elements in such a systematic approach to student socialization include modeling and instruction, com-rnnication of positive egpectations and social labels, and reinforcement of desired behavior. Modeling is important in two senses. First, teachers
must practice what they preach if they are to maintain credibility with their students.
Thus, they must routinely model Ole attributes that they portray as desirable for their
students. Second, modeling is important as an instructional technique, especially cognitive modeling in which the teacher verbalizes aloud (so as to make visible to the students) the thinking involved in making decisions and the self-talk involved in regulating
one's own behavior. Such cognitive modeling of social skills and strategies for managing frustration or conflict can be invaluable for students, especially those wo do not
get much of it at home.
Consistent projection of positive expectations, attributions, and social labels to the
students is important in fostering positive self-coneep and related motives that orient
the students toward prosocial behavior. In short, students who are consistently treated
as if they are well-intentioned individuals who respect themselves and others and
desire to act responsibly, morally, and prosocially are more likely to live up to those expectations and acquire those qualities than students whe are treated as if they had the
opposite qualities. This is all the more likely if their qualities and behaviors are
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reinforced, not so much through material rewards (although these may often be appropriate) as through expressions of appreciation and encouragement. Ideally, expressions of appreciation and encouragement will be delivered in ways likely to increase
the students' tendencies to attribute their desirable behavior to their own desirable underlying personal traits and to reinforce themselves for possessing and acting on the
basis of these traits. All of this is in contrast to projecting the idea that the students
E:re inherently oriented toward undesifahle behavior and must be held in check through
surveillance and rule enforcement.
It is important that teachers exert their authority in ways that Baumrind (1971)
calls authoritative (as opposed to authoritarian or laissez-faire). That is, it is important
that teachers make sure that students understand the rationales underlying rules and expectations, not just the rules and expectations themselves. Teachers should take questions about tl lir conduct guidelines as opportunities to elaborate or -ationales by
supplying ob.; ctively good reasons for behavioral demands, not res. ..c1 to them defensively as threats to their authority. The larger point here is that tea, ;ers sho-Jd be
seeking to develop self-regulation in their students, rather than merely to control them
through imposition of external authority (Brophy, 1985).
In addition to these skills for socializing the class in gneral, teachers will need to
learn basic socialization and counseling skills for working with individual students, especially those who display chronic problems in personal development or social adjustment (Good & Brophy, 1987). Such skills include developing personal relationships
with sun students and reassuring them of continued concern about their welfare
despite provocative behavior; monitoring them closely and intervening frequently (if
necessary) but briefly and nondisruptively to keep them engaged in academic activities
during class time; dealing with their nroblems in more sustained ways outside of class
time; handling conflicts calmly without engaging in power struggles; questioning in
ways that are likely to motivate them to talk freely and supply the desired information;
using active listening, reflection, interpretation, and related techniques for drawing students out and helping them to develop better insight 'to themselves and their behavior; negotiating agreements and behavior contracts; insisting that students accept
responsibility for controlling their own behavior while at the same time supportively
helping them to do so; and developing productive relationships with _he parents.
Finally, I believe that it is especially important for teachers working with primarily
disadvantaged students to develop certain beliefs and attitudes in those students. One
set of such beliefs and attitudes surrounds the purposes and functions of schooling. It
is important that such students realize that schooling is not merely imposed on them
but established and maintained for their benefit, and that the knowledge and skills they
learn in school are empowering "tickets" to success in our society (especially now when
high-paying, unskilled jobs are rapidly disappearing from the economy). A related set
concerns awareness of the future and realistic planning for it (it would be nice to become rich and famous as a sports or entertainment star, but the odds are heavily
against this; better to think in terms of doing well at school, going IA,
and learning about less glamorous but more realistic career optio.'s).
Schooling is not just a ticket to social advancement, however, so that another
portant set of attitudes and beliefs to cultivate surrounds the potential of schooling for
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broadening one's horizons and enriching one's quality of fife. The students should be
taught to appreciate and enjoy literature, the arts, museums, educational television, cultural events, and so on; to pursue their interests through reading and other informationgathering activities; to keep informed about and participate in discussions of current
events; and in general, to be well-infc; .ned, critical-thinking, active citizens. What !
have in mind here is not sermonizing or culturally insuisitive inculcation in middleclass values, but instead, development of "scripts" for these enjoyment, appreciation,
and enhancement of quality of life applications of schooling through cognitive modeling of the self-talk involved in such applications, structuring of activities and assignments designed to allow students to experience the benefits of these applications
themselves, and consistent use of strategies for motivating students to learn during
everyday teaching (instead of relying exclusively on extrinsic motivational strategies,
and instead of simply assuming that motivation to learn will be present rather than
realizing that it will need to be developed). Many disadvantaged students not only
need to learn that applying knowledge and skills learned in school can be self-enhancing, but also to lei how to make such applications and experience such benefits.
Motivation to lean. s discussed at length in Brophy (1987).
Finally, teachers will weed to socialize the efficacy/competence/intern''' locus of
control aspects of student motivation. In part, this involves making sure that students
experience success consistently by beginnin3 at their level, moving in small steps, and
prepiriligst,hem sufficiently for each new step so that they can at!just to it without much
confusion or frustration. By continually teaching in the zone of proximal development
and providing sufficient scaffolding to ensure continuous progress without undue
frustration, teachers provide natural conditions for development of a sense of competence or efficacy. It is helpful to build on this more directly, however, by teaching
students strategies for setting goals, monitoring and adjusting (if necessary) their
strategies for responding to tasks, and reinforcing themselves for their efforts and accomplishments. It also helps if teachers consistently emphasize the linkages between
effort and outcome, portray effort as an investment rather than a risk, portray skill
development as incremental and domain-specific rather than as limited by fixed
stud ants' continuous progress toward mastery
general abilities, and focus on
rather than on comparisons with how other students are doing when giving feedback.
Particularly discouraged students will need consistent expression of teacher acceptance
and encouragement, extra assistance, and possibly special remedial socialization targeted to particular problems such as learned helplessness or test anxiety. These
aspects of student motivation are also discussed at length in Brophy (1987).

General Characteristics of Curriculum and Instruction
I believe that teaching of disadvantaged students should be characterized by
serious academic expectations and "complete lessons" carried through to include
higher-order applications of the content, but also by limitation in the breadth of content addressed in order to allow for more depth in teaching of the content that is in.
cluded (actually, it appears that instruction for all students needs to move
direction from what is typical now, but these changes appear to be especially essential
to the academic success of disadvantaged students). Three points need to be stressed
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to ensure that this recommendation for a reduced curriculum is not misunderstood.
First, although there would be exposure to less material, there would be emphasis on
mastery of the material that is taught and on moving the students through the curriculum as briskly as they are able to progress. Thus, I am recommending serious,
thorough instruction in a reduced curriculum, not abandonment of "rious attempts to
teach. Second, the curriculum would be built around the most important knowledge
and skills that disadvantaged students need to learn in order to succeed in our society,
and it would be taught with appropriqe attention to problem solving, decision-making,
other higher-order applications in addition to lower-level knowledge and skills. Instead of heavy concentration on worksheets or overly repetitious 7ractice of relatively
isolated skills, there would be a varied and integrated program featuring active instruction by the teacher and menningful (i.e., not rote) learning by the students in the context of integration ..nd application of skills (i.e., not just practice). Third, to the extent
that the students made progress and became more like more advantaged or higherachieving students, the instructional methods I, -mild evolve accordingly (e.g., less structuring, more challenge, etc.).
I see active instruction by the teacher as crucial here. Experience with mastery
learning and other forms of so-called individualized instruction that minimize the
teacher's inst actional role and require the students to attempt to learn mostly on their
own by-working through programmed curriculum materials has shown that these approaches are less effective than teacher-led group instruction, especially for disadvantaged students (Good & Brophy, 1987). These approaches are based on
unwarranted assumptions concerning students' r.diiities and motivation for such sustained Ltaterials-based learning; they f'-agment the curriculum into isolated bits; and
they produce students who can pass criterion-referenced tests on part skills but cannot
"put it all together" and apply the larger skills that they are supposed to be learning.
Such r!Iroaches to instruction might be reasonably effective (although, I would argue,
still
from ideal) for experienced learners with au vanced independent learning skills
and a great deal of background knowledge to draw upon, but they are ill-suited to he
needs of young disadvantaged students.
What these students need, as process-outcome research (reviewed in Brophy &
Good, 1986) has repeatedly shown, is a great deal of active instruction and guidance
from the teacher. This does not mean extended lecturing, although brief teacher
presentations of information and cognitive modeling of skill applications are important
sources of input to the students. What it does mean is a great deal of teacher-led discourse surrounding the content, in which the teacher uses questions to stimulate the
students o process and reflect on the content, reLognize he relationships among and
implications of its key ideas, think critically about it, and use it in problem solving,
.1.'cision making, or other higher-order applications (Brophy, in press).
This classroom discourse is not mere factual review or recitation featuring rapidfire questioning and short answers, but instead is sustained and thoughtful examination
of a small number of related topics, in which students are invited to develop explanations, make predictions, debate alternative approaches to problems, or otherwise consider the implications and applications of the content (i.e., not just to reproduce facts
or practice skills). Some of the questions admit to a range of possible correct answers
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and some invite discussion or debate (e.g., concerning the relative merits of alternative
suggestions for solving problems). In addition to asking questions and providing feedback, the teacher encourages students to explain or elaborate on their answers or
comment on classmates' answers, and also capitalizes on the "teachable moment" opportunities offered by student comments or questions in order to elaborate on the
original instruction by correcting misconceptions, calling attention to implications that
have not been fully appreciated yet, and so on.
Frills would be taught holistically within application contexts and in conjunction
wits intent knowledge, rather than being practiced in isolation. Thus, most practice
of reading skills would be embedded within lessons involving reading and interpreting
extended text, most practice of writing skills would be embedded within octivities calling for authentic writing, and most practice of mathematics skills would be embedded
within problem-solving applications. Also, skills would be taught as strategies adapted
to particular purposes and situations, with emphasis on modeling the cognitive and
metacognitive components of the procedural knowledge involved and explaining the
necessary conditional knowledge (of when and why the skills would be used). Thus, students would receive instruction in when and how to apply £kills, rather than merely
being exposed to opportunities for such application.
The goals of instructionempowering students with accessible and usable
knowledgewould drive the entire system, so that content would be selected with
these goals in mind and both the content and the activities and assignments would be
treated as means toward ends rather than as ends in themselves. Instruction would be
planned around units or strands designed to culminate in integrated and applicable
knowledge. Activities, assignments, and evaluation devices would be planned accordingly, so that they would incorporate a much greater range and variety of tasks than the
familiar workbooks and curriculum-embedded tests that focus on recognition and recall
of facts, 'definitions, and fragmented skills. In general, there would be alignment
among curriculum goals (the intended outcomes, phrased in terms of student
capabilities to be developed), the content selected for '.nclusion, the representation and
organization of ,11:s content, the instructional methods and modes of teacher-student
discourse, the activities and assignments, and the evaluation methods (Porter &
Brophy; 1988).
Curriculum strands or units would be planned with appropriate scaffolding of
gradual transfer of responsibility for managing learning activities from the teacher to
the student in response to growing student expertise on the topic. The teacher would
provide a lot of information, rrwdeling, and guidance through well-structured activities
and assignments early in the unit, but would increasingly allow the students to work
more independently (or in cooperation with peers) and with greater autonomy as the
unit progressed.
Concerning settings for and delivery of instruction; I am in agreement with those
who question the 1, alue of pullout instruction by special teachers for Chapter 1 students
or students who have been assigned vague special education labels such as learning disabilities or minimal brain dysfunction.
Consequently, I would recommend eliminating as much as possible of the
bureaucracy and nonfunctional ``diagnostic" labeling associated with compensatory and
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speciM education, and instead attemiting to maximize the time that students spend
being actively taught and supervised by homeroom teachers. Classes would be small
(class sizes of 8 to 12 students might be achievable if money currently spent on
specialists were spent instead on more homeroom teachers), homogeneous. and taught
by a single teacher (no aides, pullouts, interruptions, etc.).
The teachers would be given special training in tea&ing a reduce' "urriculum in
depth, with emphasis on cognitive modeling of strategies, ustained teacher-studei." discourse designed to produce conceptual understandi'.3g of and critical thinking about
content, and follow through to a level of h, gration and application of learning that
corresponds to the intended outcomes envisioned ir the mrriculum goals. Individualization would be accomplished primarily through tutorial elaborations on the
group instruction rather than by relying heavily on independent work with curriculum
materials or computer programs, and it would include attempts to capitalize on interests and strengths in addition to compensating for weaknesses.

The Reading Program
The reading program would incorporate the rest. _.;h -based principles identined
in the report, Becoming a Nation of Readers (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson,
1985). In particular, the emphasis would be on teaching reading as a sense-making
process of extracting meaning from texts read for information or enjoyment. Thus, the
design of the program would be driven by application goals, leading to an emphasis on
reading and interpreting text rather than on isolated practice of fragmented skills.
Time would ri3t be wasted on so-called "readincE, ' skills that are not demonstrably related to progress in learning to read, so as to get me e quickly to the process of reading. Important skills such as decoding, blending, and noting main ideas would be
taught and practiced, but primarily within the context of application (reading for meaning).

The program as a whole would feature overall coherence that included not only integration of knowledge and skill components but appropriate balance and sequencing
of components and an appropriate phai )g out of old instructional emphases and phasing in of new ones in response to students' develoring expertise. Phonics and blending,
for example, would re,-eive a great deal of emphasis in first grade but would be phased
out by the end of second grade. The KEEP program (Au, Tharp, Crowell, Jordan,
Speidel, & Calkins (1985) is one example of what I have in mi
although the elements that were built into it to adapt it specifically to disadvar, ged native Hawaiian
children would need to oe eliminated or adjusted to adapt the program to the needs of
disadvantaged children from different cultural backgrounds.
The teaching of reading would be characterized by what Duffy and Roehler (in
press) call the teaching of tills as strategies. Skills would be introd'iced via explicit instruction that included not o-i.ly explanations of th..: key features of the skills and their
purposes and uses, but also cognitive modeling of the covert processes involved in
uaing the skills to process and interpret text. 'I his introductory explicit explanation and
modelbg would then be followed up during teacher-led group reading activities by
what Duffy and Roehler (1987) call responsive e'lb07--,sion cues, reminders, re miphasis of key ideas, additional modeling, and elaborated explanations designed tc be
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responsive to the particular forms of difficulty that students ,tx, erience as they anewt
to process and interpret the text All of teas instruction would be goals- driven in the
sense that the teacher would keep in mind (and would make clear to the students) that
the skills were being taught not as ends in themselves but as strategies for getting lite,
ing from one's reading.
Activities and assignments would feature more reading of extended text and less
time spent with skills worksheets than is currently typical_ Also, besides working individually, students would often work cooperatively in pairs or small groups, reading to
one another or discussing their answers to questions about the meanings or implications of the text. Students would frequently engage in the predicting, questioning, summarizing, and clarifying activities that are stressed in Palincsar and Brown's (1984)
Reciprocal Teaching program, both in the small group format developed for that program and in-other formats and settings. In short, there would be considerable attention to developing metacognitive awareness of reading comprehension strategies in
addition to teaching the strategies themselves.
There would be rich supplies, both in the classroom and in the school library, of
suitable children's literature, as well as a strong emphasis on encouraging the students
to read these boas, both at school and at home. Besides poetry and literature, there
would be a great deal of biography and of nonfiction material that would inform students about the physical and social world Om reinforcing the science and social
studies programs). Collections would not be limited to classical literature and books
dealing with academic sur,jects, but also would include books on sports, entertainment,
popular culture, hobbies; unusual people and events, and other topics that students
would read mostly for enjoyment. Within limits, I would be more concerned about getting students into the habit of reading regularly than about what they read, because I
believe that reading facility is built up most certainly, and at the same time in the most
natural and "painless" way, through regular reading for information and enjoyment.
In these ways, I would want to make sure that the students came to understand
several thing that many students (especially disadvantaged students, and especially
boys) do not sufficiently appreciate: (1) reading is skill that has a great many applications in life, not just in school: M it is a tool for finding out information about the real
world and for pursuing one's interests, not just for reading "stories"; (3) even when applied to fiction, reading need not be confined to the suburban happy talk of Dick and
Jane or the cEdishness or prissiness of certain 3enres (,f children's literaturemuch
fiction is gripping, realistic, thought-provoking, etc.
The Writing Program
I would also want the writing program to be comprehensive, balanced, well-sequenced, and above all. driven by goals phrased i2 fen 3 of intended student outcomes.
In this case, the goals would focus on teaching students tc use writirk, for organizing
and communicating their thinking to partimlar audiences for particular purposes, ana
skills would be taught as strategies for accomplishing these goals. Ag&h, there would
be explicit instruction and modeling concerning when, why, and how to use th
elaborated later during responsive f °edback o students' composition efforts. ks,..y basic
skills such as printing and cursive writing would be taught explicitly and practiced to
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mastery, but as much of the practice as possible would be embedded within writing activities calling for composition and communication of meaningful content rather than
fragmented as isolated skills practice. Also, as many of these activities as possible
would involve 'authentic" writing intended to be read for meaning and response, not
mere copying or exercises focused on displaying skills for the teacher rather than or
communication of meaning.
Composition would be taught, not as an impersonal exercise in writing a draft that
conforms to the formal requirements of some genre and then editing it for grammar
and spelling, but as an exercise in communication and personal craftsmanship calling
for planning, developing and revising an outline, developinPr -nd revising successive
drafts for meaning, and then polishing into final form (Applebee, 1986; Bereiter &
Scardamalia, 1987; Calkins, 1986). Thus, emphasis would be on the cognitive and
metacognitive aspects of developing compositions, not just on format requirements,
writing mechanics, and editing.
Students' writing efforts would be appropriately scaffolded by teachers, not only
through initial explicit explanation and modeling and follow-up responsive elaboration,
but also through provision of sets of questions to guide planning efforts, outiine forms,
suggestions for recording and organizing ideas, and other forms of assistance such as
those used by Eng lert and Raphael (in press) in their recent work. In heaping students
plan Laid work through successive drafts, teachers would concentrate first on purpose,
audience, and content and organization of the ideas to be communicated, and only
later on the, fine points of me -hanics or spelling. Students would eventually have to
correct invented spellings ann other misspellings, as well as mistakes in grammar and
punctuation, but first would concentrate on shaping the basic text. When the text was
ready for final editing, the teacher would note errors but encourage students to correct
them on their own by referring to dictionaries. Equipping the classroom with enough
computers to allow for teaching students to type and enabling them to enter penultimatc drafts and edit them -it the computer would be a nice addition to the writing
program, although it would it be essential.
I would like to see frequent writing assignments for the same reasoli that I would
want to get students to rear' regularly: Many writing skills will be developed relatively
naturally and painlessly -rough frequent application. Not all such writing assignments
need to involve formal composing that would have to be developed and edited to perfection; many could be brief assignments in which students would be asked to respond
to questions and their answers would be evaluated in terms of their ideational content
rather than their fonnal aspects. Many of these might be linked to reading assignment. as when students would be asked to respond to questions about their comprehension or interpretation of text. Such writing assignments should occr tot only in
connection with stories read during reauing instruction, but also in connection with
science and social studies lessons, thus providing not only practice in writing but use of
writing as a way to organize and retain content area learning.
Finally, I would like to sce reinforcement of writing through p lservation and display. This might be accomplished, for example, through having students keep journals,
displaying their compositions in the classrooms or the halls, having them take
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compositions home to show and discuss with parents, and publishing classroom or
school newsletters carrying items written by the students themselves.

The Mathematics Program
The mathematics program would also be driven by goals framed as intended student outcomes. In this case, the goals would eocus on the development in studonts of
mathematical "power" as it is defined by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1988): Mathematical power refers to an individual's abilities to explore, conjecture, and reason logically, as well as the ability to use a variety of mathematical
methods effectively to solve nonroutine problems. This notion is based on recognition
of mathematics as more than a collection of concepts and skills to be mastered; it includes methods of investigatirg and reasoning, means of communication, and notions
of context. In addition, for each individual, mathematical power involves the development of personal self-confidence.
Once again, this implies a comprehensive, balanced, and appropriately sequenced
program that not only integrates knowledge and.skills instruction but reaches skills as
strategies for solving problems and embeds most skills practice within problem-solving
applications. Instead of attempting to work through a postulated linear hierarchy from
isolated and low-level skills to integrated and higher-level skills, and only then attempting application, mathematics would be taught within an application context from the
beginning, as in the Cognitively Guided Instruction program of Fennema, Carpenter,
and Peterson (in press).
The program would emphasize teaching of mathematical concepts, not just mathematical operations, and both the concepts and the operations would be embedded in
networks of knowledge structured around key ideas. Compared to what is typically
done now, students would spend less time working individually on computation skills
sheets and more time participating in teacher-led discourse concerning the meanings
and implications of mathematical concepts and their application to problem solving.
Teachers would P.-.-plain and model the processes involved in mathematical reasoning
applied to problem solving, and ther wouk.' stimulate the students to engage in such
reasoning themselves by suggesting and then debatin; the relative merits of alternative
ways of solving realistic problems. In addition to the well-structured exercises found .7
typical math texts that merely require students to recognize and then riug in the correct lgorithrn, students would often be exposed to the kinds of ill-structured problems
that occur in real life and require one to discover and invent ways of framing and solving the problem. Often such applications are multifaceted and can Le approached in
many different ways, thus providing opportunities to require students to integrate their
mathematical learning and encourage them to generate and examine potential solution
strategies. Teacher-led discourse surrounding such applications would involve sustained, thoughtful examination of a small number of related questions rather than fastpaced recitation of number facts, an emphasis on metacognition and heuristics in
addition to algorithms, aad a great deal of hiE1-4er-order mathematical reasoning and
problem solving. Examples of such lessons have been described by the authors of the
Cognitively Guided Instruction program as well as by Lampert (1988, in pre.,4 and by
Stigler & Baranes (1988) (concerning mathematics instruction in Japan).
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Leading mathematics educators argue that mathematics teaching needs to move in
these directions for all students. I agree, but I would caution that in applying these
ideas to the teaching of primarily disadvantaged students, it would be important to see
that the basics are learned thoroughly, that the problems se,. cted for discussion are
ones that the students see as interesting and important for application to life outside of
scho, and that the concepts and operations chosen for emphasis in discussion of these
problems focus on mathematical content that would be of relevance to a broad range
of citizens, not just to mathematical specialists.
Finally, as with reading and writing, I would want to make sure that the students
came to appreciate mathematics not just as an isolated school subject but as an important source of concepts and strategies that they will use for a variety of purposes in
their lives, now and in the future. Thus, I would stress consumer and household ap
plications, make students aware of the role that mathematics plays in a great range of
careers, take advantage of opportunities to build mathematical applications into
science and social studies activities (involving charts, graphs, etc.), and emphasize that
mathematics is as important for girls as for boys (but that girls often opt out of it, and
thus opt out of a great many career options, at the junior high school level because of
mistaken beliefs that they don't need it or are not good at it).
,esearch Methods

In closing, I have a few suggestions about research methods. First, definitely support your emphasis on getting more and thicker data from fewer sites rather than the
opposite. If clear-cut success models can be identified, I would strongly urge very thick
descript. )11 of exactly how the schools or teacners involved accomplish their positive
effects.
Second, although I believe that standardized test data are important, I would urge
inclusion of additional measurement designed to assess progress in developing conceptual understanding and higher-order application abilities. Also, in looking for success
cases I would give particular weight to evidence of unusually good effectiwness in the
middle and upper grades. I think that we have had enough experience with the meanings of test scores now to know that it is possible to use drill methods to build seemingly impressive scores in the early grades on standardized tests that emphasize factual
recognition and memory (1-..,-ut not .:omprehensior. or higher -order learning), only to see
these scores begin to fade at third or fourth grade.
Finally, I would like to see the data collection procedures be comprehensive
enough to allow assessment of the degree to which curriculum and instruction in reading, language arts, 'Ind mathematics reveals some of t'-,e key characteristics stressed
above (driven by goals phrased in terms of intended student outcomes; revealing align
went at ong the goals, the content selection, the instructional content and methods,
the activities and assignments, and the evaluation methods; skills instruction integrated
with knowledge instruction and embedded within application contexts rather than fragmented as isolated practice). I expect that this kind of holistic and qualitative assessment would be much more useful than frequency counts of discrete teacher behaviors
or placing unnecessarily heavy emphasis on measuring process variables such as time
on task. In any case, successful schools or classrooms should be identified on the basis
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of achievement measures and other outcome data rather than on the basis of high
scores on classroom process measures. It is possible that the most effective classrooms
will show average or even somewhat below average time on task measures, but nevertheless produce more achievement gain in the students. Thus, except as a curiosity that
would require additional explanation when they are below average, time on task scores
are not of primary relevance in identifying successful classrooms. I believe that they
should be made relevant, however, to the identification of appropriate low-success comparison classes. It seems to me that the ideal comparison classes would be classes that
had average or higher scores on gross measures of classroom management/student
engagement/time on task, but low scores on measures of achievement gain. In this
way, the research can be designed to identify curriculum, instruction, and evaluation
practices that distinguish teachers who are highly successful in eliciting achievement
gains from teachers who are much less succ%sful, within that subset of teachers who
are reasonably effective classroom managers and enjoy the general cooperation of their
students. There doesn't seem to be much point in including burned-out teachers,
chaotic classrooms, or otherwise obviously malfunctioning classrooms in the study, because we will already know going in what the key problems are in these classrooms, but
their inclusion in the study will limit our ability to find out what makes the best
teachers effective (because to find this out, we need to co) Tare them with typical
teachers, not with
worst teachers). In shoat, I am suggesting -e that the study be
designed not so much to investigate classroom management in detail but to restrict the
sample to teachers who are generally effective classroom managers who emphasize
academic goals and keep their students engaged in academic activities most of the
time. Then, if classrooms can be found within this restricted sample that differ
considerably in degrees of success achieved on student outcome measures, it will become possible to identify the qualitative aspects of curriculum and instruction that
explain these differential outcomes.
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X CLASSROC3A TASKS: THE CORE OF LEARNING
FROM TEACHING
To provide a provocative startinj noii..t for discussion of effective academic instruction for disadvantaged students, I have chosen to begin with a basic conception of the
"treatment" in classrooms, a conceptions that places classroom tasks at the core of an
understanding of how teaching effects occur. Once this conception is outlined, I will
summarize what is known about (a) the educative consequences of different types of
tasks; and (b) the instructional and managerial processes associated with task accomplishment, especially in classrooms population by a high concentration of disadvantaged students. Along the way, I hope to forge an integration of several lines of

inquirycurricular, cognitive, instructional, motivational, and managerialthat have
addressed aspects of teaching. Although the path is not always clear at present, 1.
remain convinced that an integration around a treatment framework is likely to
generate analytical categories that are useful in understanding significant features of instructional practice in classrooms.

Tasks as Classroom Treatments
For the past several years, my colleagues and I have argued that the tasks students
accomplish in c'-issrooms are the necessary and proximal "causes" of student learning
(see Doyle, 1983; Doyle & Carter, 1984; as well as Blumenfeld, Pintrich, Meece, &
Is, 1982; Cornbleth & Korth, 1983). Students learn, in other words, from the
V
hey accomplish in classrooms, and what they actually learn depends upon what
to
o to accomplish these tasks. If there are no tasks, then no amount of instructionth,_
al technique or motivation strategy or management procedure can foster learning.
The concept of "task," originally derived from studies of cognition (Anderson,
Spiro, & Montague, 1977; Klahr, 1976), calls attention to the assignments students are
given and to the way in which the products students generate in response to these assignments are judged by the teac: -1. In more analytical terms, a classroom task has
the following features:

(1) A product, such as words in blanks on a worksheet, answers to a set of test
questions, an oral report in class, or an original essay.
(2) Operations to product the product, for example, copying words off a list, remem-

bering words from previous lessons, applying a rule (such as "Distributive ex-

pressions none, each one, nobodytake singular verbs") to select
appropriate words, or formulatin:; original sentences to compose a descriptive
paragraph.
(3) Resources, such as notes from lectures, textbook informatiun, conversations

with other students, or models of finished products supplied by the teacher.
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(4) The significance or "weight" of a task in the accountability systems of a class;
for example, a warm-up exercise in math might count as a daily grade whereas
a unit test might equal 20% of the grade for a term.

The concept of "task," in other words, captures four aspects of work in a class: a
goal state or end product to be achieved; a problem space or set of conditions and
resources available to accomplish the task; the operations involved in assembling ,And
using resources to reach the goal state or generate the product; and the importance of
the task in the overall work system of the class.
Within this framework, teaching is mediated by task effects. Teachers affect what
students learn by describing specifications for assignments, providing explanations
about the processes that can be used to accomplish work, serving as a resource while
students are working, and managing accountability for products. The central element
in teaching, however, is the way teachers define and structure the work students are to
do.

The task framework for interpreting instructional research grew initially out of an
attempt to construct a treatment theory for research on teaching. Such a theory was
considered essential to understanding how students learned from teaching in classrooms and to counteracting a simplistic empiricism in which discrete and narrowly
defined variables or indicators were often seen as the "causes" of student learning,
presumably in some mechanistic and additive ways. As work in this area orogressed,
however, it soon became clear that the concept of task captures'. the cur, ',-;u/um in motion in classrooms (see Doyle, 1986a). The curriculum exists in classrooms, in other
words, as a bundle of tasks. In structuring and enacting tasks, a teacher translates the
official or intended curriculum into concrete events for students and thus creates a context. for interpreting information during class sessions and for thinking about subject
matter. In sum, the task framework brought the curriculum into research on teaching
by capturing it as a classroom process.
Before exploring the instructional and managerial dimensions of classroom t. cs, I
would like to dwell for a moment on some basic curriculum issues concerning the
educative consequences of different types of academic tasks.
Tasks That Are Educative
Most of the studies I have been :.;sociated with indicate
that a major y of classroom tasks for advantaged as well as disadvantaged students can be accomplished by
memorization or routine computational algorithms rather than understanding and problem solving (see Doyle & Carter, 1984; Doyle et al., 1985). Many advocates of various
forms of direct instruction (including mastery and cooperative learning designs) argue
that precisely this type of "basic" curriculum is a prerequisite for success on more advanced, higher-order tasks, especially for disadvantaged students in the lower elementary grades (see Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986). Indeed, most approaches to the
education of disadvantaged students are predicated on a model that assumes a necessary progression from "facts" to thinking and problem solving. Conventional wisdom
has it that low-achieving students have not acquired the entering capabilities and
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perhaps lack the inclinations needed o accomplish r, Adcmic tasks on their own. I
result, they need strong direct instructional support in the form of explicit goals, a carefully planned sequence of small steps through the curriculum, frequent tect'ig and feedback, and supplemental or "compensatory" instructional time. Moreover, a curriculum
geared to know dge structures and understanding is inappropriate for low-achieving
students, at least until they have mastered "basic" skills.
Yet many content specialists disagree with the fragmentation inherent in this approach to basics. The requirement to translate curriculum into a sequence of small, explicit steps limits the kind of knowledge th-:t can be conveyed to students (see Jackson,
1985) and represents content as discrete skills rather than as a semantic network of information structures and processes (see Romberg & Carpenter, 19't6). As a result of
this fragmentation of curriculum, students do not acquire an adequate semantic
framework to give meaning to the discrete pieces of content they encounter. But efficient thought requires a coherent mental representation, ,'ii" it is precisely this
coherence that is lost in fragmented medial programs (see tNee & Drum, 1986).
As a result, programs for the disadvantaged often do not enable students to apply their
skills in complex situations that differ from the constrained instructional context in
which they were acquired. In other words, little transfer from remedial settings to
regular classrooms occurs.
A similar argument can be constructed from study of grouping for instructio
Grouping, both within and betweet, -tasFes, often leads to curriculum differentiation.
Students in high-achieving groups have it my opportunities for self-direction and selfpacing in structuring their own tasks and appro, ches to learning. Students in lowachieving groups are typically relieved of the responsibility to structure their learning
because tasks are simplified and instructional prompting is high. Thus, low-achieving
students have fewer chances than their higher-achieving peers to experience knowledge
domains in their full richness of meaning -to read or to do mathematics. Moreover,
the rules c/o behaving in low-achieving groups are often different from those in higherachieving groups. In the end, low-achieving students have little opportunity to learn
how to participate independently in regular school work (sec Eder, 1982).
The c,,7.,tral point here is that instructional differentiation often results in an unintended curriculum differentiation and this latter differentiation can defeat the long-term
goal of empowering disadvantaged students to participate successfully in regular classroom settings. Certainly there is evidence that mastery programs can improve the performance of low-achieving students on standardized tests. To an ever-increasing
extent, however, this accomplishment is being criticized on the grounds that the content represented in standardized test items is an inadequate representation of
knowledge structures in various disciplines. Thus, test performance does not necessarily approximate true achievement in a knowledge domain. Moreover, high performance
on standardized test items may be symptomatic of either understanding of a knowledge
domain or training to the test. In the latter case, test performance is illusory because it
does not reflect empowerment in the knowledge structures required to do academic
work. Indeed, it may well be that the problems of sustaining effects in the ed..xation of
disadvantaged students can be traced to the failure of mastery programs in establishing
an adequate semantic context for understanding and using intellectual skills.
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A forceful argument in this regard has recently been advanced by Resnick (1987)
in a review of what we know about learning to think. She argues that higher-order
thinkinga nonalgorithmic, interpretive, constructivist processis basic to learning in
all curricular domains. In her words:
The most important single message of modern research on the nature of thinking is that the
kinds of activities traditionally associated with thinking are not limited to advanced levels of
development. Instead, these activities are an intimate part of even elementary levels of reading, mathematics, and other branches of learningwhen learning is proceeding well. In fact,
the term "higher-order" skills is probably itself fundamentally misleading, for it suggests that
another set of skills, presumably called "lower order," needs to come first. This assumption
that there is a sequence from lower-level activities that do not require much independent thinking to higher-level ones that docolors much educational theory and practice. Implicitly, at
least, it justifies long years of drill on the "basics" before thinking and problem solving are
demanded. Cognitive research on the nature of basic skills such as reading and mathematics
provides a fundamental challenge to this assumption. Indeed, research suggests that failure to
cultivate aspects of thinldng,...may be the source of major learning difficulties even in elementary school. (Resnick, 1987, p. 8)

In elaborating her argument, Remick maintains that such basic subjects as reading
and mathematics are essentially tasks of constructing or inventing meaning through inferential and interpretive processes. Approaches to instruction that do not activate
these processes of constructing meaning ignore the most important aspects of reading
and mathematics. Resnick concludes th,.. "processes traditionally reserved for advanced studentsthat is. for a minority who have developed skill and taste for interpretive mental workmight be taught to all readers, including young children and,
perhaps especially, those who learn with difficulty" (p. 12).
In summary, the traditional behavioral view that complex learning is an accumulation of small components is being challenged by constructivist theories that emphasize
meaning and invention. A strong argument is being made from cognitive and curricular theories that drill on skills isolated from their knowledge domains is unlikely to
produce understanding, retention, and flexible application to novel circumstances. At
worst, such representations of the curriculum are potential miseducative.
In the next section we examine the instructional, motivational, and managerial
aspects of enacting educative tasks in classrooms.
Enacting Academic Tasks in Classrooms
From cognitive and curricular perspectives, the fundamental teaching issue is how
to create classroom conditions in which disadvantaged students can learn to do
academic work, i.e., to construct meaning from school tasks. In this section, I examine
various aspects of the problem of designing instruction that preserves and promotes
meaning in classroom learning.
Curriculum Effects in Research on Teaching

Findings from descriptive and experimental studies in the process-product tradition have called attention to time, engagement, management practices, and direct instruction as features or indicators of effective teaching (for reviews, see Brophy &
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Good, 1986; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986). At a very general level, the teaching model
suggested by these findings is relatively straightforward: Engagement correlates with
achievement and, thus, teaching practicese.g., setting rules, explaining clearly, monitoring, providing feedback, holding students accountablethat estallish and maintain
engagement are likely to be effective. But the engagement-achievement connection implies curriculum effects. And such effects are large in process-product studies. In the
first place, the findings were obtained in specific content areas, i.e., primarily from the
teaching of basic skills to disadvantaged students in early elementary grades. Second,
content coverage, as measured by such indicators as opportunity to learn, curriculum
pace, and academic engaged time, had strong empirical support in this research.
These curriculum effects point to the importance of the match between the taught
curriculum and the tested curriculum. Indeed, little connection between teaching
events and measures of student outcomes can be expected if content is not common
across these two domains. This statement implies that the identification of any teaching effects in process-product research is dependent upon the nature of the criterion
test (see Walker & Shaffarzick, 1974). In other words, the theory of the content embedded in the criterion test will operate as a screen to select classes that embody a corresponding theory of the content.
The following example, drawn from an analysis by Green, Harker, and Golden
(1986), illustrates clearly this correspondence effect (see Doyle, 1986b). The cases
analyzed were two versions of the "same" lessona reading and discussion of a study,
The Way the Tiger Walked (Chacones, 1970)taught by two primary grade teachers to
equivalent groups of six students selected from their own classes. These cases were
chosen from a larger sample of 11 teachers who taught the same lesson. Data consisted of a videotape and transcript of each lesson, a copy of the story, and transcripts
of post-lesson retellings of the story by students. The last data set was used as an
achievement measure in comparing the relative effectiveness of the teachers.
There were substantial differences between the two teachers in outcomes and in
the ways the lessons were taught. Teacher G's students had the highest ranking of the
11 groups on the story-retelling task. Teacher S's students, on the other hand, ranked
eighth among the 11 groups. At a process level, Teacher G conducted a two-phase lesson in which students were first introduced to the book (cover picture, title, title page,
illustrator, and dedication) and then led through a reading-discussion of the story itself.
A large majority of the teacher's questions and statements served to focus students on
the content of the book. The lesson was goal-directed throughout and content
coverage was high. Teacher S conducted a four-phase lessort in which students were
first shown animal cut-outs and asked to tell all they knew about the animals. The
teacher then entered a somewhat bumpy transition phase to shift students' attention to
the story while they continued to make spontaneous comments about the animals. The
third phase was the reading and discussion of the story, and the fourth was a more
general discussion phase. During the third phase --the actual reading and discussion of
the storyspontaneous comments about animals were frequent and the lesson was not
tightly focused on the story itself.
Specific contrasts in talk between the two lessons are instructive. Teacher G had
more new questions, rephrased questions, and total group questions than Teacher S.
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Teacher G also talked twice as much as students, whereas Teacher S had a nearly equal
distribution of teacher and student talk. Teacher S also permitted students to initiate
spontaneous talk more often, had more clarifying cycles to determine what students
meant, and repeated the same question to several students more often than Teacher G.
In addition, Teacher S had more control moves and more student bidding for turns
than Teacher G. Finally, the tone of Teacher S's class was less serious and more gleeful than Teacher G's class.
These contrasts suggest that Teacher G taught a teacher-led, group-focused lesson
directed to the content of the story itself. Teacher S, in turn, taught a loosely structured lesson focusing on individual students and their personal knowledge about
animals. The key point for present purposes, I would argue, is that reading was represented in quite different ways across these two lessons. Reading was depicted in
Teacher G's class as a process of extracting and rehearsing info:mation from a text and
in Teacher S's class as a process of updating personal knowledge. One could easily
build a case, I suspect, that the theory of reading in Teacher S's lesson has potentially
more long-term consequences for reading achievement than that reflected in
Teacher G's lesson. At the same time, a teacher following Teacher S's theory is not
likely to obtain high recall of the details of a story and the class is likely to be more difficult to manage because of the diversity of relevant interests and con-penis.
I dwell on this illustration to underscore the congruence between conception of effective teaching Ind theories of content. Enacting some theories of content may not
produce lessons that match the profile of a well-ordered, smooth-running class. Conducting well-ordered lessons may not allow one to represent some forms of content to
students. From this perspective, the findings from process-product research suggest a
mode of teaching suitable for performance on tasks embedded in standardized achievement tests. From a policy perspective, Madaus (1988) has forcefully argued that the
use of such tests as the sole determinants of teaching and program effects can
fundamentally distort and narrow the curriculum. I would argue that the imposition of
teaching models selected on the basis of their effects on standardized test scores can
have an identical effect.
The central issue for this paper is that standardized tests are, in general, "ill suited
to assessing the kinds of integrated thinking that we call 'higher order' (Resnick, 1987,
p. 47). And if, as argued earlier, such higher-order thinking is basic to school achievement, then models of teaching that predict standardized test scores are not necessarily
suitable for the education of disadvantaged students.
Managing Academic Work

Before examining various teaching approaches in terms of their suitability for
enacting educative tasks in classrooms, it is necessary to understand management
processes in classrooms. Process-product findings underscored the importance of
management in teaching (see Brophy & Good, 1986) and research on academic tasks
has pointed to the strong connections between management and curriculum (see
Doyle, 1986a). My own informal observations in classrooms also indicate that many
low-achieving students have mastered the art of circumventing work altogether. They
often look quite busy but seldom complete assignments.
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In studies of academic tasks in classrooms, investigators have found that when students are assigned novel tasks, i.e., assignments for which students are required to assemble information and operations from several sources in ways that have not been
laid out explicitly in advance by the teacher (e.g., word problems in mathematics, writing projects in literature or social studies, or experiments in science), activity flow in
the classroom is slow and bumpy and students directly and indirectly place pressure on
teachers that shape the curriculum (see Davis & McKnight, 1976; Doyle & Carter,
1984; Doyle et al., 1985). In comparison to familiar work (i.e., tasks in which students
use formulas or standardized procedures, such as grammar rules or mathematical computations, to generate answers to a set of problems), introductions to novel tasks are
lengthy and work involvement and productivity are sometimes low. Moreover, rates
for student errors and noncompletion of work are high when novel work is assigned.
Finally, students sometimes respond to the ambiguity and risk involved in novel work
by negotiating directly with teachers to increase the explicitness of product specifications or reduce the strictness of grading standards. In sum, novel work stretches the
limits of classroom management and intensifies the complexity of the teacher's tasks of
orchestrating classroom events.
Teachers sometimes respond to these pressures on work flow by excluding higherlevel tasks from the classroom altogether. More often, however, they use two other
strategies to manage academic work. The first involves redefining or simplifying task
demands to make product specification more explicit and emphasize procedures for
completing assignments (see Cornbleth & Korth, 1983; Doyle & Carter, 1984). When
this happens, students' attention shifts from meaning and the underlying operations
with content to correct answer and the completion of work (see Bennett, Desforges,
Cockburn, & Wilkinson, 1984). As a result, the basic academic purposes of the curriculum are circumvented.
A second strategy involves softening accountability to reduce risk. Familiar work
is usually subject to stringent accountability. Students are expected to hand in products
of familiar tasks on time, and answers are judged strictly as correct or incorrect. When
students are assigned novel tasks, accountability is often suspended or at least softened.
The rules for grading are not especially explicit and they are not stringently applied to
finished products. Moreover, students are often given repeated opportunities to obtain
feedback before products of novel tasks are handed in for credit and bonus points are
often used to supplement grades in this area. Such practices create su flu'. credit that
appears to cushion the risk associated with novel work so that students will be encouraged to try these more challenging academic tasks.
The effects of management processes on curriculum are best understood within a
model of classroom management that emphasizes action systems rather than rules and
reprimands. Classrooms are crowded and busy places in which groups of students who
vary in interests and abilities must be organized and directed in ways that maximize
work involvement and minimize disruptions. Moreover, these groups assemble regularly for long periods of tir to accomplish a wide variety of goals. Many events occur
simultaneously, teachers must react often and immediately to circumstances, and the
course of events is frequently unpredictable. Teaching in such settings requires a highly developed ability to manage events.
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Traditionally, "misbehavior" has been the dominant theme in discussions of classroom management. This emphasis is understandable since the need for management
and discipline is most apparent when students are misbehaving. Yet, order in classrooms is not a consequence of reactions to misbehavior but a condition established and
sustained by the way a teacher organizes and guides a complex system of classroom activities and academic work. Moreover, the effectiveness of interventions to restore
order when misbehavior occurs depends upon the existence of structures of orderliness
in the first place. To understand management, therefore, it is necessary to examine
what teachers do to structure and monitor classroom events before misbehavior occurs.
From an organizational perspective, the central unit of classroom order is the
activity. An activity can be defined as a segment of time in which participants are
arranged in a specific fashion and communication follows an identifiable pattern (see
Gump, 1969). A segment of classroom time, such as a spelling test, writing lesson, or
study period, can be described in terms of: (a) its temporal boundaries or duration;
(b) the physical milieu, that is, the shape of the site in which it occurs, the number and
types of participants, the arrangement of participants in the available space, and the
props or objects available to participants; (c) the behavior format or program of action
for participants; and (d) the focal content or concern of the segment.
The concept for "program of action" is key to modern understandings of classroom management and order. Each activity defines a distinctive action structure that
provides direction for events and "pulls" participants along a particular path at a given
pace (see Gump, 1982). In seatwork, for example, students are usually expected to
work privately and independently at their desks, attend to a single information source
such as a textbook or worksheet, and finish within a specifiel time. In whole-class discussion, on the other hand, students are expected to speak publicly and monitor information from multiple sources. To say a classroom is orderly, then, means that students
are cooperating in the program of action defined by the activity a teacher is attempting to
use. Misbehavior, in turn, is any action by students that threatens to disrupt the activity
flow or pull the class toward an alternative program of action. If order is not defined
in a particular setting, i.e., if an activity system is not established and running in a classroom, no amount of discipline will create order.
Major findings from research on classroom activities, most of which has been conducted in elementary classes, can be summarized as follows (for details, see Doyle,
1986a):

(1) Activity types are systematically related to the behavior of students and thLs

place different classroom management demands on teachers. In a study of
third-grade classes, Gump (1969) found, for instance, that involvement was
highest for students in teacher-led small groups and lowest for pupil presentations. Between these extremes, engagement was higher in whole-class recitation, tests, and teachers' presentations than in supervised study and
independent seatwork.

(2) The physical characteristics of a classroom, including the density of students,
the arrangement of desks, and the design of the building (open space vs.
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self-contained) also affect the probability of inappropriate and disruptive behavior as well as the difficulties a teacher encounters in preventing or stopping
such behavior (Gump, 1982; Weinstein, 1979). In general, the more loosely
structured the setting and the weaker the program of action, the higher the
probability that inappropriate behavior will occur. Similarly, the greater the
amount of student choice and mobility and the greater the complexity of the
social scene, the greater the need for overt managing and controlling actions
by the teacher (Kounin & Gump, 1974).
When
(3) The type of work students are assigned affects classroom order.
academic work is routinized and familiar to students (e.g., spelling tests or
recurring worksheet exercises), the flow of classroom activity is typically

smooth and well ordered. When work is problem-centered, that is, students
are required to interpret situations and make decisions to accomplish tasks
(e.g., word problems or essays), activity flow is frequently slow and bumpy.
Managing higher-order tasks requires exceptional management skill.
Establishing Classroom Activities

Recent classroom studies have shown that the level of order created during the
first few days of school reliably predicts the degree of student engagement and disruption for the rest of the year (see Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980). Most studies
indicate that successful classroom managers rely on three basic strategies to establish
order at the beginning of the year: simplicity, familiarity, and routinization (for a summary, see Doyle, 1986a). Early activities, in other words, have simple organizational
structures that are typically quite familiar to students (e.g., whole-class presentations
and seatwork rather than multiple small groups). The first assignments, in turn, are
easy for the students to accomplish in relatively short periods of time and have clear
pecifications. Moreover, they are often based on work the studes can be expected
to have done the previous year.A significant chunk of the management task, then, is
solved by selecting appropriate activities and assignments for the opening of school.
Proper selection is supplemented by routinizing the activity system for the class (see
Yinger, 1980). Teachers repeat the same activity forms for the first weeks to
familiarize students with standard procedures and provide opportunities to rehearse
them. This routinizing of activities helps sustain classroom order by making events less
susceptible to breakdowns because participants know the normal sequence of action.
Monitoring and Guiding Classroom Events

Monitoring plays a key role in establishing and maintaining classroom activities.
Teachers must be aware of what is going on in a classroom attending to two or more
events at the same time (see Kounin, 1970). The content of monitoringwhat
teachers watch when scanning a roomincludes at least three dimensions. First,
teachers watch groups, that is, they attend to what is happening in the entire room and
how well the tows activity system is going. Localized attention to individual students
must be scheduled within the broader framework of the group activity. Second,
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teachers watch conduct or behavior, with particular attention to discrepancies from the
intended program of action. This enables teachers to recognize misbehavior early, stop
it before it spreads, and select the appropriate target for intervention. Third, teachers
monitor the pace, rhythm, and duration of classroom events. Several studies have
shown that pace, momentum, and rhythm are key factors in maintaining an activity in a
classroom (Arlin, 1982; Erickson & Mohatt, 1982; Gump, 1969). Excessive delays in
the flow of classroom events or abrupt shifts in direction are often associated with inappropriate or disruptive student behavior.
Obviously, situational factors influence the monitoring and guiding processes in
classroom management. The more complex the arrangement of students in a class and
the greater the demands on the teacher as an actor in the activity system, the more difficult monitoring and cueing become and, thus, the greater the probability of a breakdown in order.
In summary, teaching in classrooms demands an ability to predict the direction of
events and make decisions rapidly. For this reason, management is fundamentally a
cognitive activity based on a teacher's knowledge of the likely trajectory of events in
classrooms and the way specific actions affect situations (see Carter, 1985, 1986).
Specific management skills are, for all practical purposes, useless without this basic
understanding of classrooms.
Adventuresome Teaching and Learning

We have now reached a fundamental dilemma in teaching and especially the teaching of disadvantaged students. Cognitive and curricular research increasingly supports
higher-order thinking as essential for achievement in all content areas. Yet classroom
studies consistently point to the difficulties of enacting tasks involving such thinking in
classroom environments. Students seldom struggle for meaning in accomplishing classroom tasks. Work is familiarized and proceduralized, and the meaning lies in the
grades students receive rather than in the work itself. My own sense is that meaning is
vulnerable in classrooms and that learning how to construct and enact a classroom curriculum for meaning is a fundamental engineering problem in the field today (Doyle,
1986b; see also Cohen, 1988).
Although I cannot claim to have solved this fundamental problem, I would like in
this last section of the paper to explore some lines of thinking that might enable us to
work toward such a solution. This exploration is conducted around two basic themes
that seem to run through research on teaching: explicitness and success.
Explicitness. Explicitness is a central dimension of teachers' explanations, assignments, prompting, and feedback in classrooms. Most instructional research indicates
that a high degree of explicitness in defining goals, specifying assignments, explaining
how work is to be accomplished, and providing guidance and feedback is required,
especially in the early stages of learning or when working with novices or with students
who lack academic skills. It is important to underscore that explicitness does not necessarily imply an emphasis on rote memori-ation or mindless drill and practice. Explicitness simply means that the teacher actively tells or shows students what they are to
learn and how to use specific cognitive operations to accomplish work. For example,
students can be told directly how to select the main idea of a passage or how to
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formulate a cause-and-effect argument. Indeed, many have argued that explicit teaching is appropriate, in principle, for comprehension, problem solving, and other complex
forms of academic work for which the underlying processes can be explained or
demonstrated by teachers and practiced by students (see Brophy & Good, 1986; Carnine & Stein, 1981; Collins & Smith, 1980; Pearson & Tierney, 1984; Rosenshine &
Stevens, 1986). Some investigators have found that the modeling of the processes experts use in accomplishing tasks can help students acquire these processes in accomplish their own tasks (see Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1985).
At the same time, too much explicitness about tasks can be counterproductive. A
high degree of explicitness about operations to use in accomplishing work or about the
character of the final product reduces the need for students to struggle with meaning,
make their own decisions about work, and generally to participate in generating their
own knowledge in a domain. If, for example, the purpose of an assignment is to have
students learn to interpret information or make decisions about how and when to use
skills and strategies, then the task must be sufficiently ambiguous to leave room for students to exercise their own judgment. Moreover, intervention to help students complete their tasks must be sufficiently indirect not to take the work away from the
students.
In addition, the teaching of specific strategies or operations must not be done in
isolation from the knowledge that gives context and meaning to the processes. I
remain convinced that the acquisition and utilization of information-processing
strategies is fundamentally domain specific (see Doyle, 1983). In other words, an understanding and flexible application of intellectual processes is knowledge driven and
problem-solving abilities are embedded in semantic knowledge of the structure and
connectedness of a discipline (see Resnick, 1987). To know what to do when, one must
know the substance of a field. Without this context of knowledge, skills are highly
abstract. Moreover, without a struggle for meaning and use, without the invention of
the meaning of the strategy for oneself, the strategy is likely to remain the property of
the teaching program rather than become the property of the student (see
Rohrkemper, in press). Under such circumstances, transfer and flexible adaptation to
circumstances is unlikely to occur. We need to learn how to design tasks in which students can become familiar with a domain without resorting to rote memorization or
meaningless procedures.
. The management of explicitness can be a tricky business for teachers. Failure to
provide adequate specifications for work, sufficiently clear explanations of what to do,
or appropriate feedback for performance can make it impossible for students to accomplish tasks and lead to the invention of erroneous strategies and understandings.
At the same time, overspecifying requirements and operations can restrict the
range of opportunities students have to learn important aspects of the curriculum.
Moreover, as suggested earlier, there are classroom pressures that impinge upon
teachers and shape their explicitness during lessons. Studies of academic work suggest
that ambiguous tasks are often unstable in classrooms (see Doyle & Carter, 1984).
Management of the work flow is difficult when students are struggling with ambiguity.
Errors increase and completion rates decrease. And some students are skilled at eliciting explicitness from teachers in order to circumvent task demands. Under such
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circumstances, teachers have a difficult time maintaining appropriate levels or explicitness in instruction.
Success. Some process-product researchers (e.g., Berliner, 1987) have celebrated
the advantages of success as a predictor of achievement. Translated into practice, this
faith in success has generally meant that the curriculum should be divided into small,
easily accomplished steps so that movement through the curriculum occurs under conditions of continuous success. This conception, which has a family resemblance to earlier
behavioral theories of shaping, is not supported by modern cognitive and curricular
studies. Indeed, as noted earlier, such a fragmentation of curriculum can destroy meaning by isola,ing content and skills from the integrative knowledge structures within
which they have significance. Moreover, tasks that are too simple obviate the need to
struggle for meaning and thus to activate the affective and intellectual processes associated with goal-directed action, invention, and self esteem (see Covington, 1984;
Rohrkemper, in press). Thus, from both motivational and intellectual perspectives, success is not, in itself, a suitable criterion for teaching. Educative tasks must be sufficiently complex and effortful to make construction of meaning possible. Indeed, Stodolsky
(1988) found that engagement and challenge were related:
We found that students were efficientthey attended to information when it was needed in
the flow of instruction, and they listened to novel information. They were engaged by complexity, as they exhibited higher levels of involvement when asked to perform more intellectually complex activities than when given less challenging, simpler chores. (pp. 2-3)

I will close with two illustrations in which attempts have been made to engage disadvantaged students in challenging academic tasks. The first is reciprocal teaching
(Palinscar & Brown, 1984). In reciprocal teaching, four comprehension strategies are
taught: summarizing the content of a passage, asking a question about the central
point, clarifying the difficult parts of the material, and predicting what will come next.
Initially, the teacher models these strategies by reading a short passage and illustrating
the comprehension strategies aloud. Then, on the next passage the students begin to
assume the teacher's role while the teacher provides prompts and guidance a scaffolding to help students sustain the strategies. After several hours of practice, control of
the strategies gradually shifts from the teacher to the students, during which time the
teacher tries to match demands to ability and track the students' thinking as they acquire the skills. The results of this approach have been impressive.
The second example is the HOTS (Higher Order Thinking Skills) program
developed by Pogrow and his associates (see Pogrow, 1987; Pogrow & Buchanan,
1985). An this approach, Chapter 1 students complete intellectually challenging computer games and instructional programs while engaged in conversations with teachers
that focus on metacognitive dimensions of the tasks they are accomplishing on the computer. Instead of using direct instruction, teachers work to maintain proper levels of
ambiguity so that students have to struggle with meaning and articulate ideas and
strategies on their own. In addition, there are several strong motivational components
in the program. Students have access to challenging tasks on attractive equipment
rather than remedial texts and worksheets. Moreover, students are given special identity by being able to invite their classmates to the HOTS room to demonstrate the
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interesting things they are doing on the computers. Preliminary results indidate that
this project is having dramatic effects on the achievement of Chapter 1 students.

Summary
From a task perspective, students will learn higher-order thinking by accomplishing tasks in which such processes are used widely and frequently. The instructional
problem is first to design such tasks and then enact them in the classroom. Cognitive
and curricular research is beginning to provide useful information about the design of
tasks that represent the curriculum in appropriate ways. Considerable work needs to
be done, however, on how to establish and sustain such tasks in classroom environments. Herein lies the challenge for classroom research on the education of
disadvantaged students.
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XI CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGIES FOR THE DISADVANTAGED LEARNER:
SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
I bring to the task of writing this paper a firm belief that we know most of what
we need to know about formal teaching and learning in classrooms to help disadvantaged children achieve in school. I am, therefore, impatient at the thought of yet
another study; uncertain that one more investigation of instruction and management
practices will yield knowledge worthy of the time, effort, and expense. My stance is not
anti-intellectual nor anti-inquiry. It is a function of my fear that as an educational community we are stalling; that we have knowledge and skill that we are not willing to act
on because it would be difficult to do so. Or that we have knowledge that does not connect readily with policy; knowledge that might suggest changes that are beyond our
political will as a nation.
We know, for example, that intelligent, well-educated teachers contribute to student learning. And it is no secret that cities, rural areas, and other areas that include
large proportions of poor and minority children have difficulty recruiting and keeping
what we consider our most talented teachers. Nor is it a secret that youngsters in these
schools ofte:1 pose educational and emotional challenges that teachers feel ill-prepared
to handle and that lead them to cope by emphasizing lower-order skills and classroom
control at the expense of education. A great part of the solution to poor academic
achievement is better-quality teaching through better-educated teachers.1 For the
higher-order thinkiag skills and complex subject matter understanding we truly desire,
different as well as better teaching is in'order (Cohen, 1988). It is not clear, however,
how we can translate this knowledge into practice.
I do not make the judgment about teaching quality solely on the basis of published
research, although there is sufficient documentation with which to make that argument
(Doyle, 1986, among others). It is a conclusion based on formal and informal observation in classrooms over the past 5 years and memories of my own teaching in the South
Bronx and in New Haven in the late 1960s and early 1970s. I retain vivid images of
dull classrooms, scenes of children and adults trying hard and getting nowhere meaningful. Frustration was a daily fact of life for teachers and children.
When I taught, basal reading groups, language experience charts, the Chandler
and Bank Street reading series, individualized reading with trade books, and SRA
came and went without impact on children's achievement. The principals (there were
four of them in our school of 1,800 children) made sure that we planned for instruction
in all required subject areas by collecting planbooks weekly and by requiring a schedule
that delineated how we allocated the instructionl time available (1550 minutes, as I
recall) to various subjects. If they walked into a class at 10:30 on Tuesday, they could
expect to see a social studies lesson in progress if that's what a teacher's time allocation
plan described. Many classrooms were orderly; but few children or teachers got excited about and by learning. Standardized test scores were very low. In highly organized classrooms with caring teachers, achievement was dismal.
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When I returned to inner-city elementary school classrooms in a number of states
as a researcher several years ago, I was struck by how little had changed in the organization of schools, classrooms, and instruction. Teachers were still being asked to keep
track of the minutes they spent on instruction in the various subject areas (only now it
was part of a reform, not standard operating procedure). Textbooks were curriculum.
Fragmentation and routinization control strategies weie once again the latest route
to the improvement education for disadvantaged youngsters.
As a participant observer I experienced Madeline Hunter's approach to teaching
through a 5-day sdff development program expertly delive.. by Rob Hunter.
Teachers applauded what they were learning and worked hard to implement the recommended teaching strategies into their repertoire of skills. When it was over, in classroom after classroom in states as different as Connecticut and Texas, teachers were
saying "I like the way Tyroite is sitting," as they strove to have others follow suit. Advance organizers, objectives stated on the board, guided and independent practice in
strict, undeviating order characterized classrooms. Careful organization through a
standard lesson design, teacher-controlled use of time, central office control of curriculum coverage, pacing, and assessment characterized the classrooms I saw and those
described by colleagues. Joy, creativity, and success, even on these limited terms, were
rare commodities.
Lack of subject-matter knowledge in mathematics and science, in particular, characterized far too much of the teaching that I saw. Teachers implemented well-organized math lessons dealing with division of fractions without clearly understanding
the concepts themselves. Children made mistakes that revealed where they
misunderstood concepts; teachers failed to notice the thinking behind the mistakes so
they did not use children's errors to re-teach or teach differently the material under
consideration. The form of lessons was as required by the latest staff development expert; content and meaning were often lacking. Children were remembering bits and
pieces of information and computational strategies, some of which led to improved
standardized test scores, some of which were wrong. Students wrote compositions that
were pinned to bulletin boards so that they could be proud of their creative worka
testament to positive reinforcement. All of them were on the same assigned, narrow
topics, such as "my favorite food," or "our trip to the newspaper." What were children
learning from these lessons? What would they find compelling, I wondered, about the
possibilities of learning from the opportunities they had in school? What did all of this
effort, motion; and good intention have to do with education? What did we want
children to be able to know and do at the end of this kind of educational experience?
Why did educators think this new order was an improvement?
Just as we know that we need teachers who know their subject matter and how to
teach it, we also know that organization, focus, and good use of time are important.
But the valuable nuggets of information and skill that are embedded in the recent research on teaching hav_, been transformed into the time and motion routines of
schools. More than other reform effortsopen classrooms and progressive education
ideas, in particularthe most recent strategies for improved teaching fall into the
mainstream patterns already in place. As such, their weak points are exaggera
by
the extant system. They have been turned into mechanical, standardized practices that
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fit well into our factory model of schooling. Far f-orn providing teachers with a
knowledge base that can underpin a professional practice vt teaching, as used in too
many elementary schools for disadvantaged children, they ibstitute form for thought.
Both Doyle and Brophy are far more knu
igeable ',an I about this research, its
application in practice, and the likely implications of that pi,ctice for important, meaningful student learning. So, having made my brief remarks about my biases and the
problems associated with what have been the mainstream responses to improving teaching and learning for disadvantaged learner, I leave that body of research and practice
to raise some other issues that are intimately relate(' .o students' ability to learn in
schools, but which remain out of mainstream efforts to improve students' achievement.
In mentioning these, I am not minimizing the need for intelligent, well-educated
teachers who know their subject matter and know how to teach it with pedagogics that
go beyond the fragmented, decontextualized effective teaching strategies. I am choosing to focus elsewhere because there are additional, critical issues that have direct bearing on academic achievement and the impact of academic instruction, which are usually
treated as tangential to instruction, or as merely providing difficult conditions under
which instruction and learning must proceed. I want to suggest that these factors might
well be thought of as integral to learning; that they may contribute far more to learning
outcomes than does the choice of a particular instructional strategy. As such, they are
important to the study of academic achievement for disadvantaged children.
I want to bring to the forefront of this SRI study ideas about (1) cultural differences (Erickson, 1986, 1987; Delpit, 1986, 1988; Au & Jordan, 1980; Rodriguez, 1982),
(2) the influence of the "caste-like" status of black and some Spanish-speaking people
(Fordham, 1988; Ogbu, 1987), and (3) the social distance between the culture of the
home and the school (Comer, 1980a, 1986, 1988a & b) as factors with a profound influence on academic learning, as factors that ought to be included as central to any
study of academic instruction for the disadvantaged. I will do this by talking briefly
about the emotional cost of "making it" in mainstream schools if one is a member of a
"caste-like" minority, the kinds of cultural differences that can interfere with learning,
and the developmental differences between some minority and mainstream children
when they enter school. Then I will highlight the School Development Program in
New Haven to suggest school changes that can facilitate student learning by responding
to children's social, developmental, and educational needs through a decentralized
governance structure.

Cultural Differences/Differences in Status
A growing number of academicians and practitioners are paying attention to the
dilemmas that face disadvantaged children became they come to school well entwined
into a community that they value and that is different from the mainstream community
that structures educational settings and interactions (Delpit, 1988; Comer, 1980a & b,
1988a & b; Fordham, 1988; and Ogbu, 1987). In the case of black and Hispanic
children, that community may not share with the mainstream community the view that
schooling is an avenue to economic and social success. Ogbu (1987) explains that years
of oppression and lack of access to mainstream institutions have led black and some
Hispanic people to develop a culture that operates in opposition to the white culture.
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Accepting school, a prime mainstream institution, would be in conflict with maintaining
the distinct, separate, and oppositional black community. Others (Erickson, 1986,
1987, and Comer, 1980a & b, 1988a & b) stress the cultural differences that exist between minority children and the mainstream culture rather than the accumulated impact of years of skewed power relations that have kept minority families in a
subservient position. They point out (1) the difficulties that minority children have
making sense of what is demanded of them in schools, (2) the negative impact of their
lack of understanding on the adults in the schools, and (3) the lack of skill at home to
help them bridge the differences.
Whichever the explanation, and it is feasible that both are correct for communities
as diverse as the black and Hispanic communities, children find themselves in an organization which they do not understand well, which is not much like home in the interactioinl patterns and values that prevail, and which aims to prepare them for a world
they do not feel is or can be theirs. It is a world in which they frequently do not succeed from the outset.
As early as age eight, at the developmental stage when they are decreasing their
dependence on adults, disadvantaged minority children begin to attend to differences
between themselves and the mainstream and they become more aware of their inability
to succeed well at school tasks. Their separation from dependence on adults includes
separation from the adults at school and the goals of academic success which they see
as both unattainable and inappropriate (Comer, 1988a). Even at that young age, were
they to choose to succeed in school, the choice would "[exact] a high price: such a
choice means rejecting the culture of one's parents and social group" (Comer, 1988a,
p. 46). No one should expect any child to choose school given these stakes.
Fordham describes the similar quandary in which older black students find themselves. She describes how they come to associate their future with that of their group
and the mismatch between the group orientation of their community and the individual
orientation of the school:
Black children learn the meaning of fictive kinship from their parents and peers while they are
growing up. It appears, moreover, that they learn it early enough, and well enough, so that
they even tend to associate their life chances and "success" potential with those of their peers
and other members of the community. The collective ethos of the fictive-kinship system is
challenged by the individual ethos of the dominant culture when the children enter school, and
when the children experience the competition between the two for their loyalty. For many
Black adolescents, therefore, the mere act of attending school is evidence of either a conscious
or unconscious rejection of the indigenous Black American culture. (Fordham, 1988, p. 57)

Using the words of three female and three male students who have chosen to be
successful in school, Fordham describes their solution to the dilemma posed by choice.
Becoming "raceless" is one strategy with which academically successful minority students use to accomplish and then cope with their success. Fordham writes:
...high [Black] achievers often make choices that either put social distance between them and
their peers or undermine group solidarity. They do not appear to believenor does their experience supportthe idea that they can truly be bicultural and actualize what Edwards
(1987) describes as their "crossover dreams" the widely touted dreams of wealth, fame, and
fortune. Instead, their experiences, both in and out of school, support the value of appearing
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raceless to their teachers and other adults in the school context...both male and female students...believe that school and schooling are the primary means of achieving vertical mobility
for Black Americans in the existing social system. (Fordham, 1988, pp. 79-80)

She suggests that this is a pragmatic strategy but one that pits the student and individual mobility against the collective good of the black community as a cultural
group. Students' words movingly describe the cost of their choices.
Rodriguez (1982), in his autobiographical account of the process and impact of becoming successful in school, approaches the same difficult choices from a different
angle. He talks about the uses of language and the jarring differences between the
private language of home and the public language of th; school for the Spanish-speaking disadvantaged child. His comments are reminiscent of the trying experiences of
many generations of immigrants who chose to join the mainstream:
...there is something called bilingual educationa scheme proposed in the late 1960s by
Hispanic-American social activists.... It is a program that seeks to permit non-English-speaking children, many from lower class homes, to use their family language as the language of
school.... I hear them and am forced to say no: It is not possible for a childany child ever
to use his family's language in school. Not to understand this is to misunderstand the public
uses of schooling and to trivialize the nature of intimate lifea family's "language."
(Rodriguez, 1982, pp. 11-12)

Each of these individuals argues that, in one way or another, there is a high social
and personal price to pay for adopting the mainstream habits and values that make it
possible to succeed in school and beyond. They suggest that students are not merely
passive recipients of teachers' pedagogical strategies, but rather are active participants
in decisions about learning.
These analyses suggest strongly that to consider academic instruction and classroom management as if they were mere technical issues, as if they were about ways of
controlling students who do not know how to behave in school or who lack the intellectual wit to deal with complexity, is to miss something essential about the emotional, affective, wrenching experience and hard choices that disadvantaged children face alone
every day. To separate academic instruction from its social, contextual component is to
seek improvements based on at least a partial misconstrual of the problem.
A primary reason for my success in the classroom was that I couldn't forget that schooling was
changing me and separating me from the life I enjoyed before becoming a student. (Emphasis in

the original.) That simple realization! For years I never spoke to anyone about it Never mentioned a thing to my family or my teachers or classmates. From a very early age, I understood
enough, just enough about my classroom experiences to keep what I knew repressed, hidden
beneath layers of embarrassment. Not until my last months as a graduate student, nearly thirty
years old, was it possible for me to think much about the reasons for my academic success.
Only then. At the end of my schooling, I needed to determine how far I had moved from my
past. The adult finally confronted, and now must publicly say, what the child shuddemd from
knowing and could never admit to himself or to those many faces that smiled at his every
success. (Rodriguez, 1982, p. 45)

Some might argue that what Corner, Rodriguez, and Fordham describe has been
the case for all minorities, that previous generations of immigrants did indeed have to
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give up their native language and aspects of their culture in order to make it in
America. Certainly generations of children did just this and did it with their parents'
encouragement. It was not without pain, for parents or for children. What is different
for the disadvantaged today, especially those who are Native American, black, and/or
Spanish-speaking, is their enduring low social status in the nation, a situation over
which they have had little control, little ability to change. Rodriguez (1982) talks about
having to have a public language and a public identity. He had a vision of the possibility of a valued public identity if he gave up his private one. For too many of the
disadvantaged, the possibility of a valued public identity still seems like a pipe dream.
Thus, there is no compensation in sight for what they will surrender by assuming the
public life and values of the school. Or so they think.
Rodriguez also points out the importance of his parents' assent to his learning
English. They sanctioned his adoption of the mainstream by agreeing to use English at
home. That connection between home and school, the authority of the school and
teachers, seems rare today. Comer (1988c) tells the story of a first grader who listened
to his teacher tell of the class rules on the first day of school and tlf6n raised his hand
to say that his mother had told him he did not have to do anything the teacher told
him! Parents' responses can make it even more difficult for children to be successful in
school.

Rodriguez and Fordham describe children who saw what was required and had
the personal qualities necessary to make difficult decisions. They saw what they had tc
do and they were able to take advantage of what the school had to offer. They are a
minority within a minority. Countless other students see what is required and choose
not to make the sacrifice; even more probably do not understand the situation they are
in and the choices that are available.
There are children who are failing to learn because the interaction patterns required of structured lessons are at odds with those required of their home culture and,
for one reason or another, they cannot figure out what is required by the teacher. The
Kamehameha Early Education Project (KEEP) in Hawaii is cited frequently as an example of how correction of a cultural mismatch in interaction style had a profound impact on students' ability to learn to read in first grade (Erickson, 1986, 1987; Au &
Jordan, 1980). Adjustments in permissible speech patterns and turn-taking enabled
children to use existing material to learn to read with no change in the reading
materials. There are other examples of cultural mismatches whose correction led to important achievement increases.
One can look at KEEP as an elegant, parsimonious intervention that makes it possible for children to learn to read and maintain their culture. However, those for
whom education is acceptance of the oppressor's culture may not find such shifts
beneficial. Rodriguez' insight into the fundamental nature of educationthat it changes people and takes them from the private to the public domainis still. going to be
an issue for those who want to become a part of the economic mainstream and simultaneously remain within the private, cultural enclave. It will be more of an issue for
those whose identity is connected to not being part of the economic and social
mainstream.
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Finally, the instructional lesson of KEEP is not that basal readers are the best way
to teach reading, but rather that whatever pedagogics teachers choose, they must be
sensitive to the match and mismatch between the instructional demands and the normal interaction patterns of the children in the classroom. If KEEP had been trying to
implement a trade book approach to reading, it might have looked for interference
from other aspects of children's normal interaction patterns, not only those that were
important given the structure of "reading groups." Efforts to make interaction patterns
explicit and provide a way for children to use what they know as well as broaden their
repertoire of skills in order to have access to the academic curriculum of the school
might be characteristic of some effective instructional strategies. Delpit asks that
schools teach children "the content that other families from a different cultural orientation provide at home...ensuring that each classroom incorporate strategies appropriate
for all the children in its confines" (1988, p. 286). Some of that content will be
mainstream interaction patterns.
Developmentally Responsive School Organization

James Comer argues explicitly for the school to take on the roles of teaching
mainstream social interaction skills to disadvantaged children and helping to build
strong connections between the school and the home. Through the School Development Program, a school improvement strategy that uses child development and mental
health concepts to orient the actions and activities of school faculty and staff through
the locally constituted School Governance and Management Team (SGMT) and the
Mental Health Team (MHT), he involves parents "so that they can support the kids
even though [those kids are] growing away from the style and experience of the
parents" (1986).2
For the last 20 years, James Comer (1980b) has worked from a set of assumptions
about what influences the academic and social success and failure of minority disadvantaged children, arguing that primary attention to the technical aspects of teaching
and learning ignores significant features of learning encounters that are essential for
success. Learning, he asserts, takes place in relationships. He diagnoses school failure
as related to the failure of personal relations between children and adults in school (a
failure that is not always intentional) and argues for a parental role for teachers:
The effort to limit the role of the teacher and the school to academics is one of the primary
reasons America's great experiment in educationthe effort to educate more than the intellectual elite and economically privilegedhas been less successful than it might have been.
(Comer, 1988b, p. 34)
...by focusing solely on academic changes, the schools have ignored the affective domainthe
crucial relationships that students need to grow and learn. We remain mired in a mechanical
approach to learning. It's one that has never served our children welland in today's world
dooms many of our students to failure. (Comer, 1988b, p. 39)

Comer urges attention to child development, to affective aspects of learning, to
the relationships in which learning occurs, and to the need "for teachers and school
people to again serve as parent surrogates." Comer's suggestion for improving
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academic achievement is the reorganization of schools so that their faculties can support the social and emotional growth of students "and in turn, academic learning"
(Corner, 1988b). (Lipsitz [1984] makes a similar point with respect to middle schools.)
He argues that "the failure to bridge the social and cultural gap between home and
school may lie at the root of the poor academic performance of many of these [poor,
minority, disadvantaged] children" (Comer, 1988a).
Comer talks about the differences in development and values that occur particularly in poor, marginal black families that lead their children to arrive at school without
the mainstream values and social skills, for example, skills of negotiation and compromise, that they will encounter and need there. He writes:
Such lack of development or development that is at odds with the mainstream occurs disproportionately often among children from the minority groups that have had the most
traumatic experiences in this society: Native Americans, Hispanics and blacks. The religious,
political, economic and social institutions that had organized and stabilized their
mmunities
have suffered severe discontinuity and destruction. Furthermore, them, groups have been excluded from educational, economic and political opportunity. (Comer, 1988a, p. 45)

He believes schools should explicitly teach children wh; they need to know and
that such instruction can be good education. He, his colleagues, and parents developed
a social skills curriculum that embeds social skills in the context of subjects that
children need to know: "politics and government, business and economics, health and
nutrition, and spiritual and leisure activity." In this program:
Children learned how to write invitations and thank-you notes, how to serve as hosts, how the
body functions, how to write checks, how to plan concerts, and so on. Each activity combined
basic academic skills with social skills and an appreciation of the arts. These activities were an
immediate and dramatic success. (Comer, 1988a, p. 48)

Readers may disagree with Comer's acceptance of the mainstream culture and the
power relationships implicit and explicit in teaching children to fit into it, (1980a). His
argument is that while schools are mainstream organizations and while access to the
mainstream of America requires school success, teaching children explicitly what they
need to know in order to succeed is a sensible strategy. And teaching children these social skills has been accompanied by reduced tensions in schools and significant increases in academic achievement that have been sustained over time. This strategy
may be related to Delpit's (1988, p. 7.83) comment regarding "the culture of power," in
which she states "If you are not already a participant in the culture of power, being told
explicitly the rules of that culture makes acquiring power easier." The School Development Program aims to make the rules explicit.
Chubb's (1988) work in a broader array of secondary schools supports Corner's
view of the importance of effective school organization and parental involvement for
student achievement. While school practicesgraduation requirements, homework assignments, emphasis on writing and effective disciplinary practices"yielded only the
slightest improvements in achievement," organizational qualities that led faculty to talk
about the school as if it were a family and parental involvement were associated with
better academic achievement. "The largest estimated influence on the effectiveness of
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school organization is the role of parents in the school. All other things being equal,
schools in which parents are highly involved, cooperative, and well-informed are more
likely to develop effective organizations than are schools in which parents do not possess these qualities." The second most important determinant of school organization,
and therefore effectiveness, was the influence of administrative superiors over policy
and personnel. Schools worked better as organizations when the principal was powerful relative to the superintendent and other central office personnel. One might question the cause and effect relationship in these findings, something that Chubb does not
address in this paper. However, Comer's work in New Haven, because it was an intervention, sheds light on the question. He created (among other things) greater parent involvement and one result was a climate in which improved academic success was an
outcome.

Conclusion
Suppose we already know all we need to know about the technical aspects of instruction for disadvantaged learners. Suppose that we have gone as far as we can in
describing the discrete features of direct instruction, wait time, higher-order questions,
classroom organization, for example, that make a difference to learning. Suppose that
we have exhausted the possibilities for examining fragments of teaching acts and associating them with specific learning outcomes in children. If this were the case, what
would we hope to gain from yet another study of classroom management and L Jtructional strategies for the disadvantaged learner? What else would we need to know
about the change from the intended to the enacted to the received curriculum? Certainly, we do not need another study of fidelity of implementation. Nor will it help us
to know that teachers are street level bureaucrats who must apply broad policiescurriculum and acceptable teaching techniquesto their unique settings under conditions
of uncertainty. We know quite a lot about the importance of teachers who are
reasonably organized about instruction and who can maneuver between a variety of
teaching strategies depending on the material under consideration and the students
who are attempting to learn it. We know about individual differences and the dilemmas of heterogeneous classrooms whatever the dimensions of the heterogeneity. And
we know about problems associated with diversity and quality in the faculties that teach
in inner-city and poor rural schools. These critically important, but nonattractive teaching positions do not draw or retain the best of our teaching force.
But somehow, through all of our research and efforts to improve education for the
disadvantaged, we have had only minimal success. Over the last 20 or so years, we
have learned a great deal about teaching and learning ried a number of innovations in
curriculum and instruction, and yet, despite some small progress, we have reaped too
little for our efforts. Maybe what we have learned is necessary but not sufficient.
Without disregarding the contribution of the large body of research on classroom
management and instruction, I have taken this opportunity to raise the possibility that
we ought to look for characteristics, criteria and models of management and instruction
for academic subjects in nontraditional places, that is, in the improvement of the interpersonal relations between students and teachers, between home, students and school,
and in the social interaction skills necessary for success in school for children who, for
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one reason or another, do not come to school with them. Perhaps we ought to remind
ourselves that learning is fundamentally accomplished in the context of relationships.
Most teaching and school effectiveness/improvement efforts are based on input/output
models that tend to construe teaching and learning as primarily technical tasks that involve, for example, matching appropriately organized material with the right teaching
techniques. Grounded in reinforcement and learning theory, these more common approaches aim to set up conditions that increase the probability of learning. They have
not always paid much attention to what was happening in the learner's mind as a result
of the social context in addition to the instructional strategy. What I have tried to insert into our thinking about improvement of education for the disadvantaged is the
idea that children are actively constructing the world of school in which they spend
their time and that the interpersonal relationships in schools and between homes and
schools must be healthier before improvements in teaching and learning can occur;
that what mediates between the stimulus and the responsethe interpersonal and social relationship as well as the teacher's skill and howiPdge is fundamental to the
enterprise, to the probability that learning will occur.
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NOTES
1.

When I speak of the need for better-quality teaching I refer to the quality of
(1) the content under consideration, (2) the organization of learning opportunities, (3) the pedagogical strategies in use, and (4) the affective component
of personal interactions between teachers and learners.

2.

The MET and SGMT have distinct and significant roles in the SDP. Rather
than summarize them, I quote from the Program Description (Comer, 1986).
1.

The Mental Health Team

(a) works with the governance and management body [formerly the
SPMT] to enable it to base its academic, social climate, and staff
development programs on mental health, child development
principles;
(b) facilitates the many interactions between parents and school staff to
improve the social climate and cooperation throughout the school
community;

(c) works with classroom teachers and parents to identify children who
need special services;
(d) sets up individualized programs for children with special needs, using
the school's special education facilities and staff and other schoolbased or outside services as needed;

(e) works with classroom teachers to develop classroom strategies to
prevent miner problems from becoming major;
(f)

offers ongoing consultation to all school staff to bridge the gap between special education and general classroom activities;

(g) provides consultation and training workshops to staff and parents on

child development, human relations and other mental health issues.
2.

The School Governance and Management Body [SPMTJ. The school
governance and management body includes the school principal, a mental
health team member and representatives selected by teachers and parents.
This group:
(a) meets on a regular basis to carry out systematic school planning,
resource assessment and mobilization, program implementation and
program evaluation and modification;
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(b) establishes policy guidelines in all aspects of the school program
academic, social and staff development;

(c) works closely with the parent group to plat an annual school calendar
to integrate social, academic and staff development functions;
(d) works to facilitate social skill development and academic learning.
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XII INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES AND
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
In this section, we focus this section on what has been learned about instructional
strategies, viewed generically, and approaches to managing classrooms. That is, we
review evidence that generalizes across subject-matter areas regarding what teachers
do to organize and manage instruction. Other review chapters (see Sections IV and
VIII) focus on what is taught (and how) in specific content areas (literacy and mathematics). The distinction between knowledge about generic and content-specific instructional practices is not always easy or useful to maintain. Nonetheless, a sufficient body
of general knowledge about teaching practices has been developed to warrant our
reviewing it separately.
The literature we review in this section sheds light on two problems that confront
all teachers, regardless of the subject matter they are teaching:*

(1) Instructional strategy: How to arrange learning tasks, convey instruction to students, and facilitate the learning activities of groups and individuals.
(2) Classroom management: How to create and maintain order.

The concept of "management" in the classroom is intimately connected to instruction; the relationship works both positively and negatively. Put simply, effective instruction cannot occur without a minimum degree of order, and order cannot be maintained
without a viable instructional program that keeps students engaged. As one scholar put
it, "good management implies good instruction, and vice versa" (Brophy, 1982), but the
relationship between the two is not completely symmetrical. For learning purposes, all
students ideally should be fully engaged in the task at hand, while order often exists
with a fair amount of "passive nonengagement" (Doyle, 1986a). Nonetheless, the
reciprocal relationship is a powerful one: order is necessary to get work accomplished,
but the way work gets organized is often determined by the demands of maintaining
order. EffectiVe classroom management thus involves cooperation with the teacher's
agenda, rather than a simple absence of chaos.
Our focus is on instructional and management approaches that appear to work
well with disadvantaged populations, to the extent that evidence exists to support such
claims. Although all teachers face structural problems of management and instructional organization, those who deal with concentrations of disadvantaged students are likely
to encounter particular challenges. For this reason, we attempt here to delineate the
processes in all classrooms, with a view toward isolating those factors that might be
more pronounced in settings for pupils "at risk."
Much of the pertir..nt research, in fact, takes neither management nor instructional strategy as a primary
focus, but instead provides important insights on them through the investigation of other variables, such
as particular teacher behaviors or the pattern of communication. As a result, the studies described here
come from a variety of different theoretical perspectives.
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Characteristics of Classrooms Serving Disadvantaged Students
Several features exist every
in
classroom regardless of size, grade level, or student
characteristics (Doyle, 1977, 1980). These elements, which create structural constraints
on what occurs in these settings, include the following:
Multidimensionality. Classrooms are places where many things go on at different levels, with a limited amount of resources and an unlimited range of
individual preferences and personal objectives. Choices must be made
constantly.
Simultaneity. A lot of things happen at once, and teachers are responsible for
tracking as many of these as possible.
Immediacy. The pace of events is very rapid, and teachers have little time to
reflect before reacting to the constant demands of an ever-changing context.
Unpredictability. Much of what happens in classrooms is unexpected; it is
never possible to determine in advance how students will react to planned
events, and there are continual distractions and interruptions.
Publicness. All classroom events happen in front of an audience, with clear implications for students' perceptions of teachers' management skills when mistakes are made, along with the attendant likelihood of contagious disruption.
History. Classes meet regularly over a period of time and accumulate patterns
of interaction (often set early in the year) that tend to influence future events.
All of these interactional factors take place in a structural environment that is
generally beyond the control of the participants, with certain restrictions on physical
space. Although spatial arrangements have shown little correlation with achievement
patterns, there is some evidence that density and "traffic design" influence attitudes
and behavior (Silverstein, 1979; Weinstein, 1979).
Not all classrooms have the same number of individuals in them, but these variations in class size do not have clear implications for instruction. One research review
asserts that achievement gains are most apparent when the class consists of 10 to 20 students (Glass & Smith, 1978), and Cooper (1986) showed that class size may be a more
significant determinant of achievement in low-SES/low-ability classrooms than others.
Others find such direct correlations misleading: one view holds that the effects of class
size are important only in that they constrain group formation and, as a result, instructional organization (Barr & Dreeben, 1983). From this perspective, class size by itself
is not as significant as the size of the low-aptitude contingent in the group. Thus, both
physical space and class size may be variables that are either facilitating or limiting,
dependin; on other class characteristics.
Classrooms that serve disadvantaged students share all of these structural characteristics, but they are likely to be marked in varying degrees by conditions that pose particular management and organizational challenges to the teacher. These conditions are
most pronounced in classrooms serving high concentrations of these children,
especially in inner-city settings:
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The physical condition. The appearance of such classrooms tends not to be
good, and the equipment within such rooms often shows the effects of
restricted maintenance budgets or vandalism.
Instructional materials. Limited resources are also reflected in poor and inadequate teaching materials (textbooks, supplies, audiovisual equipment).
Proportion of nonmainstream students. The classroom population tends to have
a high proportion of nonmainstream students, thus raising issues of crosscultural communication and minority-majority relations for both teachers and
students.
Student diversity. The mixture of student abilities, ethnic/linguistic backgrounds, and special needs is often extremely diverse, and becomes more so at
higher grade levels (unless tracking or other forms of L logeneous grouping
intervene) as the achievement gap widens.
Use of supplementary services. Students in the classroom typically receive some
of their instruction in one or more supplementary rooms, located elsewhere in
the school building.
Variability in the classroom population. The cast of characters on any given
day, and across the year, is variable, because of relatively high student and
teacher absentee rates, student mobility, and teacher turnover.
Although there is much variation across classrooms serving disadvantaged students, it is reasonable to assert that teachers and learners alike face a more difficult job
in these settings. The learning environment is likely to be less predictable, more multidimensional, with more immediate and adverse consequences for ineffective instructional or management approaches.

What Teachers Do to Organize and Deliver Instruction
In organizing and delivering instruction, teachers do at least the following:
(1) arrange the grouping of students (if, indeed, they establish subgroups within the
classroom), (2) structure participation and communication, (3) adopt an approach to
delivering lessons, and (4) structure academic tasks for students. Together, these constitute the generic instructional "strategy" underlying the teachers' attempts to achieve
instructional goals. (Other strategic decisions are more content-specific, as discussed in
Sections IV and VIII.)
The teacher may not use the same instructional strategy for all members of the
class. Consequently, teachers must always consider how much, and how, to adapt the
strategy to student differences --a crucial set of decisions in situations where student
differences are pronounced, as in many classes serving disadvantaged students. In addition, teachers may alter their strategies according to subject matter, learning objective,
and stage within the process of pursuing a specific learning objective. Scholars have examined these processes extensively and have often directed their research toward issues related to teaching disadvantaged students.
Instructional strategies are both a way of conveying curriculum and a tool for

managing order. The need to maintain orderunder a variety of circumstances
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influences decisions about instructional organization in many ways. There are also a
number of external constraints at work in designing instruction that have clear repercussions on the resulting curriculum. Here, we concentrate on instructional choices that
are controlled by the teacher.
Grouping for Instruction

One of the most common ways of designing instruction to meet the diverse needs
of the student population is to divide the class into instructional groups of various
kinds. In the United States, this pr 'ce occurs on a number of institutional levels: by
the formation of homogeneous classes, by tracking into college preparatory and general
curricula, by the establishment of separate academic and vocational secondary schools.
Of most interest here for elementary and middle grades is the use of within-class instructional groups, with an emphasis on the implications for low-achieving students.
Ability grouping has a long historical tradition in U.S. schooling and typically has
been justified by two assumptions: that better instruction is achieved by reducing diversity in the target group, and that homogeneous groups are better suited to individualized instruction (Barr & Dreeben, 1983). Whereas there has always been controversy
over the social consequences of "tracking" (sorting age cohorts into groups that experience different curricula), there has been less resistance to thz notion of within-class
sorting.
Many observers question the efficacy of within-class ability grouping, from the
standpoint of low-achieving students. Because disadvantaged students fall disproportionately into the low-achievement category in typical schools, these concerns are especially germane. Most of the concern over the effects of ability grouping derives from
the assumption that different groups receive different kindsand perhaps qualityof
instruction. There are more implications of grouping, as well, for instructional groups
are a primary means by which students evaluate and rank each other (Cohen, 1984).
Thus, the effects of low-ability groupings extend well beyond the specific learning tasks
and help determine the students' perceived academic competence and status among
peers. Ultimately, their possibilities for peer interaction are affected, whid, in turn,
limits the kinds of learning experiences students have.
In terms of more direct effects on achievement, the literature is difficult to summarize because of the enormous variety of variables analyzed and types of group situations chosen for investigation. However, there is a fair amount of consensus regarding
the negative effects of tracking over the long term on the achievement, self-esteem,
and educational aspirations of low-ability students (Oakes, 1985; Gamoran, 1987). Researchers who have summarized a variety of evidence have reached mixed conclusions
about ability grouping in the earlier grades. One review finds positive effects of ability
grouping on mathematics achievement for low achievers, though inconclusive results
for reading (Slavin, 1987). On the other hand, a review of 217 studies of both tracking
and within-class grouping found that the slight evidence for the improvement of highability students in grouped situations was more than offset by the negative results for
middle and low-achieving students (Persell, 1977). Reviews of papers on within-class
grouping agree with this assessment (Hallinan, 1984; Wilkinson, 1986).
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The reasons for this result are less clear. Reasons suggested by researchers include the fact that there is often a failure to adjust materials and strategies to the
various levels as much as might be theoretically possible (Johnson, 1970), and that, although misclassifications often occur, group placement tends to be permanent rather
than flexible (Good & Brophy, 1984). Some research (e.g., McDermott, 1976; Eder,
1981; Alpert, 1974; Allington, 1983) concludes that students' learning is limited in
some degree by the kind of instruction they receive in low-ability groups (see Section W for a more extended discussion of this point with regard to-reading instruction).
The ultimate question, for which there is no satisfactory resolution, is this: Is the
restricted teaching that low-achieving students receive in ability-grouped instruction
appropriate to their level of proficiency (Wilkinson, 1986)? There seems little doubt,
however, that many aspects of the curriculum that are currently considered desirable,
especially involving higher-order thinking skills (see Sections IV and VIII), are systematically excluded from the curriculum offered low-ability groups.
Structuring Participation and Communication

Because speech is the medium through which much teaching and responding take
place, the amount of learning that occurs in the classroom depends to a great extent on
the way the teacher structures verbal participationthat is, defines the rights and
obligations of participants with respect to who can say what, when, and to whom (Cazden, 1986). Relevant research has concentrated on the relative balance of "teacher
talk" and "student talk," the quality of communication, teacher questioning, and
teachers' reactions to student responses. Additional work has examined how students
determine the implicit rules for appropriate speech.
One aspect of classroom communication that has been investigated in depth is the
amount and kind of "teacher talk." It has become common wisdom that, in most classrooms, teacher talk accounts for more than half of normal interaction; this in turn
means that each pupil generally speaks for less than 1/30 of the time the teacher
spends speaking. Attempts to correlate the amount of talk to outcomes such as
achievement have had very mixed results. After reviewing dozens of studies, Dunkin
and Biddle (1974) concluded that the quantity of teacher talk in itself constitutes an extremely weak variable, and more attention needs to be paid to the quality of this talk.
Research on the quality of classroom communication suggests that teachers' interaction patterns vary with the cw-itext (small group vs. whole class, etc.) (Levine &
Mann, 1981), and that their affective reactions to students help determine which
students get called on most often (Carew & Lightfoot, 1979). Some rather consistent
findings demonstrate that the ability level of the student is a factor in how much interaction takes place: teachers call on high achievers more often and tend to give them a
longer time to respond (Rowe, 1969). Research on the rates of interaction between
the teacher and both high- and low-ability students (Brophy & Good, 1970) found that,
whereas there were few differences in quantity of talk, the quality varied considerably:
teachers were more likely to (1) praise high achievers, (2) criticize low achievers,
(3) persevere with high achievers who answered "I don't know," and (4) give up mole
easily on the same response from a low achiever. Later work (Good & Brophy, 1984),
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however, indicates that there is considerable variation among teachers in this kind of
differential treatment.
Some evidence links the number, type, and timing of teacher questions to
academic learning outcomes. Although, once again, attempts to correlate achievement
directly to types of questions (fact vs. complex, etc.) have
shown inconclusive results
(Dunkin & Biddle, 1974), there is some agreement that
the frequency of questions is related to learning (Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Soar, 1973). This
relationship may be due
to the fact that high rates of academic questions imply good instructional
organization
and management, as well as the probability that active
teaching, rather than simple
presentation of information, is taking place (Good & Brophy, 1984). These authors
have reviewed research on teacher questioning and have compiled
some guidelines
based on the work of Grossier (1964): good questions are clear, purposeful, brief,
natural and adaptable to the level of the class, and thought provoking. Types of
questions to avoid because they tend to lead to nonproductive student
responses include:
(1) yes-no questions, (2) tugging questions (pumping the student when he/she doesn't
know the answer), (3) guessing questions, and (4) leading questions
(rhetorical: "Don't
you agree?"). Research also shows that wait time after questions is generally too short,
and that it should optimally be extended from the average 1 second to 3 to 5 seconds
(Rowe, 1974). This practice appears especially significant in achieving
higher-level cognitive outcomes, and for generally maximizing student engagement (Tobin & Capie,
1982). However, prescribing a particular length of wait-time is probably
less important
than tailoring the wait-time to the complexity of the questions asked.
Moreover, the
wait-time pattern across a set of questions related to an intended learning outcome is
more meaningful than the wait-time for any particular questions.
Teachers' reactions to student responses to questions depend to some extent on
pupil sccioeconomic status (SES) (Brophy & Good, 1986).
Although feedback is important, it is generally not necessary to praise correct answers, since this
may be intrusive. However, when praise is useful, it is usually specific rather than global and is
geared toward anxious, low-SES students rather than more independent, assertive, or
high-SES students.
Participation rules are not necessarily communicated explicitly (Erickson &
Shultz, 1977). Research on "contextualization cues"the ways in which participants
(and researchers) determine the implicit rules for appropriate speech has laid the
foundation for a number of studies on conflicting communication styles
among cultural
subgroups. Differences have been observed in such behaviors as children's ways of
showing attention and understanding through nonverbal behavior such as gaze and nodding (Erickson, 1979) and differences in the ways turn-taking rules are understood
(Watson-Gegeo & Boggs, 1977). This line of research is particularly important in investigating disjunctures between home and school; it sheds light on how some cultural differences may interfere with students' ability to perform academic tasks.
These aspects of classroom communicationteacher questioning,
teacher reaction
to student responses, and contextualization cuesare the components of conversations
that take place between students and teachers, or among students. We note that the
research reviewed here leaves out one important factor: the content of classroom discourse. Research that is more grounded in particular subject areas argues that
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sustained discourse that engages students in particular issues or questions of content is
an extremely important part of effective instruction (see Sections IV and VIII).
Adopting an Approach to Delivery of Lessons

There have always been debates over which instructional delivery approaches are
most effective: whole-class recitations, individualized seatwork, small-group instruction. Not surprisingly, there are no clear answers; instead, the evidence seems to point
to a more general conclusion: regardless of the type of instruction, the quantity of time
spent pursuing academic work is the key component of achievement (Brophy & Good,
1986). Although the significant variables are content coverage and academically
engaged minutes, a number of instructional options may achieve these ends (Rosenshine, 1979).
There is a fair amount of data on the relationship between engagement and the instructional arrangements in "typical" classrooms. Gump's (1967) study of a third grade
found that engagement was highest for students in teacher-led small groups, and least
for pupil presentations; in between were recitations, tests, and teacher presentations,
which in turn were higher in involvement than supervised or unsupervised seatwork.
Kounin (1970) found that involvement was highest in recitations and lowest in seatwork; studies reviewed by Rosenshine (1983) show similar differences between recitations and seatwork and demonstrate further that involvement during seatwork is even
lower in classes where it is used often. Croll (1988) found in observations of 32 classrooms that classes that had higher levels of whole-class interaction had higher levels of
engagement at all times, including individualized segments.
Four delivery approaches have received considerable attention because they purport to both encourage high levels of engagement and offer special benefits for disadvantaged students: mastery learning, direct instruction, cognitive modeling and explicit
teaching, and cooperative and team learning. Their actual payoff for disadvantaged students is a matter of considerable debate. Moreover, the ultimate value of engagement
depends on the instructional objectives and academic tasks in which students are
engaged.
lvfastery LearningThe approach known as "mastery learning" has provoked some
controversy in recent years. This approach, which features cycles of teaching, testing,
reteaching, and retesting, was designed specifically with low achievers in mind. Although some studies show that mastery learning does increase the amount of basic
skills learned (Block & Burns, 1976; Guskey & Gates, 1985), many questions surround
this conclusion. For example, most of the results are shown for short lesson units (a
week or less). Furthermore, it does not appear that the goal of reducing time required
to learn higher-level skills is actually achieved, and the approach seems far more difficult to orchestrate in inner-city schools with high student-teacher ratios, high absenteeism, and less time for teacher planning (Brophy, 1986). The main problem with
mastery learning may be that the approach involves too much time working with
materials and too little time working with teachers (Brophy, personal communication).
Direct Instruction The most heated debate in this area revolves around the role
of "direct instruction" approaches in increasing student achievement. Simply put,
direct instruction means that (1) tasks are carefully structured; (2) students are
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explicitly told in small steps how to accomplish the tasks; (3) students are guided
through the process and given a number of opportunities to practice the skills; and (4)
assessment and feedback are frequent and consistent (Doyle, 1983). A number of researchers believe that this is the best system for all students, and particularly for disadvantaged students. We use the term to refer to a class of teach: approaches that
derive from the original Follow Through model of the same narr
There are reasons for doubting that this category of approach handles all instructional goals equally well. A number of researchers (e.g., Zumwalt, Calfee, Romberg,
and Doyle in separate papers in Williams, Richmond, & Mason, 1986) express concern
over the level of skills learned in this format: and whether or not such skills are likely
to transfer to more independent strategies. Other evidence suggests that improvements in students' conceptual abilities are positively correlated with opportunities to
work with others, to use trial and error, and to make mistakes on their own, as opposed
to lessons in which the teacher closely monitors the student's response (Cohen, 1988).
Furthermore, the research showing positive gains through direct instruction is focused
exclusively on achievement test scores, ignorifig a broad range of educational goals
such as creativity, independence, curiosity, self-concept, and attitude toward school and
learning, all of which are better served by more varied approaches (Peterson, 1979).
While direct instruction is actually a teaching method and as such is not tied to any
curriculum choice (such as discrete skill learning), its emphasis on drill and practice
has made it particularly well suited to skill acquisition. It should not be confused, however, with the more general findings related to "active teaching' strategies derived
from process-product research. This approach has found much more empirical support
among researchers. Active teaching relies on a great deal of teacher-guided activity,
but is adaptable to a variety of curriculum goals. While he does not encourage the use
of the original direct instruction system, Brophy (1986, 1989) states that the best way to
increase achievement gains for Chapter 1 students is to maximize the time spent in active teacher-led instruction and supervised practice. He argues that although variation
in format is important, active teaching is always a key ingredient of effective instruction.
Cognitive Modeling and Explicit TeachingWhereas an exclusive reliance on direct
instruction approaches limits the kinds of learning that may occur, active and explicit

teaching of certain thingsespecially mental processesmay have a particular payoff
for disadvantaged students. Although the point is discussed in more detail with reference to particular content goals (e.g., reading comprehension, mathematics problem
solving) in Sections IV and VIII, we lay out the underlying generic argument here. Certain cognitive and linguistic capacities tend to develop universally; others are more dependent on exposure to particular types of modeling and experiences (Brophy, 1988).
Included among the latter are a variety of schemata, "scripts," and verbal mediation
strategies that are associated with success in school. Middle-class children are much
more likely than others to learn these skills at home. Children from other backgroundsin particular, working-class minority studentsneed to be explicitly taught
the content and verbal strategies necessary to become part of the dominant culture in
the school (Delpit, 1988). Instruction for disadvantaged students thus requires a great
deal of "cognitive modeling," in which strategies for various types of learning tasks are
demonstrated to students directly and related explicitly to other activities and skills. In
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this way, the emphasis is on developing metacognitive awareness as opposed to isolated, fragmented skill repetition. Although explicit teaching and modeling are necessary in the early stages of teaching a unit or skill, the teacher must eventually cede
control of the learning process as students become more capable of applying modeled
strategies and constructing knowledge on their own (Doyle, 1988).
Cooperative and Team Learning ArrangementsUnlike direct instruction, another
category of approaches gives a substantial degree of control to students, who act as a
resource for each other's learning. Much recent attention has been focused on
cooperative and team learning, arrangements that generally involve heterogeneous
groups who work together on tasks. There are different types of cooperative arrangements, some incorporating competitive elements, but as a class of instructional arrangement, several conclusions can be drawn about them. While such small groupings may
be complex and difficult to orchestrate (Brophy & Good, 1986), they have been shown
to have very positive effects on achievement, particularly for lower-ability students, and
on achieving social goals such as intercultural understanding and friendliness in
heterogeneous groups (Cohen, 1988). Evaluation of this type of arrangement over
several years indicates that in many situations cooperative learning is more effective
than traditional approaches in increasing basic achievement outcomes, including performance on standardized tests of mathematics, reading, and language (Slavin, 1987).
Structuring Academic Tasks

In addition to arranging groups, structuring participation, and adopting an instructional delivery approach, teachers structure the academic tasks their students perform.
In this respect, decisions about instructional strategy merge with decisions about the
content of instruction, which we discuss extensively in Sections IV and VIII. At this
point, however, it is useful to review the underlying conceptualizations, both to anticipate the later discussion and to provide further perspective on the debate about alternative instructional delivery approaches.
The Relationship between Academic Tasks and Teaching ApproachesThe
academic "task" is a useful analytical category for looking at instructional strategies and
their outcomes (Doyle, 1983). In this view, understanding what students actually learn
entails an examination of what they do to accomplish classroom tasks, in terms of both
assignments given and the way the teacher evaluates outcomes. The concept of "task"
comprises four aspects of instruction: (1) a goal state or end product, (2) a problem
space or set of conditions and resources available to accomplish the task, (3) the operations involved in assembling and using resources to reach the goal or generate the
product, and (4) the importance of the task in the overall work system of the class
(Doyle, 1988). By using this concept in analyzing instructional strategies, it is possible
to capture the curriculum in motion (Doyle, 1986c), as opposed to isolating discrete indicators of strategies that appear to correlate with achievement in all situations.

This notionthe idea of curriculum as a "bundle of tasks"can be used to examine suitable strategies for varying levels of academic difficulty. Different types of
academic tasksmemory, procedural or routine, comprehension or understanding, and
opinionmake varying cognitive demands and may benefit from different teaching approaches. Although researchers have been trying to elucidate the various cognitive
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processes involved in expert writing, reading, or mathematics in order to teach these
processes directly, there are a number of reasons why the original direct instruction
model is inappropriate for many of these "skills." First, the cognitive processes involved are difficult to communicate in understandable ways to students at certain
developmental or ability levels. Second, many of the relevant cognitive procesc-s simply are not understood. Third, many important academic tasks, such as writing anu mathematics, involve skills on a number of different levels simultaneously (Doyle, 1983).
This does not mean, however, that active teacher-directed instruction has no place in
teaching these cognitive processes.
Different instructional strategies may be equally successful in accomplishing the
same learning task, according to Corno and Snow (1986). In their view, a variable
amount of mediation is necessary in learning to either "short-circuit" or "activate"
students' own cognitive processes, depending on ability levels. Low-ability students
generally require more mediation for skill learning. Corno and Snow note that
whereas teacher-directed instruction generally facilitates learning for disadvantaged students by mediating and controlling activities, heterogeneous groups like those in
cooperative learning arrangements transfer some of the mediation function to higherability students, who then serve as "substitute teachers."
To the extent that teacher-directed instruction coincides with curricular choices
favoring the teaching of discrete skills, much may be lost in excessively controlled instructional arrangements for lower-ability students (Doyle, 1979). Chapter 1 programs,
in this view, are likely to concentrate on instructional processes at the expense of the
knowledge domains necessary to give meaning to discrete skills. Although direct instruction might be appropriate 't is essential for teachers to create connections and
help develop semantic framew, ks and schemata that will form the basis for more independent thinking (Doyle, 1986b).
Negotiating Academic Demands The teacher is not alone in structuring academic
tasks. Classroom discourse and the expectations for academic work are jointly "constructed" by both students and teacher. A 2-year study of parti6pation structures
found that students can in fact constrain the range of choices available to the teacher,
thus helping to determine the way in which teaching is done (Dorr-Bremme, 1982).
The same teacher was observed with different groups of children, and the behavior of
the group had consequences for the way the teacher structured classroom talk. Compared to the first-year group, the teacher believed that the second-year group tended to
discuss topics that she regarded as less valuable, and videotape analysis revealed that
the teacher was more active with this group in directing topics, keeping the students on
the subject, and intervening with questions and comments.
This is not to imply that a symmetrical relationship exists: that is, teachers have
the responsibility and challenge to impose their instructional agenda on the class and
elicit cooperation from students in so doing. Nonetheless, students are not passive actors in this process and their influence on the classroom agenda, though often subtle,
can be substantial.
Recent "interpretive" anthropological research has provided a large amount of information about how meaning is Lonstnicted in the classroom and the ways in which
students and teachers collectively alter the classroom situation by acting on their
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various understandings of the situation. This perspective has enauled us to see the subtle ways in which students themselves influence the amount and kind of academic work
that is accomplished (Woods, 19'8). Analyses of the "improvisational character" of the
classroom indicate that much of what goes on there is beyond the control of the
teacher and is contingent on many other variables, not the least of which is student
cooperation (Erickson, 1982a; Griffin & Mehan, 1979).
Long-term ethnographic research (e.g., Everhart, 1983, in a junior high school)
provides many insights into the dynamics of the constant negotiations over what gets
learned. Although teachers may be primarily responsible for decisions about what constitutes "knowledge," students have almost infinite potential to offer resistance and
thus determine the pacing of the curriculum and what actually gets accomplished.
One scholar (Doyle, 1983) offers a powerful argument about the way this process
operates. All academic work is evaluated by the teacher in some way and therefore entails a certain amount of ambiguity and risk, with more difficult assignments occupying
the high end of this continuum. Students tend to resist those at the high end ("understanding") and show a preference for the lbw end (memory, routine tasks). Students
use order as a bargaining chip to lower the stakes in terms of the risk involved. They
develop various strategies to minimize the risk to themselves: they restrict output,
demand clarifications, or lobby for more lenient evaluation criteria.
Other studies confirm this phenomenon. Jorgenson (1977) found that students'
behavior improved when they were assigned reading below their measured ability;
Davis and McKnight (1976) observed high-ability secondary students who actively
resisted attempts to increase academic demands; and Carter and Doyle (1982) found
that tasks involving higher-order skills, such as expository writing, were much more difficult for the teacher to orchestrate while procedural tasks involving recall were conducted relatively smoothly.
This research has clear implications for instructional strategies in classrooms. For
learning to occur, a delicate balance must be achieved between challenge and opportunities for success (Brophy, 1987). Moreover, if it is true that student pressure for
stability and routine is usually evident (Doyle, 1983), then when management concerns
are paramount, teachers are more likely to reduce academic demands in response.
This is particularly significant for classes with high proportions of disadvantaged students, where successful management is likely to be more problematic.

Adanting Instructional Strategies to Student Differences
Whatever the instructional strategy, many researchers have focuscd on the student
characteristics that are seen to mediate effectiveness of instructional strategies I ifferences in culture, ability, socioeconomic status, and language may have rowerful effects on teaching and learning.
Once again, there is little consensus on the need to account for cultural and
economic differences in designing instructional strategies. One view asserts that very
little research has suggested the need for qualitatively different forms of inst. uction for
students who differ in aptitude, achievement level, socioeconomic status, or learning
style (Brophy, 1986). However, the same author also suggests that disadvantaged students may need more of what is recommended for all students: more control and
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structuring, more drill and practice, smaller steps, and more feedback. Others believe
that disadvantaged students come to school without the cognitive schema to handle
schoolwork, and therefore need more explicit metacognitive training (see papers by
Porter and Brophy, Sections V and IX, respectively). Others (e.g., Passow. 1986)
respond that far too little research attention has been directed toward understanding
the types of differences that affect learning and that the literature that does exist points
clearly to unique instructional needs.
This debate is highly complex and resists simple answers. Even among those researchers who emphasize the significance of differences, there is little agreement about
how classroom practice should take them into account. There is no question that
teachers themselves adapt their strategies to perceived differences among their students; some of this is necessary in any successful approach, and will often be based on
experience rather than theory. In the case of reading groups, for example, it appears
that teachers' differential treatment of high- and low-ability students is based on a mixture of teacher training, messages drawn from curriculum materials, and the received
wisdom about what students need that is prevalent in "teachers' culture" (Cazden,
1986; Hargreaves, 1980). Skilled teachers appear to move constantly back and forth
along a continuum of instructional mediation, depending on the perceived student
need (Como & Snow, 1986).
In terms of direct correlations with achievement, a number of studies show differences in instructional effectiveness according to student SES (Brophy & Good,
1986). These studies have focused on a limited range of variables and have been used
to justify direct instruction approaches.
In Soar and Soar's (1979) study of high-SES students in grades three and six,
achievement correlated positively with indirect instruction for high-MS students, while a low-SES fifth-grade class showed higher achievement as a result
of recitation, drill, and narrow teacher questions.
StAings and Kaskowitz's (1974) evaluation of Follow Through classes showed
that greater gains were made by students who spent more time working with
the teacher than on independent work.
Brophy and Evertson (1974) found in the Texas Teacher Effectiveness Study
that high-SES students needed intellectual stimulation, while low-SES students
needed manageable assignments and supervision, the opportunity to answer a
larger percentage of questions effectively, and an instructional strategy that emphasized smaller steps, practice, redundancy, and encouraging praise rather
than challenge. However, they note that these findings do not represent a
dich3tomy but rather the need for different proportions of the same strategies.
Thus, as low-SES studs is begin to function like high-SES students, it is necessary to adjust instructioi al methods accordingly.
This body of research has focused on other aspects of instruction besides delivery
approach. In a study of junior high senools, Evertson, Anderson, Anderson, and
Brophy (1980) found that greater gains for low-SES students corresponded to friendliness and acceptance on the part of the teacher, along with oppor- nines for selfexpression. This finding is consistent with a growing body of literature on the need for
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more personalized approach in educating disadvantaged students. A number of
programs found to be unusually effective with this population have included efforts to
make the student feel more at home in the school by helping teachers to understand
students' cultural experiences and creating bonds between students, parents, and the
school (Comer, 1988). Efforts by teachers to develop a familial atmosphere that
promotes identification with the school and to relate to their students in individualized
ways has a particularly important role in "personalizing" instruction (Brophy, 1988).
Good teachers in minority communities establish meaningful interpersonal relationships that earn their students' respect while maintaining clear authority (Delpit, 1988).
The information available on these cultural differences that do not necessarily
coincide with SES (such as ethnicity or native language) is more difficult to quantify,
but there is an increasing awareness that they may need to be addressed in order for
successful schooling to take place in a rapidly changing demographic climate (Erickson,
1982b).*

Knowledge about effective practice to improve performance of different cultural
groups presents a difficult dilemma. Although many argue that we must understand
how these differences affect achievement, there is always a possibility that such information will encourage more cultural stereotypes that may inhibit rather than facilitate
learning. Pursued with good intentions, instructional differentiation may nonetheless
result in curriculum differe%ciationthus defeating a central goal of empowering disadvantaged students (Doyle, 1986b). The most important question remains whether differential treatment is helpful individualization or detrimental bias (Cazden, 1986). The
larger issue, from this perspective, lies in examining programs that boost achievement
through culturally appropriate strategies, thus alleviating the dissonance between home
and school. It is not clear at this point precisely what the role of the school should be
in maintaining such continuity, or where to break it in order to prepare students for the
larger society.
What Teachers Do To Facilitate Order
Research on classroom management, which has traditionally focused on disruptive
student behavior out of the academic context in which it occurred, has increasingly
shifted toward (1) a view of management and order as being closely connected to
academic and instructional strategy and (2) "preventive" rather than "remedial" approaches to establishing orderly classrooms. There appears to be wide consensus
nowadays that these perspectives hold the keys to effective classroom management.
The prim.pal problem for the teacher is that of creating and sustaining an order
in the classroom that is appropriate to the instructional goals being addressed. What
constitutes "order" in classrooms is contingent on a number of factors: academic content, learning goals, instructional format. Teachers allow, for example, more unstructured interaction in subjects like social studies than in reading or math (Stodolsky,

According to recent estimates, the school-age population will be one-third minority by the year 2000
(ACE, 1988; Hodgkinson, 1985).
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1981) and tend to intervene more often for misbehaviors in whole-class recitations than
in reading groups (Gump, 1967). Different amounts of disruptive behavior tend to
occur in various instructional arrangements. Silverstein (1979) fouad that inappropriate behaviors (such as unnecessary movement, shouting, and fighting) occurred
more often during seatwork or silent reading than during whole-class formats, where
disruption was relatively infrequent. Similarly, Kounin (1970) found that deviance occurred four times as often in seatwork as in recitations. The challenge for the teacher
as classroom manager is to anticipate the situations in which disorder occurs, while allowing for order that is appropriate to the nature of the work being done.

Preventive and Remedial Approaches
Discussions of classroom management distinguish approaches aimed at forestalling inappropriate behavior from those that concentrate on remediating misbehaviors. The distinction derives in part from work over a decade ago that found no
differences between good and poor managers in the types or prevalence of their behaviors aimed at handling disruptions (Kounin, 1970). Rather, the two groups differed
in their capacity to establish a situation in which disruptive behaviors were unlikely to
occur at all. A number of studies (e.g., Evertson & Emmer, 1982) have since confirmed this research, and the emphasis in both research and training has shifted definitively toward preventive group management and advance planning.
A prominent model of classroom management in this tradition revolves around
the establishment of what is called the "primary vector"a program of action in the
classroom that includes a strong academic component (Doyle, 1986a). When the focus
of interaction is on the substance of lessons, the primary vector is strong and the environment is orderly. When competing interests overrule the primary vectoras when
instruction is poor or when students are either unable or unwilling to adapt to the level
of the lessonthe teacher must work that much harder to restore order.
Occasionally, individual misbehaviors occur when the classroom is otherwise
functioning smoothly, and teachers must respond to these as well. In Doyle's terms,
misbehavior is any set of behaviors by one or more students that is perceived by the
teacher to initiate a vector of action ti- r:ompetes with or threatens the primary vector
of action at a given moment; such belli. ,is need to be dealt with, because they tend
to be both public and contagious.
When behaviors that do not suit the task and context occur, teachers have a number of options. Many disciplinary "systems" have been developed in recent years, and
teachers may be trained in one or more of them. Some reviews of one of the betterknown systemsbehavior mudification have suggested that the usefulness of such approaches as token economies and contingency management in normal classrooms is
limited (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Lahey & Rubinoff, 1981). Because reinforcement
techniques have been criticized for replacing intrinsic motivation with external rewards,
the most positive directions for classroom manv..ment in this area involve systems for
developing so zial skills and self-control (Brophy, 1982). One of the most effective ways
of teaching these strategies is similar to that used for good instruction: teacher modeling of appropriate behaviors and ways of dealing with frustration and conflict (Brophy,
1988). However, good prevention may not obviate the need for remedial attention to
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disruptive behavior when it occurs; behavior modification strategies using- home -based
reinforcement or group contingencies, for example, can be effective when preventive
strategies are insufficient.
There is very inconsistent evidence on other models designed to improve classroom discipline on an individual basise.g., therapeutic interventions by schools as
well as by the individual teacher, such as Teacher Effectiveness Training (T.E.T.) or
Assertiveness Training. The important thing seems to be not what specific model or
technique is used, but rather whether the teacher assumes responsibility for the discipline problems that arise and devises long-term, solution-oriented approaches to
them (Brophy & Rohrkemper, 1981).
When and how teachers intervene during instances of misbehavior has consequences for overall management effectiveness. Successful managers are able to anticipate
misbehavior and react appropriately early on (Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980).
Successful interventions tend to be brief and do not interrupt the flow of interaction
(Erickson & Mohatt, 1982). Attempts to investigate how teachers make their decisions
to intervene show that these choices are made on the basis of knowledge of who is misbehaving, where the misbehavior is, and when it occurs; in short, responses are tailored
to individual situations (Cone, 1978). Skillful teachers apparently learn the configuration of events in the classroom to enable them to make complex decisions about when
to interrupt to repair order (Doyle, 1986a). In this way, effective interventions are inserted into the flow of the activity without becoming themselves distractions and
detracting from the primary vector of classroom action.
Establishing and Maintaining Order

A range of activities appear to facilitate order in classrooms. One of the more
negative ways in which order is maintained has been discussed above: negotiation with
students to reduce academic demands. More constructive strategies are described
below.
Research has increasingly demonstrated the importance of advance planning and
organization its establishing a smoothly run classroom, and the early sessions of the
school year are crucial in setting the stage (Ball, 1980; Doyle, 1979). An analysis of
junior high and elementary classrooms has found that effective managers at both levels
were more successful at establishing rules and procedures at the beginning of the year,
and rules generally were part of concrete and explicit systems (Emmer et al., 1980).
Successful managers lose little time in organizing, and have activities carefully planned
even on the first day (Evertson & Emmer, 1982). Other studies indicate that when
work systems were successfully established early in the year, by November teachers
could devote more time to individual students while less successful managers were still
focusing on disruptive behavior (Doyle, 1984).
In addition to early organization, a number of more ongoing teacher characteristics have been found to correlate with effective management and student engaged
time. Kounin (1970) observed clear differences among teachers on a number of group
management skills: (1) "withitness," in which teachers communicate to students that
they are aware of all the various events that are happening at once; (2) "overlapping-- ness," in which they respond to different simultaneous events; (3) smoothness and

momentum of lessons; (4) group alerting and accountability; and (5) challenge arousal
and variety in lesson materials. The importance of these behavioral dimensions has
been reinforced by later research. For example, "withitness" appears to correlate positively with achievement (Brophy & Evertson, 1976); others (Copeland, 1983; Schtintm,
1971) have found that situational awareness and "overlappingness" in teachers predict
the acquisition of classroom management skills.

Creating "Definitions of the Situation"
For management techniques to be effective, students must have a clear understanding of the operating system at work. Teachers' success in maintaining an orderly
and productive environment depends in part on creating and reinforcing a "definition
of the situation" in which appropriate behavior is likely to occur.
This view has long been recognized by scholars study'ng classroom management.
In Waller's classic study (1932) of the sociology of teaching, he pointed to the importance of reciprocal meanings on the part of students and teachers: "We may see the
whole process of personal and group conflict which centers about the school as a conflict of contradictory definitions of situations." From this perspective, the need for
clarity and explicitness in organizing classroom rules makes eminent sense: it increases
the likelihood that the various participants will understand order in consistent ways. A
key to developing a workable definition of classroom order is for the teachers themselves to have what Spady and Mitchell (1979) call an "effective organizing perspective."
Without such a consistent global view on the part of the teacher, it is unlikely that students will be cooperative.
This type of consistent understanding is important to achieve in all classrooms, but
there may be particular problems in establishing it in classrooms serving disadvantaged
students. From one perspective, order is held in place by a sufficient redundancy in
the cues by which participants tell each other what is appropriate. A lack of congruence between these understandings is more likely when the teacher is a member of
the majority group and the students' cultural background is different (Erickson, 1982a).
Research on question-answer sequences in lessons demonstrates the possibility of miscommunication as a result of different cultural expectations about classroom discourse
(Mehan, 1979) fa example, in this study, students offering and receiving help from
one another were viewed by students as "showing laudable concern for others" or as
"cheating," depending on their cultural background. Other research demonstrates that
the appropriateness of humor and mock aggression in talk depends on the different cultural assumptions of individuals engaged in conversation (Lein, 1975). In general,
when students act on their definitions in ways that the teachers do not understand
both at the level of interaction and in broader assumptions about appropriate role
relationships between adults and childrenthe teacher is likely to find their actions
confusing or threatening, and this response in turn increases the likelihood of developing an adversarial relationship (Erickson, 1986).
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Effective Classroom Management and Instruction for Disadvantaged Students
The literature reviewed here shows that, in general, the most effective instructional strategies for all types of students simultaneously increase the amount of student
engagement and establish order.
Effective Instructional Strategies

One attempt at summarizing the vast literature on instructional strategies
(Brophy, 1986) has developed the following comprehensive list of what is known about
effective instruction for disadvantaged students:
The amount these students learn is related to the opportunity to learn,
whether in time or content coverage.
Achievement is maximized when teachers emphasize academic instruction as a
major part of their role, expect students to learn, and allocate most of the available time in class to academic activities.
Academically engaged time depends not only on allocated time but on effective management strategies.
Students achieve more when they spend most of their time being taught or supervised by teachers rather than working on their own or not working at all.
Achievement is maximized when teachers not only actively present material to
their students, but structure it by means of overviews, advance organizers, outlines, attention to main ideas, signalling transitions, and reviews.
Achievement is maximized when content is logically sequenced and contains
enough redundancy to allow linkages to be made between segments.
Achievement is higher when teachers make clear presentations in precise
language.
Achievement is correlated with teacher enthusiasm in presenting material.
Teacher questions should be reasonably difficult (approximately 75% correct
response rate), with wait-times geared to question complexity, and should involve all students in the early grades.
In reacting to stude-nt responses, teachers should acknowledge correct answers,
explain when answers are partially incorrect, should attempt to elicit some
response, and discourage irrelevant questions.
Achievement is higher when seatwork assignments are varied and challenging,
but appropriate for student ability.
For smaller groups of disadvantaged students, such as in some Chapter 1
programs, individualized instruction may increase achievement.
The list serves to organize some salient points in a vast literature, but it has three
important shortcomings. First, the list itemizes behaviors out of context of their instructional goals. It may be more appropriate for certain instructional goals for teachers to
refrain from giving students advance organizers, outlines, etc. Second, all of these findings have used only achievement test gains as the outcome measure. A number of
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researchers have disputed the usefulness of this approach (Zumwalt, 1988; Peterson,
1979). Third, most of these conclusions are correlational, and in many ways it would
be a mistake to assume one-way causality and develop teacher training or policy
prescriptions based on these assumptions. Much of the evidence we have reviewed has
emphasized the reciprocal influence of both teacher and students in classroom interaction, and many of these results may reflect far more complex, contextually contingent
processes. For example, the research shows that frequency of teacher questions correlates positively with student achievement. It would be unfortunate to train all teachers
in "frequent questioning" techniques when it may be true that high-achieving students
cause teachers to ask more questions.
Effective Classroom Management

Th, ce is more consensus on what constitutes good management and how to
achieve it than on effective instructional strategies. The most important conclusion
that emerges from the research points to the significance of prevention over remediation. Research during the last 20 years has clearly established that some approaches
are more effective than others and, in particular, that the key to successful management is preventing problems before they occur (Good & Brophy, 1984). The research
summarized above also supports the following conclusions:
Effective managers establish the rules and procedures of the classroom early in
the year, and are more explicit in communicating them.
Good managers consistently monitor compliance with rules.
Good managers have more detailed and cons!-tent accountability systems,
keep better track of student assignments, and give clearer descriptions of the
evaluation system.
Good managers are clearer at communicating information, directions, and objectives.

Good managers are also good instructional organizers in that they waste little
time getting prepared or in transitions, keep the momentum in lessons; and
maximize student engagement.
Successful managers seem to "have eyes in the back of their heads," and
demonstrate what Kounin categorized as "withit" and "overlapping" behaviors.
Skillful managers are perceptive about classroom context and events and by
using this information are able to develop activities that keep the flow going
with minimal interruptions.
It is important to reemphasize in a discussion of effective management techniques
what may appear obvious: that success does not depend entirely on teacher skills but is
also a function of the characteristics and motivation of students. Some researchers
have attempted to measure the impact of student ability and interest in schoolwork
directly. Metz (1978) analyzed interactions in high- and low-ability classes taught by
'he same teachers and found that there were more similarities in degree of order
among different teachers working with students in the same track than in the same
teacher working with different tracks. In other words, the student population had a
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clear influence on effectiveness. She also found that the tone of both high- and lowability classes was set by a few active students, while the rest remained relatively
passive.

That said, it is also clear that there are in fact differences among teachers who are
given identical groups. For example, Campbell (1974) found marked differences in
management success among the math, science, and English teachers given the same
low-ability group. Kounin (1983) found that student engagement in classes of the most
successful managers was 98.7%, compared with a low of 25% for teachers who were
struggling. In other words, some teachers are simply more effective at establishing an
orderly environment, regardless of the student composition of the class.
Doyle has summarized some of the important dynamics at work in typical wellmanaged classrooms:
Classroom management is fundamentally a process of solving the problem of
obtaining cooperation in classrooms rather than the problems of misbehavior
or student engagement.
Order in classrooms is defined by the strength and durability of the program of
action embedded in the activities teachers and students engage in together as
they accomplish work.
A program of action, and thus classroom order, is jointly constructed by
teachers and students in settings of enormous complexity.
Programs of action in classroc:n activities are defined by both the rules for
social participation and the demands for academic work.
Order in classrooms is context-specific and held in place by balancing a large
array of forces and processes.
The key to a teacher's success in management appears to be his or her (a) understanding of the likely configuration of events in a classroom, and (b) skill in
monitoring and guiding activities in light of this information. (1986a, 423-424)
Finally, it would be inappropriate to assume that orderly classes are always instructionally effective. Strategies that maximize order, although effective in terms of
teacher survival, are all too common with large proportions of disadvantaged students.
Previously mentioned research on interactions in reading groups shows that in some
cases certain management tactics, such as prompting performance and group alerting,
interfere with low-ability students' possibilities of learning to read (Allington, 1980; McDermott, 1976). Brophy (1983) and Good (1981) have each shown how low-ability students are given fewer opportunities to respond in whole-class formats. It seems
apparent that some teachers may address management concerns by excluding potentially disruptive students from the action entirely; in these situations, well-managed classrooms are not necessarily high-achieving classrooms even when overall engagement
rates are high (Doyle, 1986a). Moreover, it is clear that disadvantaged students disproportionately suffer from such compromises.
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Summary: Principles Guiding Effective Instruction in Classrooms Serving
Disadvantaged Students
Although there is much that is not understood about effective instruction in classrooms serving disadvantaged students, several themes emerge from the literature we
have reviewed in this section. The themes can be grouped under three headings:
(1) the role of teacher-directed instruction; (2) differential treatment of student differences; and (3) the academic basis for classroom management and instructional
strategies.
The Role of Teacher-Directed Instruction

A conventional wisdom has grown up over the last several decades regarding the
most effective instructional strategies for disadvantaged students, and especially for the
low-achieving members of this student population. Based in large measure on research
regarding direct instruction approaches, teaching strategies that combine an active,
directive role for teachers with a curriculum emphasizing discrete, sequential basic
skills have come to be seen as effective for this student population. These strategies .
are characterized by (1) a directive role for teachers, who remain in continuous control
of student learning activities; (2) careful structuring of tasks to present material in
small, incremental steps combined with rapid pacing of instruction; (3) explicit teaching
of new skills with a great deal of guidance by the teacher; (4) lots of opportunity to
practice skills; (5) frequent assessment and feedback to students.
Tht literature suggests the following conclusion about this class of instructional
strategies: while they appear to produce measurable increases in discdvantaged
students' achievement, at least in basic skills, they may have important limitations in
the range and richness of curriculum they can convey. This category of approaches appears to solve the problem of obtaining student cooperation in the classroom by maintaining tight control over learning activities. However, as a result, students need to
exercise their own judgment less and have less need to think learning tasks through for
themselves. As a result, this approach to teaching may well limit student learning of
higher-order skills.
These limitations do not appear to apply to the broader category of "active teaching." Active, explicit teaching may be especially useful in many situations, for example,
in modeling cognitive processes, communicating school culture to students who are unfamiliar with it, in the initial stages of establishing classroom order, etc. In addition,
active :caching can be usefully complemented by approaches that encourage (and structure) students' interaction with each other (e.g., in structured cooperative learning arrangements), which can bring about effective learning of basic skills, along with
higher-order skills and affective/social skills. The important thing appears to be to
bring about the right balance of teacher-direction and student-direction.
All told, the evidence sugger that instructional approaches that include a large
amount of teacher guidance and involvement in student learning are well suited to a
variety of curricular goals. By contrast with other classes of approaches that minimize
teacher-directed instructionfor example, those that rely on independent interaction
with materialsactive teaching has been shown to be more effective.
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Differential Treatment of Student Differences

The presence of disadvantaged students in classrooms brings two kinds of student
difference into play that raise profound questions for teachers as they design and implement instructional strategies. First, how should the instructional strategy accommodate
the students' differences in linguistic and cultural background? Second, how to instruct
the large numbers of students from this population that do not achieve well in their
academic work? The literature offers only partial answers. The primary themes are
these:
Instructional strategies that make some effort to bridge the gaps between student background and the school culture have a better chance of success. For
example, "personalizing" teaching, which communicates to students care and
respect for their backgrounds, works particularly well.
Ability grouping of low-achieving students appears to be dysfunctional for
many of them (though it may facilitate the teaching of higher-achieving
children)it too easily becomes a permanent tracking mechanism, whether or
not it is intended to be that.
Without necessarily being aware of it, teachers tend to act differently with
lower-achieving students, and their actions (e.g., types of questions asked, frequency of questions, nature of response to student answers) tend to limit these
tudents' instructional experience.
Too much differentiation of the curriculum to accommodate the special needs
and characteristics of a particular group of students risks inviting st^reotyping
and limiting the curriculum.
Academic Basis for Classroom Management and Instructional Strategies

The point may seem obvious, but a generation of research on generic instructional
variables (on which we have concentrated in this section) may have obscured the following principle: the success of instructional strategies and of approaches to classroom
management cannot be divorced from the academic goals and content of instruction.
This theme has several more specific implications:
Maintaining appropriate order in the classroom learning environment depends
in part on the academic tasks in which students are engaged and on a "preventive" approach to establishing order from the outset. The nature of academic
tasks affects how much students are challenged and also prompts them to
negotiate with the teacher over the difficulty of academic demands, which
poses a problem of order for the teacher.
Instructional delivery approaches influence the structure of curriculum that
can be taught: master; learning and direct instruction approaches, for example, lend themselves more readily to the teaching of discrete "basic" skills,
which they seem to do with some efficiency, than to helping students develop
their analytic abilities or other "higher-order" skills (we will explore this theme
more extensively and specifically in Sections IV and VIII, which deal with particular content areas).
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But the most important implication is that effective instruction cannot be reflected
adequately in generically framed management or strategy variables. We can gain from
this literature some overarching principles about teacher behavior and the arrangement
of classes that affect learning in the classroom. But beyond that, we can say little about
the effective teaching of reading, writing, or mathematics, without reference to the content considerations discussed in other chapters of this document.
A central finding of the literature reviewed in this section provides a clear example of this point. The research makes it clear that maximizing engaged learning
time is a major determinant of student achievement. Thus, the research establishes
what can be thought of as a basic condition of learning. But much of the research
reviewed here makes little attempt to answer the question: engaged in what? Engagement in repetitive discrete skill-building leads to learning experiences and outcomes
that are profoundly different from engagement in a varied and more challenging curriculum aimed at a variety of curricular goals. The challenge for future research lies in
connecting what has been learned about basic conditions for learning with the emerging insights into the teaching of particular kinds of content.
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XIII A REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
INFLUENCES ON EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
The interaction among teachers, students, and curriculum described in earlier sections takes place within a broader environment that supports or constrains academic
learning. School -level factors, in particular, powerfully influence classroom instruction.
Beyond this, both the classroom and the school are affected by the community they
serve and by the broader professional and institutional environment (e.g., the school
district and state education agency). In this section, we describe each of these environments and discuss their relationships to effective instruction for disadvantaged students.
We focus our review on those findings that have the clearest and strongest implications
for what goes on in classrooms and for the academic learning that results from formal
schooling.

The School Environment
Classroom instruction and academic learning are facilitated or constrained most
immediately by the context of the school. The relationship between school characteristics and the nature of teaching and learning varies across schools and classrooms;
yet, evidence from two decades of researchmuch of which has been carried out in
elementary schools serving significant concentrations of disadvantaged students -Joints
to a number of school factors that go tar to shape the climate and activities of the classroom (see Purkey and Smith, 1983, for a review).
First and foremost, the school constitutes an environment in which meaningful teaching and learning are (or are not) allowed to take place. Students and teachers must be
able to reach their classes safely, be reasonably free from interruption, and have access
to sufficient materials to carry out their academic tasks. Schools that have proveneffective for disadvantaged students, then, are characterized by active steps to ensure that
teachers have adequate and uninterrupted time for instructional activities. Extracurricular, recreational, athletic, and administrative activities are considered secondary to
direct academic teaching and learning (Brookover, Beady, Flood, Schweitzer, & Wisenbaker, 1979; Rosenshine & Berliner, 1978; Stallings, 1980; Tomlinson, 1981). Within
this setting, discipline for those who disrupt the school climate is firm and consistent
(Edmonds, 1979; New York City Board of Education, 1979; Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Ouston, & Smith, 1979; Tomlinson, 1981; Weber, 1971).
This research does not suggest, however, that effective instruction takes place in
schools in which teachers, afforded sufficient uninterrupted time and materials, work in
isolation from one another. Rather, effective schools are characterized by a significant
degree of cross-classroom coordination and articulation of instruction-related activities
(Cohen, 1983; Phi Delta Kappa, 1980; Stallings, 1979). Such coordination provides students a coherent and consistent academic experience, one that is cumulative over time
as they move across grades and classrooms.
Such coordinated efforts ar 3r most effective when they are comprehensive, encompassing instructional object,...) and strategies, curricular content, and student assessment mechanisms. The development of whole-school efforts depenu,, in part, on
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staff's agreement about a set of clear and commonly shared goals and objectives for the
school's instructional program (Behr & Bachelor, 1981; Blumberg & Greenfield, 1980;
Doherty & Peters, 1981; Edmonds, 1979; Saronson, 1971). A clearly articulated and
commonly understood direction for the school, then, facilitates the coordination of curricula and instructional efforts across classrooms and grades (Armor et al., 1976; Little,
1981). A set of common goals also lays the groundwork for the creation of a regular
system of monitoring and evaluation of student progress in relationship to these goals
(New York City Board of Education, 1979; Edmonds, 1979; Venezky & Winfield, 1979;
Weber, 1971).
Cross-classroom and cross-grade articulation gain added importance as administrators and teachers look to implement a number of instructional strategies that
have gained currency in recent years -- strategies that include peer and cross-age tutoring, certain forms of cooperative learning, and the provision of supplementary in-class
services for special populations (Smith & O'Day, 1988). In particular, current efforts
to reduce the fragmented instructional experience of students receiving supplementary
program services require significant interaction among teachers from differert classrooms and pr:grams (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987; Shields, Jay, Parrish, & Padilla, 1989).
The roechaL:,ins that make such coordination possible, that allow leachers time and
authority to plan integrated efforts, need to be established at the school level.
Another related finding of this literature is that in schools in which disadvantaged
students perform well, the shared goals and objectives of the school staff which allow
for such coordinated effortsare oriented toward increased academic achievement.
Tfr...se schools are infused with an ethos in which student learning considerations are
the most important criteria in making both administrative and instructional decisions
(Armor et al., 1976; Berliner, 1979; Brookover et al., 1979; California State Departmentof Education, 1977; Edmonds, 1979; Purkey & Smith, 1983; Rutter et al., 1979;
Weber, 1971). Especially important in schools serving disadvantaged students, this
focus on academics is guided by the basic assumption that all students can and will
learn, given the proper guidance and assistance. Similarly, administrators believe that
teachers can teach, and teachers and aides believe that they can meet the challenge to
teach students (Austin, 1979: Brookover et al., 1979; Dornbush & Scott, 1975; Edmonds, 1979; Lipham, 1980; Purkey & Smith, 1983). In the classroom, the school ethos
is reflected in a sharp focus on academic learning and high expectations for all students, regardless of their backgrounds.
Finally, this research suggests that a strong instructional leader is necessary to
facilitate the development of clear goals, the creation ofmechanisms that allow for collegial planning and coordinated action, and the nurturing of an academically oriented
climate. Typically (but not always) the school principal, such a leader works to focus
staff's and students' efforts on academics, create a supportive adthinistyative and organizational structure for academic endeavors, and foster a positive school climate conducive to learning (Armor et al., 1976; Brookover et al., 1979; California State
Department of Education, 1977; Edmonds, 1979).
Although many researchers have noted methodological and conceptual shortcomings in the effective schools research (see, for example, Cuban, 1984; Rowan, Bossert,
& Dwyer, 1983), these diverse studies have painted a remarkably consistent portrait of
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schools that work for disadvantaged students. Taken together, the findings from this research underscore the central role that the school can play in fostering academic
achievement. At their best, schools can provide teachers with the time, autonomy, support, and opportunities for collegial interaction and planning necessary to craft and
carry out effective classroom practice (Little, 1981). Similarly, schools can offer students an environment in which expectations for academic progress are unambiguous
and high, while providing the respect and support required to meet those expectations.
The Family and Community Environment
The creation and maintenance of a strong, academically oriented school ethos
depends in part on the extent to which such values are shared by students, their
families, and the broader school community. Effective instruction is hardly possible if
students actively resist learning, and students' meaningful participation in school typicalVrequires support and assistance from home. In this section, then, we uiscuss the
relationship between the family and community environment and effective classroom
instruction.
For decades, we have had convincing empirical evidence of the powerful influence
of students' backgrounds on academic achievement (Coleman et,a1., 1966; Jencks et al.,
1972). Infact, much of the research on effective schooling that we have reviewed has
typically examined school and teacher effects while controlling for what are perceived
to be the robust but nonmanipulable factors associated with students' social and
economic characteristics (Good & Brophy, 1986). However, many researchers argue
that instead of controlling for social status, we should explicitly examine the relationship between students' backgrounds and the norms, values, and routines of the school
and classroom (e.g., Cummins, 1986; Diaz, Moll, & Mehan, 1986; Heath, 1983). Only
with such an understanding, they argue, can we design more effective instructional practices that build on sty -lents' strengths while compensating for their weaknesses.
This line of research is premised on a recognition that all students arrive at school
with a set of school-relevant characteristics, including patterns of discourse, spoken
and written language codes, ways of interacting with adults and peers, perceptions of
the purpose of schooling, and attitudes toward their likelihood of success in schcol
(Delpit, 1988; Heath, 1983; Ogbu, 1978). For all students, these culturally generated
characteristics help to explpin how they interpret and react to what takes place in the
classroom. For any students, the learning skills and cognitive strategies they have acquired outside of school are readily applicable to the demands and routines of the
school experience. For other studentsmany of them nonwhite and non-middleclass however, the skills and strategies they have learned to get along in their own
communities often prove ineffective in meeting the demands of the school setting
(Comer, 1988). In the case of some economically disadvantaged students from nonmainstream backgrounds, this mismatch between their home culture and that of the
school is exacerbated by a lack of school-relevant experiences (e.g., exposure to books)
and opportunities to engage in cognitive processes typically called for in school [e.g.,
building generalized (decontextualized) analytical categories] (Heath, 1983).
The mismatch may also extend to school - relate d values. In large part, students'
views of schooling are shaped by the values toward school and achievement present in
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the home. Studies have shown this to be true for successful middle-class students
(Bloom, 1985) as well as for poor students struggling to escape the ghetto (Clark,
1983). Yet, families from disadvantaged communities do not always share the same
values as the school (Comer, 1980, 1988; Matute-Bianchi, 1986; Ogbu, 1978). Although the overwhelming majority of parents want their children to succeed, parents
vary significantly in the amount of support they are able or willing to provide and in
the extent to which they believe in and trust the schools. At the extreme, parents identify the school as an antagonist, as illustrated by an account of an inner-city student
who arrived at school to inform theaeacher, "Teacher, my mama said I don't have to
do anything you say" (Comer, 1988). More commonly, parents may not understand the
norms and procedures of the schoci and feel alienated from it (Comer, 1980;
Cummins, 1986).
This mismatch between aspects of the home and school cultures can have a number of negative consequences. Because some students come to school unprepared to
tackle certain types of academic tasks, they begin to fall behind their peers in the early
grades. Students may also face school failure as a consequence of being unable to
make sense of school norms, values, and expectations and to respond appropriately.
Heath (1983), for example, has documented classrooms in which both black and white
working-class students were unable to decipher teachers' indirect requests for adherence to an unstated set of rules and so were not able to act in ways consistent with
their teachers' expectations. Similarly, the mismatch can interfere with learning as
teachers misinterpret students' speech or actions. For example, some teachers
misinterpret black children's use of Black English Vernacular as evidence of a decoding problem and so focus their teaching to remediate decoding difficulties that do not
exist (Burke, Pflaum, & Krafle, 1982). In a separate study, Au and Jordan (1980)
showed that a number of the difficulties Polynesian students experienced in learning to
read were related to teachers' ignorance of the students' basic cultural norms regarding
turn-taking.
The initial problems that disadvantaged students experience are often exacerbated over time as they fail to pick up skills they may need later on, and as their attitudes toward school become less and less positive. If students are consistently given
the message that there is something wrong and dysfunctional about their ways of acting
and communicating, they can come to lose faith in their own abilities (Ogbu, 1978).
Moreover, a continued disjuncture between the values of a student's home and community and those of the school may lead the student to reject the school's values and
begin to identify himself or herself in opposition to the predominant culture of the
school (Willis, 1977). Assuming a stand "in opposition," students begin to define success as not doing well in school, not carrying books, not dressing "properly," not completing assignments, etc. (Matute-Bianchi, 1986). Some researchers argue that minority
students begin to develop such a culture of resistance as early as preadolescence as
they begin to struggle to develop individual identities (Comer, 1988).
This literature, then, points to a complex and dynamic conception of disadvantagement. Students can be disadvantaged both because they come to school less than well
prepared and because school staff fail to diagnose and address their particular difficulties. Similarly, some students are disadvantaged both because their patterns of
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behavior, language use, and values do not match those of the school setting and because teachers and administrators fail to adapt to and take advantage of the cultural
strengths students do possess. Over time, these phenomena can create a negative cycle
of failure and despair, culminating in students' turning their backs on schooling and
dropping out.
This same line of research, however, also suggests that this cycle can be broken, or
need not even begin, if administrators and teachers take steps to minimize the cultural
incongruities between students' homes and schools. Such steps involve developing instructional programs that incorporate the life experiences and skills that students bring
with them to the classroom in order to provide those students with the skills and
strategies they need to succeed in the broader society (Dclpit, 1988). From this
perspective, effective instruction should integrate specific school concepts and the
everyday life experiences of the students (Cazden,19a6; Tharpe, 1988). The goal here
is to recognize the existence and value of the students' cultural backgrounds and to
adapt instructional and administrative strategies to the extent necessary for students to
acquire needed life skills.
Specifically, the research suggests that effective instruction for disadvantaged students
involves allowing swamis to use their awn life experiences as starting points for learning.
Students are able, for example, to read more, read faster, and make fewer errors if the
reading material is relevant to their religion (Lipson, 1983), their ethnicity (Schreck,
1981), and their nationality (Pritchard, 1987). Similarly, studies of instruction for
Latino students have found that the most effective teachers regularly encourage students to use their personal experiences to make sense of classroom content (Diaz,
Moll, & Mehan, 1986; see also Section III of this report).
To be able to build on their personal experiences, teachers must allow students opportunities for active participation in the class. Research suggests that techniques for
this population shout aot rely solely on the direct transmission of informationa
process that often confines students to a passive role. Rather, students need opportunities for active participation and knowledge generation, a finding with broad applicability across all types of classrooms, but especially important for disadvantaged
students (Cohen, 1988). Research on cooperative and small-group leaning has
demonstrated the value of active student learning (Cohen, 1984; Slavino1986).
In some cases, effective instruction for these students will require teachers to adapt instructional activities to the cultural characteristics of the students. Research has shown
that teachers can help students to learn more by changing the way they ask questions in
class to reflect predominant patterns of questioning in their students' community
(Heath, 1983). Similarly, Au and Jordan (1980) report increases in student reading
achievement among native Hawaiian children after rules about turn-taking were adjusted to the students' home culture.
School staff can also help to bridge the gap between the culture of the home and
that of the school by helping parents to devise effective ways of helping their children in
school-related activities at home. Research has demonstrated convincingly that even
parents with minimal formal education can be taught a variety of techniques (e.g., reading to their children, tutoring them in different subject areas, and allowing their
children to read out loud) that lead to increased school achievement (Clarke-Stewart,
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1983; Lazar & Darlington, 1978). Although much of this research has been done with
very young students, studies have also shown that parents can be trained to offer upperelementary student istructionally related support at home that results in higher
achievement (Barth, 1979).
A final strategy that research has found effective in bridging the home /school! gap
involves various methods of bringing parents into the school building. Studies have shown
an association between student achievement and a wide variety of efforts that allow
parents to participate meaningfully in in-school activities (Leler, 1983). One particularly effective strategy involves training parents to tutor or work with their own children
in class (Be-cher, 1984). Importantly, studies have demonstrated that sach programs
can be successful regardless of parents' socioeconomic status (Shields & McLaughlin,
1986; Shields & David, 1988). In fact, one study that included a nationally representative sample of students found that the effects of maternal education and other
status variables on a child's achievement were mediated almost entirely by the extent
of the mother's involvement in school activities. That is, the study found that social
status affects student achievement only through its effect on parental involvement
(Stevenson & Baker, 1987). Similarly, studies of effective schools for disadvantaged
students have found them to have strong programs of parental involvement (Chubb,
1988).

Taken together, these findings suggest that teachers and administrators can do
much to address the needs of students disadvantaged by a mismatch between their
home and school cultures. Generally, effective instruction appears to require a recognition and integration of students' cultural diversity so that teachers can build on
students' experiences as a way of teaching the new concepts and skills the students will
need to succeed. Thus, the research suggests, effective instruction involves allowing students the opportunity to participate actively in class and to use their own life experiences as the foundation for actively constructing meaning and knowledge in the school
setting. Furthermore, efforts to reduce the home/school mismatch can also be aided by
strategies that "bring the school into the home" (by getting parents involved in instructional activities at home) and that "bring the home into the school" (by getting parents
involved in the school site).
Such efforts, which work to increase the understanding and support between home
and school, are especially important in tile most disadvantaged communities, where
school staff are likely to have mixed expectations of stndents, and parents are likely to
have fewer positive experiences with formal educational institutions. In these situations, home/school cooperation can help to create a school climate that is both sensitive to the students' backgrounds and driven toward high expectations for academic
achievement. Most of all, parents' active involvement sends an unambiguous message
to the student that school is important. Parental values become increasingly important
as a student enters the upper elementary grades and begins to make more overt
choices about his or her participation in schooling. In the absence of an early message
from home concerning the value of school and ongoing efforts by school staff to remain
sensitive to and supportive of the community, many students from disadvantaged backgrounds decide to opt out of school (Fordham, 1988; Matute-Bianchi, 1986; Willis,
1977).
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The Professional and Institutional Emironment
Finally, both school and classroom instructional activities take place within a
broader professional and institutional environment. District policy and practices heavily influence school and classroom practice, as do numerous state-level decisions. Testing and textbook policies, in particular, bound much of what teachers do in the
classroom.
Legal responsibility for K-12 education rests at the school district level, and dis-

trict-level policies can do much to promote effective classroom practice. It is at the district level that decisions are made about the incentives and resources teachers require
to do their jobs effectively (Cuban, 1984), and it is district policymakers who establish
the mechanisms for information sharing and collaboration among schools and teachers
and who provide opportunities for needed staff development (David, 1989b). In particular, the extent to which schools are afforded the autonomy to develop appropriate
instructional strategies for their student population depends on a devolution of
authority from the district level (Purkey & Smith, 1985). Research has shown that district policies that afford school staff responsibility for budgeting, staffing, and curricular
decisions can increase teachers' motivation, help to aevelop a sense of professionalism
among school staff, and produce effective changes in instructional practices (David,
1989a; Rosow & Zagar, 1989).
This body of research suggests that district policies are most effective in fostering
improved classroom practice when they facilitate alliances with the community, the
school board, and school staff. The greatest results occur when all the parties share the
same goals and feel some level of responsibility for meeting those goali. The creation
of such alliances generally requires strong district-level leadership, typically a superintendent who serves as both an instructional and a political leader (Hill, Wise, &
Shapiro, 1989).
State legislators, governors, chief state school officers, and state departments of
education are also playing an increasingly important role in influencing local educational practice. In part, this trend reflects the greater share of educational expenses now
borne by state governments (U.S. Department of Education, 1988); in part, it reflects
the nationwide educational reform movement that has motivated even those states that
traditionally :iad remained quiescent in the field of education to take active steps to
promote more effective schooling at the local level (Timar & Kirp, 1987). Along with
greater state financial and political involvement in education have come increased state
guidelines and mandates concerning curricula, textbooks, and testing. Increasingly,
school and classroom decisions about appropriate practices are defined in large part in
response to state curricular and testing policies (see, for example, Knapp, Turnbull,
Blakely, Jay, Marks, & Shields, 1986).
As states have become more active in the educational arena, their efforts have
often promoted school improvement as they have brought increased fund., political
clout, and technical assistance to local educators' efforts. State agencies can serve an
important role of coordinating the flow of communication and information about effective practices and encourage the development of problem-solving coalitions through
the state (David, 1989b). Yet states, like districts, can also impede local improvement
efforts and tie the hands of teachers. In particular, states can limit local efforts with
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constraining regulations and an overreliance on test results (see Odden and Andeu.,n,
1986). The increased use of tests, often resulting from state requirements or pressure,
is having a profound effect on instructional activities. As standardized tests take on increased saliencit in an era of accountability, the traditional role of curriculum is being
increasingly performed by testing as teachers begin to teach more and more "to the
test" (Popham, Cruse, Rankin, Sandifer, & Williams, 1985). The creators of tests,
rather than curriculum developers or teachers, become the arbiters of wit& should be
taught (Madaus, 1988).

Summary: Environments That Support the Academic Learning of
Disadvantaged Students
We conclude this volume, then, with the
message that although the ingredients for
effective instruction of disadvantaged students are found within the confines of the
classroom, the interaction between and among teachers and students is constrained and
influenced by factors in the broader environment. Most immediately, school-level factors facilitate or limit effective classroom practice. Good classroom practice turns in
part on an orderly school climate, well-coordinated curricula and instructional
strategies, and an flyerall atmosphere characterized by a concern for academic excellence and high expectations for all students. Such a climate is particularly important in
schools for disadvantaged students, which are too often typ'fied by disorder, a lack of
discipline, little academic orientation, and low expectations.
Second, classroom practice is powerfully influenced by the famili.:s and community from which students come. The creation and maintenance of a climate of
achievement in schools requires students and parents to share those values, and eftective instruction requires that students actively try to learn. Research suggests, then,
that classroom instruction fc. disadvantaged students be particularly sensitive both to
compensating for students' weaknesses and to providing students the opportunity to
build on their own personal experiences as they learn needed skills. Similarly, research
suggests that effecti-,. school environments are created in part by responding to the
needs of students' families and building networks of support between home and the
school. Such support is especially important in signaling to disadvantaged students that
the school is valued by teachers and parents alike.
Finally, teachers and administrators in schools that serve disadvantaged students
require both autonomy and support from state and district education agencies. Schools
need assistance in the implementation and use of evaluations; in gaining access to, and
support for, appropriate staff development activities; and in the identification, use, and
modification of appropriate instructional materials. At the same time, school staff
especially those in schools that serve disadvantaged students and that often receive
categorical progrur. fundsneed sufficient autonomy and freedom from restr;;A:ve
state or district rules and regulations to develop and implement effective instructional
strategies tailored to the specific settings in which they teach.
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